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1. INTRODUCTION
1.

Tynwald agreed on 18th November 2009 to the following resolution, moved by Mr Graham
Cregeen MHK and incorporating an amendment moved by Mr Juan Turner MLC.
"That Tynwald appoints a Committee of three Members with powers to take written and oral
evidence pursuant to sections 3 and 4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to
investigate the feasibility and impact of withdrawal from or amendment of the agreement
under which residents of the Isle of Man pay a television licence fee; and to report."

2.

The Members elected to the Committee by Tynwald were Mr David Callister MLC, Mr
Graham Cregeen MHK and Hon Phil Gawne MHK. At the first meeting of the Committee,
Mr Cregeen was elected chairman. The Committee has held 14 meetings.

3.

The topic of the licence fee was again tabled for debate during the course of our
investigation, at the sitting of Tynwald in March 2011. Following a short debate on 15th
March 2011 the following resolution, incorporating an amendment tabled by the Chairman
of the Committee, was agreed to:
"That Tynwald notes that it appointed a Select Committee at the November 2009 sitting to
investigate the feasibility of withdrawal from or amendment of the agreement under which
residents of the Isle of Man pay a television licence fee; and recognises that the Select
Committee continues and awaits its Report."

4.

In the course of our investigation we have received written evidence from:
•

the BBC

® the Communications Commission
•

Manx Radio

• Three FM
® Energy FM
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* isleofman.com
• HM Attorney General
• the Isle of Man Post Office
e the UK Department for Culture, Media and Sport
• the States of Jersey
▪ the States of Guernsey
® BSkyB
The principal items from the above list are reproduced as Appendices to this Report.
5.

We also invited written submissions from members of the public. We received 38 of these,
for which we were most grateful. They are quoted selectively within this Report and the full
evidence file has been placed in the Tynwald Library.

6.

We heard oral evidence from the persons listed below on the dates shown. The
transcriptions of the oral evidence are included in full within this Report and are also
available on the Tynwald website.
24th March 2010

® Will White, Head of External Policy, BBC Operations Group
• Laura Ellis, Head of New Media and Business Manager, BBC English Regions
• Anthony Pugh, Managing Director, Manx Radio
o Hon Adrian Earnshaw MHK, Chairman, Communications Commission
® Dr Carmel McLaughlin, Director, Communications Commission
201 h July 2010

• Helen Corlett, BBC Audience Council
2

• Ariane Banta, BBC broadcast journalist based in the Isle of Man
• Louise Dow, Business Manager, BBC English Regions
• George Ferguson, Director, Three FM
• David LeProvost, Director, and Gavin Smith, General Manager, isleofman.com
• Andy Wint, Chief Executive, Energy FM
10th December 2010
• David Holdsworth, Controller of Nations and Regions, BBC
• Wilf White, Head of External Policy, BBC Operations Group
2nd

February 2011

• Paul Moulton, PMC Television Ltd
28th March 2011

• Hon Adrian Earnshaw MHK, Chairman, Communications Commission
• Dr Carmel McLaughlin, Director, Communications Commission
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2. THE BROADCASTING LANDSCAPE IN THE ISLE
OF MAN
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

7.

The BBC originated in the 1920s and was funded by a licence fee from its inception. The first
mention of the BBC in Tynwald was in 1934, when a Tynwald Question by Mr J H L Cowin
drew attention to the fact that it was not possible, at that time, for anyone other than the BBC
to operate a radio station in the Island. The Governor, Sir Montagu Butler, acknowledged
that the Wireless Telegraphy Acts 1904 to 1926 (of the UK Parliament) extended to the Isle of
Man and that the BBC's area of operations included the Island. A year and a half later, in
October 1935, there was a discussion in the House of Keys about the BBC's failure to
mention the Isle of Man during national and Empire celebrations. The Manchester Manx
Society had noticed this omission and had written to the Keys urging them to bring it to the
attention of the authorities.

8.

The related issues of the extent of UK broadcasting legislation to the Island, the interaction
between BBC services and the Island's own broadcasting capabilities, and the editorial
attention paid to the Island by the BBC in its wider programming, have been recurring
themes in Tynwald and the Branches throughout the intervening decades. During that time
there have been important changes to the broadcasting landscape both in the UK and in the
Island. The days of the BBC being a monopoly provider are long gone but it remains a
dominant presence in both jurisdictions.

9.

The 1950s to 1980s was a period of steady expansion which saw the growth of BBC
television and radio services and the introduction of commercial competition. More recently
there has been a rapid proliferation of services made possible by electronic media including
online and other digital platforms. Many, but not all, of these are available in the Island.
Here, meanwhile, Manx Radio was set up in 1964 first as an independent company and
subsequently as a hybrid commercial and public service broadcaster drawing part of its
income from a public subvention. Energy FM started broadcasting in 2001 and Three FM in
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2004. There are online news services provided by each of the Island's three radio stations; by
the newspaper provider, Johnston Press; by the BBC; and by independent providers.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The requirement to pay the licence fee

10. The legal framework which underpins the BBC's operations in the Island today remains
much as it was when first debated in Tynwald in 1934. The UK primary legislation has been
updated a number of times and is currently found in the Communications Act 2003 of the
UK Parliament. The Communications Commission set out the position as follows:
"As stated by the Chairman of the Communications Commission in the November 2009
sitting of Tynwald Court the arrangement under which we pay the TV licence is not an
agreement but rather it is a requirement of the Communications (Isle of Man) Order 2003 for
Island residents to pay the TV licence. Quite simply it is the law. The Order is a piece of
United Kingdom legislation that was made with the agreement of the Isle of Man
Government after Tynwald approved the principle of extending provisions of the UK's
Communications Act 2003 to the Island. The Order can only be amended or revoked with the
agreement of both the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom. Revocation or amendment of the
Order may also raise other legal and constitutional issues and could impact on international
agreements."1

11. This description of the legal framework was confirmed by the evidence of HM Attorney
General, who also wrote:
"Section 363 of the 2003 Act (which extends to the Island) provides that a television receiver
must not be installed or used unless the installation and use of the receiver is authorised by a
licence under Part 4 of the Act which is concerned with the licencing of TV reception. A
person who installs or uses a television receiver in contravention of the section is guilhy of an
offence...

Written submission dated 15th January 2010 (Appendix 6)
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The Committee have also enquired as to what legal steps would need to be taken if changes
were to be made to the current licence fee requirements. I believe that the short answer to this
is that a new Order in Council would have to he made, no doubt following representations
from the Island. I should point out, however, that section 363(6) of the 2003 Act provides that
the Secretary of State may, by regulations, exempt persons from the requirement of a licence
governing the installation or use of television receivers. It might, therefore, he possible for a
case to be made to the Secretary of State that regulations be made exempting persons resident
in the Island from the requirement to have a licence."2

12. The relevant UK legislation defines "television receiver" as follows:
(1)

Subject to paragraph (2), in Part 4 of the Act (licensing of TV reception), "television

receiver" means any apparatus installed or used for the purpose of receiving (whether by
means of wireless telegraphy or otherwise) any television programme service, whether or not
it is installed or used for any other purpose.
(2)

But a digital set top box is not a television receiver for the purposes of that Part if it is

installed in such a way that it can be used only to cause the production of sound through a
device whose functions are limited to the production, or the production and recording, of
sound.
(3) In this regulation, any reference to receiving a television programme service includes a
reference to receiving by any means any programme included in that service, where that
programme is received at the same time (or virtually the same time) as it is received by
members of the public by virtue of its being broadcast or distributed as part of that service.3

Whether the licence fee is a UK tax
13. In January 2006 the UK's Office for National Statistics (ONS) announced that the television
licence fee, previously classified as a service charge, was being reclassified as a tax. The ONS
commented:

2Letter

dated 10Lli December 2009 (Appendix 23)
(Television Licensing) Regulations 2004 (S12004/692) as amended by SI 2007/718

3Communications
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"The television licence fee, which is a payment that entitles the holder to receive television
signals, has been reclassified in the National Accounts as a tax. This is because, in line with
the definition of a tax, the licence fee is a compulsory payment which is not paid solely for
access to BBC services. Previously, this payment had been classified in the National Accounts
as a service charge. "4

14. This development was raised in the House of Keys on 31st January 2006 by Mr John
Houghton MHK, who asked the Treasury Minister to comment on any implications for the
Isle of Man. The Minister, Mr Bell, said there were no implications and emphasised that
there had been no change to the statutory requirement for Island residents to pay the licence
fee. On further questioning, Mr Bell said:
"I will certainly raise it again with my officers to see whether any fiirther advice is necessary,
but I can assure the Hon. Member, we have taken advice on this and this is the advice which
has been given to me."5

15. We followed this up with the Treasury who responded as follows:
"1 can now advise that the Treasury Minister did follow up his response made to the House of

Keys on

31st

January 2006 by referring again to the officers who had undertook [sic] the

initial research and information drafting. The officers confirmed verbally their conclusions as
relayed to the House on this date, effectively that the change was simply one of nomenclature,
undertaken by the Office for National Statistics in order to follow international practice in the
compilation of their national income accounts, with no implications for arrangements under
the Communications Act 2003.'16

Licence fee collection and enforcement
16. Collecting the licence fee is a responsibility of the BBC. In practice the collection operation is
handled by "TV Licensing". According to the "TV Licensing" website:

ONS Press Release dated 20th January 2006
Page 396K123
6Letter dated 281,April 2010 (Appendix 14)
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"'TV Licensing' is a trade mark of the BBC and is used under licence by companies
contracted by the BBC to administer the collection of the television licence fees and
enforcement of the television licensing system. The BBC is a public authorihy in respect of its
television licensing fiinctions and retains overall responsibility."

Various methods of payment are available to Isle of Man residents including direct
payments to TV Licensing via their website, or paying through a Post Office. The Isle of Man
Post Office receives payments from the BBC in respect of licensing transactions handled over
Post Office counters.
17. Non-payment of the licence fee is a criminal offence in the UK, the Isle of Man and the
Channel Islands. We have obtained the following evidence as to the enforcement regimes in
the Crown Dependencies.
"On the Isle of Man the prosecution process is akin to that in England and Wales in that TV
Licensing prepares and prosecutes our own cases. The only difference is that under Manx law
the summonses must be personally served by a resident 'Coroner' and presented in court by a
resident Solicitor [sic]. So we use Manx legal officers and operate under Manx law in Manx
courts but we prepare the prosecutions.
Just to complete the picture: in jersey once an officer has taken a statement the case is passed
to a `Centenier' to investigate. The Centenier, who will be responsible for a parish, decides
whether or not to prosecute and is responsible for the prosecution process. We are then
informed of the result. In Guernsey once an officer has taken a statement the case is passed to
the local police to investigate, Once an investigation is concluded the Law Officer or police
decide whether to prosecute. If the matter proceeds to court we are again informed of the
result. "7

18. As for the numbers of cases being handled under these regimes, we asked the BBC how
many prosecutions there had been for non-payment of the BBC licence fee in (a) Jersey; (b)
Guernsey; and (c) the Isle of Man. We received the following response:

E-mail from BBC quoted in e-mail from Communications Commission to Committee Clerk, 16th June
2010 (Appendix 8)
'
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"We regret that it is not possible to answer the question in the terms asked by the Select
Committee. In Jersey and Guernsey, TV Licensing sends cases to the relevant authorities and
these cases are then considered for prosecution by those authorities. So TV Licensing does not
control which cases are prosecuted and we can therefore only provide you with the data which
the relevant authorities can provide themselves. In the time available we regret that we have
only been able to obtain comparable data for all three governments from 2007 onwards.
"In the case of Jersey we can say that between 2007 and 2009 41 cases were laid to court. For
Guernsey 27 cases were sent to the authorities to consider prosecution and in the Isle of Man
59 were laid to court (NB these figures include cases where no further action may have been
taken (eg because a writ was not served or the case was withdrawn)).
"Although the precise legal procedures differ in each island, our policy in seeking a
prosecution is the same: everyone found to be using a television without a licence risks
prosecution and a fine, whoever they are and wherever they live. However, prosecution is a
last resort and we will always give every opportunity for those who do not have a TV licence
to pay their licence. We also offer a number of payment schemes to assist those who would
prefer to pay by instalments - although it is important to stress that our research indicates
that the socio-economic profile of those who do not pay the licence fee is similar to that of the
population as a whole and it is by no means only those of limited means who do not pay. In
each island our policy of conducting enforcement visits is also broadly similar, so the number
of visits on the Isle of Man over the last few years has been slightly higher than in Guernsey
but lower than in Jersey, which of course has a higher population than the Isle of Man."8

19. On the basis of this evidence —
We conclude that the licence fee appears to be more strictly enforced in the Isle of
Man than in Jersey or Guernsey.
20. It was drawn to our attention that in Guernsey there is a high-profile licence fee objector, a
Mr George Elkington, who is widely reported in the Guernsey Press as refusing to pay the
licence fee on the grounds that it is a UK tax. Neither the BBC nor the States of Guernsey

E-mail dated 151 h June 2010 (Appendix 3)
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was prepared to comment on Mr Elkington's individual case. We attempted to make contact
with Mr Elkington directly to allow him the opportunity to comment but without success.

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TERRESTRIAL BROADCASTING
Television

21. The Communications Commission has provided us with the following background
information about the terrestrial television infrastructure in the Island.
"There are over 1100 television transmitters covering the UK, Isle of Man and Channel
Islands. 80 of these are 'main' transmitters that are large enough and powerful enough to
cover large, populous areas of the UK. The remaining transmitters are 'relay' transmitters;
used to cover areas not adequately served by the main transmitters. The Isle of Man has 10
such relay transmitters."

22. We asked the Communications Commission if the BBC owned all or part of the Island's
terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure. They answered as follows.
"The BBC does not own all or part of the Island's terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure. All
terrestrial broadcasting facilities are owned by Arqiva Limited. Arqiva own and operate eight
transmission sites on the Island, all of which, with the exception of Ramsey, offer commercial
site sharing facilities to both the public and private sector.
Licences for mast sharing are granted under the Radio Mast Regulation Act 1988 (of
Tynwald) and are regulated by the Communications Commission. No fres are paid to the
BBC. The BBC and other broadcasters pay Arqiva for the provision of transmission facilities
on Island. Fees payable to the Commission under the Radio Mast Regulation Act are
calculated at 15% of the income generated from third-parties. "9

9Written submission dated 15t1 January 2010, paragraphs 6.19 to 6.20. The Communications
Commission explained in an e-mail dated 27t1October 2010 that eight of the relay station sites are
owned by Argiva and the other two by the Department of Home Affairs, See also the undated
information paper circulated by the Minister for Home Affairs after the May 2009 sitting of Tynwald
(Appendix 6 and Appendix 12).
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23. It was drawn to our attention that the number of channels available on digital terrestrial
television in the Isle of Man appeared to be smaller than the number available to households
in the UK. We asked the Communications Commission about this and they explained as
follows:
"All transmitters must carry the public service channels in order for the Public Service
broadcasters to meet their licence requirements. Everyone receives these channels.
After cm Ofcom consultation in 2005 on whether commercial multiplex operators should be
given spectrum to broadcast to all 1100 relays, the commercial operators felt it was not
economical for them to do so. As a result, they only broadcast from the 80 main transmitters.
This means that approximately 10% of households who watch from relay transmitters, which
include the on-Island transmitters, receive fewer channels than those tuned to a 'main'
transmitter."10

24. The outcome of this situation is that there are up to 16 digital TV channels available from
Isle of Man transmitters (BBC1, 2, 3, 4, ITV1, ITV2, ITV2+1, Channel 4, Channel 4+1, More4,
E4, Five, CBBC, CBeebies, BBC News, BBC Parliament). Viewers watching a main
transmitter in the UK, by contrast, can receive up to 55 digital TV channels (those mentioned
above plus others from ITV, Channel 4, Channel Five, Sky and various commercial channels
like QVC and Dave).1
25. Before 2008 it was possible to receive the television channels ITV3 and ITV4 on digital
terrestrial television in the Island. However, after that date these channels were lost. The
Commission explained this to us as follows:
"It is unfortunate that viewers of on-Island transmitters can no longer receive ITV3 and
ITV4 - but it was ultimately decisions by the UK Parliament and ITV that led to this.
The UK's 'Television Multiplex Services (Reservation of Digital Capacity) Order 2008' [SI

2008/14201 required ITV to carry Channel 5 and Channel 4 in Wales to carry S4C on their
jointly owned multiplex. This was to facilitate the transfer of Channel Five, a public service

E-mail dated 1410' September 2010 (Appendix 9)
Source: e-mail from Communications Commission dated 14th September 2009 (Appendix 10)
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channel, to a public service multiplex to ensure universal coverage and to create capacity for
further developments including the introduction of High-Definition services. The decision on
how to accommodate Channel 5 and which channel(s) to move was a commercial matter for
ITV plc who elected to move both ITV3 and ITV4 from a public service multiplex to a
commercial multiplex.
The Chairman of the Commission wrote to Sir Michael Grade, the Executive Chairman of
ITV shortly after the National Retune in September 2008 to express disappointment and
enquire as to what could he done to rectifij the situation.
Sir Michael stated that ITV3 and ITV4 are purely commercial channels, run to generate
money to reinvest in the core ITVI service. They have no plans to migrate ITV4 content to
other ITV channels but are in discussions with Ofcom over technical options which could
accommodate more channels on the Public Service multiplexes.
The Isle of Man Government and the Communications Commission was not consulted on the
plan to reserve capacity for High Definition services and Channel 5 on a Public Service
multiplex. ITV did not consult on its plans to move ITV3 and ITV4."12

26. These matters were raised in Tynwald on 20th January 2010 in an oral Question tabled by Mr
Peter Karran MHK. After providing an explanation consistent with the written evidence
quoted above, Hon Adrian Earnshaw MHK, as chairman of the Communications
Commission, commented:
"...to improve the level of choice, consumers can get more channels via satellite TV, which is
received by around 90 per cent of homes in the Isle of Man. Some people also receive more
channels if they can pick up signals directly from a main transmitter, such as the Winter Hill

[Lancashire], the Caldbeck [Cumbria], or Divis in [County Antrim, Northern] Ireland.
Households with broadband can also access TV programmes online. In the future, it is
anticipated that people will also be able to access programmes on their TV transmitted over
the internet. To obtain more channels from the on-Island transmitters would involve

E-mail dated 14th September 2010 (Appendix 9)
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significant capital and running cuts. Commercial broadcasters and the transmission
company, Argiva, would not pay and will be looking to the Isle of Man to meet the costs."13

27. The Communications Commission provided us with the following indication of the type of
costs which would be involved, writing:
"In theory these channels could be restored to the PSB multiplexes if new compression
standards are developed and introduced. This would cost the broadcasters money and while it
would allow more channels to be added there is no guarantee what the extra channels would
be. i.e. ITV3 and ITV4 are not PSB or must carry channels. Also it should be noted that over
time channels cease to broadcast and new channels are introduced.
Another possible alternative would be to pay for the commercial operators to transmit the
additional commercial multiplexes which carry ITV3 and ITV4 on Island. We have been
given an indicative figure for the transmission costs of £100,000 per annum plus electricity
costs to add the COM4/SDN multiplex which carries ITV3 and the COM6/ARQ B multiplex
which carries ITV4 to the Douglas transmitter site alone."14

Radio: limitations of analogue transmission capability and extent of DAB coverage
28. We have not investigated the radio broadcast infrastructure in depth but we understand that
it has its limitations. In particular, the BBC appears to have no way of broadcasting BBC
Radio Five Live in analogue MW form. Some households in the Isle of Man can, however,
receive Five Live and other BBC network services over DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting).
We were advised in December 2010 by Mr David Holdsworth, BBC Controller of Nations
and Regions, as follows:'5
unfortunately the Douglas transmitter site is not suitable for broadcasting in Medium

"

Wave, so although it carries radios 1-4 in FM it cannot transmit Radio Five Live which is a
MW only service. The Isle of Man therefore receives Radio Five Live from off island
transmitters. I have asked my colleagues here to Took into the possibility of delivering MW
transmissions on the island but this is likely to be expensive and it is of course hoped to

Hansard, pages 761T127 to 762T127
from Communications Commission dated 23rdSeptember 2010 (Appendix 11)
15E-mail dated 2411° December 2010 (Appendix 4)
13

14E-mail

13

switch off MW transmissions when we reach digital radio switchover. So for those who are
keen to listen to Radio Five Live the best solution at present is to do so via the internet or via
DAB which we now estimate offers a robust signal in 62% of homes on the island or via DTI'
or DSat. And the Isle of Man is of course also part of the BBC's planning work to expand
DAB coverage to FM equivalence over the next few years:

29. The 62% estimated DAB coverage in the Isle of Man compares poorly to the UK estimate of
90% provided to us by Mr Holdsworth of the BBC in his oral evidence.16
30. The question of adopting DAB as a platform for the distribution of radio services which
originate in the Isle of Man - as opposed to BBC network services - is considered further
below.

L6

Q321
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3. BBC SERVICES ACROSS THE WHOLE LICENCE
FEE TERRITORY
31. A large part of the BBC's licence fee income is spent on services which are available to every
household in the licence fee territory, i.e. the UK and Crown Dependencies. (These are
sometimes referred to as "national" services although the licence fee territory includes more
than one nation.) According to the BBC website, in 2009/10 the average weekly cost of the
licence fee was £11.88. This was spent as set out in the following table:
Amount per

Percentage of total

household per week
Television (BBCI, BBC2, BBC3, BBC4, BBC

£7.85

66%

£2.01

17%

£0.67

6%

£1.35

11%

News, BBC Parliament, BBC HD, BBC Red
Button, CBBC, CBeebies)
Radio (R1, R1 Extra, R2, R3, R4, R5Live,
R5Live Sports Extra, R6, R7, Radio Scotland,
Radio Alba, Radio nan Gaidheal, Radio
Wales, Radio Cymru, Radio Ulster, Radio
Foyle, Local Radio)
Online (BBC Online, BBC i-Player, BBC
Mobile)
Other (Switchover, running costs,
investment in new technology, licence fee
collection)

32. Following the successful switchover operation in the Isle of Man, which was completed in
July 2009, all of the above-named television services are available by digital terrestrial
broadcasting (i.e. "Freeview") throughout the Isle of Man. The radio stations intended for
15

the UK national audience are also available on Freeview although those for Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland are not.17Analogue reception of BBC Radio 1, 2, 3 and 4 is good but
that of Radio 5 Live is unacceptably poor.

IMPORTANCE OF "NATIONAL" SERVICES TO ISLAND RESIDENTS

33. Of the 38 submissions received, around a two-thirds were against the licence fee and around
a third in favour. The following is an illustrative selection of the negative comments made:
• "1 just do not want to pay for the BBC and see no justification whatever for its demands nor
can I understand the need for its existence if it cannot stand upon its own feet." (Philip

Alsop, Lonan)
o "I do not choose to receive BBC programming and the fact that the BBC choose to bombard
the airwaves with their product is to me utterly irrelevant - we do not live in England and
should therefore not pay an English fee for a product which we do not necessarily ask to have
thrust upon us. If the BBC are concerned about us possibly receiving their product without us
paying for it, then surely it is up to them to technically limit the directions & distances over
which their broadcasts are made. I do not walk on Ramsey beach singing out loud to
myself and demand that anyone & everyone living on the West coast of England pay me an
annual fee just because I might be overheard if the wind blows off Barrule strongly enough
and in the right direction." (A R Ault, Ramsey)
• "For many years we have deeply resented paying for the TV licence. We rarely watch and
never listen to the BBC because we find the content to be of poor quality, uninteresting
and politically biased to the left. We also believe the BBC to be extremely self-serving, bloated,
wasteful and extremely poor value for money. The BBC is now an outdated and unfair model
and should be changed. Given the choice would prefer only to pay for BBC content in which
we are interested (very little) or not have access at all." (Lee and Voirrey Earnshaw)
•

"There seems to be a view by the BBC that programmes are not suitable material for
broadcasting unless they can be understood by any viewer who is barely (or not at all)

i7See Freeview channel list attached to e-mail dated 14th September 2009 from the Communications
Commission (Appendix 10)
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literate... If there is any method by which the residents of the Isle of Man can avoid having to
pay the BBC licence fee for this drivel then I suggest it should be most closely looked into."

(Colin Heard, Crosby)
34. Others took a different view:
•

"The BBC is one of the best broadcasting services in the world and the standard of
programmes it produces is second to none. For the IOM to start tinkering and moaning about
what we pay in licence fees for such an excellent service is pathetic. The licence fee is roughly
equivalent to a price of 20 cigarettes a week." (James Corrin, Onchan)

• "In comparison with the fees charged by `Sky', I feel the BBC licence fee to be amazing value
for money. In my opinion, I feel that BBC Radio 4 alone is worth the licence fee and all other
TV and radio programmes merely a bonus." (G C Davies, Braddan)
• "The BBC is renowned throughout the world for the high standard, quality and integrity of
its broadcasting and journalism and it would be a highly retrograde step for our politicians to
consider such a move which could deny many of the island's population access to BBC radio
and television services." (J M King, Tromode)
"The BBC's programme quality is world class." (Richard Orton)

35. The oral evidence we heard from representatives of the broadcast media industry revealed a
similar degree of respect for the BBC. There was no appetite for "doing without" the BBC, as
illustrated by the following comment from Mr Andy Wint of Energy FM:
...replacing BBC network television on a local basis is fatuous. We could not do it. People do

"

watch BB C network television. "18

36. We agree with Mr Wint that there is no way the Isle of Man could ever provide for itself
anything like the standard of programming produced by the BBC.
We conclude, based on the evidence before us and on our own experiences, that it
is desirable that residents of the Isle of Man continue to have access to those BBC

18
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television and radio services which are provided throughout the UK and Crown
Dependencies.

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE DID NOT PAY THE LICENCE FEE?
37. We have already established, from the evidence of the Communications Commission and
HM Attorney General quoted above, that it would in theory be possible to alter the
arrangements for the payment of the licence fee. This would involve a change to the law
which could only be achieved by agreement with the UK Government. A key question in
considering whether to set about seeking that agreement is, what would happen if the Isle of
Man went down this line? Would the BBC be able to withdraw the services it currently
provides? If services were withdrawn, could alternative arrangements be made?
Effect on BBC distribution and content
38. When we put this to the BBC directly, their response was as follows:
"Q10. Mr Gawne: ... What would happen if the Isle of Man decided to withdraw from
paying the TV licence?
Mr White: I think the first thing I would say is that we would be extremely sorry to see
that happen. At the moment, because you do pay the TV licence, we feel a very strong
obligation to serve you with our services, and I think that not only do you receive our
national services, but we are trying to improve what we do locally as well. There is a
strong incentive on us to do so because, quite rightly, you can put pressure on us and say
'We pay you this money, can we have value for money from what we give you?'
If we were no longer to receive the television licence fee, we would not have the obligation
to seek to serve the Isle of Man and I think that would he a great shame. ""I 9

39. In written evidence to us, the Communications Commission described as follows what
might happen if the BBC did not have the "obligation to seek to serve the Isle of Man":
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"5.2 BBC television and radio services may remain available, but possibly only to Isle of Man
residents who can receive signals from off-island transmitters or those who have Freesat or
Sky. However, with technological development, this situation cannot be guaranteed going
forward as it is possible that the BBC services could be removed from Island residents'
satellite TV electronic programme guides.
5.3 Should the Island withdraw from paying the TV licence, the BBC may discontinue
terrestrial TV and radio transmissions on-Island. If the BBC withdraws funding for the onisland terrestrial transmission network other broadcasters such as ITV, Channel 4 and
Channel Five may follow suit.
5.4 Although it is believed that around 90% of Isle of Man households now have satellite TV
on their main TV set, there will be a number of second or third sets receiving digital
terrestrial television broadcasts from on-Island transmitters. Each of these would have to be
converted to receive satellite TV or off-island signals at a cost to the household. In addition,
those who have invested in aerial upgrades, TVs and Freeview set-top boxes in preparation for
Digital Switchover, may find that their equipment will no longer work.
5.5 Should we withdraw from the licence fee and the BBC cease radio transmissions on Island,
this could mean that residents will no longer be able to listen to BBC radio in their cars or on
their standard FM radios and those who have invested in DAB radios may find they no
longer work.
5.6 It is not just access to traditional broadcast media from the BBC which the Island would
risk losing should we withdraw from paying the TV licence. The BBC provides free ondemand access to BBC TV and radio programmes online via the BBC iPlayer which is
becoming increasingly popular. As the service is funded by the TV licence the BBC may try to
block Isle of Man residents' access to iPlayer, whether accessed over the Internet or
eventually, through a TV.
5.7 Should the Island cease to pay the TV licence, the BBC, and other broadcasters could
remove their presence on Island and be less inclined to cover the Isle of Man in their wider
ranging news, cultural or sports programming. The BBC could remove their journalists from
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the Island and, in doing so, put an end to the training and other content sharing
arrangements currently enjoyed by Manx Radio. "2°

40. A similar description of this scenario was submitted to us by Bob Allison. Mr Allison is a
Manx Radio employee but wrote to us in a private capacity.
"The broadcasting infrastructure on the Island is provided by Arqiva on contract to the BBC
and other Independent broadcasters. If there was no need to broadcast to the Isle of Man it is
inevitable that they would pull back state of the art equipment to re-deploy on the UK
national digital TV rollout. They would then look at overheads and probably dismantle the
transmitter sites that they own.
The potential losses would be:
•

10 TV transmitters would be removed from the island

•

DAB broadcasting would cease

•

National BBC radio and Classic FM would cease

•

Many significant masts and equipment buildings holding not only TV aerials and
transmitters, but all 3 Manx Local Radio stations, Communications Division, Manx
Telecom and Sure Mobile systems would be removed

•

Sky broadcasting would disable all Sky receiver boxes registered on the Island.

Carnane Douglas transmitter site would be dismantled and the mast removed in order to
reduce their operational overheads. A key location for all 3 Manx local radio stations would
become unavailable. "21

41, The evidence of the Communications Commission confirms that the transmission sites
owned by Argiva, which receives payments from the BBC and other broadcasters for the
provision of transmission facilities, are also used by:

Written submission dated 15th January 2010 (Appendix 6)
dated 28th December 2009 from Bob Allison
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21E-mail
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• the Isle of Man Government for the "Terrestrial Trunked Radio" or "TETRA"
system relied upon by the emergency services
a

telecommunications companies including Manx Telecom, Cable and Wireless,
WiManx and Domicilium

• Manx Radio, 3FM and Energy Radio.22
It follows that if the BBC's contribution to Arqiva were withdrawn, the resultant funding
shortfall would be felt widely across the Isle of Man.
Alternative means of receiving BBC broadcast services: Irish and continental models

42. There is an argument that the BBC's coverage of the Isle of Man, in terms of news content
and other editorial priorities, is so slight that it could be sacrificed without great loss to the
Manx nation. If that were the case, then it would follow that in content terms the Island
would have little to lose by unilaterally walking away from the licence fee. However, the
question would remain of how to ensure Isle of Man residents continued to have access to
those BBC services at "UK national level" which are so highly valued.
43. Noting the evidence that around 90 per cent of households in the Island receive television
and radio signals by satellite, we considered whether it would be possible to rely on this as a
substitute for the terrestrial broadcasting supported directly by the BBC at a technical level.
We noted, for example, that BBC signals appeared to be picked up by satellite in the
Republic of Ireland and in continental Europe and we asked whether a similar arrangement
could be made for the Isle of Man.
44. The arrangements allowing access to the BBC in the Republic of Ireland were described to us
in the following written evidence from the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland.
"How many people in the Republic of Ireland can get BBC television and radio
services?

E-mail from the Communications Commission dated 27 October 2010 (Appendix 12)
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From surveys conducted to calculate television audience figures, it is estimated that
approximately 87% of Irish households have equipment in their homes that can receive BBC
television and radio services. (87% =7.378 million households). However as BBC, ITV, Ch4,
Ch5 and other UK services are currently transmitted on a ETA [free-to-air] basis, via
satellite, near universal reception of these services, via satellite, is possible.
By what technical means does this happen (ie terrestrial broadcasting, satellite,
cable), and do the viewers have to pay?
Provider

Approximate Pay /Free
percentage of
households
Sky Digital Satellite
37%
Viewer pays Sky; Sky pays
royalties to BBC and other UK
Broadcasters.
Viewer pays UPC; UPC pays
UPC Digital Cable
16%
royalties to BBC and other UK
Broadcasters.
Other Digital
Free to air satellite customers
9%
and lapsed Sky Customers pay
including Free-to-Air
no charges to receive ETA
Satellite
services. However Sky+
functionality may be lost.
UPC Analogue Cable 16% Viewer pays UPC; UPC pays
royalties to BBC and other UK
Broadcasters.
Households that receive spill over
Terrestrial Analogue
9%
coverage using an external
terrestrial aerial do not pay
charges to receive UK services."

45. Two of these technical options might be seen as potentially applicable to the Isle of Man. The
first is the option of relying on picking up "spillover" of terrestrial signals along with the 9%
of Irish households who can do this because they are located near transmitters in Northern
Ireland and Wales. We are, however, much further away from Northern Ireland than the
Irish Republic is. Our experience with ITV3 and ITV4, referred to above, suggests that few
households in the Isle of Man would be able to place much reliance on "spillover" terrestrial
analogue signals from the surrounding jurisdictions.
46. The other option we could theoretically adopt from Ireland would be to rely on Sky satellite
reception in order to receive BBC television and radio. On the basis of the Irish model,
however, it appears that a commercial arrangement would need to be put in place. Sky
22

would have to pay the BBC for the services, and they would doubtless pass the cost on to
Isle of Man residents. The BBC confirmed in oral evidence:
"We do provide BBC services in Southern Ireland on a commercial basis, so Sky and cable pay
us to carry our services and they in turn charge their customers as part of their subscriptions
for those services."23

This is in contrast with the current position in the UK and Crown Dependencies, where Sky
does not have to pay the BBC, and does not therefore pass on any charge for BBC services to
its customers:
"Q46 The Clerk: ... Would the BBC have received any royalties from Sky in respect of that
service?
Mr White: No, nothing at all. In fact, we pay Sky for some of the services they offer us. We
do not pay them strictly for carriage, but we do make payments to them for sonie of the
technical services they offer in order to make our programmes available. We receive no
revenue whatsoever from Sky. I noticed actually somebody... I have been following the debate
on this issue on the website, and somebody said, `Oh, Sky pays the BBC for its services/ We
do not. Actually, elsewhere in continental Europe there are platforms providers who do pay
public service broadcasters for their content, but the BBC does not receive payment."

47. We also looked at the position in continental Europe, where anecdotal evidence suggests
that a wide range of BBC television services can be picked up by satellite. The evidence of
the BBC would appear to suggest that much of this is unlawful. As such, it does not
represent a viable model from Tynwald's point of view. In oral evidence, the BBC
commented on these matters as follows:
"The Chairman: Can I just pick up on one point from my colleague there. When you were
saying about in Southern Ireland, they pay a commercial rate, the UK press publish - I think
it was The Sun - in Spain, and it has BBC TV listings in there. Do people in Spain pay a
commercial rate for those services as well?
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Mr White: They should be paying a Sky subscription. If I am honest, we are aware, and Sky
are aware that there are some people who illegally take equipment from the UK to Spain and
use it to listen to UK services, but they should not be receiving services without paying for

Generally speaking, on the continent of Europe, people's satellite dishes point in a different
way from the satellite dishes in the British Isles. So although theoretically there are quite a
large number of people who ought to he able to receive BBC services on the continent of
Europe, we think the number is generally quite small.
The only area where we know there is a lot of BBC watching is again done through a
commercial deal with the cable operators in Belgium and Holland, where they do get, again,
BBC services distributed in a similar way to Ireland. So although theoretically the overspill
from the Astra 2 satellite would cover a reasonable portion of Europe, most people in Europe
have their dishes pointing in a different direction to pick up their own services rather than
ours, so we do not think the overspill is huge.
It is very difficult to calculate though. If you ask people, because they know they are not
supposed to be watching our channels, they are not likely to say. "24

48. We approached BSkyB direct and asked whether, if the Island were not within the scope of
the licence fee, it would be possible to put in place some alternative arrangement under
which BBC services could still be made available in the Isle of Man. Their response was noncommittal, merely commenting that the matter would need to be raised directly with the
BBC.25
Unilateral withdrawal: conclusion and recommendation
We conclude that, while it would theoretically be possible to make independent
arrangements to receive BBC television and radio programmes via cable or
satellite as in the Republic of Ireland, there can be no guarantee that this would
cost Isle of Man residents less than the licence fee. Under such a model, moreover,

Qq 14 to 16
Letter dated 1st April 2010 from BSkyB (Appendix 24)
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BBC services would not be available on any televisions not connected to a satellite
dish, nor on analogue or DAB radio, including car radios.
Recommendation 1
We recommend that, given the importance of ensuring Isle of Man residents can
receive those BBC television and radio services which are available throughout the
UK and Crown Dependencies, given the technical and commercial risks associated
with any alternative means of receiving these services, and given the contribution
made by the BBC to the upkeep of the infrastructure for communications services
including the emergency services, Tynwald should not consider withdrawing
from the historic licence fee arrangement with the UK at this time; Tynwald
should instead concentrate its efforts on obtaining value for money from the BBC;
but the issue should be kept under review.

POLITICAL SERVICES: BBC PARLIAMENT AND BBC DEMOCRACY LIVE
49. Among the services provided by the BBC across the whole of the licence fee territory are
BBC Parliament and BBC Democracy Live. BBC Parliament is a television channel available
on digital terrestrial and satellite. BBC Democracy Live is an area of the BBC website which
includes information about political institutions and acts as a "gateway" to live and "watch
again" webcasts from Westminster and the devolved parliaments and assemblies of the
United Kingdom.
50. In their oral evidence to us, the BBC indicated that there might be a possibility of including
proceedings from Tynwald within this overall framework. Laura Ellis said on 24th March
2010:26
"One final thing: we would be very, very keen to explore opportunities with the BBC
Parliament channel to do some regular reports from Tynwald and some televising of
Tynwald, if that is something which is agreeable to Members and which is something which
you would like us to investigate. So that is another issue that is pending."

26
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51. On 24th December 2010, David Holdsworth wrote:
"We are still keen to give Tynwald and Manx politics a permanent home on the BBC
Parliament channel but as previously discussed, this is dependent on a camera feed of
proceedings being made available. In the the meantime we are discussing the idea of a regular
update on Tynwald proceedings in text to be offered to our web service."

52. On 5th March 2011, Laura Ellis wrote:
"We remain keen to provide more coverage of Tynwald on our website and on the BBC
Parliament channel. Although unfortunately, the provision of cameras has been ruled out by
Tynwald at this stage on cost grounds we are now creating a series of monthly Tynwald
reports for the BBC website."

53. Broadcasting of Tynwald proceedings is a matter for the Tynwald Management Committee,
a report by that Committee (PP94/10) having been debated in Tynwald on 14th July 2010.
We therefore consulted the Clerk of the Tynwald Management Committee as to the
prospects of Tynwald proceedings appearing on BBC Parliament. The Clerk advised us that
direct contact had already been made between the Tynwald Management Committee and
representatives of BBC Parliament. The BBC had said it was prepared to take any output
which Tynwald itself chose to produce and pay for. If such output were made available, the
BBC might make use of it, either on the BBC Parliament television channel or on the webbased service "BBC Democracy Live". There was no financial support on offer from the BBC
and no guarantee that the material would be used at all. Editorial control for any material
distributed by the BBC would rest with the BBC.
54. In the interests of avoiding overlap between our two Committees we have decided not to
make any comment on this matter. We leave it to the Tynwald Management Committee to
determine any further steps it wishes to take in pursuance of existing Tynwald resolutions,
and to determine whether it wishes to put any further proposals before Tynwald for debate.
We conclude that the Tynwald Management Committee should be able to rely on
the support of the Communications Commission and other executive bodies in
relation to this agenda so that any future proposals for BBC coverage of Tynwald
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proceedings can be taken forward as part of an overall package of negotiations
between the Isle of Man and the BBC.
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4. BBC SERVICES TO NATIONS, REGIONS AND
LOCALITIES WITHIN THE LICENCE FEE
TERRITORY
55. In addition to the television and radio channels which are available throughout the UK and
Crown Dependencies, the BBC produces a large number of services designed for various
sub-divisions of the licence fee territory. The territory is divided up differently for different
media.
56. For radio, there are BBC stations for Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey
and 38 English localities. In Scotland and Wales there are additional Celtic language services
(Radio nan Gaidheal in Scotland and Radio Cymru in Wales). In Scotland there are also
separate services for Orkney and Shetland. In Northern Ireland there is a separate service for
the north west, Radio Foyle. There is no BBC radio for the Isle of Man.
57. For television, BBC1 exists in 18 different variations: one each for Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland and 15 variants for "England" (including the Crown Dependencies). The
Isle of Man receives a variant of BBC1 designated as being for the North West of England.
The Channel Islands receive their own variant which is mostly the same as BBC1 in the
South West of England but which departs from it for a short dedicated news bulletin at
6.30pm and 10.25pm each weekday. BBC2 television has variants for Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland but only one version for England and the Crown Dependencies. Scotland
also has a Gaelic language television service, BBC Alba.
58. On the Internet, the BBC "Where I live" website divides England into 42 areas, Wales into
10, Scotland into 6, and treats Northern Ireland as a single area. Each of Jersey, Guernsey
and the Isle of Man has its own area of the BBC website.
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RADIO
The question of a BBC radio station for the Isle of Man

59. The reason for the absence of any BBC radio station for the Isle of Man is historical. The
background was provided to us in oral evidence by Hon Adrian Earnshaw MHK as follows:
"I think it is interesting to reflect, particularly with radio in the Isle of Man, and a member of
your Committee will be very interested in what I am going to say now, because the Isle of
Man were very much pioneers, radio-wise, in terms of commercial radio. The BBC, I think in
the 1960s, without wishing to be unkind to them, were probably still in a hit of a war-time
mode. I do not things had changed dramatically with the BBC's presentation of things in the
1950s and early 1960s. Manx Radio came on the scene in, I think, 1964, closely followed by
Radio Caroline, which dropped anchor in Ramsey Bay round about the same time, just a little
bit after Manx Radio. So the Isle of Man was very much at the forefront of commercial radio
and I think this set the pattern really, of the pathway that we have developed along, which led
the way for others. I think it was 1967 or 1968 that the first commercial radio appeared in the
UK. It might have been Radio London, was it? (Dr McLaughlin: Leicester.) Was it Radio
Leicester? I knew it was something starting with an L. So, it was Radio Leicester and that
was in the late 1960s. Jersey: BBC radio in Jersey did not get going until the 1980s. So, the
Isle of Man was well ahead of the game. I just wanted to state those points. I think in the Isle
of Man, speaking as a Manxman, I am rightly proud of the fact that we have got three
indigenous radio stations on the Isle of Man." 27

60. The BBC's account of the same period was similar:
"Ms Ellis: ... The Isle of Man was incredibly forward looking in 1967 when it set up the first

commercial radio station. The BBC then set up five or six more stations that year, but you
were way ahead of us in terms of looking at this new emerging market for local and regional
radio, which meant that when we came to look at places like the Channel Islands several years
later and in those heady times in the 1980s, investing all over England, as we did, and in the
Channel Islands, in services, discussions, as I understand it, that we had at the time with the
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Isle of Man suggested that the answer was, 'Well, no thanks, we've actually got a local radio
station of our own. There is no point in setting up what would have been a rival station.' ...
When I started to research this back in 2006, ... talking to a range of people in the BBC and on
the Isle of Man, my understanding was very much that discussions were held and that it was
held at that point - and I know times change - to be an unwelcome idea that the BBC would
set up a service, in that Manx Radio was already existing and it was felt that The Chairman: So it was only deemed as a competitor to Manx Radio, any other existing...
It was not instead of or alongside?
Ms Ellis: I do not think it would be our place to really have made that suggestion."28

61. We asked the Communications Commission to investigate whether consideration had been
given at any time to the question of asking the BBC to provide a radio station for the Island
instead of, or alongside, Manx Radio. They responded as follows:
"Further to our meeting with the Select Committee on 24 March, we have now been through
the files that we hold in our office and the Hansard since October 1997. We have also
consulted with Mr Waddington and Mr Hewitt, the two previous Directors of the
Communications Commission.
Mr Hewitt confirmed that there has never been any direction or request to the Commission
from Government that the BBC should establish a local radio service on the Island. Indeed the
emphasis in the Tynwald Debates and discussions between the BBC, the Isle of Man
Government and the Commission have always been to obtain better value from the licence fee
in other areas, including support for Manx Radio in the form of a Memorandum of
Understanding.
However, as you are aware, meetings have taken place over the years between Government
Officials and the BBC. We do not have any access to any files prior to the setting up of the
Telecommunications Commission in 1985."29

Qq20, 26 and 27
Letter dated 28th April 2010 from the Communications Commission (Appendix 7)
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62. We have considered afresh whether it would be beneficial to the Isle of Man to radically
alter the current landscape by pressing for a BBC radio station as an alternative to the
existing Manx Radio set-up. The main advantages would be:
• Island residents would benefit from a radio station uninterrupted by commercial
advertising
• financial saving to the Isle of Man Treasury
• BBC provision for the Isle of Man would be a step closer to that provided in the
Channel Islands
The disadvantages would be:
• an impact on the radio advertising market in the Isle of Man which would be
difficult to predict
• editorial control would be exercised by employees of a UK-based institution
• even if some editorial staff were based in the Isle of Man, there is a risk that too much
influence (for example over music playlists) would be held by controllers based in
the UK
63. On the other hand it was announced in October 2010 that funding for the Welsh television
service S4C would be transferred from the UK Government to the BBC. Under this proposal
S4C is to retain its brand identity and editorial distinctiveness, and is not to become a BBC
branded service. We will be interested to see if it proves possible to maintain the
independence of 54C while at the same time as funding it via the BBC licence fee. We see no
reason in principle why this should not work and why Manx Radio could not, similarly,
benefit from significant financial support from the BBC without losing its unique Manx
identity.
We conclude that the risks in allowing public service radio in the Isle of Man to be
controlled by the BBC are too great, and accordingly that no attempt should be
made to encourage the BBC to operate a radio station for the Isle of Man either
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instead of, or as well as, Manx Radio. This need not, however, preclude Manx
Radio from accepting financial support or support in kind from the BBC.
Putting Manx radio stations on DAB
64. Manx Radio and the Isle of Man's other two stations are streamed live via the Internet but
they are not available on any digital broadcast platform: digital terrestrial television, digital
satellite television, or DAB radio. An estimated 62% of Manx households can already use
DAB receivers to listen to BBC network radio.3° However, to enable our own radio stations
to take advantage of DAB technology, it would be necessary to set up a dedicated DAB
multiplex" for the Island, and this would be a significant investment.

"

65. DAB radio was debated in Tynwald as part of a Manx Radio strategy debate on 16th January
2007. It was resolved on that date:
"That the Council of Ministers moves forward the introduction of DAB/DRM technology as
Manx Radio is unable to meet the financial commitment."

In the Council of Ministers' 2010 Tynwald Policy Decisions Report (GD48/10), this action is
described as "carried forward", with the comment "this is dependent on the
Communications Commission review of digital broadcasting".
66. Anthony Pugh, managing director of Manx Radio, enumerated to us a long list of potential
benefits of such a development: the ability for Island residents to receive the three existing
channels on DAB equipment; the ability for Manx Radio to broadcast more than two
different programmes at the same time (needed, for example, when the Southern 100 races
clash with a sitting of Tynwald); the introduction of further capacity which could be used for
Manx language programming, dedicated youth programming etc.3L Mr Pugh told us in oral
evidence that when the cost of setting up DAB on the Isle of Man was assessed a couple of
years ago the estimates produced were about £1.5 million for the transmitter and £250,000
per year running costs.32

3°E-mail dated 24th December 2010 from David Holdsworth, BBC (Appendix 4)
31Qq 60 to 62. See also letter dated 27 January 2010 from Manx Radio (Appendix
32
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67. The BBC's approach to supporting DAB was explained to us in oral evidence by Mr White
and Mr Holdsworth as follows:
1Q3191 Mr White: ... we are continuing to expand digital radio and we are keen to support

digital radio. I think we were quite early in offering DAB coverage of our network services
here on the Isle of Man and we remain interested in doing DAB local services and„ . Sorry,
that was the wrong way of putting it - in supporting DAB local services, rather than doing
new DAB local services ourselves. So DAB continues and we remain committed to the
platform.
Q320. Mr Callister: Supporting local DAB services. What does that mean exactly?
Mr White: Well, where DAB is being rolled out by commercial multiplex providers, we are

buying space on commercial multiplexes for BBC services, which helps to support the
platform.
Mr Holdsworth: The BBC has not actually rolled out any local multiplexes itself It waits

for a commercial provider to offer them and then pays for carriage of a service on them.

68. Specifically in relation to the Isle of Man, Mr White confirmed that:33
"If a commercial DAB multiplex is established, -we would seek to offer a local service on it. I
believe there were some discussions about this some time ago, and we did make an offer, but
do not think there has been much progress in recent months."

69. The Director of the Communications Commission, in her oral evidence, was circumspect
about the importance of DAB and more optimistic than Manx Radio about the future of
analogue radio for communities as small as the Isle of Man. She said:
"It would be lovely if the BBC helped us with DAB. In terms of the policy for digital, as you
know, the Communications Commission published a consultation document just before
Christmas with a report and we will be publishing a follow-up statement shortly. What we
said about digital is that we acknowledge the importance of digital and indeed the digital
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economy, and that it is important that the Isle of Man keeps at the forefront and up to date in
developments.
However, in the case of radio, we thought it was probably prudent, to use another person's
favourite word, to look carefully at the options for digital radio. As you know, we already have
digital radio via the internet, via TV, via DAB on parts of the Island. There is a debate across
Europe about the future of digital terrestrial radio. DAB is only one technology. The UK was
at the forefront of DAB, I think the BBC launched the first DAB radio in 1995, and 15 years
later there are only 10 million DAB sets in the UK. So it has not been an overnight, runaway
success and the quality of DAB can be variable.
However, given that, the UK has said that they are committed to coming up with a
switchover date. Dates have been mentioned, but there is no committed date. Secondly, what
they have said in the UK is that they will switch off national FM and large regional FM
services. There is no plan to switch off small, local or regional services and I think Ofcom was
defining regional services as those covering a population of less than 300,000.
So I think, unlike television, where there was a pressing global demand to actually switch off
analogue transmissions and release the spectrum, there is not the same consensus about radio
at present and indeed I think Sweden is relaunching digital services but the last I heard,
Germany was still... the debate was out as to which technology and what they would do. So
think at this stage in time, it is probably best to look at all our options and watch carefully
what is happening, before committing down a DAB path. "34
70. Updating us in November 2010, the Director wrote:
"The UK Government has set up a Digital Radio Action Plan to inform a future decision on
whether to implement a Digital Radio Switchover programme in the UK. No absolute
decision nor date for switchover have been made.
The Communications Commission published a summary of responses to our December
consultation in August 2010 see
itItp://www.goy , int/lib/dors/cc/co nsul ta tio eis/cc response tost ratre.viewconsulta.pcif
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and a Perspective Report on The Isle of Man Approach to Telecommunications Regulation
and Spectrum Awards
(see:

http://www,gov.itn/lib/tioeslaAonsuitations/teleconifivutireportNif

A further report on audio-visual issues and digital radio options has been drafted but we do
not have a publication date as yet. "35
We do not think that the importance and urgency of providing a DAB multiplex
for Manx Radio and other Isle of Man radio services (both actual and potential)
should be overstated. We nevertheless conclude that there could be significant
merit in the Isle of Man better exploiting the potential of digital technology for the
distribution of radio programming. There is no reason why, subject to the
continuing progression of DAB as a widely used platform, support for DAB
should not have a place within the Isle of Man's list of requirements from the BBC
in future negotiations.

TELEVISION AND ONLINE VIDEO
BBC television coverage of the Isle of Man: the wallaby factor

71. Viewers in the Isle of Man receive the version of BBC1 television produced in, and intended
for, the North West of England. There is a half-hour news and current affairs programme at
6.30pm, called North West Tonight, covering the whole territory of the North West of
England and the Isle of Man. News stories about the Isle of Man are shown from time to
time, but there is no fixed time at which viewers in the Isle of Man can rely on seeing news
pertaining to their jurisdiction. The BBC told us in oral evidence that they included Isle of
Man stories in North West Tonight at a rate of about three a week.36
72. The BBC employs three broadcast journalists based in the Isle of Man. One of them, Ariane
Barua, explained to us in oral evidence the procedure by which the Manx-based staff
participate in a daily editorial meeting at which decisions are made as to which Manx stories
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will be filmed. Ms Barua acknowledged that under this procedure, the editorial decisions as
to what was newsworthy were taken in Manchester. But she said that the Island-based team
was increasingly able to make the case for Island stories being picked up for the regional
tulle tin. 37
73. In terms of recent output from this procedure, Ms Barua said:
"I just wanted to give you a picture of recent commissions so that you have an idea about
what we are actually getting on to the news, because it is a misconception that there is
nothing about the Isle of Man on the BBC. It is a question of whether people are watching.
Very recently: Guy Martin talking about his TT crash; Tynwald Day package - within this
there was Tynwald Hill as a potential World Heritage Site and the Manx language
movement, which is gaining momentum; Isle of Man Rally package; former Dr Who, David
Tennant, filming on the Isle of Man - that was a package with a wider look at the Manx film
industry; basking sharks packages; the tin bath races were covered; Mark Cavendish in the
Tour de France, and one of our team was actually sent to Paris last year to get the
background - the family background, the Isle of Man background - on Mark Cavendish
within that package, which went national; local clockmaker putting his work on exhibition in
London; internment on the Isle of Man; Isle of Man Sports Awards; ex-servicemen protesting
about the end of the Reciprocal Health Agreement; cyclist, fanny Bellis, on his recovery and
his hopes for the future; arrival of the tall ships on the Isle of Man; steam train commuter
package during TT Week; extensive coverage of the Isle of Man Bay Festival - that included
interviews from the bands who came over, i.e. Spandau Ballet and the local bands as well;
Matt Dawson, sports star, came over to help promote rugby here on the Isle of Man - that
was another package; extensive coverage of the TT Races - that included the Green TT race,
coverage online each day, summary package at the end of the festival, rider interviews and
interviews with each of the winners; there was a package on the opening of the Joey Dunlop
Centre; there was a package on health and safety concerns with the TT; interview with former
marshal, Hilary Musson; there was a package on riding through the generations with Phil
Kneen, who is a rider, and his family; and there was coverage of the TT funeral for Paul
Dobbs; there was the anchor raised from the sea bed from a Manx ship which sank during the
Dunkirk landings; there was Mick Jagger proposing using the Isle of Man as a testing ground
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for legalising cannabis; there was EasyJet launching from the Isle of Man; there was a group
of students embarking on a relay swim from Cumbria to raise money for Africa.
I have got lists of this and I could go on, but I just wanted to say at this point that it is a
misconception that the Isle of Man is not covered on the BBC. It is a question of whether or
not people are watching. "38

74. The team cannot be faulted for effort. However, we consider that the topics covered, with a
very few exceptions, to be fairly light weight. With the exception of the reciprocal health
agreement, the Manx stories quoted as having been picked up by North West Tonight are
generally more light entertainment than serious news items. A classic example of this type of
item was the feature on the wallabies in the Ballaugh curraghs aired in October 2010 as part
of the magazine programme Inside Out North West.
75. Meanwhile there is virtually no coverage on BBC television of Manx business news. On one
recent occasion where the Manx space industry was covered, it did not appear to be taken
seriously. We received the following reaction from Dr Linda Cottier, a former member of the
BBC Audience Council based in the Isle of Man:
"What has triggered.., fmy writing to the Committee] is the coverage of the Manx space
programme broadcast last week on 6 or 7 September. Gordon Burns interviewed Chris Stott
who is quite rightly serious about this prestigious development: Burns, regrettably, for he is
an experienced presenter, seemed to find it funny that a tiny Island should be involved in the
space business. The questions attempted to belittle what we are doing: Chris, to his credit, was
both serious and enthusiastic and refused to be mocked. Had that been a firm in, say,
Manchester, I am convinced Burns would not have tried to belittle their chief executive. "39

76. There is very little coverage of Manx politics. When we asked Ms Barua about this point
specifically, the only example she could point to was the BBC's interest in the Civil
Partnership Bill.40In terms of the content of such political reports as are made, we are not
satisfied that the BBC always achieves the political impartiality to which it aspires.
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77. In our view the evidence of the actual BBC television news agenda under the current
arrangements shows clearly that the editorial priorities of BBC television producers in the
North West of England are significantly different from those of news editors based in the
Isle of Man. From our perspective, as representatives of Manx taxpayers and licence fee
payers, the television news service offered by the BBC through North West Tonight is of little
interest to viewers in the Isle of Man.
78. We would not go so far as to say, however, that the existing arrangements are of no benefit
to the Isle of Man. As the Director of the Communications Commission reminded us in her
oral evidence in March 2011, there is an advantage to the Isle of Man in being part of a wider
community encompassing the seven million residents of the North West of England. From
the point of view of economic development, stories such as the wallaby feature do no harm
in maintaining awareness of the Isle of Man in the minds of our nearest neighbours to the
east. Indeed, there is a case for similar awareness raising to be increased among our near
neighbours to the north, south and west, that is, in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
BBC television coverage of the Channel Islands: the "Channel 988" paradox

79. In the Channel Islands, meanwhile, the BBC television news service is organised on a
different basis altogether. BBC1 television in the Channel Islands is, for most of the day, the
same as BBC1 television in the South West of England, broadcast from Plymouth. However,
at 6.30pm and 10.25pm each weekday there is a short television news and weather bulletin

broadcast from Jersey and covering all of the Channel Islands.
80. From the point of view of providing a service to residents of a Crown Dependency, the
television news model which has been adopted by the BBC in the Channel Islands is far
preferable to that adopted in relation to the Isle of Man. Viewers in the Channel Islands can
watch BBC1 television at a fixed time each day in the certain knowledge that they will see
news of the communities which most interest them. From the economic development point
of view, on the other hand, it might be argued that the Channel Islands misses out from this
arrangement, in that viewers in Plymouth and the rest of the South West of England will not
normally be provided with any BBC television news from the Channel Islands.
81. It is true that viewers in the South West of England are not presented with Channel Islands
stories through the medium of BBC television news. If they wish to find out about the
38

Channel Islands, though, they can easily do so by a multitude of means -including through
BBC television news. This is because the daily BBC television news bulletin from the
Channel Islands can be seen by satellite viewers throughout the UK on Sky Channel 988.
(BBC1 South West from Plymouth is on Sky Channel 987.)
82. Sky Channel 988 is available also in the Isle of Man, where around 90% of households have
digital satellite television. Thus Manx residents have easy access to BBC television news
from the Channel Islands on a daily basis, whereas they can access BBC news from the Isle
of Man only around three times a week, and only if they are also prepared to spend twoand-a-half hours per week watching television news about their neighbours in the North
West of England. This is at best a paradox; at worst an injustice.
83. We asked the BBC if it would be possible to arrange a similar system for the Isle of Man
under which we would have a set period in which we "opted out" of the BBC television
news in the North West of England. Mr Holdsworth responded:41
"1 would never completely rule anything out, certainly not in a session like this, but it would
be both very expensive and very difficult to create the architecture, the television architecture,
to allow us to do that... the transmitter architecture is not there which would allow us to do
that. It would be very difficult to achieve and f think, whether it be radio or television now, we
are increasingly trying to think of Internet-based solutions."
Online video: BBC participation in an emerging market

84. Internet technology offers the possibility of making video material available in a completely
different way to traditional television. While television "pushes" material at a set time to
large numbers of viewers, online media allows users, acting as individuals or small groups,
to "pull" material at a time of their choosing. Material can be uploaded to a website as and
when it becomes available, making it possible to tailor output according to how much has
actually happened, rather than having to "fill" a set amount of time each day.
85. Online video news about the Isle of Man is already produced by a number of commercial
providers, including:
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• isleofman.com
• Mr Paul Moulton (manxtube.com)
• Isle of Man Newspapers (iomtoday.co.im)
In January 2011 Manx Telecom launched "Manxnet TV", a website it described as pulling
together the best Isle of Man news, entertainment and music videos in one place.
86. As a matter of principle the BBC does not make its filmed news available online except
where an item has already been used as part of broadcast television news. The Corporation
trialled an alternative approach, referred to as "local television", in the West Midlands in
2005 to 2006, and developed plans to roll it out throughout the UK in 2008. (Under these
plans, England was divided into 47 areas but the Isle of Man does not appear to have been
destined for independent coverage.42) However, following a review by Ofcom and lobbying
by local newspapers, the BBC Trust decided in November 2008 not to allow the roll-out to
go ahead. The concern was that the BBC proposals would impact too severely on the
growing commercial market for online video.43
87. Speaking in July 2010, Ariane Barua explained to us the consequences for the Isle of Man:
"1_ they conducted a public value test of the proposals and they came up with the conclusion
that the public value is outweighed by the market impact of the proposal, so it would have a
negative market impact on other media organisations. So if for example - (Interjection) Yes,
think we all felt the same way. That meant that, for the Isle of Man, let's say, we are unable
to put any video online unless it is commissioned by television because it was deemed to be
too dangerous commercially for newspapers and other radio stations that are beginning to put
video online. The competition was seen to be too great, in that it would have a negative
market impact on our competition.44

88. Journalists working for the BBC may have felt constrained by the BBC Trust's decision but
the decision has been welcomed by other media organisations who have been engaged in

"BBC plans £68m network of local video news websites", guarcliaricauk, 24 June 2008
"BBC local video plan rejected", BBC news website, 21 November 2008
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building up their share of the emerging market for online video. Mr David LeProvost of
isleofman.comoffered the following comment on what might have happened if the BBC
Trust's decision had gone the other way:
"I would be worried for the media in the Isle of Man because a strong video presence is, I
believe, the future of news, and video over the internet is going to feature far more in the
Mitre than it does now, and a very strong BBC channel with a lot of video in it would have
an impact upon the newspaper websites and upon the radio station websites, and that was
picked up by the BBC Trust. I fully appreciate why they said no, and I think that was the
right decision. "45

89. Mr Moulton, similarly, expressed reservations about the potential of the BBC to dominate
the emerging market for online video news:46
"the BBC could throw resources at it and make it uncompetitive for Isle of Man Newspapers
or other people who are in the video content delivery service business. They could take them
out of the picture."

90. Manx Radio has suggested, in its discussions with the BBC, that the BBC might co-operate
with it over the production of a daily video news bulletin which would be made available to
the public, not via the BBC website, but on the Manx Radio website.47This is an interesting
proposal. We acknowledge the difficulty the BBC might have in reconciling this proposal
with the wider BBC Trust policy on local television. Notwithstanding the concerns
expressed by Mr LeProvost and Mr Moulton, however, we consider that in the special
circumstances of the Isle of Man the proposal might not have too severe an impact on the
wider market for online video in the Isle of Man; and that by using a distinct mode of
presentation such as the Manx Radio website, the distinction between Manx and UK
arrangements could be kept clear. Indeed, it seems to us a regrettable inefficiency for the
BBC to employ a team of journalists in the Isle of Man capable of producing television news
reports, but for so few of those reports ever to be made available to the Manx public.
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91. We discussed these issues in December 2010 with Mr Holdsworth and Mr White from the
BBC. Mr Holdsworth subsequently gave the following commitment in writing:48
"Wilf and I will raise with the BBC Trust the issue of allowing bespoke web video to be
created at the earliest opportunity."

We conclude that if the Isle of Man is to make the most of the BBC television
journalists who are based here, there must be some relaxation of the BBC Trust's
policy on bespoke web video. However, at the same time the BBC must co-operate
with existing providers in order to make sure that it does not have an adverse
impact on the emerging market for these services.
Technological convergence: resolving the paradox
92. To summarise: BBC broadcast television news from the Isle of Man reflects the editorial
priorities of the North West of England, with Manx news typified by the "wallaby factor".
The Isle of Man may benefit from this indirectly in terms of awareness-raising among its
near neighbours, but as a service to licence fee payers in the Isle of Man it is of little interest.
BBC broadcast news from the Channel Islands is broadcast by terrestrial means only to
viewers in the Channel Islands but is available via satellite throughout the licence fee
territory, including in the Isle of Man; but we have been told that to replicate this for the Isle
of Man would be expensive and difficult. Mr Holdsworth said that the BBC was increasingly
trying to think of Internet-based solutions. The amount of video news about the Isle of Man
being posted on the Internet is increasing all the time and we have said that efforts should
be made to allow the BBC to contribute even more to this than it is already doing.
93. Clearly in today's complex media landscape different people access material in different
ways. There may be some people in the Isle of Man for whom the current array of online
video news is adequate. In our view, however, and taking into accounts the views expressed
to us in our consultation exercise, online video news has yet to take off. This is at least partly
because of the practical differences which exists, at present, between watching a television
and using a computer.
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94. We heard a number of times during the course of our investigation predictions that the
differences between televisions and computers were diminishing: in other words, that the
technologies are converging. Mr Holdsworth of the BBC put it as follows:
"I think it is also worth mentioning at this stage that we are now only 9 to 12 months away
from internet television, 1PTV, beginning to develop in really quite a significant way. I think
at that point it will become quite common practice to pull together, for geographical areas, the
video that has been produced over a period of time, over perhaps the last three or four days.
I would have thought the Isle of Man would be a very high priority when it comes to that.
That will mean that when 'Northwest Tonight' is on at 6.30 and you are watching BBC1, you
will have the ability, with a new internet service, to be able to press a button on your EPG
and call up all the video for the isle of Man for the last three or potentially seven days. We are
still working on the exact architecture.
So I think there is a real opportunity to begin to give you what I know you have wanted,
which is a greater sense of a television service, albeit through the IPTV model."

95. We would accept that it may not be appropriate, given these anticipated technical
developments, to put a lot of effort into pressing the BBC for an opt-out broadcast television
service exactly the same as that enjoyed by residents of the Channel Islands. If distribution
via Internet technology is the way forward, so be it. However, we would aspire to more than
"a greater sense of a television service" than we have at present. The Isle of Man should be
aiming to have at least the same degree of a television service as exists in the Channel
Islands, and more. This means that, as a minimum, it should be possible to switch on a
device in a home or office in the Isle of Man at a set time each day and be presented with an
edited bulletin in audio-visual form, covering a news agenda determined in the Isle of Man
and designed to be of interest to people living in the Isle of Man.
We conclude that support for the establishment of a proper audio-visual news
service should be a high priority in the Isle of Man's future negotiations with the
BBC. The choice of technological platform is less important than the viewer
experience. The essential features of the service required are that a fresh news
bulletin should be issued at the same time every day, and that this bulletin should
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be no harder to access from Manx homes and workplaces than the BBCI regional
television news.

96. The precise mechanism by which this bulletin is produced will require a careful balancing
exercise. We have already commented that, in relaxing its policy on bespoke web video, the
BBC must at the same time avoid adversely affecting the emerging market for online video
news. The BBC has a responsibility as a public service organisation to assist in the delivery
of the services required by the licence fee payers of the Isle of Man: in this case, a proper
audio-visual news service. At the same time, it must avoid allowing its enormous resources
to dominate the market and squeeze out any potential competitors. It may not be
appropriate, therefore, for the BBC to produce, edit and distribute the required daily bulletin
entirely on the basis of its own resources. An alternative solution worthy of consideration
might be to arrange for the BBC "supply" its video news to another person or organisation,
on a commercial or quasi-commercial basis, so that they can draw on the BBC's output in
putting together the daily bulletin for which we are calling.
97. The making of such arrangements will require effort by the Manx authorities and in
particular (under the current administrative arrangements) the Communications
Commission. When the goal we have described is achieved, however, the ease with which
viewers in the Isle of Man can access BBC television news about the Channel Islands will no
longer be inequitable. We will be able to look back on the "Channel 988 paradox" as a
temporary aberration which has been put right by the continuing progress of technological
development.

OTHER ONLINE SERVICES
Words and images on the BBC website

98. As well as supplying television news to BBC1 television's North West Tonight, the BBC
employees located in the Isle of Man have a significant role to play in providing information
to the BBC's Isle of Man website. However, at the outset of our investigation we found that
the Manx-based team did not have full editorial control. Speaking in July 2010, Ariane Barua

explained:
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"There are two parts to the news website which you will be aware of There is the news
website and there is the features and analysis. As you know, the news currently is written in
Manchester. We can have a say in that. If there is something specifically we want them to do,
we can tell them and they will respond, but I do not have editorial control over anything that
happens on the news website at the moment."49

99. The fact that the news for the Isle of Man area of the BBC website was written in Manchester
was illustration of the BBC's treating the Isle of Man as if it were part of England. This is not
just a matter of pride. It can have direct effects on the quality of the BBC's output. For
example, we noted an instance where the BBC website has referred to a decision to be taken
by "Ministers" in the Isle of Man, whereas in fact the decision was to be taken by Tynwald.
In another example the BBC news used an image associated with the Isle of Wight in
covering an Isle of Man story. Such errors can be ironed out when they are spotted, and
credit is due to the Island-based team for their efforts on this front. But what cannot be so
easily corrected is the different sense of perspective which results from stories written in
Manchester. This affects not only the choice of which stories to cover, but also the way in
which they are covered.
100. The problem which exists with television, whereby Isle of Man residents do not know when
to watch in order to see stories about the Island, clearly does not exist with the BBC website.
That apart, the editorial issues are similar. Because the BBC website has tended to reflect the
perspective and priorities of a Manchester-based operation, despite the efforts of the Islandbased team, we do not think the BBC website has been embraced, or is likely to be
embraced, by users located in the Isle of Man. The evidence of our consultation exercise was
that people who wrote in support of the BBC did so on the basis of UK-wide broadcast
services, as indicated above. Few if any mentioned the existence of a BBC website dedicated
to the Isle of Man.
101. During the course of our investigation we were encouraged to learn that the degree of
control exercised by Manx-based staff appeared to increase. David Holdsworth of the BBC
offered the following explanation in December 2010:50
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"in terms of the agenda, the context, the way stories are developed, that all entirely lies in the
hands of our team here. It is purely the sub-editing process that is not on the Isle of Man...
There are some people in Manchester who write some of the Isle of Man pages at off-peak
moments - for instance, if something was to happen during the night when we do not have a
member on duty - but the principal subbing operation is done in Birmingham, as it is for
stories that are written everywhere.
We have two levels of training for our online staff. One is a general level of training and one
is something that we call a news online level of training. I think Ariane came to speak to you
in July... Since then, she has been through the news online training process. With all of our
journalists that have been through that process, we give them more independence as a result,
so her status and her ability to pick the agenda will have been enhanced since she last spoke to
you."

We conclude that the greater the editorial control exercised by Island-based staff,
the greater the appeal the BBC Isle of Man website is likely to have for users in the
Isle of Man.
Support for the Manx language and Manx curriculum
102. In response to our call for evidence we received the following representations from Adrian
Cain, Manx Language Officer of the Manx Heritage Foundation.51
"Although a strong supporter of the BBC and the excellent material it produces I do feel that
as licence payer and Manx speaker we don't get an adequate return on our financial
contribution to the Corporation.
For a number of years now the BBC has provided first-class material for Irish, Scottish Gaelic
and Welsh much of which is available on the Internet, This material is suitable for both
children and learners alike whilst the financial and technical support given from the
Corporation adds credibility to these Celtic Languages. As of yet there is no support at all
from the BBC for Manx Gaelic. I have raised this with the BBC team on the Island and with
the Communication Commission but nothing has materialised so far. Given the increasing
number of speakers on the Island, the success of the Bunscoill Ghaelgagh and the visibility of
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the language it seems incongruous that there is no support from the BBC for such
developments. Indeed, a number of the resources available from the BBC such as their Bitesize

GCSE material - http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesizenrish/- is available in the other
Celtic Languages and it would not be difficult to provide a Manx Gaelic version of these.
Moreover, given the extent of resources available for schools on the BBC site I don't think it
would be unreasonable for some material to be made available in Manx Gaelic or simply made
suitable for the Manx curriculum. See for example the material provided for Northern Ireland
schools at:
Iittp://www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/schools/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/nrwh/ni1965_85/

103. In oral evidence to us, the BBC mentioned their intent to support the Manx language, saying:
"In terms of the website, we are investigating, as Will' says, new ways of delivering a service
to the Island, for example through some Manx pages that we are hoping to develop which we
hope very much will be a strong resource for students of Manx. I met Adrian Cain a couple of
weeks ago and we talked about what we could do in that field, and we would very much be
interested in developing that further."'

In discussion, the representatives of the BBC who were before us insisted that they were
serious about these developments but they did not offer any specific timescales.53
104. Adrian Cain updated us in November 2010 as follows:
"I again contacted the BBC in late October 2010 and no further progress has been made on
the issues I raised with them at the start of the year. They said that they would again chase the
idea of accessing some of the material from Northern Ireland for Manx but no progress has
been made with this in the last eight months. "5`4
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105. In their oral evidence in December 2010 the representatives of the BBC who attended. Mr
Holdsworth said:55
"My understanding is we have been helping your current Manx Language Officer in terms of
putting him in contact with our colleagues both in Northern Ireland and Scotland... I have
certainly been briefed that he has been put in touch and perhaps this date in the diary made
that happen in the last couple of weeks."

106. Mr Holdsworth followed this up with further detail in his e-mail to us of 24th December
2010. In February 2011 we received the following update from Adrian Cain:56
"Things seem to be progressing well at present. We've been given access to some of the short
cartoon material in Northern Ireland and will work towards getting that translated shortly.
I've also had a very promising meeting with Robin Morley, Assistant Editor of New Media in
the English regions. He seems confident that there will be significant financial support for
the language shortly and that his manager will be over to discuss this with Manx radio soon.
I've indicated that I'm keen to see material developed for the learner of Manx and he says that
he is keen to progress this too. I'm hoping to have further details soon but it seems very
promising so far.. fingers crossed,"

107. In March 2011 we received the following further update from Laura Ellis at the BBC:57
"Negotiations are underway to use BBC resource to enhance Manx Language broadcasting
on Manx Radio's medium wave frequency. The material generated will also be available as a
podcast and as 'listen again' material... We have provided some Irish language content for
reversioning into Manx, working with Manx Language Officer Adrian Cain to offer clips
from BBC Northern Ireland via our website. We have also continued to translate sonic of our
own pages into Manx."
We conclude that, however often the BBC may assert that it is interested in
supporting the Manx language, unremitting pressure is needed in order to ensure
that this commitment is followed through in practice.
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5. "BEHIND THE SCENES" ACTIVITIES OF THE
BBC IN THE ISLE OF MAN
SUPPORT FOR MANX RADIO AND OTHERS

108. A Memorandum of Understanding between the BBC and Manx Radio was signed in June
2006 to run for a period of three years. It was renewed in October 2009 to run until June
2012. The key elements of the Memorandum of Understanding were summarised for us in
Manx Radio's written evidence as follows:
"The agreement lays out how the parties can work together to enable the BBC to provide local
news for licence fee payers in the Isle of Man and outlines how certain resources, facilities and
content can he shared between the organisations.
Radio Manx benefits from the agreement in that:
a. Manx Radio receives regular access to BBC training for News and Presentation staff at
no cost
b. The cost of our Internet connectivity is shared 50:50 with the BBC
c. Broadcast and web content is shared between both organisations as appropriate
d. Access is provided to BBC studios in the UK for Manx Radio outside broadcasts
e. Access is available to BBC experts for consultation
f A Pe is paid for access to Manx Radio news as source copy for BBC journalists
The BBC benefits from the agreement in that:
a. Radio Manx Ltd provided accommodation, engineering support, reception services and
access to studios in the Isle of Man
b. The broadband connectivity fee is shared
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c. It has access to Manx Radio's news coverage as source material
d. Audio and photographic material can be shared
In 2009/70 Manx Radio will receive £20,529 (excluding VAT) from the BBC for the services
detailed above. "53

109. We welcome this Memorandum of Understanding as far as it goes. However, we see it as
very much a step along the way. Both Manx Radio and the Communications Commission
have made it clear to us that there is much more the BBC could do. We received evidence
from Manx Radio about a number of strands of activity, some already in place under the
existing Memorandum of Understanding, others still only proposals. They are, in particular:
O accreditation for Manx Radio journalists at the Commonwealth Games and
Olympics, for which the BBC hold the British broadcast rights
O the possibility of Manx Radio being able to use the BBC's General News Service
• allowing Manx Radio staff to access BBC training
• the inclusion of Manx Radio on the BBC's forthcoming Radioplayer service alongside
the BBC's 46 regional stations.59
110. On the first of these points (Commonwealth Games), Manx Radio provided us with the
following update in October 2010:
"The BBC has, on Manx Radio's behalf acquired accreditation for Manx Radio at the
Commonwealth Games in Delhi. This is a major step forward for the station as it allows us,
for the first time ever, to operate from poolside, trackside, ringside etc as appropriate, to
interview Manx athletes immediately after their event and to utilise the BBC's commentary
to enhance our Commonwealth Games coverage. This is a major step forward for Manx Radio
as we have, in the past, been forced to produce all our coverage at a distance from the event,

Letter dated 16th December 2009 from Manx Radio (Appendix 17)
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Thanks should also be recorded to the BBC for their technical assistance at the event and for
the 'welfare' of our reporter. It will be well know to the Select Committee that the Delhi
Games have been staged under threat of terrorist attack. Consequently, the games are subject
to the highest security measures ever witnessed at a sports event. The BBC have shared their
security expert's advice on a daily basis with Manx Radio and have put measures in place to
ensure our reporter's movements are monitored throughout each day. These measures are
beyond the scope of those Manx Radio itself could have provided to our reporter in the
field. "G6

111. On the second point (General News Service), we were advised in October 2010 as follows:
"Manx Radio has visited the GNS team in London's White City and identified how the
programming could best be integrated into Manx Radio's output. There are some complex
firewall issues that need to be resolved so that Manx Radio can securely access the BBC's
GNS feed and these are currently being addressed."61

In December 2010 Mr Holdsworth wrote:62
"Our plans to deliver the BBC's General News Service/Newswire to Manx Radio are
progressing well with the technical work now taking place via the BBC's network architecture
team. We have also started to plan our training schedule for next year."

In March 2011 Ms Ellis wrote:63
"The provision of a BBC audio news service to Manx Radio is in its final stages of delivery."

112. Mr Holdsworth confirmed in December 2010 that the BBC was interested in offering similar
support to the other radio stations based in the Isle of Man.64
We welcome the practical assistance being offered by the BBC to Manx Radio. The
Isle of Man should seek to ensure that such support continues, and that any

E-mail dated 7th October 2010 from Manx Radio (Appendix 19)
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62E-mail dated 24th December 2010 from David Holdsworth (Appendix 4)
63E-mail dated 5th March 2011 from Laura Ellis (Appendix 5)
64 Q329
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benefits offered to Manx Radio are made available equally to the Island's other
broadcasters.

ACTIVITIES OF THE BBC AUDIENCE COUNCIL
113. We learned from the written submission of the Communications Commission that there
exists a body called the BBC Audience Council which includes a representative from the Isle
of Man, Mrs Helen Corlett.
114. The Audience Council has a geographical structure which is similar to the structure adopted
by the BBC for its television services, but not exactly the same. There is one Audience
Council for each of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. For England and the Crown
Dependencies there is a body called "Audience Council England", which receives reports
from 12 "Regional Audience Councils". The "Audience Council South West" has two
members from the Channel Islands: Christine Charman from Jersey Tony Talmage from
Guernsey. The "Audience Council North West" is the body of which Mrs Corlett is a
member.
115. Mrs Corlett described the Audience Council mechanism to us as follows:
"The Audience Councils are independent bodies made up of viewers, listeners and online
users who volunteer their time to comment on BBC programmes, services and policies.
Members are drawn from all ages, life experiences and locations to reflect the widest possible
range of views and interests. Membership is open to anyone, except people holding political
office above Parish Council levels, employees of a BBC supplier and other media
organisations.

"65

116. Mrs Corlett expressed the view that the Audience Council was "extremely effective". As an
example of its effectiveness, she told us that she had asked for wind speeds not to be
dropped from weather forecasts, as she believed these were important to people living in the
Isle of Man, and the wind speeds were subsequently re-instated.66
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117. During the course of our investigation, on 1st July 2010, the Audience Council North West
arranged an "outreach meeting" in the Isle of Man. Due to the non-political constitution of
the body, we were not invited to participate but we were invited to attend as observers.
However, with the event occurring just a few days before Tynwald Day, it is not surprising
that none of us was able to attend in person. We did, however, suggest that Dr Brian Stowell
TH be invited and we were glad to learn that he did attend. Mrs Corlett summarised the
discussions at the meeting as follows:
"...it was 'What do you think of the BBC's performance on the Island' and it was pretty well
'rubbish'... All this has been minuted and it will be going forward. "67

118. Mrs Corlett said that from her experience of engaging in discussions with the BBC, the
Corporation did not recognise the Isle of Man as a nation in its own right as much as it
ought to. Her recommendation to remedy this was:
"Make them more welcome on the Island... The BBC are over here quite frequently but it is
not publicised. "68

While we welcome the efforts made by the BBC Audience Council to cover the Isle
of Man within its activities, we conclude that its impact, both on the services
provided to Isle of Man residents and on the BBC's reputation in the Isle of Man,
has been limited.

67
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6. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
119. The licence fee is collected from households throughout the UK and Crown Dependencies.
The BBC's expenditure is then allocated according to the organisational structure of the
Corporation. The vast majority of the BBC's expenditure is not defined geographically - for
example, expenditure on the production of television and radio services which are
distributed across the whole licence fee territory. This makes it difficult to quantify the
Corporation's expenditure on a geographical basis. Nevertheless, we have been able to glean
from the BBC some estimates of how much the Island puts in and what the Island receives in
return.

ANALYSIS BASED ON EXISTING LICENCE FEE AND BBC EXPENDITURE
How much does the Island contribute to the BBC?

120. The licence fee in 2008/09 stood at £139.50 per year. The Communications Commission
estimated the total contribution of the Island for this period at £4.7 million, writing:
"The Isle of Man contribution to the BBC's licence fee income in 2008/09 is estimated by
some to be around 0.7 million, of which £616,500 was paid directly by the Manx
Government to cover the free TV Licences for the over 75s."69

121. The estimate produced by the BBC itself was £4.5 million. They wrote:
"For the purposes of administering the TV Licence system, there is no reason for licence fee
income to be recorded by geographic area so the BBC does not hold this figure. However, we
have estimated licence fee income for 2008/09 from the Isle of Man at £4.5 million. This
estimate has been made by applying the proportion of licensed premises in the Isle of Man to
the BBC's total licence fee income. At the end of 2008/09 there were 32,091 licensed premises

°

in the Isle of Man. "7

69Submission

dated 15th January 2010, paragraph 3.2 (Appendix 6)
AI Letter dated 26th January 2010 from Mark Byford, answer to question i (Appendix 1)
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122. It is worth noting that Isle of Man taxpayers, unlike any other BBC licence fee payers, also
contribute to public service broadcasting through the Isle of Man Government's subvention
to Manx Radio. In 2008/09 the value of this subvention was £933,650.71This is the equivalent
of an additional £29 per year, on top of the licence fee, for every "licensed premises".
How much does the BBC spend on providing all of its services to Isle of Man residents?
123. As noted above, the vast majority of BBC expenditure benefiting Island residents is tied up
in expenditure on so-called "national" services. The Island benefits from all of these services;
from a small proportion of the news coverage on BBC1's North West Tonight, from a
geographic area of the BBC website. But we do not benefit from any local radio services.
And, unlike Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland we do not benefit from any expenditure
on services in languages other than English.
124. The BBC estimated the total value of services delivered to the Isle of Man at £4.283 million.72
This is more than £200,000 below the BBC's own estimate of what the Isle of Man
contributes.
125. We asked how this compared to other parts of the licence fee territory. The BBC responded
with the following figures which represent total expenditure per capita per year:
Wales

£73.10

Northern Ireland

£61.80

Scotland

£58.00

England

£53.60

Isle of Man

£53.20

126. They added the following comment:
"Given the relative lack of demand for indigenous minority languages in England and the Isle
of Man - although we are now delighted to be offering some Manx on our website as you
know - and the relative population of the island, we therefore believe that considering our
investment in the Isle of Man against that for England is the fairest comparison. That is not

Manx Radio Annual Report for 2008/09, page 8
Letter dated 261i January 2010 from Mark Byford, answer to question ii (Appendix 1)
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of course to suggest, however, that we do not regard the Isle of Man as a properly separate
entity." 73

127. We note that the BBC's expenditure per capita is lowest in England, the most populous of
the UK nations; and that the BBC considers England to be the fairest comparison for the Isle
of Man. Using a population estimate of 80,500 we have calculated that, to bring the per
capita rate up to the level of Scotland (i.e. an increase of £4.80 per capita), then the BBC's
overall expenditure on services delivered to the Isle of Man would have to increase by
£386,400. To match Northern Ireland and Wales the equivalent figures would be £692,300
and £1.6 million respectively.
How much does the BBC spend on services specifically designated for the Isle of Man
("local" services)?
128. In oral evidence (Q31) the BBC put this figure at between £100,000 and £200,000 per year.
The BBC's written evidence covered the point as follows:
"Assessing purely local (as opposed to regional) spend and defining this as radio and online
services the average cost per head for England and the Crown Dependencies is estimated to be
£2.00. By contrast we estimate the cost for the Isle of Man to he around £2.35. Taking
television services into account, the average cost for all regional and local services is £3.75.
For the Isle of Man in isolation this is estimated to be £4.00."

129. In oral evidence the BBC explained the use of an average for "England and the Crown
Dependencies" as a comparator by commenting that the £2.00 figure is not "'distorted' by
figures for investment in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland for the national radio
services that are there."74This "distorting" effect is quantified in other written evidence we
have received. According to .Manx Radio, BBC investment in the respective radio stations in
2008/09 was for Northern Ireland and Wales around £8 per capita, and for Scotland just
under £8 per capita.

73Figures and comment from letter dated 14th May 2010 from Wilf White, following up on Q34
(Appendix 2)
74 Q33
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130. We were specifically told in oral evidence by Laura Ellis of the BBC that the per capita figure
for expenditure of services for Jersey and Guernsey is around five times that for the Isle of
Man.75In the Channel Islands, we were told that expenditure was £2.4 million.Th Using a
population estimate of 158,000 for the Channel Islands, this gives a per capita figure of
£15.19.
131. If per capita expenditure for services in the Isle of Man were to be increased from its current
rate of £4 to the Channel Islands rate of £15.19, this would represent an increase of £11.19 per
capita or, using a population estimate of 80,500, to £900,795. To match the Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland of £8 per capita would be an increase of £4 per capita or £322,000.
132. Given that there is no BBC radio for the Isle of Man, given our view of the coverage given to
the Island on North West Tonight, given the levels of expenditure in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland, and given above all the entirely different treatment given to the other
Crown Dependencies, we are not remotely encouraged by the finding that the BBC's
expenditure per head on radio, online and regional television services is higher than the
English average.
What price a radio station?
133. The BBC's total expenditure in 2008/09 on the 38 local radio stations in England was £107.5
million. This gives an average per station of £2.82 million. We put it to Laura Ellis, the Head
of New Media and Business Manager for BBC English Regions, that in the absence of a BBC
radio station to serve the Isle of Man, this meant the Isle of Man was disadvantaged by £2.82
million per year. The response we received from Ms Ellis was:
"I think it is a perfectly fair point to make. "77

It is notable that a sum of £2.82 million is of the same order as BBC expenditure in the
Channel Islands which, as mentioned above, stands at around £2.4 million.
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134. Turning to Northern Ireland and Wales as alternative comparators, it was pointed out to us
in written evidence from Manx Radio that the BBC's expenditure on dedicated radio for
these parts of the UK was around £11 per capita. If that rate were applied to the Isle of Man
(using a population estimate of 80,500) then the resultant expenditure would be about
£885,500. This is a similar figure, though somewhat lower than, the support provided by the
Manx Government to Manx Radio.

ANALYSIS BASED ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UK
A precedent for pay-back: the one-off payment of £360,000 arising from the switchover
surplus

135. The Communications Commission indicated in its initial submission to us of January 2010
that the UK Department of Culture, Media and Sport was considering how to allocate a
"ring-fenced" portion of licence fee income, and that the Commission had written to the
Department arguing that any provision of this kind should be used to support media within
the Island or provide a reduction in the TV licence.78Following the UK General Election in
May 2010, the Commission reported to us that the prospects for such "ring-fencing" or "topslicing" had receded. However, after the Comprehensive Spending Review in the UK was
complete the shape of the future settlement between the UK Government and the BBC
began to become clear.
136. In a Written Answer in the House of Keys on

2nd

November 2010 the Communications

Commission reported that:
"There has been a significant underspend on the digital switchover help scheme and some of
this money will be used in the UK to contribute to developing the broadband network. This is,
of course, a matter for the UK government but the Commission would not be content for the
Island to subsidise broadband initiatives in another jurisdiction.
The Commission wrote last year to the UK Department of Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS), stating that the Isle of Man had its own policies and legislation with regard to

Submission of 15th January 2010, paragraphs 4.3 to 4.4 (Appendix 6)
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telecommunications and broadband and requested that any surplus be apportioned back to the
Isle of Man. The Commission's Director and the External Relations Division of the Chief
Secretary's Office therefore discussed the issue with UK government officials in London
earlier this year and made the case for the Island to have its share of the digital switchover
surplus refunded.
The UK Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) have agreed, in principle, with
their new Ministers that a refund will be made to the Isle of Man and they are now
progressing the matter with the BBC."

137. In oral evidence to us in December 2010 Mr White confirmed the following on behalf of the
BBC:79

"Some of the money that is being spent on broadband is coming from the underspend on the
switchover help scheme and the general switchover money that was given to us in the last
settlement, and the government has agreed that money, which amounts to around £360,000,
will be put back to the Isle of Man over the next three or four years and arrangements are
being put in place to do that. I would expect the first payment to be made this financial year."

The Treasury advised us that when it came to the Isle of Man, this money would go to Manx
Radio.80
The UK Coalition Government's settlement with the BBC: implications for the Isle of
Man
138. In December 2010 the Isle of Man Treasury provided us with advice as to the outcome for
the BBC of the UK Comprehensive Spending Review which had been announced in October
2010.81According to this advice, the current licence fee had been frozen for six years from
2011/12. Meanwhile the BBC had agreed to take on the costs of certain functions previously
funded by the UK Government, namely the World Service, S4C and BBC Monitoring,
amounting to a total of £369 million per annum once fully absorbed. Working on the basis
that the Isle of Man accounted for around 1/750 of the population of the overall licence fee
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territory, the Treasury estimated that the additional functions now being funded by the BBC
represented a cost of around £500,000 per annum to licence fee payers in the Isle of Man.
139. Further to this, it was announced by the UK Department of Culture, Media and Sport on 6th
December 2010 that the UK's superfast broadband strategy was to be an £830 million
strategy. It had already been announced as part of the Coalition Agreement in May 2010 that
the roll-out of superfast broadband in the UK was to be funded by the BBC. Applying the
same proportional calculation as before, this represents a further contribution equivalent to
£1.1 million from the licence fee payers in the Isle of Man to a UK Government initiative - in
this case, to something with no benefit, directly or indirectly, to Manx residents.
140. We discussed these developments with Mr Holdsworth and Mr White during the oral
hearing on 10th December 2010.82We put it to them that licence fee payers in the Isle of Man
were now contributing £500,000 per year to services which had previously been funded by
the UK Government and that we would not be benefiting from the UK's superfast
broadband. We argued conversely that, as the BBC is the body with which we have the
financial relationship, it is from the BBC that we would expect recompense. Mr White
responded:83
"1 see your point. By all means, let us discuss this further. I completely understand the point
you are making."

THE FINANCIAL SHORTFALL: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

141. Estimating in financial terms how much the BBC is offering to the Isle of Man in return for
the Island's £4.5 million licence fee contribution can be a complex exercise. However, the
figures presented above tell a clear story. On every measure, historic per capita expenditure
in the Isle of Man falls behind that in other parts of the licence fee territory. To this longstanding injustice can be added the new inequities introduced by the Coalition
Government's 2010 settlement with the BBC. The amount owing to the Isle of Man according
to the different calculations is summarised in the following table. All these figures are

82Qq

278 to 295 and 311

83Q311
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calculated pro rata on a per capita basis. All are also per annum except the figure on
superfast broadband, which we take to be a one-off project cost.
Calculation

Shortfall

To compensate for the lack of a radio station

£2.82 million

For overall expenditure on services delivered to the Isle of Man to match £1.6 million
Wales
To compensate for the Isle of Man's contribution to the roll-out of superfast £1.1 million
(one-off

broadband in the UK

project cost)
For "local" spend defined as radio and online services to match the Channel £900,795
Islands
To match expenditure on dedicated radio in Northern Ireland and Wales

£885,000

For overall expenditure on services delivered to the Isle of Man to match £692,300
Northern Ireland
To compensate for services previously funded by the UK Government which £500,000
are now to be funded by the BBC
For overall expenditure on services delivered to the Isle of Man to match £386,400
Scotland (paragraph [97])
For "local" spend defined as radio and online services to match Scotland, £322,000
Wales and Northern Ireland
For the total value of services delivered to the Isle of Man to match the total £200,000
amount contributed by the Isle of Man
Having looked at all the available data we have no hesitation in concluding that
the BBC's investment in the Isle of Man is far below that in the Channel Islands,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. We consider that it would be equitable for
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the BBC to contribute, as an absolute minimum, a further M. million per year to the
Isle of Man either through services in kind or as a direct financial payment in
support of public service broadcasting here.
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7. THE BBC'S ATTITUDE TO THE NATIONAL
IDENTITY OF THE ISLE OF MAN
142. As an organisation, the BBC knows that the Isle of Man is a self-governing Crown
Dependency, an independent nation in its own right. Ms Laura Ellis, Head of New Media
for the BBC's Nations and Regions Division, commented in her oral evidence in March 2010:
"... the Isle of Man is a nation and what I am very keen to do is to make sure that, wherever
possible we cover that and we do distinctive content which reflects the uniqueness. With
'North West Tonight', it has been a fascinating journey because I started to get a little bit
tired of pieces which were, 'Oh, the Isle of Man, it's different, and let's have a look at the
differences,' because I think there are also similarities and there are also things that we ought
to be looking at, at the relationship and how we work together and the very important things
that bind us together, as well as the things that differentiate us. But when it comes to that
separate sense of identity, the culture, all the things about the Island which are so important
to us all - you live here, and we love it - I think the key thing for me is to make sure that we
cover those in the best way we can... "84

143. Mr David Holdsworth, Controller of Nations and Regions, said in December 2010:85
"We recognise that the Isle of Man is a nation, a nation with Crown dependency status, and
that is reflected in our coverage on a daily basis, whether that be through our national outlets,
through our television coverage, through 'North West Tonight' or through our website, which
has grown and developed, and continues to do so, over the last three to four years."

144. Working within the organisation, Ms Ariane Barua, a BBC employee based in the Island,
told us in her oral evidence in July 2010 that:
"I think everyone I have ever worked with knows that [the Isle of Man is an independent

nation], theoretically. However, it is very different knowing that and feeling that."86
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145. The difference between "knowing" and "feeling" the nation status of the Isle of Man is aptly
illustrated by the remarks of Ms Ellis and Mr Holdsworth. Even while both of them are
protesting their acknowledgement of the concept, they both pray in aid the Island's
inclusion in North West Tonight. The Isle of Man is not the North West of England any more
than it is the South West of Scotland, the North of Wales or the South East of Northern
Ireland. The Isle of Man is a nation in its own right. The evidence in a range of areas suggest
that, while the BBC may claim to acknowledge this, its words are not always matched by its
deeds.

BBC NEWS COVERAGE OF THE MANX NATION

146. Ms Ariane Barua commented twice in her oral evidence that "it is a misconception that the
Isle of Man is not covered on the BBC. It is a question of whether people are watching". We
put it to Ms Barua that having a set time for Isle of Man news, as in the Channel Islands,
would result in more people in the Isle of Man watching. She said:
"I would not want it to become a sort of 'Okay, now let's have the Isle of Man news', because
at the moment the news going onto Manchester television stands head and shoulders with the
rest of the news from the region, on an equal basis, and it is there because of its merit, because
of its interest as a news item both for the Isle of Man and people in the north west of England.
So having an opt-out... I do not know. It would make us a bit special."'

147. In response to the specific point that the Island was being treated as part of the North West
of England, Ms Barua said:
"Yes, but regionally, geographically, that is where we are, isn't it? We have to accept that,
and actually, what happens around us has to be of interest. We cannot just be isolated here in
the middle of the Irish Sea. What happens around us, both in Ireland and in England, is of
relevance to the Isle of Man. Also the political lift, - what happens in the UK is hugely
important to what happens in the Isle of Man./188
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148. We would not deny that what happens in the UK is important to what happens in the Isle of
Man. We have discussed in another part of this report the dilemma as to whether news from
the Isle of Man should be made available to our near neighbours as a form of awarenessraising, or portioned off in a separate area where Manx residents can find it. There is a
balance to be struck on this issue. In the context of a discussion of national identity, though,
we would emphasise the point that the Isle of Man is of course "a bit special" - more than a
bit, indeed.

BBC EXPENDITURE ON THE MANX NATION

149. As noted above, when the BBC provided us with figures on its per capita expenditure on its
overall services, it commented that: 89
"considering our investment in the Isle of Man against that for England is the fairest
comparison. That is not of course to suggest, however, that we do not regard the Isle of Man
as a properly separate entity"

150. And again, when providing the figures for expenditure on what were referred to as
"regional and local" services, comparisons were offered with the average for "England and
the Crown Dependencies", while the figures for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland were
suppressed on the ground that they were "distorted". In fact they are not "distorted". They
are just much higher because they represent in each case a proper national service.

ALIGNING THE MANX NATION WITH OTHER NATIONS FOR BBC
ORGANISATIONAL PURPOSES

151. We have considered whether, if the Isle of Man is to be treated as part of a wider region for
BBC organisational purposes, it would be preferable for this to be a region other than the
North West of England. It might be possible, for example, to link the Island as an alternative
with Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland; or with the Channel Islands to form a larger

Figures and comment from letter dated 14th May 2010 from Wilf White, following up on Q34
(Appendix 2)
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"Crown Dependencies" region. The only outcome acceptable to us, however, is that the BBC
treat the Isle of Man as a nation.
We conclude that, in its approach to television and Internet news, and in its
approach to the financing of services in the Isle of Man, the BBC consistently
treats the Isle of Man as though it were part of England and not an independent
nation in its own right, despite fine words to the contrary.

MORE COVERAGE, FAIRER COVERAGE
152. As an organisation which operates not only in the UK but also in the Crown Dependencies,
and which has repeatedly asserted throughout this investigation that it respects the separate
identity of the Isle of Man, we expect the BBC to give adequate coverage to Manx affairs
across all its output, be it radio, television or Internet. Political impartiality means not only
treating all parties at Westminster equally, but also giving fair treatment to the Manx point
of view, in circumstances where there may be a political difference between the Isle of Man
and the UK.
We conclude that it is important for the Isle of Man continually to press the BBC
to provide ever more comprehensive coverage of Manx affairs while still
maintaining its political impartiality.
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8. PRIORITIES FOR FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
153. We have concluded that the Isle of Man gets less for its licence fee than do other jurisdictions
within the licence fee territory, and that there is a shortfall in BBC provision in the Isle of
Man of around El million per year. It is incumbent on Tynwald to be clear as to what it
would like the BBC to do in order to improve value for money.
154. The Isle of Man could press for some or all of this to be returned in the form of a cash rebate
(as has been done with the one-off surplus arising from the digital switchover scheme).
However, given the expertise and resources of the BBC, and given the practical difficulties
and potential inefficiency of replicating any of its services on a Manx scale, we consider that
in principle it would be preferable for the balance to be redressed through an increase in
BBC services benefiting the Isle of Man.
155. To that end, and taking into account all the conclusions reached above, we make the
following recommendation.
Recommendation 2
That in the context of an overall shortfall of around El million per year in the
BBC's investment in the Isle of Man, the Island's authorities should pursue the
following priorities in future negotiations with the BBC:
i.

That the BBC should treat the Island as an independent nation in practice

as well as in theory.
ii.

That the BBC should provide ever more comprehensive coverage of Manx

affairs across all its media and channels, and that this should include coverage of
Manx affairs in BBC television news broadcast to our neighbours not only in the
North West of England but also in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
iii.

That the BBC should support the introduction of a daily audio-visual news

service dedicated to Manx affairs which, whether it is delivered via the Internet or
by some other means, viewers in the Isle of Man can access just as easily as they
can access the regional television news from the North West of England.
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iv.

That, in order to get the most out of its television journalists based in the

Isle of Man, the BBC should relax its policy on bespoke web video while at the
same time taking steps to minimise any adverse impact on existing providers.
v.

That the BBC should continue to give practical support and assistance to

Manx Radio and other broadcasters licensed in the Isle of Man.
vi.

That the BBC should allow a greater degree of Manx-based editorial control

over the Isle of Man pages of its website.
vii.

That the BBC should follow through in practice its stated commitment to

support the Manx language.
viii.

That, subject to the continuing progression of DAB as a widely used

platform, the BBC should support the introduction of a DAB multiplex to carry
Manx Radio and other Manx stations.
ix.

That the BBC should support any proposals made by or on behalf of

Tynwald as to coverage of Manx parliamentary proceedings.
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9. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STRUCTURE OF
GOVERNMENT IN THE ISLE OF MAN
A ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT AS OPPOSED TO THE REGULATOR

156. For the Isle of Man to get the most out of the BBC the Manx authorities must be properly
organised and sufficient resources must be devoted to the task. For this reason we have
given some consideration to the existing arrangements and whether they could be
improved.
157. Within the complex field of media and broadcasting, there are (in any jurisdiction) some
matters which properly fall to the Government, some which should fall to an independent
regulator, and some which must be left to individual broadcasters. In particular, it is
essential that anything to do with monitoring the specific content of individual broadcasts
should be the preserve of a regulator and not the Government. As Dr McLaughlin put it:9(1
"I think there is an important thing about regulators, they have got to be seen to be
independent, and that is key for broadcasting regulation in particular, that that there has got
to he this view that they are not, obviously, owned by government or not going to a Pravdatype situation."

158. There are some responsibilities, on the other hand, which do not need to be separate from
Government. Foremost among these is policy development. During the course of our
investigation we have encountered numerous policy issues, some directly concerning the
BBC, others indirectly. How much money should the Treasury put into Manx Radio each
year? How many other radio stations should be licensed? What public support (if any)
should there be for a superfast broadband roll-out similar to that proposed in the UK? How
important is DAB for the Island's radio stations? If it is important enough, who will bring
together the existing broadcasters and other interested parties to establish a commercial
DAB multiplex? Similarly, to whom can a broadcast journalist interested in exploiting the
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potential of new technologies such as online video turn for support? Will anyone gather
together interested players to see if a new platform can be established which would benefit
all? These examples are illustrative of a constantly moving picture. In an area characterised
by rapidly changing technology, new questions can come along at an alarming rate.
159. Foremost among broadcasting and media policy questions, from the point of view of our
remit, are the questions of whether the Isle of Man is getting value for money from the BBC,
and if not, what the Isle of Man is going to do about it? Throughout this investigation the
BBC has repeatedly indicated that it is prepared to consider representations from the Isle of
Man as to how the value for money the Isle of Man gets from the licence fee might be
improved. For example Wilt White, Head of External Policy for the BBC, has said:
"we are here very much today not simply to defend what we do, but to hear from you what we
think more we can do to improve the value for money that people on the Island receive";91
"quite rightly, you can put pressure on us and say 'We pay you this money, can we have
value for money from what we give you?" 92and
"I think that the position of the Committee, that the BBC should do more to improve its
services on the Isle of Man, is one that we entirely share."93

160. Even as the investigation progressed, the BBC appeared to pick up on signals from our
questioning, and things began to move. For example, since the Select Committee was
established in November 2009 we have already seen improvements on matters like the
editorial control of the BBC website, support for the Manx language, and the provision of
BBC radio news for use by Manx Radio. More recently, the Isle of Man has twice been
covered on BBC television: on "Gimme a break" on CBBC on 14th April 2011 and on "the
One Show" on BBC1 (an item featuring hen harriers), originally scheduled for 4th April 2011,
eventually aired on 19th April 2011.
161. It might be argued that these developments were in the pipeline anyway and would have
come along with or without a Select Committee's intervention. It is impossible to say. It is
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undeniably clear from our experience, however, that activity produces results. The BBC may
not do everything we would like, just as we would like it, the first time we ask. But it will do
even less if we do not ask. As Mr Moulton put it:94
"To he honest, I think... what you do not want is the Isle of Man to be saying, 'You're doing a
good job,' because I think if that message is said to anybody, you take your foot off the pedal. It
has been unhelpful, possibly, that some people in Government have actually said that sort of
thing, that a nice job has been done, thank you very much indeed. The BBC will not do
anything, then, in that sense."

162. The Director of the Communications Commission appeared to support the idea that a Select
Committee investigation could have the effect of getting more out of the BBC when she
commented:95
"I think it is unfortunate perhaps that the Select Committee was not established 10 or 20
years ago when times were better, when cash was a little bit more prevalent if one did want to
get more services from the BBC."

163. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the Isle of Man itself is at least partly responsible
for the historic shortfall in BBC investment here.

HOW WE ARE ORGANISED AT PRESENT

164. There is no Department of the Isle of Man Government with responsibility for developing
policy on broadcasting and the related issues described above. Instead, all such matters are
in practice handled by the Communications Commission. The Chairman of the
Communications Commission is by convention the Minister for Home Affairs. He is
supported in this role, however, not by DHA officers but primarily by the officers of the
Communications Commission.
165. The Communications Commission is a Statutory Board of the Isle of Man Government,
comprising a Chairman, four Members with a range of experiences, a Director and 2.7 FTE
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staff. The Commission has the responsibility for licensing and regulating
telecommunications and broadcasting on the Isle of Man under the Telecommunications Act
1984, the Radio Masts Regulation Act 1988 and the Broadcasting Acts 1993 to 2007. The
functions of the Commission under the Broadcasting Acts are set out in section 1 of the 1993
Act as follows:
"1 Functions of Communications Commission
It is the function of the Communications Commission ('the Commission')(a) to regulate, in accordance with this Part, programme services which are provided
from places in the Island;
(b) to keep under review the reception in the Island of programme services provided from
places in the Island or elsewhere, and the quality and content of those services;
(c) to further the interests of the Island in the whole field of programme services."

166. Section 11(1) of the Act makes it clear that section 1(b) and (c) are intended to apply to
programme services provided by the BBC. The task of ensuring that Isle of Man residents
get the best possible value from the BBC in return for their licence fee therefore falls within
the statutory remit of the Communications Commission. But the Communications
Commission has no resources to dedicate to this task. As the Chairman of the Commission
put it:96
"It is a fiinction, but I think it is something of a sideline because I think the main functions
are licensing and regulation of people involved with telecommunications and broadcasting in
the Isle of Man. That is the main function. I think to some extent that has been a little bit of
an aside. It is a function that is in the Act - you are quite correct in what you say there - and
I think we have done some work in promoting and furthering what takes place regarding
communications in the Isle of Man. It is a question of resources that we have available - I am
talking mainly about time resources here and staff resources - to pursue that objective, but
certainly some work has been done."
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167. The Director added:97
"I think the majority of our time is spent mainly on telecommunications issues by the nature
of the problems that we have in the structure. We have, at the moment, three broadcasting
licensees. The total revenue that they generate to the Commission is £750 per annum, so we
also have to be proportionate with our resources and how we use them. As I said, basically one
can always do more, or would want to do more, if we could."

POSSIBLE REFORMS
The case for additional resources for broadcasting and related media policy

168. Our investigation has highlighted the importance of broadcasting and media policy, broadly
defined, for the Isle of Man. The way news from the Isle of Man is presented to viewers and
listeners in the UK has a potential impact on the Island's reputation and hence, indirectly, on
the Island's economy. The way news on Manx affairs is recorded, filmed and distributed has
a direct impact on the life of the Manx nation and its sense of community and identity. From
a financial point of view, the £4.7 million contributed by Manx licence fee payers to the BBC
each year together with the annual E1 million subvention by the Treasury to Manx Radio
represents a significant amount of public money from which best value must be demanded.
While acknowledging the many pressures on the Isle of Man's public finances, we
conclude that better value could be obtained for the money the Island spends on
broadcasting if the resources available for the development of broadcasting and
related media policy were increased.
Where any new policy resources should be located

169. During our oral hearing in March 2011 we discussed at some length with the Chairman and
Director of the Communications Commission the different models which exist for the
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location within Government of a broadcasting and media policy development resource.98
The Director summarised the position in other jurisdictions as follows:99
"In the Channel Islands, neither jersey or Guernsey have got people working on broadcasting
policy as a full-time role. In Guernsey, it comes under the Department of Home Affairs and in
Jersey, it comes under Economic Development. Within Ireland, the UK and the bigger
member states in Europe, then there will be generally a department that will also have the
same broadcasting policy."

She added:100
"there could always be a role for more policy people, and they could sit in a Government
Department or they could sit with the Commission, but wherever they sit, they would have to
work carefully with the Commission, because there are things that we understand, and have
contacts and influence in, that a policy person in Government would not necessarily have."

We fully endorse the point that anyone working on broadcast policy would have to cooperate fully with the Communications Commission.
170. The present Chairman of the Commission, Mr Earnshaw, offered the following defence of
the status quo:'°1
"I think, to use a well hackneyed phrase of mine, you have got to consider what is
proportionate and appropriate to the Isle of Man. We are a small nation. We have got the
Communications Commission. We are familiar and we have got a working arrangement, a
partnering arrangement with other people who have got similar interests. So I think from the
regulatory and licensing aspects it sits very comfortably in the way that we do within the
Department of Home Affairs. I think, to stray outside that, if you have got somebody linked
into media promotion and they sat outside the Communications Commission, when we have
only got 2.7 people in the Communications Commission, employed in that at the moment, I
think it would be a bit of a nonsense really for the size of the Island to do that. The place for
that to be positioned, in my view, would be within the Communications Commission and I
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think unless there was good reason to do otherwise it would be to continue under the umbrella
- if that is the best way to describe it - of the Department of Home Affairs... I think that if it is
somewhere else and we have two different Departments of Government trying to work
together, when there is no real need to have them separa ted, it would be counterproductive."

171. We acknowledge Mr Earnshaw's concern that, given the scale of the Isle of Man,
inefficiencies could arise from involving too many different players in the development of
broadcasting policy. It would, arguably, be inefficient for the 2.7 officers of the
Communications Commission to spend time briefing a policy officer in a Department
instead of, for example, simply pursuing front-line negotiations with the BBC directly. The
counter-argument is that for the Communications Commission, policy work has in fact
become "a little bit of an aside".102 Having policy work conflated with regulation has not in
fact resulted in improved efficiency. It has, on the contrary, resulted in the policy work being
to a large extent "squeezed out" by the day-to-day demands of the regulatory function.
172. We have given some initial consideration to the question of whether any new policy posts
should be created within the Communications Commission (where the function currently
lies in the Isle of Man), the Department of Economic Development (as in Jersey), the
Department of Home Affairs (as in Guernsey) or in the Department of Community, Culture
and Leisure (by analogy with the UK Department of Culture, Media and Sport). The
Communications Commission certainly has a role but we think that there is a case for
involving other parts of Government more directly. We would comment that there appears
to be no particular connection between broadcasting and media policy and the work of the
Department of Home Affairs, other than the operational interest the DHA has in ensuring
reliable communications systems for the emergency services and law enforcement. There
would appear to us to be closer connections between the broadcasting and media agenda
and the functions of the other two Departments. At the same time we are conscious that this
question is some way away from our remit and that we have not had the opportunity to
undertake a full exploration of the issues involved. We have therefore decided to
recommend that the question be referred to the Council of Ministers for further
consideration.
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De-politicising the regulator
173. The current arrangement whereby the Communications Commission is chaired by the
Minister of Home Affairs blurs the boundary between the proper role of a politician and the
role of an independent regulator. The Director confirmed that in comparison with other
jurisdictions the arrangement which has evolved in the Isle of Man is "relatively rare".03
One obvious advantage of the current arrangement is that the Chairman can speak on
communications matters in Tynwald. If a Department were given an enhanced role,
however, the Minister would be in a position to do this. It could be argued that it might be
preferable for the Communications Commission to be chaired by someone who was not a
Member of Tynwald, and we suggest that this should be considered as a possible spin-off
benefit of the reforms we are proposing in our final recommendation.
Recommendation 3
That the Council of Ministers should consider and report to Tynwald with
recommendations by January 2012 on:
(a)

the level of resources devoted to broadcasting and media policy, which
includes the specific responsibility of implementing the recommendations
of this report and the general responsibility for "furthering the interests of
the Island in the whole field of programme services", which is currently a
statutory responsibility of the Communications Commission;

(b)

the question of whether these resources and responsibilities should
continue to lie with the Communications Commission or be transferred to a
Department of Government; and

(c)

the question of whether a Tynwald member should continue to sit on the
Communications Commission.
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10. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
174. We conclude that the licence fee appears to be more strictly enforced in the Isle of Man than
in Jersey or Guernsey. (paragraph 19)
175. We conclude, based on the evidence before us and on our own experiences, that it is
desirable that residents of the Isle of Man continue to have access to those BBC television
and radio services which are provided throughout the UK and Crown Dependencies.
(paragraph 36)
176. We conclude that, while it would theoretically be possible to make independent
arrangements to receive BBC television and radio programmes via cable or satellite as in the
Republic of Ireland, there can be no guarantee that this would cost Isle of Man residents less
than the licence fee. Under such a model, moreover, BBC services would not be available on
any televisions not connected to a satellite dish, nor on analogue or DAB radio, including car
radios. (paragraph 48)
Recommendation I.
We recommend that, given the importance of ensuring Isle of Man residents can
receive those BBC television and radio services which are available throughout the
UK and Crown Dependencies, given the technical and commercial risks associated
with any alternative means of receiving these services, and given the contribution
made by the BBC to the upkeep of the infrastructure for communications services
including the emergency services, Tynwald should not consider withdrawing
from the historic licence fee arrangement with the UK at this time; Tynwald
should instead concentrate its efforts on obtaining value for money from the BBC;
but the issue should be kept under review. (paragraph 48)

177. We conclude that the Tynwald Management Committee should be able to rely on the
support of the Communications Commission and other executive bodies in relation to this
agenda so that any future proposals for BBC coverage of Tynwald proceedings can be taken
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forward as part of an overall package of negotiations between the Isle of Man and the BBC.
(paragraph 54)
178. We conclude that the risks in allowing public service radio in the Isle of Man to be controlled
by the BBC are too great, and accordingly that no attempt should be made to encourage the
BBC to operate a radio station for the Isle of Man either instead of, or as well as, Manx
Radio. This need not, however, preclude Manx Radio from accepting financial support or
support in kind from the BBC. (paragraph 63)
179. We do not think that the importance and urgency of providing a DAB multiplex for Manx
Radio and other Isle of Man radio services (both actual and potential) should be overstated.
We nevertheless conclude that there could be significant merit in the Isle of Man better
exploiting the potential of digital technology for the distribution of radio programming.
There is no reason why, subject to the continuing progression of DAB as a widely used
platform, support for DAB should not have a place within the Isle of Man's list of
requirements from the BBC in future negotiations. (paragraph 70)
180. We conclude that if the Isle of Man is to make the most of the BBC television journalists who
are based here, there must be some relaxation of the BBC Trust's policy on bespoke web
video. However, at the same time the BBC must co-operate with existing providers in order
to make sure that it does not have an adverse impact on the emerging market for these
services. (paragraph 91)
181. We conclude that support for the establishment of a proper audio-visual news service
should be a high priority in the Isle of Man's future negotiations with the BBC. The choice of
technological platform is less important than the viewer experience. The essential features of
the service required are that a fresh news bulletin should be issued at the same time every
day, and that this bulletin should be no harder to access from Manx homes and workplaces
than the BBC1 regional television news. (paragraph 95)
182. We conclude that the greater the editorial control exercised by Island-based staff, the greater
the appeal the BBC Isle of Man website is likely to have for users in the Isle of Man.
(paragraph 101)
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183. We conclude that, however often the BBC may assert that it is interested in supporting the
Manx language, unremitting pressure is needed in order to ensure that this commitment is
followed through in practice. (paragraph 107)
184. We welcome the practical assistance being offered by the BBC to Manx Radio. The Isle of
Man should seek to ensure that such support continues, and that any benefits offered to
Manx Radio are made available equally to the Island's other broadcasters. (paragraph 112)
185. While we welcome the efforts made by the BBC Audience Council to cover the Isle of Man
within its activities, we conclude that its impact, both on the services provided to Isle of Man
residents and on the BBC's reputation in the Isle of Man, has been limited. (paragraph 118)
186. Having looked at all the available data we have no hesitation in concluding that the BBC's
investment in the Isle of Man is far below that in the Channel Islands, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland. We consider that it would be equitable for the BBC to contribute, as an
absolute minimum, a further £1 million per year to the Isle of Man either through services in
kind or as a direct financial payment in support of public service broadcasting here.
(paragraph 141)
187. We conclude that, in its approach to television and Internet news, and in its approach to the
financing of services in the Isle of Man, the BBC consistently treats the Isle of Man as though
it were part of England and not an independent nation in its own right, despite fine words to
the contrary. (paragraph 151)
188. We conclude that it is important for the Isle of Man continually to press the BBC to provide
ever more comprehensive coverage of Manx affairs while still maintaining its political
impartiality. (paragraph 152)

Recommendation 2
That in the context of an overall shortfall of around El million per year in the
BBC's investment in the Isle of Man, the Island's authorities should pursue the
following priorities in future negotiations with the BBC:
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i.

That the BBC should treat the Island as an independent nation in practice

as well as in theory.
ii.

That the BBC should provide ever more comprehensive coverage of Manx

affairs across all its media and channels, and that this should include coverage of
Manx affairs in BBC television news broadcast to our neighbours not only in the
North West of England but also in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
iii.

That the BBC should support the introduction of a daily audio-visual news

service dedicated to Manx affairs which, whether it is delivered via the Internet or
by some other means, viewers in the Isle of Man can access just as easily as they
can access the regional television news from the North West of England.
iv.

That, in order to get the most out of its television journalists based in the

Isle of Man, the BBC should relax its policy on bespoke web video while at the
same time taking steps to minimise any adverse impact on existing providers.
v.

That the BBC should continue to give practical support and assistance to

Manx Radio and other broadcasters licensed in the Isle of Man.
vi.

That the BBC should allow a greater degree of Manx-based editorial control

over the Isle of Man pages of its website.
vii.

That the BBC should follow through in practice its stated commitment to

support the Manx language.
viii.

That, subject to the continuing progression of DAB as a widely used

platform, the BBC should support the introduction of a DAB multiplex to carry
Manx Radio and other Manx stations.
ix.

That the BBC should support any proposals made by or on behalf of

Tynwald as to coverage of Manx parliamentary proceedings. (paragraph 155)

189. While acknowledging the many pressures on the Isle of Man's public finances, we conclude
that better value could be obtained for the money the Island spends on broadcasting if the
resources available for the development of broadcasting and related media policy were
increased. (paragraph 168)
80

Recommendation 3
That the Council of Ministers should consider and report to Tynwald with
recommendations by January 2012 on:
(a)

the level of resources devoted to broadcasting and media policy, which
includes the specific responsibility of implementing the recommendations
of this report and the general responsibility for "furthering the interests of
the Island in the whole field of programme services", which is currently a
statutory responsibility of the Communications Commission;

(b)

the question of whether these resources and responsibilities should
continue to lie with the Communications Commission or be transferred to a
Department of Government; and

(c)

the question of whether a Tynwald member should continue to sit on the
Communications Commission. (paragraph 173)
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SELECT COMMITTEE, WEDNESDAY, 24th MARCH 2010

Select Committee of Tynwald
on the Television Licence Fee
The Committee sat in public at 1033 a.m.
in the Millennium Room,
Legislative Buildings, Douglas

[MR CREGEEN in the Chalrl

Procedural

5

10

The Chairman (Mr Cregeen): Good morning, and may I welcome you to the sitting of the
Select Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence.
Could I ask everyone if they could switch off their mobile phones, please, rather than just put
them on silent, as it will interfere with the recording.
The Committee was established by Tynwald on 18th November 2009. The motion establishing
the Committee was:
'That Tynwald appoints a Committee of three Members with the powers to take written and oral evidence pursuant to
sections 3 and 4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to investigate the feasibility and impact of
withdrawal from or amendment of the agreement under which residents of the Isle of Man pay a television lice rice fee;
and to report:

15

I will introduce myself. I am Graham Cregeen MHK. With me I have the Hon. Phil Gawne
MK; David Callister MLC; Jonathan King, the Clerk; and Clive Alford, the Hansard clerk.
Today we have witnesses from the BBC, Manx Radio and the Communications Commission.
We have had written submissions from all three organisations, for which we are grateful.
We are dealing with a complex subject, complex because of the constitutional issues between
20 the Isle of Man and the UK, and complex because of the possibilities and challenges of new
technology. In our minds, however, there is one very simple question: does the licence lee
represent value for money for the people of the Isle of Man'?

EVIDENCE OF MR W WHITE
AND MS L ELLIS

25

Qt. The Chairman: We start with the BBC. We have received a written submission from the
Deputy Director General of the BBC, Mark Byford, and thank you for this. For the record, could I
ask you your names and your positions, please?

Ms Ellis: I am Laura Ellis. I am the Head of New Media for BBC English Regions and
Business Manager for BBC English Regions.
30

Mr White: I am Wilf White. I am Head of External Policy for the BBC as a whole,
Q2. The Chairman: Could I invite you to make an opening statement, if you have one?

Mr White: Yes, certainly. As I say, I am Wilf White. I am Head of External Policy for the
35 BBC. My job is to be accountable for the parliaments of the British Isles and to other key external
stakeholders. In that context, it is a great honour to be in front of the oldest parliament of the
British Isles. I think I have spoken at some point to everyone apart from the States of Jersey and
Guernsey, but I am hoping to do that in a few weeks' time, so I am looking forward to doing that.
The last time I was here was to address Members of the House of Keys on behalf of the
40
Switchover Help Scheme, for which I am the Director of Policy as well.
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Laura Ellis is Head of New Media for the BBC's Nations and Regions Division.
Coincidentally, both of us have strong affection for and connections with the Isle of Man. Laura's
in-laws are in Andreas and I have friends in Foxdale, Union Mills and Douglas, and my mother
went to Douglas High School for Girls when my grandparents used to live here, so we have a great
deal of affection and interest for the Isle of Man and we are regular visitors here.
As you know, historically the people of the Isle of Man have had access to all the BBC's
national services, but before switchover I think it would be fair to say that reception of television
was pretty poor. Many people in the Island got their services from England, Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland and to varying degrees of quality. I hope that, after switchover, we have
addressed that and actually now that everyone gets their service from the Douglas transmitter, or
almost.everyone, they are and we are getting much better reception, and we ate working on that all
the time. Indeed, I was told this morning that there were people working on the Douglas
transmitter overnight. Poor beggars — it can't have been fun!
We are very much dedicated to ensuring that the Isle of Man gets good reception of all our
national services because that is where the vast majority of the licence fee goes. I think you may
be aware that, in our Annual Report, we talked about the BBC spending per month, and last year,
when the licence fee was £139.50 -- and that worked out at £11.63 per month -. over El 1 of that
ill 1.63 was on our national services, which everyone receives. About 45 pence goes on local
services.
We have increasingly, in recent months and years, talked to Manx Radio about the fact that
there is no BBC local radio service on the Island, and I know that is something that people feel
sometimes rather sore about, that we should do more to support radio on the Isle of Man. I do not
think there are many people who would now want us to open a BBC radio station here necessarily,
given that you have three such good radio stations already on the Island, but I think we are looking
at ways, with Anthony Pugh of Manx Radio and with our colleagues at 3 and Energy, of doing
more to support radio on the Isle of Man.
We are also looking to do more in terms of the website, where I think we would acknowledge
there is more that could be done to improve our local services.
We had hoped, as I think some people may know, to do more in terms of local television, but
our proposals in that area were rejected by the BBC Trust, not only for the Isle of Man but for the
whole UK, something which we, as the executive, regret, but that is unfortunately where we are.
But we are looking at video sharing with websites and we are here very much today not simply to
defend what we do, but to hear from you what we think more we can do to improve the value for
money that people on the Island receive.
I hope that is helpful.
'['he Chairman: Yes.
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Ms Ellis: I will just add a little bit on the purely local front, which is clearly the area that I
represent and am very keen to promote.
1 think my interest in this started in 2006, when we first began our memorandum of
understanding with Manx Radio, as a way of really starting to improve our relationship with the
Island. One of the things that we really wanted to do was to make sure we had a voice on Island
rather than reporting Manx affairs from across, from 'North West Tonight', which was historically
given the job of reporting the Isle of Man via sending somebody across, usually on a plane, and
then having to ship material back and appearing on 'North West Tonight' that evening or the next
day
We now have a team of three based at Manx Radio. They very kindly host our team for us.
That team has grown since 2006. We started off with two and a half people; we are now up to
three on a permanent basis. Generally, that means that two of them work on the website. They also
acquire audio and video for BBC outlets, other than BBC local outlets, which is tremendous. For
example, we have had material appearing on Radio 4. We liaise closely with our other BBC
colleagues when they come and do things like The Culture Show and when they come and spend
time on the Island, we try to be welcoming and give them all the help that they require.
In terms of the website, we are investigating, as Wilf says, new ways of delivering a service to
the Island, for example through some Manx pages that we are hoping to develop which we hope
very much will be a strong resource for students of Manx. I met Adrian Cain a couple of weeks
ago and we talked about what we could do in that field, and we would very much be interested in
developing that further.
On the television side, we have just appointed our third person, who was a replacement for
Paul Moulton who left recently, and Sarah Corker is now delivering on average — and obviously it
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depends on the news agenda — three items a week to 'North West Tonight', and they might be
fully voiced items or they might be out-of-vision bits of video. So we have a strong presence here
which we now are able to... We are also able now to send things back via computers, rather than
having to fly material back,
1 think the one thing I would say is we are always keen to hear new ideas as to how we can
improve the service, both obviously to the BBC outlets that we serve through our own staff and
also to licence fee payers through other outlets, such as the work we have done with Manx Radio
with exchange of material, offering training and building that relationship as the BBC is a public
service broadcaster building relationship with the public service broadcaster on the Island.
So, we are always keen to hear new ways in which we can build that relationship. We are in
constant dialogue with both Anthony Pugh.... As you say, 3 and Energy as well, representatives
from them, and also with Carmel McLaughlin, to discuss ways in which we can push the
relationship forward.
One final thing: we would be very, very keen to explore opportunities with the BBC
Parliament channel to do some regular reports from Tynwald and some televising of Tynwald, if
that is something which is agreeable to Members and which is something which you would like us
to investigate. So that is another issue that is pending.
Q3. The Chairman: Thank you for that. Firstly, could I ask for an estimate on how much
revenue the BBC gets from the Isle of Man?

Mr White: We do not break down licence fee revenue by area in precisely the way that you
ask, but we can make an estimate. What we know is that there are just over 32,000 licensed
premises on the Isle of Man, and on the assumption that they all pay a full licence fee, that would
work out at around £4.5 million.
Q4. The Chairman: Would you consider that is value for money for the Isle of Man licence
fee payer?

130

[35
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Mr White: Again, it is equally hard to estimate the value of the services that you get back
again. One calculation that we have clone, as you will see from our submission, reckons that the
direct value of services — and that is not including the cost to the BBC of distribution and of
general overheads for the BBC — is around £4.3 million, and actually, if you look in terms of the
value per head of services that the Isle of Man receives, it is very comparable with that of those
people in England, Scotland and Wales. It works out... Let me see, I have got the figures here.
The BBC spends £53.60 per head of population in England and the Crown dependencies. For
the Isle of Man alone, that figure is £53.20, so it is a very similar figure. If you are looking at local
spend, we estimate the average cost per head for England at around £2 and the average per head
for the Isle of Man at around £2.35, so I think those figures are broadly comparable.
Q5. The Chairman: Does that take into account the properties that you own throughout the
UK, the rates, electricity and the local spend that you have there, and is it comparable to the Isle of
Man? As you have said, you have only got three staff here.

Ms Ellis: These costs are calculated using specific service costs plus an apportionment of
overheads, yes, but not including distribution.
150

155

Q6. The Chairman: Could you inform us on the cost of the employees on the Isle of Man, as
a total rather than individuals, for your three, because I think in the Channel Islands, you have got
about 65 staff there.

Ms Ellis: Not quite that many. In the Channel Islands, we have 19 staff at BBC Radio
Guernsey and 25 staff at BBC Radio Jersey, so that is our total staffing of the Channel Islands,
which is —
Q7. The Chairman: And for the BBC television part of that?

160

Ms Ellis: The television staff are another three on top of that, as f understand it.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Mr Gawne.
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Q8. Mr Gawne: I have a few questions here. We have received some information from Neil
O'Brien from the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland in relation to BBC services transmitted or
165 received in the Republic of Ireland. Obviously, they do not pay a BBC licence fee. What we did
discover was, I think, 18% of viewers were able to access BBC without paying anything to
anybody, but certainly Sky and the cable companies do pay royalties to the BBC, so the majority
of viewers in Ireland do actually pay something through their subscriptions.
What is the set-up with regard to people who are covered by the BBC licence fee, but also
170
access their television through Sky or cable? Do Sky and the cable companies pay a royalty or a
fee of some kind to the BBC? How does that work?

Mr White: Ireland is a slightly unusual case. We do provide BBC services in Southern Ireland
on a commercial basis, so Sky and cable pay us to carry our services and they in turn charge their
175 customers as part of their subscriptions for those services. You are right that there is some
overspill, so that some people close to the Northern Irish border do receive BBC services, but that
is a minority of people in Ireland.
In return, it should be said that people in Northern Ireland do also receive some services from
Southern Ireland, and actually both governments have actually tended to encourage this overspill,
180 partly in the context of the Northern Ireland Agreement, which „ . the idea is that it encourages
mutual understanding and cultural exchange, so it is something that the governments are quite
keen to encourage, but generally speaking, BBC services are only provided outside licence fee
paying areas on a commercial basis.
185

Q9. Mr Gawne: Roughly how much per head would that be? How much per viewer would
you be charging for those services?

Mr White: I am afraid I do not know the answer to that question. Could I write to you? I do not
actually know.
190

195

Q10. Mr Gawne: Yes, it would be very useful to our investigation.
suppose I ought to ask the question, bearing in mind this is what we are here to discuss, the
motion establishing this Select Committee basically asked what would be the impact of
withdrawal from the TV licence fee, or indeed some sort of amendment of the current agreement.
Can you answer that fairly basic question'? What would happen if the Isle of Man decided to
withdraw from paying the TV licence?

Mr White: I think the first thing I would say is that we would be extremely sorry to see that
happen. At the moment, because you do pay the TV licence, we feel a very strong obligation to
200 serve you with our services, and I think that not only do you receive our national services, but we
are trying to improve what we do locally as well. There is a strong incentive on us to do so
because, quite rightly, you can put pressure on us and say 'We pay you this money, can we have
value for money from what we give you?'
If we were no longer to receive the television licence fee, we would not have the obligation to
205
seek to serve the Isle of Man and I think that would be a great shame.
Q11. Mr Gawne: But potentially we could, through a commercial set-up, pay to receive the
services in that way, because I know that we have, I suppose, a split in terms of the population,
and indeed in terms of individuals, I think. There are many people who very much respect and
2 I 0 value the programmes the BBC produce on a general basis, but I think probably most of those
would also argue that we do not really get an adequate service, certainly in terms of news coverage
of what we do in the Isle of Man.
I can understand that may be rather over-optimistic on the part of people living in the Isle of
Man, but quite frankly — and 1 suppose this is a question to you — living in the Isle of Man, what
2l5
relevance would there be for me to watch 'North West Tonight' news programme? It is about big
cities which have very little to do with what I do in the Isle of Man.

220

Ms Ellis: I think, if I could just answer that, 'North West Tonight' does actually cover the Isle
of Man quite a lot now, to the extent that at the last performance review session we had with the
'North West Tonight' team they were saying to me, 'My goodness, we are getting so much
material we wonder whether we are actually covering the Isle of Man disproportionately.'
I am sure it does not feel like that to you here, but I think we have moved on an awful lot, in
terms of the coverage we have given to... There are several very big stories that we have had
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recently and we have covered them in quite some detail, not only on 'North West Tonight' but on
225 `The Politics Show' and on other BBC outlets we have been able to pass that material on and
enhance the understanding of the Isle of Man with the rest of the BBC in terms of the coverage
that we have been able to offer on that.
So I think we have made some big strides in that. Interestingly, the north west region also
covers Cheshire, and we have similar discussions with Cheshire, which has a population of,
230 think, around half a million who do not have a local radio service either, and I think that in many
ways the developments that we have made with the Isle of Man have given the Isle of Man a better
service than some parts of England because we do have this focus. We do have three people here
and those people know the Island, live in the Island, and are able to supply a wide range of good
quality audio, video and web material to people living on the Island and those who are interested
235
in the Island from the UK.
Q12. Mr Gawne: I can understand that from your point of view, from a large UK-based
organisation, but from ow' point of view, we have our own Government, we have our own system
of administration in the Island which is entirely separate — pretty much entirely separate, anyway,
240 give or take a few deals here and there. Certainly from our perspective... You asked for feedback
from us to a certain extent and I certainly value the general broadcasting of the BBC, but I find
news coverage fairly irrelevant. If I am interested in news and politics in the Isle of Man, which I
am obviously, why would I want to watch 'North West Tonight' on the offchance that there might
he a story coming up, when I know that I can listen to the excellent services of Manx Radio,
245
Energy FM, 3Fivi and get a more comprehensive news coverage? But maybe that is just me.
There was one other... Well, no, I have got several points, actually, but I am sure Mr Ca/lister
wants to come in shortly. In relation to Gaelic matters — this is a personal interest of mine — you
have mentioned the possibility of Gaelic being on the website, Manx Gaelic. I used to be the Manx
Language Development Officer, and you mentioned that to me eight years ago, when I was the
250 Gaelic Officer, and you are still mentioning it as a possibility. Are you really serious about it being
a possibility now? Were you really serious about it being a possibility then? And what is going to
change to actually make it a reality?
255

Ms Ellis: 1 am not sure who mentioned that to you eight years ago. I do not think I was
involved in those clays.
Mr Gawne: No, well, you, the BBC.

Ms Ellis: Yes, it is serious. We have identified the pages and we are in the process of having
260 them translated, so they will be appearing very shortly. So yes, we are serious, but that is just a
start. We would clearly like to look at what else we can do. I attended my first Manx lesson when I
came across, and thoroughly enjoyed it, and I would to see us be able to develop what we do more.
have a meeting in my diary for April with the BBC's new Head of Learning, and I do not know if
you know, but the BBC's Learning Division does an awful lot of work with languages. I am going
265
to try and interest Saul Nasse in working with me on any other potential developments we might
be able to identify with Manx Gaelic. So, yes.
Mr White: Could I make an additional point, if I may? (Mr Gawne: Yes.) I think it is true to
say that, years ago, the BBC's attitude towards providing services online was we either did it or
270 we slid not do it, and that meant we did it ourselves. Increasingly now, we realise that that meant
that we were chilling the market for other people who were doing the job rather well and we were
riot doing enough to link our website with other providers or news and information.
So I think there is an enormous possibility now to do more for the Manx language, not only by
producing some content of our own but also by linking to other sites. Learnmanx.com, I think you
275 would agree, is a first-rate way of learning Manx and it would he daft of us to just produce our
own learning Manx programme, but by linking to it and raising awareness of it for all those who
use the BBC website, we might achieve the same aim without having any damaging commercial
impact on our commercial rivals.
280

Q13. Mr Gawne: A final personal interest question on Gaelic matters. Personally speaking, I
think the best thing the BBC has done in recent years is the introduction of the BBC Alba Scottish
Gaelic channel. Again, we had been in discussions with the people involved in that channel. There
was a possibility that we could have had something — either a five-minute news broadcast per day
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290

in Manx Gaelic or possibly a half-hour programme per week, something like that. It was only the
want of some funding that meant that we were not able to do that.
Is that still an area that potentially we could get involved with? I know the figures at the time...
we were talking about E50,000, something like that, would have been sufficient to allow us to have
our first ever dedicated Manx television broadcast, in Manx Gaelic — Manx news broadcast, but in
Manx Gaelic — and it might have encouraged the few remaining monoglot English speakers on the
Island to learn Manx, so that they could access their news through the BBC.

Mr White: I think that is a very interesting idea. I was responsible for getting the approval for
BBC Alba, so I would agree with you that it is a very exciting possibility. As you know, it is a
seven-hour-a-day channel at the moment. It is actually primarily funded not by the television
295 licence fee but by the Scottish Parliament through MG Alba, which is the successor of the old
Gallic Media Service. It is an interesting idea. I would certainly he happy to take it away with me
and see what people say.
300

Q14. The Chairman: Can I just pick up on one point from my colleague there. When you
were saying about in Southern Ireland, they pay a commercial rate, the UK press publish — I think
it was The Sun
in Spain, and it has BBC TV listings in there. Do people in Spain pay a
commercial rate for those services as well?
—

305

310

Mr White: They should he paying a Sky subscription. If I am honest, we are aware, and Sky
are aware that there are some people who illegally take equipment from the UK to Spain and use it
to listen to UK services, but they should not be receiving services without paying for them.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr Callister.
Q15. Mr Canister: Just on that point then, you would not be in a position to apply a charge on
people in Spain in any case for the services, would you, as the BBC?

315

Mr White: Not directly, no, but through their platform provider.
Q1G. Mr Callister: So you have got them in France, you have got them in various parts of
Europe. Is there any estimate of how many people are getting these services without paying? Do
we know?

320

Mr White: No, because they are not... Generally speaking, on the continent of Europe,
people's satellite dishes point in a different way from the satellite dishes in the British Isles. So
although theoretically there are quite a large number of people who ought to be able to receive
BBC services on the continent of Europe, we think the number is generally quite small.
The only area where we know there is a lot of BBC watching is again done through a
325 commercial deal with the cable operators in Belgium and Holland, where they do get, again, BBC
services distributed in a similar way to Ireland. So although theoretically the overspill from the
Astra 2 satellite would cover a reasonable portion of Europe, most people in Europe have their
dishes pointing in a different direction to pick up their own services rather than ours, so we do not
think the overspill is huge.
330
It is very difficult to calculate though. If you ask people, because they know they are not
supposed to be watching our channels, they are not likely to say.
Q17. Mr Callister: Yes, A little earlier, you said that you thought not many people in the Isle
of Man would want the BBC to run our local radio service. I wonder what you base that on?
335

Mr White: Well, I think my reeling is, from my Manx friends, that your existing radio services
are services which are popular, successful and enjoyed by a large number of people. If we were to
come in and start running the show, they would start to look different, they would lose the
advertisements. People who run commercial businesses in the Island would not have the same
340 opportunities to advertise that they currently do. I am not sure necessarily that that is what...
Certainly it is a small sample, my friends here on the Island, but I do not think their general sense
is that we should come here and set up a rival operation. (Mr Canister: Alright.) A small poll, 1
am afraid.
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Q18. Mr Ca!lister: Right. The commercial aspect of Manx Radio then must cause
embarrassment to the BBC in dealing with Manx Radio, does it? There is a hurdle there in it
somewhere, isn't there?

Mr White: I would not say that. We are increasingly doing partnerships with commercial
350 companies. I regularly talk to my colleagues in ITV, Channels 4 and 5 about what we can do in
partnership with them. I do not think we think that there is anything unsavoury about being a
commercial broadcaster. There is an issue for us in we do have a rule that nothing branded BBC in
the UK can carry advertisements because we think it is important that people understand that what
you get from the BBC is funded by the licence fee, but I do not think we have any embarrassment
355
in dealing with commercial operators.
Q19. Mr Canister: So the fact that there are advertisements then, does that actually prevent
BBC news services being relayed on Manx Radio, which is not happening at the moment because
it is a commercial service at the present time?

360

Mr White: Laura is probably closest to the current discussion we are having about that, but no,
it is not a complete bar to BBC news services being made available.
Ms Ellis: You put your finger on a very important point, which is whether we could find ways
365 of serving Manx licence fee payers with BBC content, not a having a radio voice ourselves on the
Island, and the answer is yes, we could. We have been talking for a long time now about
potentially serving Manx Radio, who are our public service partners, with what we call the GNS,
the General News Service, which is a service of audio material and some text to go alongside that.
We have had some very positive discussions with people in the BBC.
370
It is an enormous step for us, and I do not mean it to sound like we are being precious about
this, but this would be the first time we have ever done anything like this and it is something
which we need to look at very carefully. But we have had some very positive discussions with our
Fair Trading department on this and it is certainly not something that we are ruling out. It is
something that we have been looking at very seriously, really at the instigation of Manx Radio,
375
who are keen to do this because they, like us, believe that we could provide material that way to an
Isle of Man audience which would be of benefit to them.
Mr White: May I add something, Mr Canister, sorry? It is worth saying that, in talking to
Manx Radio, we also continue to talk to 3 and Energy because we are extremely conscious that
380 while we would like to support radio on the Island, we would like to support radio as a whole. We
certainly do not want to do anything that gives one broadcaster a great deal of advantage over
another and damages the broadcasting ecology. I think the Isle of Man benefits from three very
good radio stations and we would not want to do any harm to either of the other stations on the
Island.
385
Q20. Mr Canister: Could I refer you to the BBC Trust's document about local radio, which
lists here that the annual budget of BBC local radio is £107.5 million and we see and hear that
there are 38 local stations, if that is still the correct figure. If you divide that £107 million by the
38 stations, it means that an average of £2.82 million goes to a local radio station. It will change, it
390
will vary, according to size. Does that not mean, on the face of it, that Manx Radio, or the Isle of
Man at least, is disadvantaged by £2.82 million?
Ms Ellis: I think it is a perfectly fair point to make and I think to an extent we are a victim of
history here. The Isle of Man was incredibly forward looking in 1967 when it set up the first
• 395 commercial radio station, The BBC then set up five or six more stations that year, but you were
way ahead of us in terms of looking at this new emerging market for local and regional radio,
which meant that when we came to look at places like the Channel Islands several years later and
in those heady times in the 1980s, investing all over England, as we did, and in the Channel
Islands, in services, discussions, as I understand it, that we had at the time with the Isle of Man
400
suggested that the answer was, 'Well, no thanks, we've actually got a local radio station of our
own. There is no point in setting up what would have been a rival station.'
So that really set the scene for the level of investment that we currently see, which in many
ways I think is regrettable, but you also have out of it Manx Radio, which is, I think we will agree,
a fantastic service.
405
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Mr Canister: Which we pay through our own Government, of course, taxes, yes.

Ms Ellis: Yes, but I. do not think... Sorry.
4l0

Q21. Mr Canister: But essentially, if you look at those figures, you would say local radio in
the UK is getting about £2.8 million, and we are not getting that.

Ms Ellis: Remember you are not alone, though. There are other places in the UK that are also
at a disadvantage through not having a dedicated station. It is a fact that if you took at the Channel
415 Islands, we do serve them in monetary terms with a considerably larger service, having all those
people based in Jersey and Guernsey, and with the television service they have. As Wilf says, we
would very much have liked to have provided a local TV service and we would be starting to ramp
that up now, had it not been for the Trust decision against that.
On the radio side of things, we are doing everything we can in terms of working, in particular
420 with Manx Radio because they happen to have been the partners that we have in this memorandum
of understanding, but as Wilf says, talking as well to 3 and Energy, about how we can give best
value to the licence fee payers on the Island in terms of radio, given the set of circumstances that
we are faced with at the moment and the difficulty we have in terms of not having our own service
we are trying to deal with it by trying to feed BBC content through via other means.
425
Q22. Mr Canister: Are you having discussions with Manx Radio at the present time to
consider other possibilities of ways that it could be improved?

Ms Ellis: When we started the original memorandum of understanding in 2006, we had a little
430 shopping list of things that we agreed that we would do. One of them was some training, so we
sent over some BBC trainers, and have done on a number of occasions, most recently some sports
training and some web training, which I understand went down very well. I was actually here that
day so I was able to see first hand the thing that was being offered, and it was, i think, very much
appreciated.
435
We are also in the business of content sharing, so we do share content already with Manx
Radio. It goes two ways. It is fantastic, I think, for both sides of the operation. Wilf mentioned the
video sharing that we hope to engage in with their website. So I think there are benefits on all
levels. There are lots of benefits to the relationship that we have, benefits that go both ways. l am
not for a moment suggesting that we give all the benefits and they receive. We are very pleased to
440 be working with them. We are always keen to discuss ways in which those benefits can be added
to, and in fact in the most recent memorandum of understanding we did add some additional
elements in there at Manx Radio's request.
445

Q23. The Chairman: From those figures that Mr Callister... It equates probably to about £5
million-worth of investment in the Channel Islands for the two radio stations.

Ms Ellis: Not quite. It is £2.4 million overall.
Q24. The Chairman: is that for both Guernsey and Jersey?
450

Ms Ellis: That is our total investment in the Channel Islands, including television.

455

Q25. The Chairman: You mentioned a rival station to the local stations. Has the BBC ever
considered or been in discussions with Manx Radio that the BBC could lease radio from.„ it
would be BBC Manx Radio? Have you ever considered that?

Ms Ellis: I do not believe we have.
460

Mr White: Not that I am aware, no. I do not think that has been proposed to us either.
Q26. The Chairman: You stated earlier that you were in discussions. Do you know who you
were in discussions with regarding how the Isle of Man was going to move along?

465

Ms Ellis: No. When I started to research this back in 2006, I understood there were some
papers in our BBC vaults in Caversham, where BBC monitoring comes from, but unfortunately,
was never able to track down memos with actual names on them which referred to the discussions
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470

that had taken place. Talking to a range of people in the BBC and on the Isle of Man, my
understanding was very much that discussions were held and that it was held at that point — and I
know times change — to he an unwelcome idea that the BBC would set up a service, in that Manx
Radio was already existing and it was felt that —
Q27. The Chairman: So it was only deemed as a competitor to Manx Radio, any other
existing... It was not instead of or alongside?

475

480

MS Ellis: I do not think it would be our place to really have made that suggestion.
Q28. The Chairman: When we were looking at the radio stations and you said about the
digital, one of the very poor quality services that we do get is Radio 5. It is pretty abysmal over
here. You are so lucky if you can pick it up. Is there anything that you are doing regarding the
receiving of radio stations here?

Mr White: That is actually the first time I have heard about the Radio 5 issue. I will go back to
the BBC and talk to them. As I mentioned earlier, the distribution team work closely with me,
which is why I got a call this morning to say that work was clone on the Douglas transmitter last
485 night. I have not been aware of the Radio 5 problem. We will look into that. We certainly feel very
strongly that those who pay for BBC services should be able to receive them, so if there are
problems, we need to rectify them.
We are also looking over the next few years at rolling out digital audio broadcasting
throughout the British Isles, the remaining areas where DAB does not currently cover. The Isle of
490 Man, I think, has about 50% coverage for DAB, which is broadly similar to the level of DAB,
think, in the north west of England, but that is a very low figure. Obviously, if we are looking at
some point in the future at even switching over digital radio, which the Government has said is a
long-term ambition, we need to do a great deal better than that, not only in the Isle of Man but
throughout the UK and we are looking at developing DAB throughout the British Isles over the
495
next few years.
Q29. The Chairman: Is the analogue transmission due to he switched off totally, or is it just
for certain services that the BBC use?
500

Mr White: The analogue radio transmission switchover is a lot more complicated than
analogue television switchover, because you cannot switch off longwave, which remains of vital
importance, for example, for... Most recently I was dealing with concerns from merchant shipping
because, of course, the shipping forecast is broadcast on longwave and cannot he picked up on
digital. We are not switching off longwave. We also will not be switching off FM in a number of
505 areas. But medium wave probably will switch oft' in most areas, and it is a rather more complex
picture than television switchover, where you really do just flip the switch from analogue to
digital. This is still some years off; it is not an immediate thing that is going to happen in the next
two or three years.
510

The Chairman: Thank you.

Q30. Mr Gawne: Just going back to something you said... I think it was Laura said that you
invest £2.4 million in the Channel Islands. Mark Byford, was it, who wrote to us, estimated that
you spend £4.283 million in the Isle of Man, and yet they have got two radio stations and a TV
515 service. I suspect we are talking about slightly different things. I suspect that £4.283 million would
actually be nearer to £200,000 or £300,000 together with however much your costs are for
transmission, but I do not know.
520

Ms Ellis: No, I think what we are looking at is the difference between the provision of the
whole of the BBC services, so the national BBC services and purely local provision. So in the
Channel Islands, the £2.4 million is the purely local provision.
Q31. Mr Gawne: And how much would the equivalent be in the Isle of Man?

525

Ms Ellis: The equivalent in the Isle of Man would be... just trying to work out in terms of
using the same basis for the calculation. It would be between £100,000 and £200,000, so yes.
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Q32. Mr Gawne: So our competitors in Jersey and Guernsey are doing extremely well out of
the BBC and the Isle of Man is not?
530

535

Ms Ellis: Well, actually, let me just slightly revise that, because actually what I had not taken
into account was the television service that we provide through 'North West Tonight'. I think what
we were roughly looking at, in terms of comparisons, if this helps you, is we think we spend
around five times in Jersey and Guernsey what we spend on the Isle of Man, in terms of local
services.

540

Mr White: I think it is worth saying though, that that also means five times in the Channel
Islands what we spend in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The Channel Islands do
get a particularly good service from us and significantly better than those in England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Q33. Mr Gawne: I know as well that you had actually compared us with a general UK figure
and said we were doing, on average, pretty well, but your figures for Scotland, Northern Ireland
and Wales show again an enhanced service and enhanced value for the licence fee payers because
545 of the additional services that the Scottish nation, the Welsh nation and Northern Ireland get. So
again you are comparing us with the UK average, which is perhaps not entirely fair because we do
have our own separate country, our own separate parliament. Would you agree, acknowledge
perhaps that?
550

Mr White: Yes. Actually, the figures in this... the figures when we looked, for example, at the
top of page 3 of Mr Byford's letter, we are talking here about the cost per head for England and
the Crown dependencies of £2, and the cost for the Isle of Man of £2,35. I think those are broadly
comparable figures and those are not distorted by figures for investment in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland for the national radio services that are there.

555

Q34. Mr Gawne: So you would say that Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales do not get an
enhanced per-head spend from the 1313C than the UK average, then'?
560

565

Mr White: I have not got the numbers immediately. I think that is something we could write to
you about, actually, rather than my —

Q35. Mr Gawne: I do not have the exact detail here, but I know I have react it in some of the
papers that we have had somewhere, that it did appear that Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales
were getting enhanced per-head returns from the BBC and that would certainly give us an extra
few pounds per head, based on what 1 have seen on some of the documentation. Apologies that
have not got that to hand.

Ms Ellis: We can certainly check that for you, but I think the point you make is a very valid
one, which is whilst we might say we do not serve Cheshire with a radio station, the Isle of Man is
570 a Elation and what I am very keen to do is to make sure that, wherever possible we cover that and
we do distinctive content which reflects the uniqueness. With 'North West 'Fonight', it has been a
fascinating journey because I started to get a little hit tired of pieces which were, 'Oh, the Isle of
Man, it's different, and let's have a look at the differences,' because I think there are also
similarities and there are also things that we ought to be looking at, at the relationship and how we
575
work together and the very important things that bind us together, as well as the things that
differentiate us.
But when it comes to that separate sense of identity, the culture, all the things about the Island
which are so important to us all — you live here, and we love it — I think the key thing for me is to
make sure that we cover those in the best way we can, which is why I am so keen that we
580 investigate this idea of doing a monthly round-up of Tynwald on our websites and on BBC
Parliament, because I think that, coming under the umbrella of the Democracy Live service which
the BBC has just launched, which is hugely important to us, I think it would be fantastic if we
could include Isle of Man coverage, Tynwald coverage, in that offering, because I think it is so
important.
585
Q36. Mr Gawne: I know I have been asked certainly by a constituent about this particular
issue. You talk about Tynwald coverage. At the moment, my constituent is told, via Manx Radio,
that the House of Keys Question Time can be put on Manx Radio's site as a listen-again feature,
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but Tynwald, because it is two-and-a-half hours, cannot be. Is that the sort of thing that potentially
the BBC could do if Manx Radio are unable to run that service? I know Question Time is seen as
something that members of the public do actually want to listen to.

Ms Ellis: We are open to any ideas. The point of view that I came from on this was really I
would like to see a summary on our website and on BBC Parliament, which is available
595 throughout Europe, because I think it would be fascinating to have somebody do that summary of
what went on, and I think it would give a huge audience potentially to what are very important
affairs.
600

Q37. Mr Gawne: I think it would be useful for Tynwald Members.
Ms Ellis: Beyond that, very interested to look at all sorts of things. As you probably know,
with the States of Jersey and Guernsey there is an awful lot of material which is broadcast
specifically on the Channel Islands radio stations, in much the same way that Manx Radio
conducts its coverage for you.

605

Q38, Mr Gawne: I think it is very unfortunate, from what you are saying, that it is not going
to be possible to have something akin to what the Channel Islands have by way of their TV
broadcast, where they have a separate, is it five-minute or 10-minute slot'?
610

Ms Ellis: Yes, they do.

615

Q39. Mr Gawne: That is the sort of thing that might attract me, as a viewer, to actually watch
the BBC TV news coverage, but knowing that I could be watching... I don't know, it is a half-anhour programme, on the off-chance that there might be a two or three-minute story about the Isle
of Man, I have not got time to do that.

620

Mr White: We do regret that. It does not mean, however, that video content cannot be offered
on local websites in a more limited sense, so I think there is a chance to do more in terms of
making clips of video available through our website generally, even if not in the form of regular
local television service, but we share your disappointment in terms of local television.

Mr Gawne: It is not just my disappointment; it is the licence fee and taxpayer and the Isle of
Man's disappointment inasmuch as we are paying £ I million to our excellent Manx Radio service,
as well as paying a licence fee, so we are paying twice for the same service and that is a deep
625 concern for many people on the Island. I think we are all delighted with the services the BBC are
suggesting they might be about to provide to us, but as I said, perhaps I am a cynic, but I seem to
remember similar conversations eight years ago, and we are still suggesting that we might provide
these things. It would be wonderful if you could do that.
I think that is probably all of my points.
630
Q40. The Chairman: It was brought to our attention that there is a gentleman out in Guernsey
who has not paid his TV licence for eight years and there is a big thing in the parliament about
Guernsey people saying that they do not want to pay this UK tax, because it was deemed a tax, not
a licence fee.
635
We get a number of people saying that the BBC sends threatening letters — even though they
have got a TV licence — that they are going to come and knock on their door. What actions have
you taken? One of the perceptions is that you are not pursuing the action in Guernsey, just in case
it is deemed as a tax.
640

645

Mr White: No, that is not true. Anyone who fails to pay a television licence, who is clue to pay
one, will be prosecuted wherever they live and whoever they are. We have prosecuted in England
a number of quite high-profile people who have objected to paying a television licence. That is our
legal obligation to do so. Obviously, we would far rather that people voluntarily paid the licence
than our having to take them to court — it is very much a last resort — but we do pursue anyone
anywhere who ought to pay a TV licence and does not.
Q41. The Chairman: So it is not a case that you are not pursuing it because you are afraid that
there may be court ruling that it is deemed as a tax, because it is...
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Mr White: No, I think there has been some confusion about the tax thing. This was a statistical
redefinition by the Office for National Statistics. Actually, nothing has changed in terms of the
television licence. Its legal status is exactly the same as it ever was, resting on the 2003
Communications Act. It is simply counted as a form of tax from a statistical point of view. It does
not make any legal difference to the nature of the television licence.
Q42. Mr Callister: Is it a fact that George Elkington and a number of other people in
Guernsey have gone for a number of years not paying their television licence and no action taken?

Mr White: I am not aware of that particular individual's circumstances. I do not deal directly
660 with television licensing, but what I do know is that the general policy is not to ignore people who
evade the licence fee, but to prosecute them as soon as we become aware of that evasion. i cannot
speak for that individual case because I am not aware of it, but we are, throughout the UK and the
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, prosecuting those who evade the licence fee.
665

670

Q43. Mr Callister: I have come to this Committee perfectly happy to have paid a television
licence all these years because I think the services from the BBC are exemplary and world famous
and better than anything else, but you must be aware, I think, Mr White, that there has been unrest
in the Isle of Man for quite a long time from the people and in political circles as well. Do you
think that is unjustified?

Mr White: Unjustified, I would not say that, no. I think it depends on... It is a rather classic
glass-half-full, glass-half-empty point of view, 1 think. If you look at the vast majority or our
expenditure, that goes on services which everyone on the Isle of Man can receive, which everyone
on the Isle of Man now, I think, thanks to our recent investment in the distribution network, can
675 receive better than they were able to receive in the past, and of that £1 1.63 I quoted earlier,
roughly £11.20 of value is coming back to the Isle of Man and you are getting just the same value
out of our national services as everyone else in the British Isles.
In terms of local services, I think you have a perfectly good case for saying we can and should
do more, and we are determined to do so. So I think if you look at the local picture, yes, you have
680
a case for asking more of us; if you look at the national picture, I think you are getting very good
value and very comparable value with that of people in England.
Mr Canister: Thank you.
685

Q44. The Chairman: How do you feel the announcement of reshaping the BBC will affect
what you can provide for the Isle of Man?
Mr White: Shall I address that?

690

Ms Ellis: Do, please, yes.

Mr White: I have been involved in strategy review. I think actually on the whole it will have a
positive effect because what reshaping the BBC talks about increasingly is the importance of the
BBC acting in partnership, so there is a strong pressure on the BBC, going back to what I was
695 saying earlier, not simply to assume if something needs doing you have got to do it yourself, but
there are times when there are people out there, excellent partners, commercial partners, public
service partners, with whom you can achieve things better than simply doing it yourselves.
So I think actually the mood of the strategy review that we have just been through is very much
in favour of the sort of partnerships with Manx Radio that we are currently exploring, and indeed
700
partnerships potentially with 3 and Energy and other bodies on the Island who are interested in
working with us.
Q45. Mr Gawne: One more question has just occurred to me. I did ask you before... The
remit of the Committee was to investigate the feasibility and impact of withdrawal from the
705 agreement under which we pay a licence fee, and you answered that question for me. What I did
not touch on, of course, was BBC iPlayer. If, for example, we chose to stop paying the TV licence
fee and we are paying royalties to Sky or a cable company, or whatever it may be, what would the
implication be for BBC iPlayer, because I know that people slightly younger than me, that is their
main method of accessing, browsing BBC programmes?
710
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Mr White: In theory — well, in practice — we restrict access to the BBC iPlayer to those who
pay the licence fee, so you cannot access the iPlayer from outside licence-paying areas, and that
actually occasionally is a source of tension because people abroad want to... Licence payers at
home, they are on holiday in France and they want to watch something on the iPlayer. l am afraid
they cannot, because if you have got a .fr ISP you cannot access our services. So in theory that
service could he withdrawn. Obviously, we very much would not want to do that.
I think there is one other issue that would concern me greatly. I know that in the Isle of Man
there is quite a high penetration of Sky, but a lot of people still have free services, they do not pay
a subscription for their television, and I think it would be an enormous shame if the only way of
accessing the BBC was through a commercial arrangement so that only the better-off people who
could afford a subscription would get our services. That is quite the antithesis of the whole
philosophy of the BBC, that we are here for everyone, regardless of their needs, and 1 would hate
to see us only available commercially in the Isle of Man.
You are not continental Europe, you are not foreign in the sense that they are foreign. We do
not see you that way; we see you as very much part of the BBC and I would very much hope that
we could continue to be available free-to-air and not simply commercially.

The Chairman: Thank you very much. I think that is all the questions.
730

Q46. The Clerk: Sorry, Mr Cregeen, may I just go back to one technical question. It is not to
do with the Isle of Man at all, but to do with the relationship with Sky, which we have just come
back to. Looking at it just from an English perspective, when I lived in England, had I had a Sky
dish, I could have watched the BBC on it. Would the BBC have received any royalties from Sky in
respect of that service?

735

740

Mr White: No, nothing at all. In fact, we pay Sky for some of the services they offer us. We do
not pay them strictly for carriage, but we do make payments to them for some of the technical
services they offer in order to make our programmes available. We receive no revenue whatsoever
from Sky. I noticed actually somebody... I have been following the debate on this issue on the
website, and somebody said, 'Oh, Sky pays the BBC for its services.' We do not. Actually,
elsewhere in continental Europe there are platforms providers who do pay public service
broadcasters for their content, but the BBC does not receive payment.

Q47. The Chairman: Apart from Southern Ireland, which you said earlier.
745

Mr White: Oh, no. Yes, right. We are still talking about the Isle of Man and the UK. I took
your question to refer to...
750

Q48. The Chairman: I was just trying to clarify,
Mr White: Outside the British Isles, we only make our services deliberately available
commercially, and there we receive payment for them, but within the British Isles our services are
provided to all platform operators without charge.

755

Q49. The Clerk: May I just ask one last question? The Committee has been advised that the
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) have proposed extra funding could be provided
to other broadcasters from the licence fee as part of a contestable ring-fenced portion of the licence
from 2013 — a contestable portion of the licence. How would that work in the Isle of Man?

760

Mr White: I think that is probably a question that is better addressed to the DCMS rather than
to me, but let me try and explain what I think the Government's intention is, The Government
proposes some consortia, known as independently funded news consortia. They are trialling this
proposition at the moment and they are looking for people to come and bid for cash. That cash
would be taken from the licence fee, not given by the BBC but given by the Government, so the
Government would take a slice of the licence fee that a person pays, hold on to it as Government
funds, and distribute it probably through Ofcom in the UK to people who make bids for that
money.
How would that operate in terms of the Isle of Man? I think the answer there is probably to
approach the DCMS directly, but I think the intention would be that all areas of the British Isles
that pay the licence fee would be eligible to bid for this money. As I say, at the moment, it is a
rather tentative proposal. It may or may not happen, but there is a pilot that is currently being
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looked at by the Government. I think that is probably a question though ultimately for the DCMS,
rather than for me.
775

780

Q50. The Chairman: Right. Thank you very much and I would like to thank you for your
attendance here today. Are there any closing comments you would like to make?
Mr White: No only to say again how very grateful I am for the chance to come and meet you
and talk to you. We will certainly take back to London or, in Laura's case, Birmingham, the points
that you have made. We are determined to serve licence fee payers on the Island better than we do.
We hope we do a good job already, but we can be better and we will.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
We will just have a five minute comfort break.

Mr Pugh was called at 11.38 a.m.

EVIDENCE OF MR A PUGH
785

Q51. The Chairman: Thank you for your two written submissions.
Firstly, could you state for the record your name and the position that you hold.
Mr Pugh: i am Anthony Pugh and I am Managing Director of Manx Radio.

790

Q52. The Chairman: Would you like to make an opening statement before we start?

Mr Pugh: Yes, if I may, please. Some of this will have been touched upon in the BBC
submission, but as always with these things, there are different perspectives to the same situations.
In 2006, we did sign with the BBC a memorandum of understanding. I do believe it has
795 brought some significant benefits for Manx Radio and indeed for the licence fee payers on the
Island. Certainly it has brought first-class training to the members of staff at Manx Radio and that
really has had an impact as far as the services that we actually deliver. The content share is, I
would say, in its embryonic stage. The framework is there to allow us to do so, but as the BBC
staff have been finding their feet, and as there have been quite a few changes in members of staff
800
over the almost four years that they have been in situation, that really has not developed in the way
that we would have hoped it would have, but I do believe it will improve as the months go by.
There is another advantage in that the BBC does take a feed of all of Manx Radio's news. This
does mean that Manx news is more available to a wider audience than it has been simply through
Manx Radio in the past and, in some ways, that is a hidden benefit of this memorandum of
805 understanding. The new agreement, as was touched upon, also includes the sharing of video
content and we are looking to develop that and to have that available on the Manx Radio website
before too long.
One of the other aspects of this agreement is that it has brought improved access to Manx
Radio to the BBC and we have benefited from a lot of time and expertise to allow us to develop
810various services and again that it is a hidden benefit of this agreement and yes, we have also
benefited from some costs for putting the three members of staff up at Manx Radio and we do also
share the costs of band width that Manx Radio pays so that both the BBC and Manx Radio can
have access to the internet and transmit files to and from the BBC and Broadcasting House.
If we move on to the licence fee, this is really at the heart of the BBC's survival. Over the
815 years, a number of politicians, mainly opposition politicians in the UK, and businesses, mainly
media businesses, have argued their case for a slice of the BBC's revenue. The BBC has fought
this vigorously and to the best of my knowledge, the BBC has never given away any of its licence
fee. It really is at the heart of its survival. On a personal note, I believe the £4.7 million or £4.5
million or thereabouts that is generated on the Island, if we did not pay this we could never deliver
820 the services of the same breadth and of the same standard that the BBC does, because obviously
these costs are shared right across the British Isles and £4.7 million, even though it sounds like a
lot of money, when you think that a period drama can often cost in excess of £100,000 per hour,
you can quickly see that we could not replicate the BBC services here on the Island if we were to
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abandon those. A lot has been mentioned about various figures today and perhaps I will add to the
confusion by actually drawing your attention to some other figures.
In 2009, Ofcom's Communication Market Report showed the investment in Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland at around £8 to Ell per head. Now this was for regional services. What I
understood was mentioned by the BBC a few moments ago, that they were talking about national
services and the figure that they said was coming back into the Isle of Man I would imagine is for
the television and the radio national services that they provide. When you start looking at our
subvention, that equates to just under E12 per head of population and yet the regional services of
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland at E8 to £I 1 per head, show that the 313C is actually
investing quite significantly into regional programming in those areas.
The 1313C Trust itself published a document called 'The Efficiency of Radio Production' in
2009 and that document shows that the BBC spent £236 million on nations' radio and local radio.
Now, if you equate that to the number of people living on the Isle of Man, you can begin to see
that that is worth £225,000. So we have heard earlier that in Guernsey and _Jersey they are
spending E2.4 million on the local services. On a regional basis, when you equate it to the Isle of
Man, that comes in at about a quarter of a million pounds. So when you look at the Ofcom figure
and the BBC Trust figure, the Ofcom figure comes in at about £900,000 for the BBC and the Trust
figure comes in about £225,000, but the Trust figure excludes infrastructure and things like that.
I think what comes out of all these figures is that it is easy to manipulate figures to say what
you want them to say, but I think the overarching story that is coming out of this is that, as a
region, if you consider us that, of the British Isles, then I think the Isle of Man should have more
money spent on it by the BBC. I think that one of the reasons that money has not been spent is that
I do believe that when the BBC looked at starting its local radio network, the Isle of Man said,
`We don't need that, thank you. We have Manx Radio'. I think that was a decision that was taken
at the time.
However, what has not happened over the years is that the Government and the population of
the Isle of Man have not strategically looked at where they want their broadcasting to go in the
future and 1 believe it is very difficult for the BBC to look at offering us things unless we begin to
point in their direction and let them know that there are things that we actually want from them.
Certainly, in my submission, I said 'Can the BBC do more?' Yes, they certainly can do more and I
put forward a number of virtually zero cost options and a number of things which would involve
infrastructure and ongoing costs.
Q53. The Chairman: From the comments of the BBC earlier, they said that they did not want
to set up a rival radio station in the Isle of Man. Do you think it would be detrimental if the BBC
ran Manx Radio as part of their provision to the Isle of Man?

860

Mr Pugh: I do not know if 'detrimental' is the right word. It would certainly be different. In a
recent submission to the Communications Commission on their proposals for licensing for the
future, Manx Radio certainly argued that three broadcasters on the Isle of Man is unsustainable. If
you took one broadcaster, for example Manx Radio, or one of the other broadcasters, out of the
865 mix, who is to say that the money that is generated in advertising would continue to be generated
in advertising? There is a history of listening to Manx Radio on the Island. Over 50% of the
population do listen to Manx Radio. If Manx Radio was run by the BBC, those people would not
be subject to advertisers. So we would take away from those advertisers a route to that particular
market. Who knows if that money, that El million or so that is spent on Manx Radio, would
870 actually then be spent on Energy and 3FM? That is a question that none of us can answer. So,
would it be detrimental? No, it would change the landscape. Yes, it would change the landscape.

875

Q54. Mr Callister: Mr Pugh, have there been any discussions that you are aware of, either
through yourself or predecessors, where this subject was even discussed about whether the BBC
should perhaps take, as it were, Manx Radio without its commercials and have a station here?

Mr Pugh: Not to my knowledge. Certainly I have not discussed that and I am not aware that
any of my predecessors have actually had that discussion.
880

Q55. Mr Callister: The service that we get from the BBC certainly is — even with the basic
news — short of news clips, clips from their bought-ins that could have been simply transferred and
used as part of our bulletin: is that going to be possible? In other words, you are hearing the Prime
Minister of the UK on Manx Radio, probably pretty soon after it has been broadcast or it is part of
another programme or something.
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Mr Pugh: When we make specific approaches for content, we are likely to get it, but if you
want quick news contents then the process is not fast and fleet of foot to cater for that. We have
argued right since... We have had a better relationship with the BBC since 2005 when we started
the memorandum of understanding negotiations. There were two things we felt were absolute key.
One was that we should have access to the BBC's General News Service (GNS) because we felt it
890 was an appropriate form of news for Manx Radio's audience. It had a breadth and a scale that was
not available in the commercial marketplace for us and we have certainly been pushing very hard
to get that.
The other area that we have been pushing is in terms of access to the Commonwealth and
Olympic Games. Because the BBC acquires the rights to those Games, it means that Manx Radio
895 cannot get any reporters to the competitors whilst they are within the arenas of the Games. The
only place they can get them is outside and that does not for us give us the sort of coverage that I
know the Manx people want.
I think when I referred earlier in my opening statement to some 'no cost' things that the BBC
could deliver, the GNS is virtually a no cost' option and I believe that that would benefit not only
900 Manx Radio's listeners but also the licence fee payers on the Island. I think that that is a no
brainer. I am also aware that the BBC has been criticised in the past about the number of people
who have covered the Olympic Games for example. At the same time you cannot cover events of
that nature without significant numbers of people. They broadcast many, many hours per day and
you cannot do that with a handful of staff, so they are very keen to try and keep the numbers down
905
but at the same time, of course, we then do not get the coverage that we want here of our local
athletes.
Q56. Mr Callister: So is that still under discussion or not?
910

Mr Pugh: It is still under discussion

—

Q57. Mr Callister: You do not sound very hopeful.
915

920

Mr Pugh: I am more optimistic that the General News Service is on the horizon. The sporting
things I do not believe... Again, I hark back to what I said at the outset. Manx Radio is a
significant broadcaster on the Isle of Man. It is a small broadcaster within the British landscape.
We do not have a very loud voice. It is important that these things are supported by the Manx
Government as a strategy of things that the Manx people want, because otherwise we do not carry
a huge amount of weight in our negotiations.
Q58. Mr Callister: Any discussions between Manx Radio and the BBC about DAB, as to
whether we could in any way use their transmission systems for a Manx Radio DAB?

Mr Pugh: We have had a lot of advice from the BBC on DAB. About two and a half years
925 ago, Manx Radio looked at the possibility of acquiring a DAB multiplex licence on the Island and
of setting up a single transmitter. The cost at the time would have been about it l 1/2. million for the
transmitter and about f.1/1. million per year in running costs. The way that we thought that we might
he able to make this work was to look at getting UK partners to pay for capacity on the multiplex.
We took it for granted that we would have to find a vehicle that not only Manx Radio but Energy
930 and 3FM were also on that multiplex. We went to see all the major players and not one
commercial operator felt that the size of the Manx market was worth the investment as far as they
were concerned and this was two and a half years ago before the financial climate changed. The
BBC were positive in terms of they suggested that they would be happy to put BBC Merseyside on
that multiplex for the Island.
935
In recent years, we have pushed very hard to try and stimulate debate about DAB on the Island.
It is interesting, before I came here this morning, I walked into one of the large department stores
in Douglas. They had 37 different types of radio for sale. All bar three were DAB/FM. Only three
had AM. So our political coverage, our IT, our motorsport coverage will become more difficult
for people to listen to as time goes by because those AM sets are not as easy to access. We also
940 know that whereas in the UK 33% of households now own DAB radio sets, here on the Island the
percentage is over 40% and when you consider that the first DAB transmitter only was opened in
December 2007, you can see that people have adopted DAB receivers, DAB/FM receivers, very
quickly on the Island.
Lord Carter's Digital Britain Report, which came out last year, is quite specific in terms of how
945
the BBC should be supporting areas where, commercially, it is not commercially viable to have
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DAB, but I think we have to look at the overall picture here. Lord Carter's Report suggested that
as early as 2015, FM frequencies could be switched off, FM broadcasts could be switched off and
DAB taking over. The Island needs to have a DAB strategy. I believe the BBC could be looking at
supporting that strategy. We have asked the BBC if could we be part of their current transmissions
950 and that is technically impossible because there is only one BBC multiplex that covers the whole
country, so if there was space for Manx Radio then Manx Radio would be broadcast everywhere in
the British Isles and obviously the BBC does not want to do that, it already fills its multiplex up
with the t I BBC services.
955

Q59. Mr Canister: If there is only 33% take-up after all these years on DAB in the UK, it is a
failure, is it not?

Mr Pugh: Well, you can call it a failure. I do not believe it is a failure. I think as long as the
services have been in existence, as long as there has been no commercial decision to move
960 forward, then what is the driver for people to move to DAB? You could have said a few months
ago that digital television was a failure. Well, people have bought Sky because there was more
choice but now on the Island you can only get your television via digital means and there has not
been a huge outcry from the public. Yes, we have heard of some people who say the signal is not
good but things have moved forward and you have to
965
Q60. Mr Canister: Can I just ask then, you still have faith in DAB for the Isle of Man at some
stage, when the money is available?
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Mr Pugh: Well, I think DAB for the Isle of Man is a very suitable solution and not just for the
reasons that the UK want it. You have to look at the services that the Island offers. Currently there
are three broadcasters. There is no Manx language service on the Island. As an individual who was
brought up on Anglesey during the 1960s, I was brought up at a time when the Welsh Language
Society was at its most vociferous and most active. It campaigned for three things: it campaigned
for bilingual road signs; it campaigned that all official proceedings should take place bilingually;
and whilst it already had a Welsh language radio network, it campaigned for a Welsh television
channel. Now, 40 years on, was that campaign a success? Well, certainly there are more people
who speak Welsh in Wales today than they did in the 1960s and if you want to be a primary school
teacher in Wales, unless you are fluent in Welsh, you are unlikely even to be shortlisted. So there
has been a huge change in what those three actions have clone within the country over the last 40
years.
It seems crazy to me, when you have a Manx school, that Manx Radio does not have an hour
of Manx broadcast in the morning and, say, an hour to two hours in the evening so that people can
time in for it, and that, to me, is exactly the sort of services that, if the Manx Government either
does not want to pay for or cannot pay for, the BBC should be providing for the Island, and DAB
gives us an infrastructure where we can put all these extra channels there.
There was mention of political broadcasting. We know that currently we only broadcast
Tynwald. There are calls from some people for more than Question Time broadcasts from the
House of Keys and there have also been debates in Tynwald about the merit of Select Committees
being broadcast. DAB is a vehicle which you can open up and allow these things to happen. So
DAB begins to be a real solution for the Isle of Man, irrespective of what is happening elsewhere,
because it offers expansion for the future without further costs in the infrastructure.
Motorsport channels: we cannot broadcast the Southern 100 because — and I cannot remember
if it was the Keys or Tynwald sits on the same day... Tynwald. This is a crazy state of affairs,
when we call ourselves the motor racing capital of the world, where we cannot broadcast the
event? Energy is licensed as a youth network, but its website claims that it is not a youth network
any more; it is a family network. Well, I do not believe that there is sufficient youth on the Island
for a continuous youth broadcasting service. They arc not available whilst they are in school, but
certainly the youth of the Island deserve targeted broadcasting. DAB offers a solution for these
things, because it allows you to open the capacity for the times you want it.
So is DAB a solution for the Island? I think it certainly is.

Q61. The Chairman: On your DAB, do you not consider that DAB has been overtaken by the
internet radio because there are more services now being put out on the internet through Apple,
iPods and things like that rather than DAB'? If I can take you back to your letter of 19th December,
are you still happy with your comment that Manx Radio is committed to continue with the
Independent Radio News (IRN) subscription, because it provides significant programme benefits?
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1015

1020

1025

1 030

Mr Pugh: Yes, shall I deal with the second point first? Even if the BBC was to turn around
tomorrow and say, 'Yes, you can have access to the General News Service,' we run Saturday
Sport which is virtually... A great deal of that is dependent on the sports coverage that we get
through IRN. Again, if we got BBC news, would it not be wonderful not only to have one view,
the BBC's view of events but also another news provider's view of events? Using the two of
those, we could actually offer a far better quality of service and breadth of service than we have
been able to offer in the past. So certainly yes, we would be committed to IRN.
In terms of whether or not DAB has been overtaken by the internet, statistically the number of
people listening via the internet is significantly lower than those who listen to DAB in the United
Kingdom. Also, there is a big difference in the two sorts of broadcast media. DAB, FM, AM,
longwave are all broadcast media. You have a single transmitter broadcasting out. There is never
too much demand. The system does not crumble under excessive demand. So if there are storms, if
there is information that people want to listen to on the radio, an unlimited number of people can
tune into that. Internet radio depends on individuals subscribing to broadband to access the internet
and the capacity is such that it would not allow, in times of a crisis or in times of general interest,
for huge demand spikes to be put on the broadcasts. So you need broadcasting. You cannot just
rely on the internet.
Q62. Mr Gawne: I think I would agree to a certain extent with what you are saying about
DAB but certainly with regard to youth services, my little youth accesses everything via the
internet, and I do not think he would know what a radio was, an actual radio set. So I suspect you
might be right in terms of the overwhelming majority of the population as a whole, but when it
comes to younger persons I think the internet is probably what they are most interested in. I do not
know what you... Would that be fair?

Mr Pugh: Well, we do not... Nobody provides the service for them, so 1 would expect them to
look elsewhere for that service.
1035

1040

Q63. Mr Gawne: Okay. There were a few other points in your letter of 16th December which
I think the Committee would like further explanation. You mention that the agreement with the
BBC, the memorandum of understanding, allows for a 50:50 sharing of internet connectivity costs.
What does that mean in money terms?

Mr Pugh: It is about £6,000 a year.
Q64. Mr Gawne: Each?

1045

Mr Pugh: Yes, I cannot remember the exact figure. I cannot remember if it is £12,000 or
£17,000, but that is what our bill for internet connectivity is, and we share the price.

1050

Q65. Mr Gawne: Then we are talking about broadcasting web content being shared between
both organisations as appropriate. What is 'appropriate'? How does this actually work? I think
from what you were saying at the start, it has, perhaps, not been clear exactly how you do this anti
what it is you are looking to share from the BBC anti vice versa. I just wonder what has been the
situation, where are we up to now and where would we like to be in terms of that word,
`appropriate'?

1055

1060

1065

Mr Pugh: The end game is that the BBC journalist will attend the Manx Radio editorial
meeting in the mornings. They will both know what each other is setting out to do for the day and
we will not be sending people to the same place to duplicate the coverage, we will be sharing the
coverage. That is the end game, but we have not quite got there as yet,
Q66. Mr Gawne: In terms of sharing, I think there is some suggestion — I think it was in the
memorandum of understanding — that you would share 'North West Tonight' type coverage and I
could not for the life of me understand what it would be at Manx Radio that you would want to
broadcast from 'North West Tonight'.

Mr Pugh: We know from the Darwin Report that there is a demand on the Island for coverage
about the Island, video coverage about the Island. The BBC local concept, which was touched on
earlier, would have provided the Island with some first-rate coverage. Off the top of my head,
think they were looking at about nine stories a day being available on the internet and something
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in the region of £3 million being spent just on the Isle of Man in providing that. Manx Radio does
not have the financial resources to have people dedicated to providing video coverage. It is more
1070 expensive than just doing audio and so it is our hope that we will be able to use some of the long
form interviews that are done with people on the Island and to have those on our website in the
future.
Q67. Mr Gawne: But that has not happened so far?
1075

Mr Pugh: No, because the person who is doing that was only put in post about three or four
weeks ago. They need to get their feet on to the ground, they need to sort out a few little hiccups,
and thereafter we are looking to, possibly, provide that service.
1080

Q68. Mr Gawne: Some of the other things that the BBC are generously sharing with Manx
Radio include access to the studios in the UK for Manx Radio outside broadcasts. How could you
possibly use that service?

Mr Pugh: A number of Sunday Opinions have come live from studios in the UK. Roger
1085 Watterson has been able to get some relevant interviewees into their local studios and we have
been able to broadcast programmes from there and also when we have needed to get individuals in
they have been willing to go to their local BBC studio, as opposed to travelling to the Isle of Man.
It is not something we use that often... two, three or four times a year.
1090

Q69. Mr Canister: Is there a cost involved?

Mr Pugh: No.
1095

1100

Q70. Mr Gawne: In terms of the training sessions provided to Manx Radio journalists, are we
again talking two or three days a year or at what level?
Mr Pugh: They fall into two categories. One is where they have brought one or more
specialists over to the Island for a two- or three-day period and they have borne all the costs
associated with that. The other thing that has been available to us is access to the BBC... I cannot
remember exactly what it is — 'Nations' something... Nations and Regions training and we have
been able to send individuals to the courses in Bristol. We have borne the travel costs; they have
borne the cost of the course but it has been an opportunity for our staff to spend a clay or two days
with other BBC journalists in that environment so they have all come away feeling that has been a
great benefit for them,

1105

Q71. Mr Gawne: You mentioned earlier about the idea of trying to get Manx Radio journalists
into the Olympics or Commonwealth Games to interview Manx athletes and you seemed a little
doubtful as to whether that was going to happen. What 1 cannot quite understand is why the BBC
would reasonably refuse something like that, They must have some reasons for doing so.
1110

1115

1120

1125

Mr Pugh: Well, in many ways, I guess it is the BBC who really need to answer that. My
impression is that they are very conscious of public opinion about the BBC being profligate in
terms of the number of staff who actually attend events and are keen to have the perception that
they are working the minimum number of staff. They are also very conscious of fair trading issues.
The newspapers, in particular, have been very vociferous about them. It was the newspapers who
probably had the biggest campaign against BBC Local because they felt it was treading on their
patch and felt that all the investment that they had made in websites would have been wasted if the
BBC ,,vent into BBC Local. Well, who knows who is right, but it was a loud lobby and it was a
lobby that succeeded.
I think they are very cautious about how they operate with commercial partners. They are very
cautious about how they operate with one commercial partner where there are other commercial
partners in the environment. We have argued against that. We say, 'Well look, surely you must...
You are a public service broadcaster.' Manx Radio is a public service broadcaster. It is different to
other broadcasters because it has a subvention or a grant from the Government. When you start to
look at how various broadcasters are funded, there are very few who fall into that sort of category,
but they are just being very cautious.
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Q72. The Chairman: When you were saying there about getting Manx Radio people to go off
to these events, have you considered approaching the BBC and asking them to ask the relevant
questions to the Manx athletes — when they are there, ask those — which would save your finances
of sending people out there? Have you approached them on that subject?

1135

Mr Pugh: Yes, we have discussed that and I think that is their preferred option, but the
situation is that, at Manx Radio, we have a small team of journalists and they know the sportsmen;
they deal with them throughout the year. The sort of reaction, the sort of interview that we will get
will, I believe, he far more relevant to our listeners than the sort of interview that you just
described.

1140

Q73. The Chairman: If you had a shopping list of what you would like from the BBC as part
of the commitment to the Isle of Man, what would you put on that shopping list?

1145

Mr Pugh: A general news service, access to the sporting events that we have just talked about,
financial commitment to the infrastructure of DAB and to the ongoing running costs. Thereafter,
additional services to allow niche programming for the Island such as the Manx language
programming because certainly that is not something that we can currently... II we were to do that,
we would have to stop doing something else, so it would be, certainly, a way forward.
The Chairman: Mr Canister.

1150

Mr Pugh: Sorry, there is one other thing. Again, I do believe in terms of a video news service
for the Island, that should be very high on the list as well.
Q74. The Chairman: You were saying earlier about the news feed distributed through to the
BBC. How is that distributed across the BBC and what benefits do we get from that?

1155

Mr Pugh: They take it from our website, so there are no costs to the distribution but what it
means is that when they write a story they will listen to the audio that is attached to the story and
they will use the quotes. The BBC will never write a story from secondhand information. They
need it to be authenticated and this allows them to authenticate it at a very low cost.
1160

1165

Q75. Mr Gawne: Just giving you the opportunity... It is not directly related to this, but I did
sorry, my voice is about to go — Tynwald Questions being
mention to the BBC about the
available on the Listen Again feature. Just an opportunity for you to correct me if I was wrong, or
explain if I was right.

Mr Pugh: No, you were wrong. Your constituent... I did respond to him recently. Manx Radio
can do anything. What we do not have are the resources to do everything.
1170

Q76. Mr Gawne: How long would it take to edit a two-and-a-half-hour Question Time?
Surely it would be a very difficult process.

Mr Pugh: Probably not very long, but one has to hear in mind that over the last four years, if
you look in our annual report, we have our moving annual target, which shows how our income
has faired over the last five years or so. You can see exactly what happened when Energy came
1175
along and how our income dropped. You can see exactly what happened following the Tynwald
debate, when it was decided as to whether or not the Athol Radio application should be allowed to
continue. You can see exactly what happened when 3PM started broadcasting. We also know that
over recent years, Manx Radio has had to absorb all the costs of the pension and that has added an
extra £80,000 to the costs of Manx Radio. Our subvention will be going clown the next year
1180
because of that sharing agreement. Manx Radio cannot carry on doing all these things when
income is not there, and so for the services that we set up in 2003-04, it is unlikely that those will
all be able to be continued.
It is difficult economic times. Last year our annual report showed a profit of £3,000. It is
impossible to say what the year end figures will be but we are going to be at a similar sort of state
1185 and our income has dropped this year, just as we know the newspapers' income has dropped
because we see the advertisers that are not there any longer. It is a difficult time and as Manx
Radio... Well, I used to say that 55% of our revenue came from commercial activities; it is now
closer to 50%.
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Q77. Mr Gawne: Potentially that is something that the BBC could be assisting with, certainly
1190 if whoever — I forget the name of the lady... if what she is suggesting does actually transpire and
the BBC do start doing more by way of a review of Tynwald or what have you. They could,
potentially, do a quick edit of Tynwald Question Time to allow for that to appear on either their
website or your website.
1195

Mr Pugh: They could do, but I think you have to give some very careful thought to what your
long-term strategy is about where Tynwald is to be broadcast. Certainly, at the moment, Tynwald
is broadcast on AM. AM will progressively become more difficult for people to access. In my visit
to the store, to show, there were 30 sets, only three had AM. So certainly, in terms of renewing,
replacing your AM set, it will he more difficult.
1200
You also need to say who should be controlling all your broadcasts. Should it he the Tynwald
website that has all of the assets of Tynwald or should elements be there, some on Manx Radio
and others on the BBC? You also have to ask yourself where listeners currently go to access this
information. Well, they currently come to Manx Radio. So if you have some bits on Manx Radio,
some hits on the BBC, it becomes confusing. So I think it is wonderful to hear that people are
1205 willing to put more resources into it, but I think we have to carefully ask ourselves where is the
most effective way this money should be spent, so that the Island gets the greatest publicity for its
Tynwald asset, if you want to call it that.
1210

1215

Q78. The Chairman: Do you consider you get the necessary support from the
Communications Commission as you need?
Mr Pugh: I think the answer is yes. The only exception there would be in that the
Communications Commission do not have a policy for digital and that has meant that our plans
have just not gone forward because the Communications Commission have not got a view on it. I
just think we cannot keep putting our head in the sand, when 44% of the population have DAB
radio sets.

Q79. The Chairman: I would like to thank you for your attendance here today. Do you have
any final statement you would like to make?
1220
Mr Pugh: No. I would just like to thank you for the opportunity to put those views forward
and really look forward to hearing what the Committee's conclusion is.

The Chairman: Thank you very much.

Mr Earnshaw and Dr McLaughlin were called at 12.24 p.m.

EVIDENCE OF HON. A J EARNSHAW
AND DR C MCLAUGHL[N
1 225

Q80. The Chairman: Good afternoon. Firstly, thank you for your submissions earlier on and,
for the record, could you state your names and the positions you hold, please.
Mr Earnshaw: I am Adrian Earnshaw and I am attending here as the Chairman of the
Communications Commission.

1230
Dr McLaughlin: Good afternoon. I am Carmel McLaughlin, Director of the Communications
Commission.

Q81. The Chairman: Would you like to make an opening statement?
1235
Mr Earnshaw: I would like to do that, if may, Chairman.

I would like to say that we welcome the opportunity to present in front of you today. We had a
useful debate in Tynwald a little while ago about this when the Standing Committee was formed.
So it is good that we welcome the fact that this is going to be reviewed. I think, fundamentally, we
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1240

are fairly comfortable with the status quo at the moment, but that is not to say that we do not see
that there is room for improvement. We have already, prior to this Select Committee being put in
place, been taking steps to improve the partnership that we have with the BBC, improve the
relationship, and to seek better value for money and the Director, Dr McLaughlin will cover that
point, I am sure, along with a lot of others, in due course.
1245
I think it is interesting to reflect, particularly with radio in the Isle of Man, and a member of
your Committee will be very interested in what I am going to say now, because the Isle of Man
were very much pioneers, radio-wise, in terms of commercial radio. The BBC, I think in the
1960s, without wishing to be unkind to them, were probably still in a hit of a war-time mode. I do
not things had changed dramatically with the BBC's presentation of things in the 1950s and early
1250 1960s, Manx Radio came on the scene in, I think, 1964, closely followed by Radio Caroline,
which dropped anchor in Ramsey Bay round about the same time, just a little bit after Manx
Radio. So the Isle of Man was very mach at the forefront of commercial radio and I think this set
the pattern really, of the pathway that we have developed along, which led the way for others. I
think it was 1967 or 1968 that the first commercial radio appeared in the UK. It might have been
1255 Radio London, was it? (Dr McLaughlin: Leicester.) Was it Radio Leicester? I knew it was
something starting with an L. So, it was Radio Leicester and that was in the late 1960s. Jersey:
BBC radio in Jersey did not get going until the 1980s. So, the Isle of Man was well ahead of the
game. I just wanted to state those points. I think in the Isle of Man, speaking as a Manxman, I am
rightly proud of the fact that we have got three indigenous radio stations on the Isle of Man. So,
1260
just wanted to put that bit of background in.
I just want to read the next little bit before I pass over to the Director of the Commission
because I just want to reiterate a couple of the points I made in the Tynwald sitting last November.
Firstly, the arrangement under which we pay the TV licence is not an agreement, but rather it is
a requirement of the Communications (Isle of Man) Order 2003 for Island residents to pay the TV
1265
licence. Quite simply, it is the law. The Order can only be amended or revoked with the agreement
of both the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom.
The second point I would like to make, Chairman, is that the Communications Commission
would not recommend withdrawing from or amending the arrangements under which residents of
the Isle of Man pay a TV licence without considering very carefully all of the implications. This is,
1270
however, not to say that we should not review the existing relationship with the BBC to ensure we
receive the best possible value for money from the TV licence.
I have already stated our position and our aims regarding the relationship. So, with your
permission, I would now like to hand over the Director, Di-McLaughlin.
1275

Dr McLaughlin: Thank you, Chairman and thank you, Chairman.
As the Chairman says, yes, I think there is no harm in making sure that we are getting value for
money from the BBC on our contribution to their funding. I think it is also very timely because the
current licence fee settlement, that was agreed between the UK Government and the BBC,
terminates at the end of March 2013 and so I think it is very good that we gather together our
1280
thoughts on how it should look going forward.
I think as stated in our submission, which we are more than happy for you to publish in
entirety, people have attitudes and strong attitudes about the licence fee. Lots of people do not like
paying money if they do not have to. However, I think, as we have seen from the discussions
across the media, both on radio, online and in the newspapers, there are people who actually
1285 consider it to be extremely good value for money in terms of what you get for the equivalent of 40
pence a day, in terms of radio, TV services and online services. I appreciate you have benefited
from the evidence of the BBC and I am sure it is founded on the value of the services. However,
think one also has to be careful that while people do not necessarily like paying for the licence fee,
they may, really, get quite upset if the services that they use and become accustomed to, no longer
1290
appear.
In 2008, Ofcom found that around 80% of people were willing to pay the licence fee and in
2009 the BBC Trust found that over, I think, 57% of people found the licence fee to be good value
for money. So, therefore, I would just like to say, one has to be cautious in terms of the services
and the possible reaction, if we ceased paying the TV licence fee. I think there would be a reaction
1295 from people if they found that they could not access BBC services in the car, on their radios,
transmitters, scattered across the house and on Freeview,
Q82. Mr Gawne: Those statistics, are they UK statistics or were they based on the Isle of
Man?
1300
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Dr McLaughlin: These are UK studies which could well have included a sample of residents
on the Isle of Man and Channel Islands. I would need to confirm that.
1305

Q83. The Chairman: Do you think the Isle of Man gets less for its licence fee compared to
the Channel Islands and what do you think we should he doing about it?

Dr McLaughlin: I think, undoubtedly, we do get less in terms of the Channel Islands, which
have got a dedicated BBC radio service in Guernsey and Jersey. They also have opt-out coverage
in the local TV news. I think, as the Chairman said, the Isle of Man got there first with our own
1310 radio service in 1964 and, from my understanding of the history, there was not a great desire on
Island for the BBC to provide a radio service which could challenge our own existing national
public service broadcaster. So I think there is probably a quirk of fate that the Channel Islands
does have BBC radio services whereas we do not.
I think, also, it is an interesting question why the BBC does provide that extent of service to the
1315 Channel Islands, because while the BBC has a number of regional and local services across
England, as far as I am aware, there is really BBC Radio Scotland, a BBC Gaelic service and I
think that is the extent of the local list of their Scottish activity. So I think the Channel Islands has
done remarkably well and may be disproportionate.
1320

Mr Earnshaw: Yes, I just wanted to chip in. It is really just a matter of perspective, I think.
Rather than looking at it that we get less, I think they get more. So it has just been in the corner a
little bit. I think on a comparative basis with other areas in the UK, on the Isle of Man there is a
greater expense by the BBC in the Isle of Man, but there is even more in the Channel Islands. So 1
am just looking from a different perspective.

1325

Q84. The Chairman: Are these from the Commission's findings or is this from the BBC's
submissions to you that they provide a better value?
1330

Dr McLaughlin: It is from both. It is observing what the BBC does provide elsewhere, as well
as statistics provided by the BBC.

1335

Q85. The Chairman: We have heard earlier on today that there have been discussions with
the Isle of Man regarding a possible BBC. Do you know who these discussions were with, whether
it was the BBC should provide a service here? Do you know who was involved in those
discussions?
Dr McLaughlin: Sorry, Mr Chairman, a BBC radio service?

1340

1345

Q86. The Chairman: This is whether the BBC should provide a radio service. You mentioned
it earlier yourself about the BBC providing a dedicated radio service to the Isle of Man. Do you
know who these discussions were with?
Dr McLaughlin: I would imagine, and I would have to check as well through our files, that
there would have been discussions probably involving the Commission. I am sure the issue has
been debated or discussed in Tynwald over the years.

Q87. The Chairman: Could you?
Dr McLaughlin: Certainly.
1350

Q88. Mr Callister: Yes. First of all, for the Chairman of the Commission, you referred to the
Communications (Isle of Man) Order 2003 which is, as you say, law, and can only be revoked by
agreement on both sides. Do you regard it as irrevocable?
1355

Mr Earnshaw: I think there must be some means of quitting if you wanted to get out of it,
because we have seen that with other agreements with the UK, but I think you have got to be very
careful that you do not cut off your nose to spite your face in these situations. So I am very
mindful of that and very mindful of the benefits that we do get at the moment. So I will have to
defer to the Director on that for her technical knowledge on that particular issue.

1360

Q89. Mr Callister: Would you personally bring this to Tynwald for a revocation?
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Mr Earnshaw: I would not want to do that, but I will be looking to see what the findings are of
this Select Committee in due course. I think, when I spoke in Tynwald last November and you
listened to what I had to say, that it was with some reluctance that we wanted to support this Select
1365 Committee but there seemed to be a wish amongst Members that we follow this pathway. So, with
that in mind, we went down the pathway to form the Committee. We supported that to see if we
can do things better, but certainly from a personal point of view, I would have no wish to seek to
revoke that.
1370

1375

Q90. Mr Callister: Thank you. Did you want to follow?
Dr McLaughlin: Yes. Could I just add, I think before going through any sort of process like
that, I would hope that we were making sure that we had the support of the Manx population and
that is what they wanted to see happen.

Q91. Mr Callister: Yes. Alright.
Dr McLaughlin, the other thing is then, given the agreement that the Channel Islands are
getting a better value than the Isle of Man, can you put that into monetary terms?
1380

Dr McLaughlin: I would rather come back to you on the exact figures, rather than misquoting.

Q92. Mr Callister: But would we be talking in £1 million or £2 million, in that sort of area?
1385

Dr McLaughlin: I think it would he of that order.
Mr Earnshaw: I think there are 20 people employed in the Channel Islands. Is that right?
Dr McLaughlin: We have had various reports.

1390

Mr Earnshaw: Fifty by the BBC.

The Chairman: Forty - two.
1395

1400

MrEarnshaw: Forty-two. Oh well, they might be reviewing that.

Q93. Mr Gawne: I had mentioned, when we were just talking to the BBC, that I am sure I had
seen sonic figures and, of course, it was in Anthony's letter where I had got these figures from in
relation to spend per head. Now, this was an Ofcom... Quoting directly from Anthony's letter,
Anthony Pugh, Manx Radio:
In August 2009, (-limn, UK regulator, published the Comm nications Market Report which compared a number of
factors within, amongst other sectors, the radio sector. I have particular interest that the following, comparables to
which I have added the isle of Man's subvention figure, which equates to 1;1 1,94 per head of population using the 2006
census

1405
Basically what this table which Anthony has provided to us shows is that Wales and Northern
Ireland spend Ell per head on... the BBC spends El I per head in Wales and Northern Ireland on
investment in national local radio programming. That drops to about just under £8 in Scotland and
for England it is £2.40 to £2.50. So that is the sort of slightly different message to the one you
1410 gave where you felt that we were on the whole getting possibly even a better service than
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales.

1415

1420

Dr McLaughlin: Right sorry, by that I meant in terms of the localisation of the services and in
BBC Northern Ireland, I think they have got two separate services covering the six counties, and
in Scotland, it is one main service, as I understand, or it was when I was in Scotland last, as
opposed to England that has got maybe 40 localised services.

Q94. Mr Gawne: Also we read in your submission, the names of the BBC Trustee for England
and the Isle of Man, I think it is north-west England and the Isle of Man, Alison Hastings, and of
course Helen Corlett is the Isle of Man BBC North West Advisory Council representative. I just
wonder whether you could explain to us a little bit about what their roles are, how often do you
have the opportunity to talk to them and do they actually have any significant influence over the
way in which the BBC provides services to the Isle of Man?
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Dr McLaughlin: The BBC Trust are the self-regulators of the BBC. Some of their activities
obviously are regulated elsewhere and Alison is the representative for England, the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man, as 1 understand.
The Trust set up Advisory Groups across the UK and they are made up basically of people who
are meant to represent the public to give direct information on their feelings about the input, about
the BBC broadcasts and services. Boards such as that tend to complement audience research and
1430 surveys and various other intelligence-gathering mechanisms. Helen and myself either meet face
to face or discuss in between meetings issues and concerns that we have as a Commission or that
we have heard from members of the public directly and ask her to put those forward to the
Advisory Group that she sits on. I think that is fairly effective.
We have criticised, for example, BBC news coverage and said that the introduction of Granada
1435 into the Island, I think, raised the bar and set new challenges for the BBC. We also commented
and gave examples of where we thought Granada's coverage was better and maybe the BBC had
not covered the story and for the last couple of... Well, 1 did not see the news last night, but the
night before, there were at least two items of Manx news on five-minute late evening news slots,
which, given our size of population, is a fairly healthy proportion.
1440
But that relationship and that feeding in information about our reactions and comments on the
BBC service to the Advisory Group and therefore the Trust is complemented by our more day-today operational discussions with BBC colleagues, whether it is about transmission issues, the
licence fee collection and other day-to-day issues that we may have with content.
1425

1445

Q95. Mr Gawne: So when you say day-to-day you would say, certainly... Would you suggest
Or would you tell us, is it a weekly, monthly, daily contact with people from the BBC?

Dr McLaughlin: It varies according to what is going on. So for example during digital
switchover it could have been on a daily and sometimes hourly basis according to what was going
1450 on and if there were certain issues, for example on transmission, then there would be quite regular
frequent contact to find out updates, what is happening. We probably touch base more Formally
three to four times a year and meet at least probably twice a year.

Q96. Mr Gawne: We have heard from Anthony Pugh in the earlier part of the hearing that
1455 whilst Manx Radio does get the opportunity to discuss things with the BBC, ultimately 'Manx
Radio — this big; BBC — that big'. Manx Radio perhaps feels that it does not have the opportunity
to influence the BBC's decision-making as well as perhaps the Isle of Man Government might.
do not know, in your experience do you find the BBC pays lip service to the Isle of Man or do you
get a reasonable hearing when you make the points you make?
1461)
Dr McLaughlin: The BBC could probably comment that I tend to be slightly irritating, if they
do not listen to us on certain issues. I will persevere, but I think there is a problem and I think there
is a recommendation that I would like to make to the BBC, that awareness of the Isle of Man and
our status should be raised across the BBC and with the BBC Trust. I think quite often people
1465
from across use shorthand when they talk about the UK. They forget that we have got a separate
identity. Colleagues in Ireland forget that as well, they are not sure of our identity and our status,
and I think it can only be for all our benefit that we all raise awareness of ourselves and make sure
that that is then reflected in the coverage and output.
1 470

1475

1480

Q97. Mr Gawne: We touched in our remit, we are talking about reviewing the agreement —
the Chairman has identified it is not an agreement, it is the law — but it is possible to change the
law and that is effectively what we are elected to do as politicians. Our reviewing of the legislation
indicates that, I think it is, the Secretary of State has the ability to introduce a reduction in the fee
if a reasonable case can be argued and such a reasonable case could be, Well the Isle of Man
Government, out of taxpayers' money, is paying £1 million to support Manx Radio, therefore it is
not unreasonable of us to ask for Li million worth of licence fee that we currently pay to the BBC,
not to be paid to the BBC'. Is that the kind of thing that the Communications Commission would
be prepared to discuss with whoever it would be, the Secretary of State — ?
Mr Earnshaw: They would perhaps counter that because they may say, 'Well, rather than you
running Manx Radio, forget the rebate' — they might say, 'We'll run it for you' — and then we are
faced with the question, do we want Manx Radio, a local based radio station or do we want BBC
radio on the Island? So you can turn it around and look at it from different ways.
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1485

Q98. Mr Gawne: You could do and no doubt we will consider all these different options as we
go through our discussion, but I think the specific question was, is that the kind of thing that the
Communications Commission could actually do? Again, we are not entirely clear what
circumstances such as renegotiations, under what circumstances —

1490

Mr Earnshaw: Well, the Director might like to outline to you in a moment sonic of the
benefits that the BBC are already providing to Manx Radio because there are financial —
Mr Gawne: We are aware.

1495

Mr Earnshaw: But you are aware of those, are you, the financial benefits that they provide to
us`?

Q99. Mr Gawne: Sorry, we have been through all that, but 1 suppose what we have been
specifically tasked with looking at is what would happen if we broke the agreement, or in effect
1500 repealed the legislation, or indeed amended the legislation. What I am trying to get at is what sort
of circumstances could you envisage we might wish to amend or indeed sever — we are
specifically looking at amending in this case — but it would be helpful to know from your side, or
indeed have you ever considered that issue?
1505
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1515

1520

1525

1530

Dr McLaughlin: I think from a procedural point of view it would be through the Manx
Government negotiating with the UK Government as opposed to the Commission negotiating with
Ofcorn, for example, although we would expect to contribute to the negotiations and discussion
papers.
I think there has been an example, sort of related to this, quite recently. The BBC was allocated
E800 million to spend on digital switchover. That involved the campaign which a lot of our
broadcasters benefited from the advertising from digital switchover as well as the help scheme, the
help given to people to convert to digital. From that switchover scheme, it is projected that there is
going to be a £200 million surplus. The UK Government has had various proposals about how that
surplus should be spent, one of which and how, maybe, part of the BBC licence fee in future
should be spent — was to look at addressing shortfall in ITV advertising revenue and supporting
ITV regional news.
The Commission responded to a consultation by the UK Government saying if there is any
digital switchover surplus, then we would expect the UK to talk to the Isle of Man about either
handing that surplus hack or giving it to us to see how it is spent, rather than the UK deciding.
There have been developments in the UK and I think the UK Government has now more or
less dropped the idea of using that surplus to fund news and I understand — and we are in
discussion with UK officials — that if there is a surplus, it will be apportioned back to the Isle of
Man. So I think that is one example how we can influence, by observing what is going on, and
with colleagues and Government try and action and do something about it.
I think in terms of the licence fee settlement, the next scheme on this is going to be very
interesting. We are going to see a different Government in the UK of some sort. All the political
parties are looking at the BBC and looking at the licence fee and, as I said, the present agreement
on the licence fee terminates in March 2013, so it is very timely for us to try and think about what
is best for the Island and how we can influence that and make sure we can get as much value for
money as possible. But 1 think the BBC and the licence fee structure that we see now, that could
very well change very quickly. Time will tell.

Q100. Mr Gawne: The final question from me was in relation to the other national broadcaster
on the other side of the Irish Sea. I know we have raised that issue with you and you had some
1535 fairly robust reasons why we should not look in that direction. In theory, if we chose to go in that
direction and we chose to end our existing relationship with the UK with regard to the licence fee,
there is no reason why we could not ask RTE presumably to run services for the Isle of Man
instead of the BBC?
1540

1545

Dr McLaughlin: I think it is very interesting and I think where we may have been or tried to
be robust was the question that RTE should be a substitute for the BBC, that is a big issue and as I
have said right at the beginning of our session, the public —I think I would like the public to be on
side with that view — and while personally 1 love watching RTE I, maybe not everyone on the
Island would. However, that is not to say we could not have discussions with RTE, and I am sure
RTE would be interested and come up with various suggestions.
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However, I think if we were to switch supplier, obviously there would be costs and RTE would
expect those costs to be met. That could he more expensive than what it costs us at the moment via
the licence fee here. There are also a huge number of other issues, as I have said: copyright is one.
For example RTE only has the rights to show programmes in Ireland. They would either have to
1550 blank the pictures that we received here if it was for example a Hollywood film or `Eastenders'
which is on RTE or renegotiate those rights. There are advertising issues which are fairly complex
and there is the whole transmission side and spectrum rights.
That is not to say that there are other options. For example, there was a memorandum of
understanding signed in February, I think, this year between the UK Government and Dublin,
1555 saying that Irish channels should be available on Freeview in Northern Ireland free of charge to
viewers. I understand TG4, the Irish language channel, the costs for transmission in Northern
Ireland have always been paid by the UK Government and that will continue to do so, as part of
the Belfast and Good Friday Agreement, and RTE is going to have to figure out how they are
going to pay the transmission costs. The Irish Government hopes there is going to be reciprocal
1560
arrangement with UK and BBC services; however, they would not be free.
So I think there are options outside of the licence agreement debate to try and see if we could
come to an agreement with RTE to have some of their services available here as a complement.
However, there are a number of technical issues, as I have said, in terms of copyright issues and
advertising issues.
1565
Q10.1. The Chairman: Do you not think that when you arc in negotiations with the BBC that
we should be at a stronger point as a nation, rather than seen as comparing it with how they are
doing Radio Merseyside or Cumbria, that our nation status should give us more of a weighted
position than Merseyside, as an example.
1570
Mr Earnshaw: I would like to contribute here if I may here, Chairman, because I think it does
and the path, the route that we have been trying to pursue with the BBC — and others — since the
arrival of Dr McLaughlin as Director, is to encourage them to take more interest in the Isle of Man
and increase the exposure that we get via television, because it goes out to a wide audience. So it is
1575
really to raise the profile of the Isle of Man, improve the branded image that we have got.
This is something that does not cost them an awful lot in cash terms, and we can do that
because the Isle of Man is certainly an interesting place, because it is an independent nation sitting
right in the middle of the British Islands. It is certainly a go-ahead place, so there is lots of news,
we have got good stories to tell and that is the line we have been working along with our — like to
1580 think it is a partnership with the BBC and other TV providers. That is what we would like them to
do more, to give us more TV time.

1585

Q102. The Chairman: Do you not consider the viewpoint to put to the BBC that we have a
dedicated time spot for Isle of Man news, so if it was at 6.15 that people from the Isle of Man
would know at 6.15 Manx news is going to be on, rather than any time within where it fits in their
order of priorities?

Mr Earnshaw: Well, I can see — and I am going to ask Carmel to contribute on that, as well —
the point that you are making, but some clays we have got some interesting news, some days we
1590 have got quite a bit of interesting news, other days we have not. So I think you have just got to...
To have a predetermined slot could backfire a little bit on you, but I think if there are good stories
to tell, let us make sure we have got the channels to put them down.
Do you want to answer that, Carmel?
1595

Dr McLaughlin: Yes, I think I agree with the Chairman that we just have to repeat and repeat
and repeat that we are a nation, we have a different status, we are not part of England, we are not
part of the UK and to get that message right at the forefront of the BBC Trust and senior
management.
I think I would not necessarily go down the argument that because we are a nation, you should
1600 respect us more or give us more time than the people of Merseyside. That politically would
alienate ourselves with the people of Merseyside and also I. think from an editorial perspective,
especially with the news, the integrity of the news has got to be justified by what is news. I think
once one starts going down a slot that it is five minutes that we have to give for Isle of Man, it is
five minutes we have got to give now for Lockerbie and unless you are just giving a general round
1605
up, you are losing the editorial balance and the integrity of the news journalists. I think they would
resist that at all costs.
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Q103. Mr Canister: Going back to this £800 million digital switchover money and the £200
million surplus. Does that still sit with the BBC?
1610

Dr McLaughlin: There have been discussions between the BBC and the UK Government.

Now where it is at the moment — because digital switchover obviously has not completed in the
UK — but the discussions are that it should go, as I understand, from the BBC back to the UK
Government for them then to disperse.
1615

Q104. Mr Canister: Oh, I see, so if it was sitting with the BBC, there would be a case to claim
that we might be able to use some of that or a substantial amount towards DAB, which apparently
you do not have a policy on?

Dr McLaughlin: Well, two things. As I said — and the BBC will hopefully correct me, if I am
1620 wrong with my figures — but the £800 million was to cover switchover up to... well, it does not
complete in the UK till 2012, so whether there is any payment of surplus back before 2012, I am
not sure, at this stage. If there is a surplus, given that we are about 0.1% in population terms, I do
not think the money we would get hack would pay for DAB. It would be a fairly —
1625
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Q105. Mr Canister: Wilt White, giving his evidence earlier said, 'Tell us what you want, we
want to know what you want.'
Dr McLaughlin: It would be lovely if the BBC helped us with DAB. In terms of the policy for
digital, as you know, the Communications Commission published a consultation document just
before Christmas with a report and we will be publishing a follow-up statement shortly. What we
said about digital is that we acknowledge the importance of digital and indeed the digital
economy, and that it is important that the Isle of Man keeps at the forefront and up to date in
developments.
However, in the case of radio, we thought it was probably prudent, to use another person's
favourite word, to look carefully at the options for digital radio. As you know, we already have
digital radio via the internet, via TV, via DAB on parts of the Island. There is a debate across
Europe about the future of digital terrestrial radio. DAB is only one technology. The UK was at
the forefront of DAB, I think the BBC launched the first DAB radio in 1995, and 15 years later
there are only 10 million DAB sets in the UK. So it has not been an overnight, runaway success
and the quality of DAB can be variable.
However, given that, the UK has said that they are committed to coming up with a switchover
date. Dates have been mentioned, but there is no committed date. Secondly, what they have said in
the UK is that they will switch off national EM and large regional FM services. There is no plan to
switch off small, local or regional services and I think Ofcom was defining regional services as
those covering a population of less than 300,000.
So I think, unlike television, where there was a pressing global demand to actually switch off
analogue transmissions and release the spectrum, there is not the same consensus about radio at
present and indeed I think Sweden is re-launching digital services but the last I heard, Germany
was still... the debate was out as to which technology and what they would do. So I think at this
stage in time, it is probably best to look at all our options and watch carefully what is happening,
before committing down a DAB path.

Q106. The Chairman: You mentioned earlier, Ofcom. Are you aware who finances Ofcom?
1655

Dr McLaughlin: Ofcom is principally funded by licence — sorry, I have to use 'licence' in a
different term there — by the operators that they license. So that is all the UK broadcasters pay an
Ofcom licence fee. The Telecom operators pay a percentage of their revenue and there is also
funding via Spectrum which goes to the UK Government and then is apportioned back to the
devolved governments including ourselves, and Ofcom has also had Government grants.

1660

Q107. The Chairman: So you get payment from... part of that money comes back to the
Communications Commission, does it?
Dr McLaughlin: For Spectrum.
1665

Q108. The Chairman: So part of the TV licence pays for Ofcom?
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Dr McLaughlin: Sorry, I am talking about two different sorts of licences now —
1670

Q109. The Chairman: So a licence, BBC will pay a licence fee for the radio, yes?
Dr McLaughlin: Sorry, it gets a bit complicated. On the broadcasting side, when I was

referring to licences, I was referring to ITV, for example, has a licence from Ofcom and they pay
for that. The BBC, some of its services are under Royal Charter and Act of Parliament, so BBC [ ,
[675 for example, does not require an Ofeom licence, unlike Sky or ITV, and the licence fee is not used
in that way then to fund Ofcom. Where the BBC does have services, for example they own a
multiplex and they have a Spectrum licence, a part of that fee goes to Ofcom, but it is part of their
distribution costs, as opposed to direct costs of a licence fee.
1680

Q110. The Chairman:

Have you ever made any representations to the BBC regarding poor

radio services from, for instance, BBC Radio 57

Dr McLaughlin: In terms of transmission coverage? We have been in discussion, and [ think it
is probably true of the Commission prior to my appointment about transmission coverage, yes.
1685

Q111, The Chairman: So

I am finding. You were saying about money left over from the

digital switchover. Have there been any moves for the money left over to be put into upgrading the
mast, so that the Isle of Man receives again ITV3 and ITV4 as part of that switchover?
1690

Dr McLaughlin: We have been active, saying if there is a surplus we would like discussions
with the Isle of Man about how... The Isle of Man should be consulted and have a say in how it is
spent. We have not got to the stage yet where they have said, 'Here's the surplus', or 'You will get
it in two years' time'. In terms of ITV3 and ITV4, I think it should be and hopefully it is clear to
this Committee that that was a completely separate issue from the licence fee. ITV3 and 4 are not

1695

funded from the BBC licence fee. They fund themselves.

0112. The Chairman: It is just when you mentioned about the switchover.
Dr McLaughlin: Sure, In terms of getting another multiplex, for example, on Island, the
1700 commercial broadcasters Arqiva, ITV, etc, have said they are not prepared to pay, themselves, for
transmission, because the size of our market is too small for them to see an adequate return in the
investment. If we were to decide, ourselves, that we wanted to use a multiplex to carry ITV3,
[TV4 or RTE I and RTE2, the transmission costs would be far in excess of what we would get in
the digital surplus. We are talking minimum six figure.
1705

Q113. The Chairman: Thank you. Well, I would like to thank you for you attendance; if there
are any further points?

Mr Earnshaw: I would just like to say that I think we should adopt a cautious approach. It is

171 0 my nature to do that, I think. If you are thinking of changing anything, I think we have got to look

carefully at what we have. We have a solidi partnership at the moment. I think we are making some
progress. would like to think we have made some good progress since the new Director took
over, So, I think we should proceed with care.
We have very much got a quality operator in the Isle of Man with the BBC and I am very
1715 mindful of that. I do not want to sound too corny, but I am proud of the fact that we are served by
the BBC in the Isle of Man. It is a little bit like, I was cueing the fact that British Airways no
longer served Ronaldsway. I think it is a good flagship to have on the apron at Ronaldsway when
people arrive, when you see British Airways parked there. British Airways might not be the best
example to pick at the moment, but I think you know what I mean. (Laughter) I think you know
1720
what I mean. They are an international carrier and having somebody like that, the branded image
of the Isle of Man is certainly helped.
So it is a partnership that I value at the moment and 1 certainly would not want it to be radically
changed. I hope your report at the end of the day may reflect something along those lines.
1725

The Chairman:

Thank you very much. I would like to thank everybody for their attendance

and this now ends the public sitting of the Committee.

The Committee adjourned at 1.07 p.m.
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Select Committee of Tynwald
on the Television Licence Fee
The Committee sat in public at 10.04 a.m.
in the Millennium Room,
Legislative Buildings, Douglas

[MR CREGEEN in the Chair]

Procedural
The Chairman (Mr Cregeen): Good morning, and may I welcome you to this sitting of the
Select Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee.
The Committee was established by Tynwald on 18th November 2009. The motion establishing
the Committee was:
5
That Tynwald appoints a Committee of three Members with the powers to take written and oral evidence pursuant to
sections 3 and 4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to investigate the feasibility and impact of
withdrawal or amendment of the agreement under which the residents of the Isle of Man pay a television licence fee;
and to report.'

10

Today with me I have David Cal lister MLC, Jonathan King is the Clerk to the Committee and
Clive Alford from Hansard. Could I please ask everybody to switch off their mobile phone, rather
than put it on silent, because it still interferes with the recording. Mr Gawne, who is another
Member or the Committee, unfortunately is unwell today and unable to attend.
l5
Today we are planning three discussions. First, we will be taking evidence about the BBC
Audience Council. This is a structure put in place by the BBC to act as a link between the BBC
Trust and the public. We are looking forward to learning from Helen Corlett about how well the
structure works in the Isle of Man context.
Second, we will be talking to what the BBC does in the Isle of Man. We heard, on 24th March
20 2010, from representatives of the BBC senior management, people with an interest in the Isle of
Man but who themselves are based in England. Ariane Banta will be able to speak about her work
as one of the very small number of BBC employees based here in the Isle of Man.
Our third discussion is with other people working in the media in the Isle of Man. Any change
to BBC activities could have consequences for others in the broadcasting and wider media
25
economy. In March we heard from Manx Radio. Today we will hear from Energy FM, Three FM
and isleofman.com.

EVIDENCE OF MS H CORLETT
Q113. The Chairman: Helen, could you please introduce yourself and explain your role in the
BBC Audience Council.
30

35

Ms Corlett: Yes, my name is Helen Corlett. I represent the Isle of Man on the BBC North West
Regional Audience Council. The Audience Councils are independent bodies made up of viewers,
listeners and online users who volunteer their time to comment on BBC programmes, services and
policies. Members are drawn from all ages, life experiences and locations to reflect the widest
possible range of views and interests. Membership is open to anyone, except people holding
political office above Parish Council levels, employees of a BBC supplier and other media
organisations.

Q114. The Chairman: How effective do you think the mechanism of the Audience Council
is?
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40

Hs Corlett: Extremely effective. I have managed some very positive results for the Island to
put our voice forward and it does go forward. The points raised at the Regional Audience Councils
are minuted. They then go forward to the Audience Council England, which is attended by all the
chairmen of the Audience Councils — the regional ones — and this then goes forward to the Trust.
So, yes, very positive results and very effective.

45

Q115. Mr Callister: You say positive results there. Could you give us a few examples of
those?
50

Ms Corlett: Do you want just a light one? For example, when they changed the weather
forecasting system on the BBC News, (a) the presenter was standing in front of the Isle of Man,
and (h) they omitted the wind speeds. I brought this up at the Audience Council and within one
week the wind speeds were put on and the person was standing in a different position. This may
sound little but actually if we did not have this voice on the Audience Council it would be far more
difficult to get this sort of result.

55

Q116. Mr Callister: While you are talking about the BBC weather forecasts, then, I have
noticed that we frequently find that the forecast temperatures given by the BBC are much lower
than we find on our own Ronaldsway forecasts. Is that a matter that you have either noticed,
concerns you, or has it been brought up at any meetings?
60

65

Ms Corlett: It has been brought up by yourself at the private meeting that we had recently. This
was taken up and moved forward via Louise Hall and also with my public accountability manager,
Carole Webster. I have been led to understand that they were getting in touch with you and that
this was going to be monitored and looked into. So there should be a result coming along the line
somew here.

Mr Callister: I look forward to that.
Ms Corlett: Yes, I will follow this up for you again.
70

Q1 17. Mr Canister: You report to the BBC Trust —
Ms Corlett: Eventually, yes, not personally.
75

Mr Callister: No, not personally. How effective are they then?
Ms Corlett: Well, I look after the Isle of Man and I see that as my prime concern, my prime
role on the Regional Audience Council. If I can get the Isle of Man mentioned in the minutes at
each meeting, then these minutes go forward and it keeps the Isle of Man in their mindset.

80

Q118. Mr Canister: Do you see the minutes on the Trust?
Ms Corlett: Oh, they arc probably somewhere but, no, they do not get sent to me. I see the
Audience Council England minutes.
85

Q119. Mr Callister: So you do not see how any complaints, and so On, are actually progressed
to the BBC? It seems a cumbersome sort of system this, whereas you could have Councils
reporting directly to somewhere in the BBC, rather than to the Trust.
90

Ms Corlett: Well, no. It is a process of the Regionals reporting then to Audience Council
England, which is the head of the region, and they then report to the Trust and if the Trust have
any concerns they then speak to the Director General and the Governors of the BBC.

Q120. Mr Callister: Flow are the members of the Audience Council chosen?
95

Ms Corlett: It is a selection process that will... My term is ending this coming year, so they will
advertise online, in newspapers, television, via the media, for another representative who then
replies or sends in for an application form, fills it in and then there is a selection process to fit the
BBC's criteria.
100
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Q121. Mr Ca!lister: What qualifications do they ask for in their advertisements: do they ask
for any at all?
105

Ms Corlett: Well, they do not. It is like it says, it is very diverse. Anyone can apply as long as
you do not hold a political office above Parish Council level.

Q122. Mr Canister: In general terms, then, on the Council that you are in, do the BBC try to
get a representation of every kind of person that might fit their listener profile or viewer profile?
110

Ms Corlett: Yes.

Q123. Mr Canister: What is their viewer profile?
115

Ms Corlett: Oh gosh, I am not involved in the selection process, so I really could not answer
that. You would have to ask the people who do the selection —

Q124. Mr Canister: I guess it would be complicated, anyway.
120

Ms Corlett: I would imagine so because it is very diverse. They have to cover all sorts of... I
think it is laid down in the Charter but 1 am not sure.

Q125. Mr Canister: So you could not say whether the Isle of Man's perfect viewer is
anything like the UK's perfect viewer, then, in terms of their profile?
125

Ms Corlett: Really, it is whoever they choose, whoever comes forward. When I put in my
application there were only two from the Island.

Q126. The Chairman: When you have your meetings with the public to get their views, is
there a set criteria for those people that you go to look to, or is —
130

Ms Corlett: Yes, we are given programmes to watch or preview, radio programmes to listen to,
things online just to take note of and then we feed back to the Audience Council.

Q127. The Chairman: But when you have fed back through there, do you not see that there is
135 a missing link because you have started a process off and you do not actually see where it is going
through to the BBC, so you may have a concern about one area and it may not have been brought
up in the minutes of the Trust further along and you might lose that track, whether your point has
been made and whether they are going to do anything
140

Ms Corlett: Oh, no, if the point is important then I shall persevere and if I have not had a
result, as I will with Mr Canister, you persevere and you will eventually get an answer because
they have to answer you as a member of the public and a licence fee. payer ... they are responsible
towards you.

145

Q128. The Chairman: And if you have no success through the first stage, do you have
another responsible person who you can get a decision?

150

Ms Corlett: Yes, the chairman of my committee. 1 also have the public accountability manager,
1 can go through her and also then her superior who is the accountability manager for the English
regions. So yes, there are various people I can call on if I have not received a satisfactory result to
a legitimate question.

Q129. The Chairman: How do you find the effectiveness of the BBC video journalist here?
Does that feed back through you, as well?
155

Ms Corlett: No, 1 have nothing to do with that whatsoever.

Q130. The Chairman: So if it is accurate or if you do not feel... If people come to you and
say, We don't think this is right', you have no means of reporting back.
160
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170

175

Ms Corlett: No-one has ever come to me and said they do not think it is right; it would be my
personal opinion.
If something was very wrong and the only instance I can think of was when we were... the
public Health Agreement and the report for BI3C North West was not actually on 'North West
Tonight' that night but it was on Granada and that was brought up at the meeting with the
producer of that programme, the Head of Regions, and he was taking it further to find out why it
was not.
I have not followed that up any further because it is past now, but it is minuted and he was
aware that we are watching and we expect an important thing like this to be on 'North West
Tonight'.

Q131. Mr Callister: On 1st July, 1 think it was, the Audience Council came to the Isle of Man
and held a meeting here, not a public meeting as such, but it was for invited persons. How many
people would have been invited to that?
Ms Corlett:

We had an outreach event to which yourselves were invited as observers —

Mr CaUlster: Yes, unfortunately I could not get there —
180

185

190

MS Corlett:
and there were between 30 and 40 people invited. We expected a good half of
those to fall by the wayside, which in fact they did and so there were about 20 to 25 people that
were there.
—

Q132. Mr Ca!lister: What is the process for inviting them and how do you go about that?
Ms Corlett: It was left up to myself in the end because I looked for a diversity of people on the
Island who I felt had opinions and wanted to he heard and I asked yourselves for anyone that you
would like, or thought would have a useful opinion. Dr Brian Stowell came along and he was
extremely vociferous and we had a very, very good outreach event. There were very strongly
opinionated people there.

QI33. The Chairman: And sonic of the opinions that were given at that event, can you give
us an insight?
195

200

Ms Corlett: Oh gosh, it was 'What do you think of the BBC's performance on the Island' and
it was pretty well 'rubbish'.
You know, it was extremely vociferous. People do not think they are getting the support that
they ought to be getting: they just wanted to be included in the loop, I suppose. All this has been
minuted and will be going forward.
We have another [fleeting in Manchester in September and then it is going... All the Regional
Audience Councils were doing a similar outreach event and then all this information will be
compiled and go forward again.

205

Q134. The Chairman: I just wondered, you were saying that they thought the BBC service to
the Isle of Man was 'rubbish'. You must talk to other colleagues in a similar position as yourself.
Is that across the whole of the UK or would you say that the comments here were

210

Ms Corlett: I do not really do that, to be honest, because we all cover different parts of our
region and everyone has their own interests in their own region and their own responsibilities in
their own region. The Isle of Man is different and it has to be looked at in a different light and that
is my prime objective, realty.

215

Q135. The Chairman: So will you get feedback from other regions so as to find out how we
compare to everybody else when you have these outreach events?
Ms Corlett: It does not really... They are getting an overview, that is my opinion. I will read
the minutes when they come from this and the review from this outreach event but, like I say,
there were some very, very positive points put in there as well of what the BBC is doing on the
Island but, overall, they want more. The public want more.
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220

225

They want more input, more interest, and they feel the Island has a lot more to give towards
programming, whether it is BBC filming on the Island, whether it is in the news, whatever: there
are a lot of interesting things here that could be covered.
Q136. Mr Callister: At that meeting was the subject of the TV licence raised, the cost of it or
the necessity for it?

Ms Collett: No, not particularly, I would say. It was not on the agenda. However, there was
paper there for you to write any question that you had that you felt had not been covered and that
you would like raised at some point there.
230
Q137. Mr Callister: So the minutes that will come from that, as a result of that meeting, first
they do not go in the public domain, presumably, but they will go to the BBC Trust and the BBC
Trust will use them in whatever way they want to feed that back to the BBC?
235

Ms Corlett: Yes, to say that maybe or not you ought to look at this area... it needs more
attention.
Q138. Mr Canister: So it does not go into specifics, then, does it, really, I suppose?

240

Ms Corlett: 1 have no idea. 1 have never done anything like this before, so

—

Q139. Mr Callister: You have not seen them?
245

Ms Corlett: No, 1 have not.
Q140. Mr Callister: You could probably get them under freedom of information in the UK,
actually —

Ms Corlett: I really do not know.
250
Q141. Mr Callister: Can I just bring another point up and it may have arisen at the meeting,
that the BBC... You are talking about being a Regional Council and the BBC thinks in terms of
regions, but it does not seem... it plants the Isle of Man into a region, it does not recognise it as a
nation in its own right, does it?
255

Ms Corlett: We are part of the Regional Audience Council. That is not my decision

—

Q142. Mr Callister: Do you think the BBC recognise the Isle of Man as a nation in its own
right?
260

Ms Corlett: Not as much as they ought to, no.
Q143. Mr Callister: How do we get over that?
265

Ms Corlett: Make them more welcome on the Island. (Interjection) You asked the question!

The BBC are over here quite frequently but it is not publicised. I do not know... that is not within
my remit, really.
270

Q144. Mr Callister: You said also that the consensus, perhaps, was that the BBC was rubbish.
(Interjection by Ms Corlett). I think it is the wrong word maybe to you, but I was going to say —

Ms Corlett: Yes, it is. 'Left wanting' is probably —
275

Q145. Mr Callister: Do you get that sort of view from other areas that you visit? Is it general
or is it just the Isle of Man?

280

Ms Corlett: No, different people on the Regional Audience Council have different views of
their areas. For instance, the Asians want to see more Asian programmes; the disabled people
would like to see more disabled people in programmes; the blind people would like better access;
the deaf people...
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It is so diverse that 1 just concentrate on the provision for the Isle of Man and if there are any
points that I feel we are severely lacking on then I try and put those forward, even if they are
relevant to the discussion or not because there is any other business and there are burning issues at
the end of each meeting.
285
Q146. The Chairman: Do you also cover BBC radio services on the Island and their content
and the quality of their reception, because one of the things we have mentioned before is that BBC
Radio 5 has very poor reception here?
290

295

301)

305

Ms Corlett: I have in the past. I have worked with Carmel McLaughlin with this and put
forward that the coverage of digital radio is sporadic, to say the least, on the Island. This has been
moved forward and is being looked into and, at the moment, that is the best answer I have.

Q147. The Chairman: So there is nothing to do with the analogue service on the radio. They
are just solely focused towards a digital provision, not improving any other provision, as in content
or quality?
Ms Corlett: I think they are always looking to improve, as far as I can gather. We do not have a
BBC radio station over here so it is not looked at maybe as closely as the Channel Islands or
something like that but they are willing and hence the video journalist over here.
Now they are looking at co-operating more and sharing news items and things like that. It is
there, we just have to grab... All the services are there, it is just saying, 'We want this, please
come.'

Q148. The Chairman: Would you say that the Communications Commission are forceful
enough with the BBC to say, as part of our
Ms Corlett:

310

I am on the Regional Audience Council, that has nothing

The Chairman: Because they are a body that talks with the BBC regarding the services on the

Island.

315

Ms Corlett: They do and it is completely separate to what I am. I am the volunteer so it is only
because I feel it is in the best interest, if Carmel McLaughlin and myself are both pushing in the
same direction and if we can do a two-pronged fork then sometimes that is more effective than just
one voice.

320

Q149. Mr Canister: Yes, well we were brought together to discuss the TV licence fee and
radio conies into that to some extent, as well. To what extent does the TV licence fee and the cost
of it figure in any of your discussions or meetings and feedback from the public? Is it an issue, in
other words?
Hs Corlett:

325

Q150. Mr Canister: It is not an issue with people saying, 'It is too expensive. We should not
be paying it now. We can get it from other means' and so on?
Ms Corlett:

330

No.

It has not been brought up, to my knowledge, as a separate item on the agenda.

Q151. The Chairman: Value for money has been brought up by this.
Ms Corlett: Yes, it is. There is the strategy review going through and that is whether the BBC
is providing value for money and yes... So we are discussing it, but not discussing the level of the
licence fee, just whether it is providing value for money.

335
Q152. Mr Callister: 1 think you said earlier that the BBC asked you to look at specific
programmes and comment on them. Could you give us a few examples of those that they may
have asked about recently?
340

Hs Corlett: Oh gosh, some of them are quite off the wall. Gavin and Stacey was one. At the
moment they are looking at radio in particular, so it is Radio 3 and 4 and it just depends... What
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they will tend to do is just send a DVD of a specific series that needs looking at and I will watch
the DVD and comment on those actual programmes, which could be an overview so it is quite
varied, really.
345

Q153. Mr Callister: So is that sent to you from the Audience Council itself or directly from
the BBC?

Ms Corlett: No, the Audience Council. Yes, it does.
350

Q154. Mr Callister: So you are giving your views to the Council, rather than directly to the
Corporation?
355

360

365

Ms Corlett: Oh yes.

Q155. Mr Canister: I remember in the 1960s, certainly as far as the radio is concerned, they
had listening panels and presumably when television grew they probably had viewing panels, as
well. Do you know if they still have those where people actually are asked to specifically listen to
a particular programme, or a particular television show, and then send their comments back
directly to the BBC? Are you aware of this?
Ms Corlett: My understanding is that that all ended with the Charter because they used to have
the local radio, as you did yourself, Mr Canister. This now comes under the Regional Audience
Council, as opposed to the local Audience Council.

Q156. Mr Callister: So there is not a local Audience Council on the Island?
Ms Corlett: Not at the moment.
370

Q157. Mr Callister: Are the Channel Islands part of this Audience Council system?
Ms Corlett: I really do not... I have not looked into it at all. I would assume so.

375

Q158. The Chairman: As part of our reporting process, do you think there is anything in our
report that we can put in that will help you support better services for the Isle of Man'?
Ms Corlett: I cannot think of anything off the top of my head. I do what comes up and what I
feel is best for the Island at the time or if there is any burning issue I will bring that up, however
diverse it is. So there is not anything set that you can say.

380

Q159. The Chairman: Or a direct access to a higher priority person through the BBC, that
that sort of access — if we were to put in a recommendation that we should have a higher access
through the BBC — would that help?
385

Ms Corlett: Not for me as a volunteer on an Audience Council. It is a bit like Mr Canister said,
you just listen to programmes and you gain views and put them forward,

The Chairman: Thank you very much. Is there anything else you want, Jonathan?
390

The Clerk: No thank you, Mr Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Ms Corlett: Okay. Thank you very much.
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Ms Banta was called at 10.29 a.m.

EVIDENCE OF MS A BARUA
395

Q160. The Chairman: If you would like to introduce yourself and explain what you do for the
BBC on the Isle of Man.

Ms Barua: My name is Ariane Barua and I work as a broadcast journalist for the BBC on the
400

Isle of Man.
Q161. The Chairman: What do your duties entail for the BBC? Do you go out and get
ordinary stories or do they give you an agenda of what they would like you to cover.

Ms llama: It all starts in the morning with a circuit meeting with the editors of Radio
Cumbria, television in Manchester, Radio Manchester, basically all the regions get together, and
we are considered one of them.
We will describe our prospects for the day, i.e. the news stories that have come up at that point
in the clay, and then we will have a commission or not from television to go and cover it and that is
the beginning of our day. If it has been deemed newsworthy by the television in Manchester, we
410 will go and cover it as a package. If we have got the manpower and we think it is relevant for the
Isle of Man, of public interest, and it has not been commissioned by television, then we will try
and cover it on the web as a written piece, but we cannot put any video on the website that has not
been commissioned by television.
405

415

420

Q162. The Chairman: So they have the ultimate say of what they think is a newsworthy story.
So when you have spoken to them in the morning and if they say, 'Well, we think this is
newsworthy', that is what they will put. So you are, in one way, guided to what they think is going
to be newsworthy for them. So if there was a good news story for the Isle of Man and they did not
think it was apt for them to put over they may not commission you to do it, but you could put it on
the website as a written story?

Ms Barua: Yes, basically. If it has not got that regional impact then it can go to news online to
be written up as a news story, but if it has a regional impact for a television piece then it will go to
Manchester.
425
Q163. The Chairman: Are there many stories that you thought would be a very good piece
for the Isle of Man and they have said, `No, we're not going to let you do this because we don't
think it's newsworthy for the region"?
430

Ms llama: That is a really good question. 1 think in the early days of the project, BBC Isle of
Man, yes. Less and less so now, (1) because our technology is better and the exchange of material
back and forth between Manchester and the Isle of Man is much quicker, so we can do a lot more;
and (2) because this sort of project has evolved in such a way that we now are working every
single day on behalf of 813C Isle of Man to say to people in Manchester, 'Listen, this is important
435 here.' We are completely free to say this: `This is important here and we want it commissioned',
even if it is a short news piece, if it is not worthy of a package, then a short news piece on the
breakfast bulletins or the lunchtime bulletins. We have much more say, really, in what happens
no \V.
Also, it is a process of education. We have needed to understand the pressures that they are
440 under in Manchester, which are huge, and they have needed to understand so much more about the
culture of the Isle of Man and the way things happen here, and what is relevant here that might not
seem relevant there. It has been a very positive, mutual educational process and I think we really
have made steps there.
445

450

Q164. The Chairman: Do you think that they were fully aware of the Isle of Man as a nation,
not just a small part of the UK? At the initial stage, it was just a little bit out to one side, rather
than an independent —

Ms Barua: An independent nation?
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The Chairman: Yes.

455

460

Ms Barua: I think everyone I have ever worked with knows that, theoretically. However, it is
very different knowing that and feeling that, and that is why it is important that there are people
from the Isle of Man working for that cause.
As much as we are focused on the day-to-day work of the Isle of Man, we were recruited for
the very reason that we can do that — we can educate people, editors within the BBC. And they
want to know; they will ask all the time. They are always curious about what is happening here
and the sort of background to so many stories which might seem initially a bit confusing, but when
you know the history of a situation it makes more sense.
Q165. The Chairman: Do you ever have the senior managers from Manchester coming over
here to become aware of what the Isle of Man is?

465

470

475

480

Ms Barna: Yes. One chap in particular, Jim Clarke, who is the newsgathering editor at
Manchester, will come over on a regular basis. What he does, and what I really like about Jim, is
that he will walk around the place and drive around the place. The last time he came over, he
looked at the Solway Harvester still in the harbour and he was like, 'Hang on, that's a story, let's
do something on that.'
So yes, he is always... I would not say he is always over here — he has got a busy job in
Manchester — but I would say, on average, he will he over once every two or three months, and if
we ask him to come over for a specific reason he will be very open to that.
Q166. Mr Canister: First of all, on basics then, how many news stories for the website would
you generate in a week on average, and how many for television?

Ms Barua: There are two parts to the news website which you will be aware of. There is the
news website and there is the features and analysis. As you know, the news currently is written in
Manchester. We can have a say in that. If there is something specifically we want them to do, we
can tell them and they will respond, but I do not have editorial control over anything that happens
on the news website at the moment.
Q167. Mr Canister: So the scripts are written in Manchester?

485

Ms Barua: For the news?
Mr Canister: For the website.

490

Ms Barua: Yes.
QI68. Mr Canister: On the basis of information that you forward to them?

Ms Barua: Yes. There is also an arrangement with Manx Radio, whereby they get a news feed
from Manx Radio.
495
Q169. Mr Canister: So really, Manx Radio comes ahead of your website story, then. In effect,
you are lifting it from Manx Radio. Is that right?
500

505

Ms Barua: I think what you need to say is that Manx Radio is one news feed for them in
Manchester. They are obviously on all the circuit lists for the press releases that go on the Isle of
Man.
They have also developed, over the past five years, a lot of their own contacts they can phone
up at any one time and get quotes from, and of course we are another. Because we are producing
news for television, we are a very important feed for news online, but we do not write it — that is
my point — at the moment.
Q170. Mr Canister: Let's get to the basic number of stories that might be on that site in a
week. You have to generate them from here, essentially, don't you? Or are you leaving it to
Manchester to decide which of the stories they want on the website?

510

Ms Barua: Both. They will generate news across there and we will also contribute.
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515

Q171. Mr Canister: The website, of course... One of the things I noted on it is that in that
search engine, if you want to use the search engine, it does not isolate the Isle of Man stories. If
you put in a name, for instance, you get everything across the whole of the BBC, virtually, with
that. Is it possible to isolate the Isle of Man element of it?

Ms Barna: So you are going on the search site on the BBC website?
Mr Canister: On your Isle of Man BBC website, yes.
520

Ms llama: No. What you will get is BBC wide.
Mr Canister: You will get everything?
525

Ms Barua: You will, yes. An easier way of doing it is to google 'BBC Isle of Man' and the
name of the person you are interested in.

Q172. Mr Callister: Right, okay!
There is supposed to he this wonderful exchange of material between the Isle of Man and the
a30 UK BBC, but it seems to be a one-way traffic, rather, because we do not... One of the things — and
I have already spoken to the Managing Director of Manx Radio about this... There are sonic ideal
voices on BBC Radio which would be superb radio news cuts for Manx Radio, but we never seem
to hear those. Have you had any conversations about that with Manx Radio, about getting audio
feed on inter news?
535
Ms Barna: This is not something I am really across, but my colleague, Louise Dow, is here
from the BBC, as well, and I think she will be able to give you more information on that, if you
are happy to hear from her as well.
540

Q173. The Chairman: Can I just pick up other points. You were saying that you write some
of the content that goes across to Manchester for the website.
It was one of the things that I picked up early on when there was the initial setting up of this
Committee, when I put the motion to Tynwald, that the website said, 'Ministers will decide'. It
was not Ministers, it would be Tynwald that wou ld decide, and I actually phoned up the BBC, It is
545 a strange thing that, if you have got a web content here and we are getting inaccuracies on the
website, it is not particularly reporting the Isle of Man very well if you write a story and then
somebody edits it before putting it onto their website. So do you think it would be better if the
whole thing was actually managed here, rather than in Manchester?
550

555

Ms Banta: I think you have got a really good point here. This is one thing that 1 have been
talking to my managers about a lot. We are now in a position where I need to do a week's training
in August which will enable me to write news stories for the Isle of Man directly.
Q174. The Chairman: Because one of the other things that came up as well was... I think
there was a report on the BBC and they actually had, I think, the Isle of Wight sign instead of the
Isle of Man.

Ms Barua: I know, yes.
560

Q175. The Chairman: It is these sort of things that reinforce the myths of where the Isle of
Man is in relation to the UK. What action, do you know, if any, was taken regarding that, and was
that a story that people from here were involved with, or was it people from the UK who came
over for that story'?

565

Ms Barna: For that particular story, it was a crew from the UK who came over. I am
completely with you. When I saw that, my heart sank because, as you know, every single day we
are working to make this project work and things like that just are horrendous, absolutely
horrendous, and it matters hugely.
Isle of Man Newspapers were good enough to write a story about it, so their screen grab I sent
570 to my line manager's line manager — as high up as I could possibly imagine — and 1 said, 'Listen,
this is not acceptable, and certainly in the light of the conversations that we are having with the
BBC at the moment, please see that something is done about this.' I do not know what has
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happened as a result of that, but I imagine it was someone sitting somewhere in some gallery who
just did not know.
575

Q176. The Chairman: You must have contacts within BBC North West now and the wider
BBC. Do you get the same feeling that other areas get misrepresented similarly to the Isle of Man,
or is it just us who seem to get the...
580

585

Ms Banta: 'Misrepresented', I think, is not the right word. I think there are so many... The
Celtic fringes especially, I think, have always historically fought for more recognition from the
BBC about the differences in their cultures to Britain and vive la difference — let's have the debate.

Q177. Mr Canister: Let's take today, for instance. Let's get back to this business of how
many stories are generated. You would sit down this morning at some time to decide what you are
looking for today.
Ms Banta: Yes.

590

Q178. Mr Canister: What is the process for that? There are three of you, presumably, there.
Ms Barua: Yes.

595

Q179. Mr Canister: I take it you are head news editor.
Ms Barn a: No, we are all on an equal basis.

60t)

Q180. Mr Canister: You are on an equal basis. So what is the actual process, then, to say,
`Well this is what we are going to do today,' because presumably everything has to be okayed by
Manchester, anyway, doesn't it?

Ms Barua: Not everything has to be okayed by Manchester, but the news for television
obviously has to be commissioned by them. Once that has been decided, one of us will go and
cover it for television. Then there is always... 1 would not say a trickle, more of a rush of other
605 stories that we can tackle at any one time, which can be considered features or analysis, and
obviously we need to he feeding Manchester news as well on various... especially if there is a
breaking news issue, with photographs and copy. .So, yes, basically it kicks off from that initial
meeting in the morning, but also bearing in mind that we do online sport, which is timeconsuming, too.
610
Q181. Mr Canister: You have been in news on the Isle of Man probably from the very start
when you went into journalism, What about the other two journalists who are here? Are they fully
familiar with the Isle of Man, its quirks and so on?

615

620

Ms Barua: Mark Edwards is one of my colleagues, who is a Manx guy, Castle Rushen
educated, completely aware of the Isle of Man. The other person is one of the most remarkable
journalists 1 have ever met in my life, just out of university, and she has slipped into this role in
ways I could not imagine. She is Cumbrian, so she has an understanding of some of the rural
issues that we have here on the Isle of Man, but her learning curve is phenomenal. I am in awe,
really, of what she has done and been able to do.

Q182. Mr Callister: Do you see, then, that the time will come when all of your stories will he
generated here and do not need to have some commissioning editor somewhere else saying, 'This
is okay,' or 'It is not"?
625
Ms Banta: It is a tricky one, that. The BBC Trust made a decision last year, which affected the
Isle of Man considerably, and that decision was to reject BBC management's plans for local video.
The reason why they rejected it was they conducted a public value test of the proposals and
they came up with the conclusion that the public value is outweighed by the market impact of the
630 proposal, so it would have a negative market impact on other media organisations. So if, for
example — (Interjection) Yes, I think we all felt the same way. That meant that, for the Isle of Man,
let's say, we are unable to put any video online unless it is commissioned by television because it
was deemed to he too dangerous commercially for newspapers and other radio stations that are
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635

beginning to put video online. The competition was seen to be too great, in that it would have a
negative market impact on our competition.

Q183. Mr Canister: This was a BBC Trust decision, then, was it, or a BBC head decision?
640

Ms Banta: This was it BBC Trust decision. The BBC management put the proposals forward
and the Trust rejected them.

Q184. Mr Canister: So your hands are tied to a large extent?
645

Ms Banta: To putting video online, yes.

Q185. Mr Canister: There is nothing to stop you from going out and getting the video, even if
you do not put it online, though. If something important happens, you must dash out with a
camera, mustn't you?
650

Ms Banta: Absolutely, yes. There is absolutely nothing stopping us from getting that video
because we can scribe a story up from it. It is great to have a record of any interview, as you know.

Q186. Mr Canister: Flow do you cover Tynwald?
655

Ms Banta: Do you mean the 5th July Tynwald?

0187. Mr Canister: No, the sitting of Tynwald every month.
660

Ms Banta: I think it is fair to say it is monitored, and if there is a story that would talk to the
community, if it has a real public interest, then we will talk to our editors about covering it and
how we can cover it.

Q188. Mr Canister: But from the Tynwald Agenda, you would recognise, surely, things that
would possibly be worth covering and have a camera person there when those debates take place.
665 For instance, last month there was a defeat of Government under one of the moves made by
David Carman, which was not reported in any of the media that I can recognise. Certainly, it was a
major defeat for Government: they were extremely embarrassed about it. It was a move, by I think
it was David Cannan, on providing the information for reduction of services in the future. The
only way you get a story like that is having somebody there in the Chamber to see what is
670
happening. You have not got anyone in that position, have you?

675

Ms Banta: No. Can I just say something about what you have raised there? I think you are
coming from the point of view of having a political correspondent we can have on the case all the
time. We are not in a position to be able to do that. What we are interested in, and the BBC Isle of
Man team, is seeing the stories that are coming through: for example, the Civil Partnership Bill
that is being discussed. We will not go to Tynwald and film you discussing it at the moment.

Mr Canister: Very wise.
680

Ms Barua: We will go to a gay couple in the Isle of Man whose lives are going to be impacted
because of your discussions, so it is about the community for the community. Often we need a
ministerial statement within there, too — we will get that as well — but as for purely political
coverage of Tynwald, we just have not got the manpower to do that, or the medium to broadcast it
on.

685

Q189. The Chairman: So how do you know a story may come along? Like Mr Canister said,
it could come out of nothing. Who would report to you? If you have got nobody there, are you
hoping... How do you monitor? Is that through listening to Manx Radio, or is it hoping that
somebody from Manx Radio will inform you of what has happened'?
690
Ms Barua: We get the Tynwald papers beforehand, what is coming up, so we know. Also, we
are monitoring what is going on on AM Manx Radio all the time and, yes, Manx Radio is another
feed. There are various ways of keeping your antennae out, and that is what we do.
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695

700

Q190. The Chairman: Does the BBC hold the purse strings, as in the ability for you to go out
and film events to make news stories? Are you restricted that way at all — the additional cost of
having to go out and make all these films on what might be happening, and then not actually using
it, or putting the website news together? Do they say, 'Well, we've got to fill your day up, and
rather than you go off and film this, we want you to stay in the office and write something up for
the website'? Is there any control by the BBC there on you?

Ms Barua: We are never concerned about filling our days up. No. We will be able to make that
judgement here on the Isle of Man.
705

Q191. The Chairman: You say you have your meeting in the morning about what you are
going to cover. If a story breaks in the afternoon, do you have to get approval from the BBC to
actually go out and film it, or do you just...

Ms Banta: In the early days, we probably would have phoned up first. Now I will phone up on
710 the way. You get a sense very quickly about what is going to have regional impact and what is not
and, generally speaking, any breaking news story will be used, even, like I said, if it is a minute in
the morning on the breakfast bulletins. Yes, it does get used. They are very eager to get Isle of
Man news onto the BBC.
Can I just take the floor for a couple of minutes? I did want to fly the flag, as it were, because
115 one of the missing links for me in this inquiry has been that there are three very dedicated
journalists here who are, on a daily basis, trying to get stuff on the BBC from the Isle of Man. Not
that that is difficult to do any more, because they are very eager, but when people say to me,
`What do you do?' and the Audience Council comes up with, 'Well, BBC coverage is rubbish', I
get quite passionate because we are working every single day so hard.
720
I just wanted to give you a picture of recent commissions so that you have an idea about what
we are actually getting on to the news, because it is a misconception that there is nothing about the
Isle of Man on the BBC. It is a question of whether people are watching. Very recently: Guy
Martin talking about his TT crash: Tynwald Day package within this there was Tynwald Hill as
a potential World Heritage Site and the Manx language movement, which is gaining momentum;
72a Isle of Man Rally package; former Dr Who, David Tennant, filming on the Isle of Man — that was
a package with a wider look at the Manx film industry; basking sharks packages; the tin bath races
were covered; Mark Cavendish in the Tour de France, and one of our team was actually sent to
Paris last year to get the background — the family background, the Isle of Man background — on
Mark Cavendish within that package, which went national; local clockmaker putting his work on
730 exhibition in London; internment on the Isle of Man; Isle of Man Sports Awards; ex-servicemen
protesting about the end of the Reciprocal Health Agreement; cyclist, Jonny BeIlls, on his
recovery and his hopes for the future; arrival of the tall ships on the Isle of Man; steam train
commuter package during TT Week; extensive coverage of the Isle of Man Bay Festival — that
included interviews from the bands who came over, i.e. Spandau Ballet and the local bands as
735 well; Matt Dawson, sports star, came over to help promote rugby here on the Isle of Man that
was another package; extensive coverage of the TT Races — that included the Green TT race,
coverage online each day, summary package at the end of the festival, rider interviews and
interviews with each of the winners; there was a package on the opening of the Joey Dunlop
Centre; there was a package on health and safety concerns with the IT; interview with former
740 marshal, Hilary Musson; there was a package on riding through the generations with Phil Kneen,
who is a rider, and his family; and there was coverage of the TT funeral for Paul Dobbs; there was
the anchor raised from the sea bed from a Manx ship which sank during the Dunkirk landings;
there was Mick Jagger proposing using the Isle of Man as a testing ground for legalising cannabis;
there was EasyJet launching from the Isle of Man; there was a group of students embarking on a
745
relay swim from Cumbria to raise money for Africa.
I have got lists of this and I could go on, but I just wanted to say at this point that it is a
misconception that the Isle of Man is not covered on the BBC. It is a question of whether or not
people are watching.
750

Q192. The Chairman: Do you think that is where we probably miss out? I know in the
Channel Islands they have a set time. Do you think if the BBC gave Isle of Man news a set time
where they knew it would be on, it would be more beneficial, then? There might be a story on
from the Isle of Man and there might not he.
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Ms Barua: I have never even considered that, to he honest. What 1 would be wary about...
Bearing in mind that everything I say is from a broadcast journalist's point of view — I have no
managerial steer in any of this — I would he reluctant to make the Isle of Man special.

The Chairman: It is.
Ms Barua: Of course it is special, but I would not want it to become a sort of 'Okay, now let's
have the Isle of Man news', because at the moment the news going onto Manchester television
stands head and shoulders with the rest of the news from the region, on an equal basis, and it is
there because of its merit, because of its interest as a news item both for the Isle of Man and
people in the north west of England. So having an opt-out... I do not know. It would make us a bit
special.

Q193. The Chairman: How do you think the staffing of the Isle of Man is, compared to
Jersey and Guernsey? Do you think they get a better deal out of this? Do you think you need more
staff here?
Ms Barua: For our brief at the moment we have adequate staffing levels. Jersey and Guernsey
have a radio station and a television station, so yes, they have more staff available, but for what we
do, three is, in my opinion, a good number.

Q194.'['he Clerk: Just thinking about what you have just said, I think you said that there is a
lot of work going on and you are supplying material to the BBC about what is happening in the
Isle of Man, but people in the Isle of Man might not be watching. Certainly that is my experience.
I do not want to watch half an hour of television news about the north west of England on the off780 chance that there might be a story about the Isle of Man. So do you see your job as providing a
service for the Isle of Man, or providing a service for the north west of England about the Isle of
Man?
785

Ms Banta: Personally, I see my job as providing a service for the Isle of Man.

Q195.The Clerk: Is it a marketing exercise?
Ms Barua: No, absolutely not. There probably should be more marketing involved in this. I

790

think —

Q196. The Clerk: How does it benefit licence fee payers in the Isle of Man to have their news
seen by people in the north west of England?
Ms Barua: I do not think it does necessarily benefit the Isle of Man. We are not in the job of
795 promoting the Isle of Man that is the job of the Isle of Man Government Tourism Department —
we are in the job of reporting impartially and balanced from the Isle of Man to the BBC, and that,
for me, is the job.

800

Q197. The Clerk: Is it possible to do that and at the same time to confirm and strengthen the
idea of the Isle of Man as an independent nation?
Ms Barua: Yes, absolutely. That happens, anyway, because we are from here, so we have a
very strong sense of that. I am not quite sure what your question is there.

805

810

815

Q198. The Clerk: I think it is the simple point that, in terms of the overall structure of the
broadcast landscape of the BBC, we are being treated as part of the north west of England and we
are not part of north west England.
Ms Barua: Yes, but regionally, geographically, that is where we are, isn't it? We have to
accept that, and actually, what happens around us has to he of interest. We cannot just be isolated
here in the middle of the Irish Sea. What happens around us, both in Ireland and in England, is of
relevance to the Isle of Man. Also the political life — what happens in the UK is hugely important
to what happens in the Isle of Man.

Q199. The Clerk: Do we send any stories to BBC Northern Ireland?
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Ms Barna: Actually, we work very closely with BBC Northern Ireland during TT, If there is
something that they pick up on our prospects that is of interest to us, then, yes, we will work with
them and vice versa.
-

820

Q200. The Chairman: As part of that, you were saying that as a north west region, but if you
are reporting back to Manchester and somebody in Manchester is looking at story A, which is
going to affect a million people in Liverpool, and there is another story that is going to affect
80,000 people in the Isle of Man, do they do the, Well this is a million people and this is 80,000
people, so we will put the million people ahead of the 80,000.'?

825

830

Ms Barna: No. I do not think they do, actually, because you see packages on North West
Tonight about, which might only, probably, affect 12 people, but they are interesting stories, you
know? So, I really do not think that that is part of their editorial process. I remember there was
something very recently on canal boats not being allowed to go down a particular canal. That can
only affect a few people, but looked great; it was very well reported and it had some wonderful
interviews in it.

Q201. The Chairman: You see, I think sonic of the perception is that you will see a story on
the BBC about Wirral County Council, bin collection, but when you are reporting the Government
835 of the Isle of Man, it does not seem to have the same weight as Wirral County Council and it is
trying to get the people in the BBC to understand that we are not a county council, we are more
important than Wirral or any other county council. Is that a part that you have to try and force over
to them about the difference between the Isle of Man and the UK?
840

Ms Barua: It is a thing I will say quite regularly, but 1 do not think I have to force it. You
know, I think it is generally understood, but how it is perceived is another thing by the viewer and
it is interesting to hear how you feel.
I do not know. One of the reasons I welcome this inquiry is it keeps the pressure on and that is
absolutely great. It is going to make this project evolve even more.

845

Q202. Mr Canister: You gave us a very impressive list of TV items that have been presented.
Ms Barna: Oh, I have got more.
850

855

Mr Canister: Well, I could quite happily listen to more. Let me come to... We are talking
here about tin baths and Cavendish and Mick Jagger and so on. As far as the TT was concerned,
did you report on deaths?
Ms Barna: If there were deaths... It seems like a long time ago to me, now, but, yes, they
would have been reported.

Mr Canister: That would have been reported?
Ms Barna: Yes.
860

Q203. Mr Canister: The difficulty you have, presumably, is the Isle of Man generates very
little hard news. I would call it hard news; major stories. Is that a difficulty?
Ms Barua: No.
865

Mr Canister: It is not a difficulty?

870

Ms Barna: No. Not at all, because, the stories that the Isle of Man creates, the fact that we
have got a world-class cyclist at the Tour de France. It is huge, and there are so many things. Who
else in the world has tin bath races? Okay, I am understanding what you... It is world tin baths!
We have

Mr Ca!lister: Tin bath races on television are pure fillers.
875

Ms Barna: But it is still the Isle of Man and, okay, it is very light-hearted news, but not
everything can be hard news.
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Q204. Mr Callister: You have not got any examples of hard news, really, in the list you gave
us, I do not think.
880

885

Ms Barua: Oh, let me go on, then. We have got... Well, I do not know: Easy Jet launching
flights in the Isle of Man. That is pretty good. Out of hours medical services package; how the
Icelandic ash cloud affected Isle of Man flights and local business and the local ferry company.
How the passing of the Civil Rights Partnership Bill will affect gay couples on the Island. We
have got a package on how police deal with mephedrone on the Isle of Man; getting a work permit
in the Isle of Man; civil partnerships, I have said that. And the North West Constabulary drugs
campaign. It is a very diverse mixture of stuff we cover.

Mr Ca!listen Thank you.
890

Q205. The Chairman: When we do our report, is there anything in our report that you think
we should put in which would assist you and say, 'Well, this is where we need to go.' Anything
that would concern you and do you think, there was a recommendation to withdraw or amend
the TV licence fee, how do you think that will affect?

895

Ms Barua: The first part of that question, I would say, in my negotiations with BBC managers
it has helped me and could help you to be very specific about what you want. I think that has
always been a very good tool for me to use. And then, of course, they can meet you with clarity
and say, 'okay, budgetary concerns' on their side.
Amending: I do not know. I do not really know the answer to that question, because, this is
new territory for all of us. I do not know how you could proceed with that. I would see the way
forward being you continuing to talk with the BBC and to say, 'Listen, we really think this would
work. What do you think and how can we make it happen?'

900

905

9 10

Q206. The Chairman: A question you can say that you do riot want to answer, but would you
say that the Isle of Man gets a fair deal, compared to Jersey and Guernsey?
Ms Barua: Again, that is a tricky one, is it not, because of the radio station situation. Yeah,
without a BBC radio station here we are doing, I think... I think it has helped us he more creative
in what we can do.
Do I think we get a good deal? Well, I do not know. I do not know. There are a lot more
journalists working in Jersey and Guernsey. We all know that, but we get, regularly, two minutes
on North West Tonight on our newsstands, together with the other regions. It has the same impact
as the other regions.
Jersey and Guernsey get an opt out. I think —

91.5
Q207. The Clerk: Sorry, just to come in on that. You say our news has the same status as the
other regions. Well, I do not think you mean regions. Do you mean something that is smaller than
the North West of England or do you mean the other regions —
920

Ms Barua: Within the North West of England.

Q208. The Clerk: Other places within the North West of England.
925

Ms Barua: Yes.

Q209. The Clerk: So, if we get a really good story, it will be seen regionally, in the same way
as if you are working in a region, if you get a really good story, it would be seen nationally?
Ms Barua: Yes. I mean, we can also get our stories national as well, if they are good enough. I
930 have got a little list of those for you, too. We had Tynwald Day. I made a package on Tynwald
Day last year with that buzzword, democracy, involved in it and focused on the Petitions of
Grievance. That went national. That was spotted within the prospects for North West Tonight that
were going out that night and News 24 said, 'Oh, we like that.' And took it for News 24.
Other things which have gone national were, do you remember when Douglas Council
935
inherited some money from a man called Douglas. That was quirky enough to go national. I once
got a radio package on Woman's Hour which had not gone anywhere else. It just went straight to
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Woman's Hour. So, yeah, there is definitely scope and, you can hear the whoops of joy when we
get something to go national in the BBC Isle of Man office.
940

Q210. The Chairman: Do you get much going towards radio: BBC radio?

Ms Banta: Well, for example, you were talking about the deaths in the TT. If there is
somebody from, I do not know, Northumbria, who dies here, we will do a two way with them. We
always do a two way with Radio Cumbria on the TT. Yeah, we will often do two ways with other
945 regions that have somebody of interest here on the Isle of Man. Also, Radio Lancashire came over
very recently — I am not sure if you are aware of that — and they did a three-clay broadcast at the
Villa Marina and they consulted with me about who they should have on their panels in the
morning. So, yeah, that was a,.. It is not regular, but it does happen,
950

Q211. Mr Callister: Final question, from me anyway. What sort of feedback do you get from
the public; either for the website or the stories that are generated on television?

Ms llama: The feedback that I got in the past: for the website is, 'Great features and analysis,
but the news was a little slow'. Television: 'Saw you on telly last night.' You know. It varies!
955
Q212. Mr Callister: No huge volume of feedback, then?

Ms Banta: No, not really. I think that generally goes to the Audience Council, doesn't it?
960

965

970

Q213. The Chairman: One final. Do you consider the Isle of Man would be better served if
we also had the satellite opt out, similar to Jersey, that we could just have a satellite slot for people
to see Isle of Man news?

Ms Banta: Do you mean the opt-out situation as in North West Tonight?
The Chairman: Then they can just... They do not have to do it over the... Just have the
satellite broadcast of the Isle of Man sections of it? You could opt out. You see the BBC regional
ones as you go through the satellite signals. So you have got all these regional ones. A separate
Isle of Man one. Would that be something else to do?

Ms Bania: Fill the day a bit. I do not know. I do not know. I really do not know if that would
better serve the Isle of Man or not. It would just mean that what we already do, goes to a different
place. It is a difficult one for me to answer.
975

Q214. The Chairman: Anything else you would like to tell us before you go?

Ms Banta: I have no more lists. Do not worry.
980

Q215. The Chairman: Earlier, you said your colleague was Louise Dow. Would she like to
talk to us now, before...?
Would you like to come and give some evidence now, Louise?

Ms Dow: I do not want to gatecrash, but I might be able to help with a couple of points.
985

The Chairman: Yes.

Ms Dow: Okay.
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Ms Dow was called at 11.12 a.m.

EVIDENCE OF Ms L DOW
The Chairman: Right. If you could just introduce yourself and explain what you do for the
I3BC.
990

995

Ms Dow: Okay. My name is Louise Dow. I am currently working for the Nations and Regions
Division; English regions within that. My job title is, rather grandly, Business Manager, but I
suppose that means that we look at a whole range of provision for radio, television and online that
the BBC is making within the Nations and Regions Division.

Q216. The Chairman: I was mentioning earlier about the poor reception of some of the BBC
radio stations. Is that within your remit to rectify or to have input?
Ms Dow: It is certainly something that we can have input into and it is an ongoing issue for the
1000

BBC, not just in the Isle of Man, but in other areas, as well. As you quite rightly said, there is the

issue of some analogue transmissions. There is also the issue of digital radio provision. I say it is
an ongoing issue, not to say I cannot give you an answer, but generally, because in terms of digital
provision, the way that the licences work, Ofcom, the regulator, offers digital platforms, first of all
or, actually, only to commercial radio providers and if they come forward and want to set up a
1005 digital multiplex, then the BBC can apply for a place on those multiplexes and that, I understand,
was set up to make sure that the BBC does not have any sort of monopoly and is in charge of
every method of transmitting.
Obviously, that means that we are very much in the hands of commercial stations as well and
Ofcom and that is why, in some parts of the areas that we serve, not every area receives digital
1010 transmissions and the analogue services, as I say, is an ongoing thing that we feed into. As Helen
mentioned, it is issues that it gets fed into by the Audience Council that can go all the way up to
the Trust and it is an ongoing issue.
1015

Q217. The Chairman: Do you consider that the digital roll out will continue or, as we see
now, that digital listenership is actually dropping off and people are going back to analogue, that it
is the way forward or —

Ms Dow: Oh. Now, that is a very good question and there are people a lot more qualified than
me who are struggling with that as well. It is a very difficult one, simply because there are, as you
1020 know, problems across the entire industry, especially for the commercial sector in terms of, you
know, it costs money to set up these multiplexes, these traditional multiplexes, and at a time when
everybody is struggling for funding, they might decide that it is not high on their list as a priority.
If that -- it is a bit of a crystal bail moment — 1 do not really know the answer, but if that were to
continue, it may well be that digital is not seen as the way forward, not just for the BBC, but for
1025
the entire industry. But I am afraid that is something that everybody is wrestling with at the
moment and I do not have an answer to.

1030

Q218. Mr Callister: Do you know, off hand, the extent to which digital listeners exist at the
moment or the percentage that have gone over to digital?
Ms Dow: I do not, but it is something —

Q219. Mr Callister: It is certainly under 50%, is it?
1035

1040

Ms Dow: Honestly, I do not know, but if it is something that the Committee is interested in, it
is certainly something we can try to find out.

Q220. Mr Callister: It seems a bit odd to me that you are suggesting that the BBC may be
backing away from this, because everything I read about it is that they are still trying to push very
hard and, as a business manager, is it one of your responsibilities to try and drive it?
Ms Dow: No. I am sorry if I did not make myself clear. I am not suggesting the BBC is pulling
away from it. I am saying that the industry as a whole, there are lots of question marks at the
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1050

moment, especially because of the way the provision works, in terms of who comes and sets up the
digital multiplex — the thing that allows you to broadcast digitally — and because of pressures and
financial pressures on the industry at the moment, it is not a continual roll out. You will notice that
in some areas it is almost on pause. It is on hold. So that is what I meant about nobody is really
sure at the moment.
It is certainly not a BBC policy that we are saying, 'Oh no, digital is not the way forward and
that is not what people should be doing.' fhere are lots of very successful BBC services and nonBBC services that broadcast on digital. But I am sorry, I understand the implication of the question
to be, `Are we all definitely going towards digital and there will be no analogue services in the
future?' That is quite tricky to answer at the moment because, as I say, in some areas, the digital
take up has not happened yet. I am not saying it will not, but it has not happened yet.

1055
Q221. Mr Canister: You were here to hear what Ariane Barua was saying about her role for
the BBC in the Isle of Man. It seems to me that, to some extent, and maybe it will change in the
future, her hands are a bit tied, having to work through Manchester, rather than directly here on the
Island. Any comments on that?
1060

Ms Dow: At the BBC we would be very worried if we thought any of our journalists felt their
hands were tied.
Mr Canister: I used the words, of course, not her.
1065

1070

1075

Ms Dow: No. I understand that.
As Ariane mentioned, it is something that we are trying very hard to address, in the sense that
she mentioned the training course that she has got coming up next month. That is a programme
that is being rolled out, not just in the North West region, not just for the Isle of Man, but for lots
of the local areas that we serve, because there is a recognition and an understanding that, of
course, if your journalists are based somewhere, they know the area better than anyone else and so,
if the news, whether it is in radio, television or web form, can primarily be generated from the
locality, then who has a better understanding of the news and the area and the background and the
context than the journalist here? That is what we are trying to move towards, hence the training
course that was mentioned earlier.
Q222. The Chairman: Do you think the staffing on the Island is adequate for possible
expansion of the web-based content all being dealt with here and are there any other plans, do you
know, of expanding the staffing here?

1080

Ms Dow: We have no plans to expand staffing imminently or coming up. I think, again, as
Ariane mentioned, what is useful for us is to hear quite specific examples of the kind of content or
the thing that you would like to see the BBC doing. I think you asked earlier what is the sort of
feedback that you get from people and very often people say you do not do enough or we want
1085 more, but everybody's 'more' is slightly different and what we need to try to do is to make sure
that we are providing the right kind of content for the most number of people.
So, for example, some of the light stories that you mentioned, some people might say, 'well,
why are you doing lighter stories, I want to see hard news.' But for other people and the BBC as a
whole, especially in local and regional services, a lot of people say, 'There is quite a lot of doom
1090 and gloom in the world. Can we not have some lighter stories?' And so, I suppose, the example
that I am trying to make there is, what we need to do is to try and we would like to do is to work
together to find out, if you want more coverage, what sort of coverage, because it is from that and
the sort of content and the sort of coverage that you then work out your staffing levels and how
best to provide that.
1095
Q223. The Chairman: I suppose, in one way, when you said about bad news, the Isle of
Man's point of view — and I suppose people would say that we have got our economy still growing
here compared to a lot of places in Europe, our unemployment is still at a low figure and yet that
does not seem to be coming across in anything about, in a positive way. People saying, `Yes, well
1100 you report all the bad things or the tin bath race.' But, as in some of the Tynwald debates, where
they are talking about different things that affect the economy of the Isle of Man and it is one of
those areas that some people in business say, `Well, you do not promote as you would in other
areas of, say, the North West.'
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Ms Dow: Well, actually, hearing that, that is a great example for us — and when I say 'us' —
you know, day to day, that is the kind of thing that Ariane and her colleagues do need to hear,
because we are... What we want to do is we do not want to dictate the news, as it were. Of course,
there are really important things happening on the Island that would naturally form part of the
news agenda, but the point of having journalists here on the ground is to hear from local people
who have got interests in a variety of things and that is the kind of thing that we want to hear,
because we are trying.
Ariane mentioned earlier about an example of the rights for gay couples. We would cover that
in terms of getting a statement and then looking at what Ministers might say about that, but we
also look at it from the point of view of somebody who might directly be affected.
Similarly, if there are stories about the economy, we want to reflect them in as wide a range as
possible and that is why we have got journalists on the ground and they go out and they work
tirelessly to go out and meet people and say, 'Right, the economy is a huge story at the moment
across the world, but what is it for you at the moment'? Give us your points of view about it.' So,
we do not just want to hand down the news, we want people to tell us and then we will do our best
to cover it from a range of angles, really.
Q224. Mr Ca'lister: I wonder if I could suggest to you that the Isle of Man clearly is not part
of a region? It is not part of any region; it is an Island. It is self governed. It is a nation in its own
right and it has to fit into your regionalised system of the BBC, but there does not seem to ever be
recognition that the Isle of Man is quite separate from the UK.
We sort of get lumped into it, whereas in the Channel Islands, they would probably be regarded
rather differently and also, of course, we have established, that the Channel Islands have an annual
financial advantage, a great advantage over the Isle of Man, which is equivalent to about £2.8
million in the services they receive for television and for radio. So, looking at that, is there not a
case for the BBC providing more for the Isle of Man, due to the fact that we are not part of the
UK, although we are paying the licence in the same way?

Ms Dow: Well, part of this process and other processes that are going on already, we do want
you to tell us what else you would like. I am sorry if it feels like I am repeating myself, I do not
1135 mean to, but we want to be quite specific about it and reach this in a partnership, because what we
also are very conscious of doing, is not encroaching on the territory of other media providers and it
is a bit of a balancing act and a bit of tightrope.
The BBC does not want to go into any area, whether it is the Isle of Man or anywhere else, and
sort of stamp all over the fantastic provision that exists already and is growing up as well. We need
1 140 to try to work in partnership and that is actually one of the reasons I was here and part of my remit
at the moment is to try to further our partnership with Manx Radio.

1145

1150

1155

Q225. The Chairman: As part of that, the Isle of Man Government gives a subvention to
Manx Radio of over El million per year, so there is support there, but is there any thought that,
with your national news coverage, you could give other media, as well as Manx Radio, the use of
your news feeds as part of that?
Ms Dow: Well, when we entered discussions with Manx Radio about our news feeds, we also
got in touch with sonic of the other local media and said, we are having these discussions. We
would never set out to work only with one media partner. That is not what we are about; we are
about wider partnerships and we have been very open about that and we have said, 'Here is what
we are talking to Manx Radio about.'
Sometimes, it is just not a natural fit. I think there are some similarities between the style of
news and the type of news that the BBC would provide and Manx Radio provides and that might
not be a fit with another radio station and in which case they might say to us, 'Well, that does not
really help its because it does not fit in with our style of news.' And then that is the point where we
say, we are happy to look at other partnerships. We are listening. If you would like to talk to us
about something. We do not have ail the great ideas. I will be honest. They might have thought of
something that we had not, actually.

1160
Q226. The Chairman: It is very similar to you training a number of journalists up at Manx
Radio. Have you thought about expanding that training to the other providers on the Isle of Man,
to give them the benefit of it as well, not just Manx Radio?
1165

Ms Dow: Well, as I say, we are open to suggestions.
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Q227. The Chairman: Has there ever been a thought of doing, like, a Crown dependencies
regional TV coverage, instead of it being North West? That you do the Crown dependencies. So
you could have Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man and it just gives it that separation, that we are not
just anchored off Liverpool.
1170
Ms Dow: Honestly, I do not know. I cannot tell the Committee whether that is ever something
that has been discussed or not. Again, I can find out for you if that would be of use.

1175

The Chairman: Yes, that would.
Ms Dow: I am sorry. I do not know.

Q228. The Chairman: Is there anything else that you would like to say about comments that
have been made earlier on that you would like to try and clear up?
1180

1185

1190

1195

1200

Ms Dow: I do not know if I am clearing things up or not, to be honest. Actually, just one thing
struck me when you were talking a bit earlier about provision of coverage of Tynwald. You may
or may not be aware that BBC Parliament are in discussions with Tynwald at the moment about
the potential for doing a regular television slot each month specifically focusing on Tynwald. That,
as I understand it, has reached the point of whether Tynwald would welcome that and then we
need to look at the technical side of fixing up cameras and that kind of thing.
Again, that is the sort of thing that comes out of quite specific requests or ideas and for me that
is quite a good example of us saying, we understand that the Isle of Man is saying to us we would
like you to do more and we really want to listen to those views but something specific like that,
that would be of value to the most number of people on the Island, that is the kind of thing that
would really help its to take things forward and try to work in partnership with you.

Q229. The Chairman: So, would that be with the BBC providing the cameras and the feeds
through or would you be looking for the Government to finance everything else and you just use
what we have actually got there?
Ms Dow: Again, I do not know about... I have not been involved in those specific kinds of
negotiations and I am not entirely sure whether the negotiations have got as far as getting into
things like that. Again, it is something that I can find out where we have got to with that.
It is something that we do already in other areas in the past. It is a mixture. Sometimes it is
funded by the BBC; sometimes if there is infrastructure there, it is a partnership. Every case is a
bit different.

Q230. The Chairman: I think, in one way, people would look at it as that it would be part of
1205 the BBC licence fee commitment to do something, rather than the Isle of Man paying similar, not
to be more disadvantaged than other regions by paying more just for other people to take that feed
from us. And I think that is one of the main reasons why we are seeing whether we are getting
value out of the TV licence.
From looking at what Jersey, Guernsey get, to us, there is a huge differential between what we
12 l0
get and what they get and whether you feel... Would you say we get value for money?
Ms Dow: Oh, my goodness. That is a difficult question for anybody to answer.

I will be honest, it is slightly before my time in the BBC. As I understand the Jersey and
Guernsey situation, it is slightly... It is different, because of what existed in the first place in
1215 Jersey and Guernsey, compared to what existed here when the BBC was rolling out some of the
local services and, again, I go back to the point about not wanting to encroach and being very
mindful of this. The example of the BBC Trust rejecting the proposal for local video that Ariane
mentioned is a good example of that. There was some very, very strong lobbying from local
newspapers and other local media providers saying, 'We are doing that already' or 'We are trying
1220
to do that. We do not feel it is right that the BBC comes along and starts doing that as well, It is
not fair. It makes the marketplace more crowded.'
As I understand it, there were elements of that to be taken into consideration when, as I say, the
BBC was rolling out its local services and what existed on Jersey and Guernsey was very different
to what existed on the Isle of Man and we are here to try to work in partnership and enhance the
1225
local media environment, not stamp all over it.
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1230

Q231. The Chairman: If, for instance, under the BBC Charter, when they are running local
radio stations, there is a certain input that they had to put in locally... if the BBC was to run Manx
Radio, would you consider the content any different in the future than it is now, apart from the
adverts?

1235

Ms Dow: I am not sure that Manx Radio would want the BBC to run Manx Radio. Well, like
any radio station, not just the BBC, there are service licence agreements and any radio station that
the BBC runs has to meet the service licence agreements that are set by the Trust and agreed with
the regulator. That would apply to any radio station or any kind of service that the BBC might run.

Q232. The Chairman: Would you think that Manx Radio's local content would be kept as is,
or it would become more of a music station with the feeds from national radio stations in between?
1240

1245

Ms Dow: Well, there is no suggestion that the BBC is going to run Manx Radio and so I think
for me to speculate on that is just not appropriate.
Q233. Mr Canister: I realise you have not been involved in the Tynwald discussions and so
on, but what would the BBC policy be over editorial control of that material?
Ms Dow: What, in terms of who has the editorial control?

1250

1255

1260

1265

Mr Canister: Yes. In other words, could they simply slice pieces that suited a news story. So,
would we have the editorial control here? Would Tynwald have its own control over what is used
or would the BBC feel that they could then be selective on anything that is on that site?
Ms Dow: Well the BBC, as you know, has BBC Parliament and film and we have editorial
control of that. The very nature of news is that you cut things up and you slice it to tell a story.
However, you know, the BBC exists and is — tolerated is not quite the right word, I hope more
strongly than that — but actually, one of the founding principles of the BBC is fairness and
impartiality and accuracy and no BBC journalist worth their salt would ever cut something in such
a way that gave a misleading impression of something that has happened. We always retain the
editorial control over any material that we may have or we may decide to transmit, but we are very
careful with what we do with that material. It is a case of slicing it to fit the news agenda and make
it digestible for people.
We know from our audience research that however much we would all like them to, people
will not sit though a stream of several hours of business being transmitted from Parliament or
Tynwald or wherever. We have to make it more digestible, because people lead busy lives and
they will not sit and watch it. We always retain the editorial control to do that, but within that, we
are telling the story as it happened and giving a fair and accurate representation of what has
happened, whether it be in Parliament, whether it be in Tynwald or wherever.
Mr Canister: Thank you. Thank you.

1270

The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Ms Dow: Thank you for letting me gatecrash. Sorry about that.

1275

The Chairman: Right. A few more chairs.
I would like to invite our next witnesses, please.
,141-Ferguson, Mr Le Prevost, Mr Smith and Mr Wind were called at 11.37 a.m.

EVIDENCE OF MR G FERGUSON, MR U LE PREVOST,
MR G SMITH AND MR A WINT
Q234. The Chairman: Thank you. This will be a panel discussion and for the sake of Hansard
I will just remind you and ourselves that we must not have more than one person speaking at a
time. Before we start, please could you introduce yourself and which organisation you represent.
1280
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Mr Ferguson: I am George Ferguson, Director of 3FM.
Mr Le Prevost: David Le Prevost, Director at isleofman.com .

1285

Mr Smith: Gavin Smith, General Manager at isleofman.com.
Mr Wint: Andy Wint, Chief Executive, Energy EM.

The Chairman: Thank you for coming today. We wrote to you last month, asking you to
1290 comment on the scenario where the Island was not within the scope of the licence fee. We will
start with the scenario and I would first like to give you each the opportunity to make an opening
statement.

Q235. Mr Ferguson: I think, with regards the BBC's licence fee in the Isle of Man, it is
1295 imperative that it is maintained. I think the BBC do a remarkably good job in television and in
radio and what they offer the Isle of Man cannot be replaced by withdrawing the licence fee and
trying to do it ourselves. It is an impossibility.
With regards television, the television could quite easily be received digitally so, therefore,
removing the licence fee is not a major problem, because we would still get the television. If you
1300
removed the licence fee, the radio could quite easily be turned off, because it is transmitted via
analogue transmission.
However, what the BBC has to offer is absolutely vital for the wellbeing of the Isle of Man and
the population of the Isle of Man, whether or not you believe that the content is sufficiently Manx
or we get a reasonable deal. What we do get is we get a product which over 50% of the Isle of
1305
Man's population regard as theirs. Less than 50% regard what comes out of the Isle of Man as
theirs. So, it is far more important to have that.
In reality, if you are going to remove the licence fee, you have to do it in such a way that it is
not going to impinge upon the majority of the Isle of Man and you cannot do it.
1310

131:i

The Chairman: Thank you.
Q236. Mr Le Prevost: Our views are very similar to what George has said. The aspect of the
television component inside the licence fee and what that provides for the Isle of Man and for Isle
of Man residents is so big that I think withdrawing it would upset the local population so much
that they just would not support it at all.

The Chairman: Thank you
Q237. Mr Smith: Likewise, I think George has hit the nail on the head and David and I. share
1320 the same views, that we do not see a scenario where the licence fee currently paid to the BBC
could be withdrawn without great loss to the many different types of audience profiles that the
BBC serves. It was mentioned earlier that there are many different types of programming, he that
radio, be that television, different types of content on website: that says many different types of
audiences and there is the potential to lose that appeal if the licence fee was withdrawn.
1325
Q238. Mr Wint: To answer the question that, if the Island were not within the scope of the UK
TV licence fee, would it be possible to put in place an alternative arrangement under which BBC
services could still be made available to the Island, I think that is twofold, really. Practically, what
would happen if the Isle of Man did and I think we should play devil's advocate and say, what
1330 happens if Tynwald were to give Isle of Man citizens a right not to pay the BBC licence fee? What
would happen? What would the BBC do? Would they turn their transmitters off? Would they
withdraw from renting sites around the Island and what impact would that have on consumers on
the Isle of Man, in television and in radio? So, I think there is a great component in this equation
that just has not been consulted and that is the views of listeners.
1335
I agree with the other three panellists that replacing BBC network television on a local basis is
fatuous. We could not do it. People do watch BBC network television. However, the question is
does the Isle of Man get value for money and I think the elephant in the room is that everyone
knows it does not. So, I agree with the rest of the panellists, but I think we should play more
devil's advocate.
1340
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Q239.The Chairman: What sort of content or extra value do you think we could get from the
BBC.
1345

1350

1355

1360

1365

Mr Wint: I think you need to put in context that a lot has been said about the Channel Islands
and we need to put in context that there are two very different media landscapes. I am probably the
only person on the Isle of Man who was actually in the States of Jersey Assembly in May 1979
when the decision was taken for the States of Jersey to approach the BBC to bring on local radio.
It was taken in a debate whereby the States had sourced a medium wave frequency for Jersey for a
high-powered commercial radio station and the view was taken that radio on Jersey would be
better served — or the people on Jersey would be better served — with a BBC local radio station,
rather than a high-powered commercial radio station which, in effect, would be targeting the south
of England, and the media landscape in Jersey has existed subsequent to that.
I think one of the things no-one has mentioned today is the fact that Channel Television has
been on air in Jersey and Guernsey since the early 1960s and that is an enormously important
component to the media landscape in Jersey and Guernsey, where they have a commercial
television station, a BBC opt out, a BBC local radio station and one commercial radio station per
Island plus, on Jersey, six editions of the Jersey Evening Post. Our media landscape on the Island
is entirely different by virtue of history.
Tynwald licensed Manx Radio in 1964 and Jersey got Channel Television. The Isle of Man
was first out of the box with local radio and Jersey, the Channel Islands, were first out of the box
with local television. You could say there is something of the tortoise and the hare about this, in
that the Isle of Man was way ahead of everyone else in the British Isles with local radio and Jersey
was not, but we now find ourselves in the situation where the Isle of Man does not have any local
television to speak of, apart from tokenism via an editor in Manchester, and Jersey gets two. So, I
think the Isle of Man should demand more from the substantial amount of money that its citizens
give.

Q240.The Chairman: Okay. Anybody else any comments on...
1370

1395

Mr Ferguson: I think it would be very easy to put a rosy scenario together about what we
should demand and what we should expect. I have heard two different things. Why on earth do the
BBC have to do anything more than they are doing? We are a nation of our own, to ourselves,
externally. Does it matter? That is a question I ask. Do the BBC have to do any more? Yes, they
say they do. Yes, they are always trying to improve the quality. Yes, they always want to have
more local input here, there and everywhere, but how are we going to twist their arm? We will
never twist the BBC's arm to do more for us as a nation by threatening to withdraw a licence fee.
It would never happen. Why would they want to? They would just say, 'Thank you very much
indeed. Nice idea, go away and play.' And that is what they would do to us.
So, by trying to threaten to take the licence fee away is not going to work. How can you put an
alternative forward. Andy was saying, let us see if we can play devil's advocate. Devil's advocate
is simple. Take Manx Radio's subvention away from them and give Manx Radio to the BBC to
run as a non-commercial organisation. As a commercial operator, would 1 not say that? What a
lovely idea. We get rid of one commercial operator and I have a clearer playing field to play in,
but it does not actually work like that, because as anybody knows in business, if you have to
expend a certain amount of money into different areas and one of those areas disappear, you do
not actually put that into the other two areas, you put it back in your pocket and you say, 'Thank
you. I do not have to spend that money on advertising now.'
But would the BBC want to take over Manx Radio? Why should they? What is the point?
Manx Radio is doing an extraordinarily good job for a 70,000/80,000 population and what people
have to realise is that Manx Radio has been doing this for 40/45 years extremely well. The Isle of
Man should not underestimate the value of Manx Radio and should not underestimate the impact
that Manx Radio has on the community. To ask the BBC to take it over, again, is a non-starter
because of the constraints financially and because of all the rules and regulations that the BBC
work under. So, again, being devil's advocate, what is the alternative? Unless you can actually
come up with an alternative, there is very little point in having the discussion.

1400

Q241. Mr Canister: If I come to Mr Ferguson first and then Mr Wint. The question that really
faces this Committee now, because I think there will be an acceptance that the BBC would be
disinclined to remove any part of the licence fee, the question that remains in front of this
Committee is in what ways could we, perhaps, get better services, improved services, more
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services, from the BBC? Do I get a suggestion that maybe we should be pushing for the BBC to do
television from the Isle of Man?

Mr Ferguson: Well, indeed, that is two separate questions. We have to be able to tell the BBC
1405 what we want. It is all very well saying, 'Listen, BBC lads, we would like you to do more for the
Isle of Man, please.' And they will say, 'Well, what do you want?' And that is what we have heard
today from the two representatives from the BBC, and quite rightly so.
Do we know what we want? Do we want more information from a marketing point of view in
television, in radio? Do we want it on the website, online? Do we want the videos that we are not
1410 allowed to put online because the guys have not commissioned them online? Is that a marketing
exercise or do we want our own television opt out? Our own television opt out in my view is a non
starter.
1415

Q242. Mr Callister: If the BBC were asking you what 3FM could get from the BBC, have
you any thoughts that 3FM might be able to get?

Mr Ferguson: 1 cannot see anything that the BBC would bring to 3FM. We have a specific
brand which we utilise to reach a specific market and that brand would not fall within anything
that the BBC do. So, I cannot see anything that the BBC can bring within our brand.
1420

Mr Smith: If I might add to that, Mr Cal lister, I think George makes an excellent point there,
because whilst it is quite apparent that the BBC is very willing to provide its content to other
content providers on the Isle of Man, the key important thing is differentiation in that content.
There are several newsrooms on the Isle of Man; some at radio stations; some at newspapers;
1425 some at websites. We are all chasing the same news, essentially, but we report on that in different
ways and that is important to maintain that differentiation, because if the news was the same
everywhere, it makes it very, very difficult for commercial players like ourselves to make us
attractive to different types of advertisers who want to reach different parts of audiences.
1430

Q243. Mr Callister: But from isleofman,com's point of view, you must have been quite
pleased to hear that the BBC do not want to intrude too much in your kind of area now. That was
something that came new to me today. I had not heard that before. Is that encouraging to you in
some way'?

1435

Mr Smith: It is not for us to dictate what the BBC do, but as we have said the way the news is
carried by different places is what makes the different channels different. We can get news out
there a lot quicker than the BBC because the hierarchy they have to go through is that at the
moment the Isle of Man is a news gathering part of BBC in the North West of England and it is
Manchester who decides what are the big stories and, as they said to us, 'If Manchester say, "this
is a big story"', then they are not allowed to put it on the website if it is going to be televised.

1440

Q244. Mr Callister: But, Mr Le Prevost, what is your news gathering process then?

Mr Le Prevost: Well, our news gathering process here is that we are building it up. We are in
1445 an embryonic stage at the moment and, by the end of August, we will have three journalists,
experienced people, on the Island, gathering the news on the Island and, being a website, we do
not have to wait until the next news bulletin, we have an immediacy that helps to make
isleofman.comdifferent from the other channels.
1450

Q245. Mr Canister: So, you are becoming a news agency in some way, are you?

Mr Le Prevost: Yes, indeed. Yes.
Q246. Mr Callister: And Andy Wint, now, as far as the viewers, you referred to viewers and
1455 getting their views. We have got a huge file of comment that we have had from viewers. You will
probably finish up more or less 50/50 across the Island, 'Yes, we should pay this licence/No we
should not.' So, I do not think you get a definitive answer from going to the public on this issue, as
far as I see it. But you think we do not get value for money From the BBC?
1460

Mr Wint: I do not blame anyone specifically. I just think it is historically the way the media
landscapes have grown up in the two jurisdictions, in that the Isle of Man was radio led and Jersey
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was TV led, both with newspapers in the background, but what has happened is that we are where
we are and we have heard, time and time again today, from the two BBC people, Wiif White said
it at last, the BBC want to know.' So, I think we are in the crucible now. We need to crystallise
our views and put them forward to the BBC. They patently want to hear what we have to say and I
do not think we should tread the same old line.
We are a nation and, time and time again, we have heard — and I have sensed the mood of the
room — us being lumped in with Manchester, because patently we are not, We are closer to the
Mull of Galloway, but we are nothing to do with them, either. We are nothing to do with
Newcastle in County Down. it is the Isle of Man and the Isle of Man, constantly, we hear rhetoric
in Tynwald about the image of the Isle of Man, the place of the Isle of Man, Tynwald being the
oldest continuous parliament in the world, but I venture to suggest 90 people out of 100 do not
even know that in Cheshire and Manchester and on the Wirral in Liverpool.
Q247. Mr Canister: If the BBC were offering you some services for Energy, are there any
that you would say, 'Yes, we would like this; we would like that; we would like something else'?

Mr Wint: Well, they have not. Before the last meeting, I was approached at a hurried meeting
with someone from the BBC who said that they may be offering GNS services to Manx Radio and
did we mind.
Mr Canister: GNS?

1485

1490

Mr Wint: Is the general news service of the BBC and did we mind? And I said as long as we
get a fair shout as well, no. It may be possible that we could get something from the BBC. To be
quite honest, it depends which part of GNS it came from and it depends how relevant it was, But,
at the moment, Energy FM gets its international news from Sky.
Q248. Mr Canister: When you were programme controller at Manx Radio, would you have
welcomed the idea of the BBC service that we currently get, coming at that time or not?

Mr Wine: It is a hypothetical question, really.
1495

Mr Canister: Well, if you were confronted with a decision, Shall we have and shall we not
have it, knowing what it is?

Mr Wint: Weil, I would wonder what benefit it gave to Manx Radio, apart from office rental
income. Clearly, I just wonder what benefit would it have given to Manx.
You see, I am a fervent believer in a national radio station for the Isle of Man. I think it defines
1500 what the Island is; it has been a very proud servant to the Island for 45 years; first as a commercial
operator from the South Africans who came over and then from 1968 when it was brought into
Government. It has been a very faithful servant to the Isle of Man; does a fantastic job on limited
resources and 1 was there when the Darwin Report was compiled and went through. Manx Radio is
fine,
1505
I think the television aspect is one that needs to be focused on.

1510

Q249. The Chairman: Would you consider that the BBC have offered training to Manx Radio
staff and there is the option for the news service. Do you think other media, as the BBC's
commitment to the Isle of Man, like yourselves, would take up any offer to have extra training
through the BBC's resources? Would that be of benefit to your organisations'?

1515

Mr Ferguson: I think so, without a doubt. I think it would he wrong to say that any form of
training, any form of advancement in knowledge would be welcomed by anybody, but in that area,
yes. On specific areas of broadcasting, there is not a lot the BBC can offer us, but in the training
aspects, outside of the actual broadcasting, yes, there are areas that could be, may not be.
Mr Le Prevost: It is a possibility. It depends what services they can offer.

1520

Mr Wint: Journalistically, I mean, Will White mentioned last time that Manx Radio journalists
have been given free training and Manx Radio paid the costs. We would welcome our journalists
to be given free training by the BBC.
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Q250. Mr Canister: Would you pay the costs or would you prefer the BBC to pay?
1525

Mr Wint: Well, Wilt White said in the last Committee meeting that the BBC was here to
support radio in the Isle of Man and he used the specific words. I would welcome him supporting
radio in the Isle of Man in journalistic training.

1530

Q251. The Chairman: And about the provision of national and international news, would that
be of benefit to your organisations, rather than have to go out to other organisations and pay for
their —

1535

Mr Ferguson: As Gavin said earlier on, it is all very well to have the BBC giving us their
news, but we are different organisations and if your news service is the same across every
organisation then what is the point? We have to have different slants on stories and different
stories.

Mr Wint: I think only if there was something — if we were allowed access to it and we could
pick and choose and if there was, obviously, an international story that was of relevance to the Isle
1540 of Man; let us say a Hong Kong banking collapse or something and the BBC had a correspondent
there, it would be useful to be able to take that rather than wait for Sky... I have worked in
organisations in the past that have sourced news from different organisations. It is often quite
healthy.
1545

Q252. The Chairman: So, if you had a wish list of things the BBC could help you with, what
would it be?

Mr Ferguson: A 50 inch plasma! (Laughter)
1550

Q253. The Chairman: As for your organisation, yes, 50 inch plasma. But realistically do
not say a 60 inch — but, realistically... and don't say 60-inch! (Laughter) But realistically, services,
assistance. There will he recommendations that we have to make.

Mr Ferguson: The difficulty the BBC would have, I presume, is actually offering a
1555 commercial organisation services, because their remit, unless l am wrong, or their mandate, states
that they cannot operate within a commercial organisation. However, they are doing that with
Manx Radio at the present moment, so therefore there are ways around everything.
I think the training aspect is very important. I do not think any of the product that we use
currently on our radio station, on 3FM, can be bettered by culling stuff from the BBC. If there are
1560 national events, as has already been mentioned — say, for example, the death of the monarch, and
so forth — then archive material could also be utilised in stories from that area. As the BBC have
the best archive in the entire world, it would be folly of us to say we do not want to use it, if we
can. It is just little things like that, really, which are huge in effect.
1565

1570

Mr Le Prevost: The BBC has got vast news resources. Programming is of no interest to us, so
we would only be a news feed, but it would have to be one that we can pick and choose from, and
I think the provision of that is highly unlikely.
Q254. Mr Callister: Have you extended, or arc you going to extend, into using video as well
on your website?

Mr Le Prevost: A website does lend itself very well to video content and we do see that
coming onto isleofman.com.
1575

Mr Callister: It is not yet, is it?

Mr Le Prevost: It is not... Well, some is there. We have proven the technology and we have
done some articles on it, but it will be a year before that really starts to climb.
1580

Q255. The Clerk: One thing that everybody on the panel has in common is internet services.
The two gentlemen in the middle only provide an internet service, and the two gentlemen on the
left and right provide a radio station which has also a website. I think it would be interesting to
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hear, as the BBC has put more effort into its website, whether you have noticed any impact on
your websites in terms of the way the market is developing.
1585
Mr Wint: No, Energy FM's website continues to grow exponentially. If they have been doing
anything special, we have not noticed it.
Mr Smith: think that perhaps a limiting factor, at this current time, for the popularity of the
1590 BBC Isle of Man website — and Ariane has touched on this in detail — is that the decision-making
process about what content can and cannot be posted seems to be quite a long one. The number of
staff in the BBC Isle of Man newsroom is similar to ours. We know what output can be achieved
when the decision-making process is short.
People in the internet environment want the immediacy of news. So, like Andy's website, ours
1595 continues to grow in traffic, continues to grow in popularity. We have not noticed, in our analysis
and intelligence, that we are losing traffic to BBC isle of Man or that it is dropping off as a cause
of anything that they are doing, but think that their own decision-making process has limited the
appeal of that website, although we know that, from our own resourcing of the newsroom, they
have the potential to generate an awful lot more.
1600
Q256. The Clerk: If the BBC Trust had taken a different decision and had agreed to allow the
English regions to put video news up off their own hat — I think that was the issue -- would you
have been worried?

1605

Mr Le Prevost: i would be worried for the media in the Isle of Man because a strong video
presence is, 1 believe, the future of news, and video over the intcirnet is going to feature far more in
the future than it does now, and a very strong BBC channel with a lot of video in it would have an
impact upon the newspaper websites and upon the radio station websites, and that was picked up
by the BBC Trust. I fully appreciate why they said no, and I think that was the right decision.

1610

1615

1620

Mr Smith: The only thing I would like to add is that production of video generally requires a
skilled operator and is an overhead that those of us sitting here on this panel cannot bear in our
existing organisational structures, but is quite within the scope of BBC Isle of Man. If the decision
had been — Jonathan, to answer your question — different, then they would have been able to very
quickly, first of all, establish a market for quality video provision on the Isle of Man covering
news, and establish an almost 100% market share, which would have made it difficult for other
operators to grab a slice of that market.
So it is reassuring, yes. It is comforting — you mentioned earlier, Mr Canister — to hear that
they made the decision not to do that because of their sensitivity to the existing players in the
market place; although we are commercial organisations, we are used to competition, that is what
drives us forward, that is what gives the consumer choice, and that is the world in which we
operate. We do not have any comfort. If we do not produce the sort of content that people want to
consume and advertisers want to advertise within, then we fail as a business, we disappear, and we
cannot fall hack on any other means.

1625
Q257. Mr Canister: The thing that strikes me, then, after what David Le Prevost has just said
a minute ago about the importance of video for the future, is that the vast majority of young people
today seem to me to go to their televisions, or to their iPods or whatever, for their information.
They do not go to watch television for news very much anyway. Isn't it most likely, then, that
1630 video or other media, rather than a TV set, is going to bring you news, and there is no real case —
and I take this back to Andy as well now — to push for a television station for the Isle of Man,
because its use will be overtaken by different media?
Mr Wint: I think the debate that is surrounding the entire media industry is that of convergence
1635 and what delivery platform will gain dominance in the future. It is exercising minds far greater
than these here — with respect, (Laughter) certainly mine — and no-one quite knows. It is like
hitting a pile of soot: no-one quite knows what the landscape is going to be like when the dust
settles. No-one knows whether the mobile phone is the way forward. Nobody knows.
Internet and satellite are certainly the way forward. DAB is a hoax. They are the way forward,
1640 but no-one quite knows who is going to deliver the hardware, the software and the pricing
structure to make... Of course, it is a generational thing. The kids who grew up with BBC and
Apple Macs at school are far more computer literate than I am, certainly. It will depend on where
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the dice fall in the future, and as commercial operators we just hope we are one step ahead of the
game.
1645

Q258. Mr Canister: I take it from that, then, that you would not be prepared to invest in a TV
station in the Isle of Man?
Mr Whit: 1 would not go that far. (Laughter) Certainly, Energy FM, in the last General
Election, produced a website with coverage of all the candidates and interviews, and we will be
doing that next year as well. So there is an appetite for video. Probably there are people in this
room who watch BBC Channel Islands News. I do, and I watch Channel Television on Sky as
well. I enjoy it.
I think there is a great thirst. Manx Radio proves it with audience figures for their news
1655 broadcasts. The eight o'clock news in the morning is the most listened to because people want to
know what is going on in the Isle of Man. I do not really think people, consumers, viewers,
certainly on the Isle of Man, want the perspective of a car crash on the M62. They want to know
what is happening in Colby and in Tynwald. They want to know what is happening on the
beaches. We have an Island perspective and I think there is a great thirst for that on the Isle of
1660
Man. How it is delivered and by whom is another matter.

1650
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Q259. The Chairman: I think one of the things that we are looking at is whether the TV
licence is value for money. On research through the UK, the BBC iPlayer is significantly used and
it is a concern that people are actually using that, rather than buying a TV licence, and getting the
video content over it, and the BBC has actually mentioned that they are looking to encrypt their
service as a way to protect their content.
Mr Smith: If I might just make a suggestion. I think the Committee might need to look into the
requirements for a TV licence to now operate a laptop in the home environment, because I believe
that there are some changes in what you actually need because of the availability of BBC
programming across the internet.

Q260. The Chairman: I think part of that came under the rest of the money from digital
switchover, that they were looking to put a charge on broadband. So that may be a way that they
(675 were looking into that, but would you consider that would affect your services that you provide if
the BBC started going more towards the iPlayer and those services? Would it affect your news
coverage and programming?
Mr Le Prevost:1 think one of the changes that is happening is that the viewer is time poor, and

1 680 to be able to sit down at six o'clock and watch the news, or seven o'clock and watch the news, is a

1685

1690

1695

luxury that not many people have, One of the beauties about being able to go online is that you can
see the news there and it is all printed out.
Forty-three per cent of Americans get their news online today, and that seems to be the way
that it is moving. The Internet is very good at delivering news when you want it. I think that is the
big difference. It is not so much the technology; it is because the viewer is time poor.
Mr Wing: I think also it depends on broadband speed. Most people watch television to catch tip
with programmes that they have missed. Broadband speeds in Los Angeles, I know, are very fast
and people do watch TV on broadband in California, but it is down to the infrastructure. Whether
or not a stand-alone internee television station could be sustained on a commercial basis I think is,
at the moment, questionable.

Q261. The Chairman: A devil's advocate question for you here: if the BBC were to invest
more in the Isle of Man and to give possibly better value for money for the licence fee payer here,
do you consider it would affect your organisations, in what sort of way, adversely?
Mr Wint: George. (Laughter)

Mr Ferguson: I do not think it would. We have a brand, which I mentioned before, which is
1700 specifically targeted at a specific market, which we are doing quite well in, thank you very much.
We do not believe that anybody else coming in, unless they decided to target that market, which
they would not do... So I do not think it would have that much of an effect.
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Mr Smith: You have got to remember that what BBC services do not provide is a route to
market for advertisers. You can only attract advertisers if you have got a circulation, and you can
only attract a circulation if you have got content that is of interest.
There is no doubt that an expansion of BBC services on the Isle of Man might attract a bigger
audience, but from our own research what we know is that the Isle of Man population go to several
different sources for their news concurrently, not one in isolation, because they do not want to
miss anything. So, yes, we might put up our radar a little bit higher, but I do not think it would
affect us, commercially speaking, because they do not serve the advertiser, whereas we do.
Mr Wint: 1 will just precede my answer by saying I do not think they would, and also I think
that we all know the Isle of Man audience and reader better than currently the BBC do, so it would
take quite a few leaps in ambition and competence for the BBC to be where the people on this
panel are at the moment. So at the moment I do not think it is likely. If they were to do it in the
future, it would have to be a sustained period of investment for them to do it and I do not foresee
that at the moment, particularly when BBC local radio in the UK is at the moment discussing
regionalising rather than giving more local programmes. So I do not think the budget is there
anyway.

Mr Smith: 1 think the one thing the BBC have got is tremendous brand power. ft the BBC
expand their services here, everybody will know about it. Let's look at this as the real big picture:
if there is an opportunity to improve news provision and dissemination, both on the Isle of Man
1725 and off the Isle of Man, about the Isle of Man — and let's talk about Isle of Man PLC here — then
any expansion of news coverage on the Isle of Man by any service provider has got to be a good
thing for all of us in the long term. We each carve out our niches within that and we each exist
commercially in some cases and not in others. We would welcome an expansion of BBC services
on the Isle of Man. We would not see it as a commercial threat.
[730
The Chairman: Are there any final comments you would like to make, or statements?
Thank you very much for your attendance today. This now ends the public sitting of this Select
Committee. I would I ike to thank you all for your attendance. Thank you very much.
The Committee adjourned at 12.14 p.m.
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Procedural

5

The Chairman (Mr Cregeen): Good morning. May I welcome you to this sitting of the Select
Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee.
The Committee was established by Tynwald on 18th November 2009. The motion establishing the
Committee was:
That Tynwald appoints a Committee of three Members with the powers to take written and oral evidence pursuant to sections 3 and
4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to investigate the feasibility and impact of withdrawal from, or amendment of,
the agreement tinder which residents of the Isle of Man pay a television licence fee; and to report.'

10

My name is Graham Cregeen MHK, the Chairman. With me, I have the Hon. Phil Gawne MHK, David
Callister MLC. and Jonathan King, who is the Clerk. We have Ellen Callister, who wilt be doing the Hansard
for us. If I could ask everybody to switch off their mobile phones, because even if they are switched on
`silence' it will interfere with the recording.

15
EVIDENCE OF MR W WHITE AND MR D HOLDSWORTH

20

Q262. The Chairman: Today, we are hearing again from the BBC. On 24th March, we heard from Wilt
White and Laura Ellis. On 20th July, we heard from Ariane Barua and Louise Dow. We have now considered
the evidence from the BBC. We are grateful, then, to you for coming back here today for further discussions,
If you would like to introduce yourselves and state your position.

Mr White: Yes, I am Wilt White. I am Head of External Policy for the BBC and my colleague here is
Published by q.") the High Court of Tynwald, 2011
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David Holdsworth, who is Controller of Nations and Regions for the BBC.
Laura Ellis, unfortunately, is not able to he with us today, but David is actually Laura's boss, so he is from
the same department.
Mr Holdsworth: I am responsible, in effect, for the BBC's local output, whether that be on television, on
radio, or on the web.
I think I would just like to say that I welcome the opportunity to come here today. I am very grateful to
have the chance to come and talk to you but, most of all, actually, to listen to you, because we are at an
interesting moment, in terms of the BBC. We have now finally got ourselves a licence fee settlement and we
have got some sort of clarity about the financial landscape over the next six years. I think we are at a position
where we are thinking about the scope and scale of all of our services, whether they be national or local, over
that period, so now is an opportune moment to hear your views.
Q263. The Chairman: Would you like to make any other opening statement'?

40
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Mr White: You have heard from me before, but I think I would echo what David said. It is a very good
moment for Tynwald to be looking at this issue because we have a complete root-and-branch review of all the
services the BBC offers over the next six years and this is an ideal opportunity to input into that review.
Q264. The Chairman: Firstly, will the BBC acknowledge, not only in theory but in practice, the
constitutional status of the Isle of Man?
Mr Holdsworth: We recognise that the Isle of Man is a nation, a nation with Crown dependency status,
and that is reflected in our coverage on a daily basis, whether that be through our national outlets, through our
television coverage, through 'North West Tonight' or through our website, which has grown and developed,
and continues to do so, over the last three to four years.
We now have three permanent members of staff on the Island. One of those members of staff is dedicated
towards television coverage. Television coverage is shown on 'North West Tonight' regularly. We are very
keen to make more of that video and television on Our website, or any of the other Island websites, so that we
can get maximum advantage from it. So I think in all of our coverage we do reflect the status of the Island.
Q265. The Chairman: Would you consider that more editorial control should be based on the Isle of
Man? Some of the comment that we have had is that as it goes off into Manchester, on some of the reports it
is more of a not-so-serious agenda. It is a light-hearted look at the Isle of Man rather than serious news, and it
does not really reflect the Isle of Man as a nation.
Mr Holdsworth: I think your question is in relation to our television coverage.
The Chairman: Yes.
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Mr Holdsworth: Well, I would say that we provide a mixture of coverage in terms of the Island. We have,
for instance, been reflecting the current discussions about the shipping service and the different services that
are developing and what the implications are of that. There have been a number of reports on what I gather to
be a really important issue here, and just from my last 12 hours on the Island, I can see it is big in the local
papers. We have been reflecting on the development of the economy. We have had a number of reports based
on that.
We do also — and we do this for all areas that we cover — reflect the culture and the local life in a visual
sort of way. For instance, and you may smile when I say this but I know our 'Inside Out' programme on
BBC1 is working on a film about the number of wild wallabies that are living secretly on the Isle of Man,
think there is room for that, as well. I think there is room for all these kinds of coverage.
Q266. Mr Callister: Mr Holdsworth, you referred to being in charge of local matters, or local areas and

so on.

80

The Committee is quite concerned that the Isle of Man is treated as part of a UK region. I expect that that
is to do with the construction of the BBC system and so on, but we certainly do not get the impression that we
are regarded as a nation in the same way as Wales and Scotland are, for instance. They are not regions. They
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are countries in their own right, which is what we are.

85

Mr Holdsworth: I think that is probably an issue of scale, of size, which is reflected in terms of both our
investment and our output, but I can assure you that it is well recognised by my senior editors, whether they
are in Manchester, London or anywhere, that there is a different status for the Isle of Man. It has a nation
status and that is recognised in our coverage.
Q267. Mr Callister: And Jersey and Guernsey, are they part of a region?

90

Mr Holdsworth: They are indeed, yes. They are part of our south west region.
Q268. Mr Ca!lister: So we will continue to be part... Because of the system, we cannot be anything else
but part of a region, then. Is that right?

95

Mr Holds worth: When I say to you they are part of a region, this is an organisational structure in staffing
terms. We take England and divide that into 12, and we organise our staffing and our support services, so the
staff here on the Isle of Man benefit from, for instance, HR support based in Manchester. The staff we have
based on Jersey and Guernsey depend on HR support based in Plymouth. It is a direct comparison.

100

Q269. Mr Callister: So we cannot really be seen then, in future, as anything but an add-on to the north
western region?
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Mr Holds worth: You are seen as a very important part of the north west region in terms of our coverage.
You have a different status, which we aim to reflect through the enhanced website we have developed, and I
am interested in seeing if there are further ways that we can develop ow web offer, which seems to he the
most fruitful way forward, in terms of developing BBC services, given you have a well developed radio...
[Inaudible] with whom we have, I think, good relations already on the Island.
The Chairman: Mr Gawne.
Q270. Mr Gawne: I hate to be... What is the word I am looking for'? Perhaps 'dismissive' is the word..,
of what you have just said there, but we have heard all this before from the BBC -. 'Oh, yes, it's very exciting
and we can do this and we can do that on the website: yes, that's a good way forward' — but it does not
happen.
The last time we spoke actually, it was Miss Ellis — I had been asking various questions and moved on to
one of my pet subjects, which is the Manx language, and was told by Miss Ellis, 'Yes, we are serious about
this, we are going to do this, that and the other, and it is all about to happen, and very, very shortly this will
happen.' I reminded her that that is what I had been told, as Manx Language Officer, eight years ago. Indeed,
here we are six months later and all the things that we were told were about to happen have not happened and,
indeed, we have had a recent communication from the current Manx Language Officer that says he has pretty
much given up on the BBC because we are just getting nothing.
I do not know whether you would wish to respond to that.
—

Mr Holdsworth: My understanding is we have been helping your current Manx Language Officer in terms
of putting him in contact with our colleagues both in Northern Ireland and in Scotland. We have begun the
process of converting some of the pages on the website into the Manx language —
Mr Gawne: That is what you said back in the spring.

130
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Mr Holdsworth: And that has now happened. There are now pages on the website that have been put into
the Manx language and I am very interested in seeing whether we can begin to develop some sort of audio
service through the website or, potentially, perhaps through one of the radio stations.
Later on today I am due to meet David North and I think we will be having a conversation with him about
that. I think we are making progress. I think when Laura Ellis came to see you, we had no pages translated
into Manx. We have now, and we are interested in taking that further and wish to talk about that more.
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Q271. Mr Gawne: I shall try to remain optimistic and positive, then. It is just very difficult, with
experience.
Also I think, in your opening statement, you said, 'I do believe the BBC reflects the national status.' I am
afraid I do not, and I find very few people who genuinely do believe that. Certainly, the north west coverage
is clearly north west of England coverage with an occasional quirky story from the Isle of Man. I do not watch
the North West News service very often, for that reason, which is why perhaps I am missing something, but
the general experience that I have, and the experience that I get told about by others, is that if you want to find
out what is happening in the Isle of Man, you either listen to Manx Radio or go on the Manx Tube website.
You can look at ITV, but you certainly are not going to get it from the BBC.
Even your BBC website, because of, apparently... It is editorial control in the north west of England? Is
that correct?

150

Mr Holdsworth: I will answer that in a moment. Complete your point, but I will answer that. Do you want
me to answer that now?

155

Mr Gawne: We understood that the editorial control of the BBC website is from the north west of
England, it is not from the Isle of Man, and again, whilst the stories are there, they seem to be missing the
national focus that we would like to see. So, again, you are not delivering a service for the nation of the Isle of
Man, small though we may be. You are delivering what people in the north west of England think that the Isle
of Man ought to have. That is the way we see it.
It may be an unfair perception, but that is the way we see it.
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Mr Holdsworth: I am disappointed to hear that, because I am pretty proud of the website. I think we have
developed that well. It is obviously disappointing to hear that. It is well used. We have a good number of
users for the website.
I would like to clear up this point about editorial control, though, because I can see from the previous
hearings that it has come up before. The BBC website is run, I think, to very high editorial standards, and we
demand that every piece of news that is written on the website is subbed. It goes through a sub-editorial
process. So whether a story is written in London, Birmingham. Suffolk, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands
or Scotland, it goes to a second pair of eyes and is checked off before it is published, and we run our subbing.
operations, for efficiency, in a couple of centres only. In fact, our main subbing operation is actually in
Birmingham, in England, and the only measure of editorial control is that every story that is written here is
checked by one of those sub-editors before it goes live, before it is published. That is an identical process to
any story that the BBC website goes through because, once something appears on the website it is there
forever, and we know, to our cost, if you get it wrong, it is wrong forever, and the trust in the service is
reduced as a result.
But in terms of the agenda, the context, the way stories are developed, that all entirely ties in the hands of
our team here. It is purely the sub-editing process that is not on the Isle of Man.
Q272. Mr Callister: The sub-editing, then, you say, is done... or our sub-editing would be done in
Birmingham, is that right?

180

Mr Holdsworth: As is somebody Mr Callister: We thought it was Manchester, but -

185
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Mr Holdsworth: It is a two-stage system. There are some people in Manchester who write some or the Isle
of Man pages at off-peak moments - for instance, if something was to happen during the night when we do
not have a member on duty - but the principal subbing operation is done in Birmingham, as it is for stories
that are written everywhere.
Q273. Mr Callister: Is that also something to do with legal issues, as to the legalities of stories, or not; or
is it purely editorial?
Mr Holdsworth: A sub's task can relate to legal issues, and when they come upon... I can imagine that
you would next want to ask me... When they come on to something that is outside their normal legal
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195

jurisdiction, they will then take local advice. They will do the same for Wales, they will do the same for the
Channel Islands,
Q274. Mr Callister: Who will they take their advice from on the Isle of Man, then?
Mr Holdsworth: They will go to our team on the Isle of Man.

200

Mr Callister: To your team on the Isle of Man?
Mr lIoldsworth: My editorial team, yes.

205

Q275. Mr Callister: But your team on the Isle of Man should have already been sure that what they were
writing was correct, in any case.
Mr Holdsworth: That is right, and I have, quite often, telephone conversations between the writers of
stories and the sub-editors.

210

Q276. Mr Callister: Does this subbing then also include discarding stories and saying we won't use it?
Mr Holdsworth: Very rarely, and only on the grounds that it is a sub's view that that story is in some way
unsound to publish. That would happen very rarely.
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Q277. The Chairman: When we were speaking to Ariane Barua about the services that are provided and
she was telling us about the news stories that she was covering, one of the concerns that we gathered from her
was that in the morning she will phone up Manchester and say, 'Here's a list of the stories that I would like to
cover,' and she is told what to cover from Manchester, which may not be what, locally, we would be
considering a better news story. So how do you feel about the editorial control on stories like this? Should
there be more weighting from the local aspect, saying these are the stories we think we should cover, rather
than...
Mr Holds worth: We have two levels of training for our online staff. One is a general level of training and
one is something that we call a news online level of training. I think Ariane came to speak to you in July —
from memory, without going to my notes.
The Chairman: Yes.
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Mr Holdsworth: Since then, she has been through the news online training process. With all of our
journalists that have been through that process, we give them more independence as a result, so her status and
her ability to pick the agenda will have been enhanced since she last spoke to you.
Q278. The Chairman: A change of subject now. A recent news item said about your superfast broadband
that the BBC is going to fund and it was put out that, out of the BBC licence fee, £830 million is going to be
put towards superfast broadband throughout the UK.
Mr Callister: Over three years.
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The Chairman: Over a three-year period. From our calculations, the proportion that we would hope to be
looking to get hack, as part of that licence fee, would be upwards of £300,000 a year. Have you any
comment?
Mr White: Yes. I think there are two issues here.
Some of the money that is being spent on broadband is coming from the underspend on the switchover
help scheme and the general switchover money that was given to us in the last settlement, and the government
has agreed that money, which amounts to around £360,000, will be put back to the Isle of Man over the next
three or four years and arrangements are being put in place to do that. I would expect the first payment to he
made this financial year,
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Beyond that, as part of the new settlement, there is a further commitment to using money that was
previously used for switchover for broadband. I do not know what the government's position is on that
money, and that is something I think you need to talk to the Department of Culture, Media and Sport in
London about. It is not a matter for us because this is not money that we ourselves control. This is money
taken from us by Her Majesty's government and it is really a matter for them how that is dealt with, but the
underspend in the current settlement will be returned to the Isle of Man and the first payment I expect to be
this financial year.

Q279.Mr Callister: To whom will that payment be made, in specific terms, in the Isle of Man? Is it to
Isle of Man Government? Is it to the Department of Home Affairs? Is it to the Communications Commission?
Who is it paid to?
Mr White: I think that is a matter for the Isle of Man to decide. We regard the money as repayable to the
Manx authorities and we will pay it as instructed.

265

Q280. The Chairman: So it should be going back to the Treasury as a payment for us to reinvest in a

similar service, if that is what we wish.
Mr White: It is a matter for you.

270

Q281.The Chairman: From what I understand, £150 million is the leftover of the digital switchover, so
there is still a considerable amount of money that will be going from the licence fee into the broadband, so
that should be another part of any rebalancing of the licence fee.

275

Mr White: In the current settlement, the £360,000 that I have already mentioned is that proportion of the
money that will, in the UK, be invested in broadband, which belongs to the Isle of Man and is being returned
to you.
The further money is from 2013-14 onwards and that is a separate issue, which as I say, is a matter for you
to discuss with the UK government.
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Q282. The Chairman: On a similar track, we are aware that £340 million was also taken out of the
budget because the UK government used to fund the World Service, BBC Monitoring, and I think the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport used to spend £100 million per year on S4C, which is now being
funded out of the TV licence fee. As we are not beneficiaries of S4C, as such, we fund our own radio
stations... These are other areas that we would be looking towards the BBC to rebalance.
Mr White: Again, I think that is a matter to discuss with the government rather than the BBC, because we,
I do not think, can unilaterally make that decision. I think, in the case of the World Service and Monitoring,
these are services which are of value to everybody, and I think the issue there is that the S4C issue is a
separate one, but I think that is something that would he perhaps for discussion with the government rather
than with us.

The Chairman: Mr Gawne.
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Q283. Mr Gawne: What you can do, of course, is recognise that the service that you are providing to our
small nation, perhaps... Certainly from our perspective, anyway, we arc subsidising your very large nation.
Our licence fee payers do not seem to be getting as good a service as we would think we deserve and certainly
there are several policy decisions taken by your government in the United Kingdom which we now seem to be
subsidising. 1 think it is somewhere in the tune of 1;1/2 million we feet that we are subsidising, and what you
could do is pay some of that money to provide better services in the Isle of Man. That is something that the
BBC could decide to do.
Mr White: I think we certainly do believe that we could improve our services in the Isle of Man, and as
David said when we began our evidence today, we are very keen to hear about the ways in which we can do
that, some of which we are already discussing. We are seeing Manx Radio today, we are seeing 3FM. We will
also hope to see Energy in due course. We do feel very committed to the Island and to improving our services
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here.
I would say, though, that I think we have been over these numbers in the last session of evidence. It is
important to remember that the vast majority of BBC spending is spent on what we call our network services
— so BBC!, BBC2 — the services which everyone in the UK and in the Isle of Man and in the Channel Islands
gets and from which they benefit.
I think the figures I quoted —
Q284. Mr Gawne: I was not arguing with that point, but what we are saying is recent decisions by the UK
government mean that we are funding, to the tune of E1/2 million now, services that used to be paid for by the
UK government, and we feel that that is not appropriate.
We currently fund Manx Radio to the tune of nearly £1 million pounds. It would be far better if the
million that we are paying, as licence fee payers, into your organisation, for things that your government in
the UK used to fund... perhaps some of that money could be directed into services in the Isle of Man. That is
the, I feel, reasonable position that the Committee is thinking at the moment.
The Chairman: Even on your own website, it does say that the BBC will fund S4C but S4C will keep its
independence, so it will not be controlled by the BBC, so a similar situation could be seen with Manx Radio,
that as Se1C is keeping its independence, Manx Radio could keep its independence but have that support from
the TV licence.

Mr White: Yes, I see the parallel you are drawing. The S4C arrangement was a decision by government,
not a decision by the BBC, but I undestand the parallel you are making, yes.
Mr Gawne: We would be happy to make a similar decision, if that would help you.

330

335

Q285. The Chairman: You are saying it is a UK decision, but you will be handing that money over to
S4C without any control at all, so our position is you could do —

Mr White: I think the exact nature of the controls is still being worked out. This arrangement is only a few
weeks old. It has not yet taken effect. We do not actually take over the funding of S4C for a few years and so
all these things are for discussion and my colleagues in London are discussing with S4C exactly how this
arrangement will work. I think it is very difficult at the moment to say exactly how it is going to operate.
The Chairman: Mr Callister.

340

345

Q286. Mr Canister: When it gets to these periods, then, that are noted, 2013, 2014... Before it gets to
that stage, I think serious consideration needs to be given to... The turnaround that has happened here, of
course, was the fact that now the licence fee is going to fund these things, rather than government, and that
certainly does affect the Isle of Man — and the amounts that we pay.

Mr White: I understand the point that you are making, yes.
Mr Gawne: Would you agree with the point?

350

Mr White: [ am not sure it is realty for me to say, because this was a decision by the government, not a
decision by the BBC. I do not want to appear to —

355

Q287. Mr Gawne: 1 suppose what Mr Callister is saying is that the effect of that decision is that this, that
and the other has happened; would you agree that the effect of the decision on the part of the UK government
is that we in the Isle of Man are now subsidising things that used to be paid for by the UK government? Is that
factually correct?
Mr Callister: Or would be, from the point at which this commences, yes.

360

Mr White: A proportion of the licence fee will be spent on S4C, just as a proportion of the licence fee is
spent on other services that are local or national, but not necessarily of benefit to everyone within the UK.
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There is a certain amount of...
The way the licence fee is spent is to ensure that everyone within the United Kingdom and the Crown
dependencies gets some benefit from the licence fee. Not everyone gets benefit from every individual service

365
Mr Gawne: We understand that.

370

375

380

Mr White: — but I see that you say that your licence fee is being spent on a service for which people on the
Isle of Man will receive no direct benefit. That is the point I understand.
Q288. Mr Gawne: That is not the point. The point is that your government in the United Kingdom has
made a decision which means our licence fee payers, who have no say whatsoever in the make-up of your
government in the United Kingdom, are now funding services that used to be funded by the United Kingdom
government. That, to my mind, is riot fair and half a million pounds is a lot of money in Isle of Man terms. It
may not be very much in BBC terms, or indeed UK government terms, but half a million pounds here is a lot
of money. We are currently paying that, as licence fee payers, to services that used to be paid for by your
government in the United Kingdom. They decided to change the policy, and they are now requiring that
money to be paid... the licence fee payers to pay for something that they used to pay for.
To my mind, it is absolutely clear that we are subsidising a service that used to be paid for by UK
taxpayers. Is that correct?
1.ir White: That is a correct statement, yes. My difficulty is that I understand the point you are making, but
I would just say this is not a decision made by the BBC. This is a decision of —

385

390

395

400

405

410

415

Q289. Mr Gawne: Right, so moving on, then, if the Isle of Man Government makes a decision, and says,
`Right, from now on, half a million pounds that we used to subsidise Manx Radio with, we are now requiring
the BBC to do that', will you comply with that request'? And of course the answer is no, because we do not
have powers to make you do that, but there is a certain amount of unreasonableness, I would suggest, in the
position here.
Mr White: As we said at the beginning of our evidence, we are very keen to find ways in which we can
improve our services on the Isle of Man and we want to listen to the views of Tynwald and the views of
licence payers throughout the Island to enable us to do so. As David says, we are quite proud of what we have
already achieved, but we recognise that you feel that we could and should do more, and that is very much
what we are here today to hear about.
We do want to hear not only from you, but also from friends and colleagues at 3FM and at Manx Radio
about what more we can do. We hope to speak to Energy shortly, as well. We are keen to do that and it is not
that we are not prepared to listen to you at all; we are very keen to be here. It is a great privilege to be here.
Q290. Mr Gawne: But you are not going to commit at this stage to the half million pounds that we are
currently subsidising the UK government to through our licence fee; you are not prepared to commit at this
stage to let us have that half million pounds back.
Mr White: I am not sure I quite recognise the half million pounds figure, but what I would say is we are
very keen to ensure that licence payers in the Isle of Man get real value for money for the licence fee they
pay. I believe they do get very good value for money. The vast majority of that licence fee is spent on national
services which they enjoy to the same extent as every other person in the UK and I think we give very good
value. But, at local level, we agree we should do more.
Q291. Mr Gawne: The figure, by the way, I should say — perhaps we should have shared this with you —
came from our Treasury, which is calculated based on the services that have been transferred from the UK
government through to the BBC that you are now having to pay for, through the licence fee, and then doing a
calculation of how many licence fee payers... Working it out pro rata, it is half a million pounds. I am sure
our Treasury must be right!
Mr White: 1 clo not want to squabble over the numbers. I simply say it is not a number that I recognise, so
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am very happy to talk to them about that, if they would find that helpful.

420

425

430

Q292. The Chairman: I think what we have is that, as Isle of Man licence fee payers, with the actions of
your government, they feel disproportionately penalised on their licence fee because of all these services that
are now being funded by the licence fee. One of the things we were aware of is that they were looking to have
the BBC fund the over 75s, so this was actually a negotiation between the BBC and the UK government. So
doing the superfast broadband, S4C and the other services was a negotiation between the BBC and the UK
government because they were, initially, looking for you to fund all the over 75s' TV licence, which currently
costs the Isle of Man Government £766,000.

Mr White: We are not doing that. I think another point that I perhaps ought to make is that, of course, as a
result of these measures, the licence fee is not going to increase. The licence fee is being held flat for the next
six years, so there is no extra money coming to us. We have to find these costs from efficiencies within the
BBC. So there is no question of Manx or any other licence payer paying extra in respect of our funding these
services.

435

Q293. The Chairman: Well, we are, really, because if we do not get our proportion of the money that is
going to be supplied throughout the UK for the superfast broadband, for S4C, for the World Service, for BBC
Monitoring... All these services were paid for by the UK government, and you are now providing those
services throughout the UK. We are getting no additional service from this, so this is why we are saying:
where is our cut out of the benefits that are given to the rest of the people in Britain:

440

Mr White: I see the point you are making. What I would say is I think that most of the services that we are
taking responsibility for are services from which Manx people benefit, as well as people in the UK
The Chairman: I do not think that, because we will not be benefiting from your superfast broadband —

445

Mr White: No, quite. You will not benefit —
The Chairman: Not £830 million.

Mr White: No, and as i say, that is something that you will want to talk, quite rightly, to the government

450

about, but —
Q294. The Chairman: Why would be talking to your .government? It is the BBC licence fee that is
paying it. It is the BBC that is funding that. The licence fee goes to the BBC. It does not go to the UK
government, so it would be the BBC that we would be looking for our proportion of the licence fee from.

455

460

Mr White: Ah, no. We will not control the £150 million per annum that is being taken from the licence fee
for broadband. That money is being spent by the UK government, not by the BBC.
Q295. The Chairman: Yes, but it is your commitment to the UK government, so we would be saying we
are looking for an equivalent commitment from the BBC to the Isle of Man Government.

Mr White: I understand the point you are making.
The Chairman: Mr Callister.

465

470

Mr Callister: No, I'm fine, thank you.
Q296. Mr Gawne: Maybe I am a bit grumpy this morning because we have lost all that nice frost and
snow that we had, but I will continue in, hopefully, not too grumpy a vein.
You said you are speaking to the radio stations, but I think we could reasonably argue that we are quite
well provided for by way of news coverage and regional services. What we do not have is a lot of
comprehensive video coverage. Whether that be TV or through internet broadcasting, we are fairly limited on
that. Obviously, you have been told by your Trust that you are not allowed to do webcasting or video
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475

480

485

490

broadcasting on your website. We do have other providers on the Isle of Man who provide those sorts of
services. You have got no intention of speaking to them?
Mr.Holdsworth: We are keen to make the most of the video we currently create, wherever we can, and we
have already been talking to Manx Radio about finding ways of uploading that video onto their website.
I think it is also worth mentioning at this stage that we are now only 9 to 12 months away from internet
television, IPTV, beginning to develop in really quite a significant way. I think at that point it will become
quite common practice to pull together, for geographical areas, the video that has been produced over a period
of time, over perhaps the last three or four days.
I would have thought the Isle of Man would be a very high priority when it comes to that. That will mean
that when 'Northwest Tonight' is on at 6.30 and you are watching BBCI, you will have the ability, with a
new internet service, to be able to press a button on your EPG and call up all the video for the Isle of Man for
the last three or potentially seven days. We are still working on the exact architecture.
So I think there is a real opportunity to begin to give you what I know you have wanted, which is a greater
sense of a television service, albeit through the IPTV model.

Q297. Mr Gawne: You have said you are going to speak to the three radio stations, but have you any
intention of speaking to the internet providers and other video TV providers on the Island?
Mr Holdsworth: We are happy to talk to any of the players on the Island about this. I think the principal —

495

Q298. Mr Gawne: I suppose the question is: you are not intending to at the moment, but you would be
open to that?
Mr Holdsworth: We would be open to that, and we have been actively talking to Manx Radio about the
potential of our video being displayed on their website.

500

505

510

515

520

525

Q299. The Chairman: Will the BBC support the introduction of further television news production on
the Island, rather than just the bits and pieces you have got now, to expand that, similar to what they have in
the Channel Islands, so that we would be able to have local news, either on the red button or on the internet,
or at a specified time during what you could say is a cut-off period to do the north-west regional news?
Mr Holdsworth: I am probably going to repeat myself but I think the best solution, given the way
technology is now developing, is an internet-based one. We are, as I say, quite close to a moment where a lot
of television users will have simultaneous access to the Internet and will have one device to pilot between the
two. I think that gives us the opportunity to put together the video that we are creating already for the Isle of
Man, whether it he for news purposes or for other programmes, in a way that people can more readily find,
because I think one of the issues, which is not unique to the Isle of Man, I have to say, is that the BBC creates
a lot of content but some of it is hard to find and hard to tell people about.

Q300. The Clerk: Excuse me, Mr Cregeen. Could I just ask Mr Holdsworth to expand a little bit on that,
because you have spoken about the video created by the BBC.
In the earlier evidence session, it was explained to the Committee that the team will go out and make
video stories, and some of the video will be picked up by 'Northwest Tonight'. If it is picked up by
`Northwest Tonight', it can go on the website. If it is not picked up by 'Northwest Tonight' or by national UK
television, if that ever happens — if it does not go out on broadcast television — then it does not go out on the
internet. Is that right, and will that continue to be the case?
Mr Holdsworth: It is the case, as a result of a judgement made by the Trust, in relation to our application
to provide more local video services, that local video news should have had some sort or linear life, as well as
appearing on the internet. But that can often be about a short version appearing, say, on a northwest
'Breakfast' bulletin and then a much longer version appearing in the sort of service I am describing to you.

Q301. The Clerk: Some kind of linear life' — what does 'linear' mean?
Mr Holdsworth: I am sorry, that is broadcasting language. The video needs to start somewhere in the
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530

535

world of television to be used on the internet, but you can use a much expanded and a different sort of version
on the internet.

Q302. The Clerk: I think the Committee would be interested to know if, in the context of recognising the
different constitutional states of the Isle of Man, whether there might be any possibility of moving away from
that principle, because it is pretty hard, isn't it, to get an Isle of Man story into the linear world?
Mr Holdsworth: I think that is worth exploring. I think it should not be impossible for us to go to the
Trust and explain the particular pressure points here and see if we can get a variation for the Isle of Man. That
is something I am happy to take away as an action point.

540

545

Q303. Mr Gawne: Equally, that would mean that existing providers, who are trying to provide a more
comprehensive video service in the Isle of Man will lose the ability to compete, because we have got,
obviously, the massive resources of the BBC behind your website. So I know you are getting criticised from
one side and, clearly, you get criticised back and that was the point of my original question. Are you actually
speaking to the people who are already doing this sort of thing? You have said you are not, but you would be
open to do that and I am very pleased to hear that you are and presumably you will be arranging to —
Mr Holdsworth: I am happy to take that as a further action point in relation to video.

550

555

560

565

570

I suppose, between the two of you, you have illustrated the tightrope that we always walk in. We would
like to develop and enhance our services, but we will always have an impact when we do that and we have
been mindful and take that into account, as we do. I am hearing from you this morning that there is an appetite
for an enhanced video service from your perspective, if we can make that work in terms of the rest of the
broadcasting landscape on the Isle of Man.

Q304.Mr Canister: Yes, thank you.
Radio has its RAJAR for assessing listenership. What does the BBC have in respect of television
broadcasting? Do you have a system which tells you how many people in the Isle of Man have viewed
Northwest Tonight for instance?

Mr Holdsworth: We have a measurement system based on little boxes that are put on top of televisions
through an organisation called BARB arid they have a panel, which is spread out right across both the UK and
the Isle of Man and everywhere else. I could find out for you how many such respondents they have, possibly.
The information does not break down at the level of granularity of the Isle of Man of that sort of scale of
population in any way.

Q305.Mr Canister: Will it mark down for Wales and Scotland separately?
Mr Holdsworth: For scale reasons it will, yes. To give you another example, I cannot get a breakdown for
a programme; we do a television service for Oxfordshire and Berkshire, a population of about 900,000. I
cannot get reliable BARB data for that kind of size of area.

Q306. Mr Canister: So, these people with their box on top of the television, then, they are not large
numbers of them. There are a few selected for the Isle of Man, perhaps, or are any, maybe, selected for the
Isle of Man?

575

Mr Holdsworth: I would be confident there are some on the Isle of Man. I would not know the figure, but

I would think it is going to be less than a hundred.

580

Q307. Mr Canister: Less than a hundred on the Isle of Man'? I should have thought so. is it similar to the
old listening panel the BBC used to have, or is that something that is not familiar to you? They used to have
people listening to specific programmes.
Mr Holdsworth: It is an automatic measuring system. What it actually measures is whether the television
is on and what channel that television is switched to. What it does not tell you is whether there are any people
in the room watching television or what they are doing.
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585
Mr Canister: Alright, that is fine. That is exactly what I needed to know. Thank you.

590

595

Q308.The Chairman: One of the things we have been looking at, is the services that you provide to the
Channel Islands. You currently fund in the region of £2.5 million a year and, with that, they get their time on
the TV where they get the cut out and they also have their radio stations. There are a lot of people on the
Island would like to see the dedicated part of the news going on as you say, you were talking of Internet, but
there are some people who do not have the Internet, who would like to see that part. Would you totally rule it
out, any sort of cut out for Manx news on the BBC North West regional service?
Mr Holdsworth: I. would never completely rule anything out, certainly not in a session like this, but it
would be both very expensive and very difficult to create the architecture, the television architecture, to allow
us to do that.

600

Q309. The Chairman: So there is no way that you can just go through the red button or the regional
cutouts that you see on Sky service?

605

Mr Holds worth: No. as I say, there is not... the transmitter architecture is not there that would allow us to
do that. It would be very difficult to achieve and I think, whether it be radio or television now, we are
increasingly trying to think of Internet-based solutions, as being the most efficient way of achieving this. Our
predictions would suggest that a lot of people will be watching television with simultaneous access to the
Internet very soon. That seems to me to open up the best way of serving a community of this size with
television.

610

615

620

625

630

Q310. The Chairman: So that would be more supportive of us asking for some of this money back,
because you are providing the Internet to the UK, so they can provide your Internet service. So it would be
very supportive of us to say, right, well we have already got our infrastructure, can we have some of our
money back to assist us with our services?
Mr Holdsworth: Well, Wilf might want to pick up on that, but my position as a broadcaster would be that
we take advantage of the Internet architecture that exists, wherever it might be.
Mr White: As I said before, the money being spent on broadband infrastructure is being spent by the
government, not by us, so I think that is a matter for you to discuss with them, but we would be seeking to
make available video on demand in the Isle of Man in the same way as we are doing in the UK.
think that, in terms of the content investment, we will be making the same content investment throughout
the UK and in the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. The infrastructure investment is not being made by us.

Q31I. The Chairman: The thing I have to go back on is the UK government are representing UK
taxpayers. We are representing Isle of Man taxpayers and Isle of Man licence fee payers, so our negotiations
should be with you, because you have done the negotiations with the UK to give them the money. That was
your negotiations, so our negotiations with the BBC to say we want our proportion, because you have already
clone your negotiations in the UK, so it would be an additional sum that we would be looking for from the
BBC, not the UK government, because we would not be looking for them to put that infrastructure in here.
Mr White: I see your point. By all means, let us discuss this further. I completely understand the point
your are making.

635

Mr Holdsworth: Can I make one further point, when you referred to the radio stations on the Channel
Islands.
It is my understanding, and certainly from my reading of the previous sessions, that it is fairly generally
accepted that it would not he appropriate at this stage for the BBC to be investing in its own local radio station
here, given what has developed.

640

Q312. The Chairman: No, but what we were saying was, that similar to S4C, you could do the financing
and it still keeps its independence, so you could actually put that money towards Manx Radio to run the
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service and it will still keep its independence, because we currently subsidise it to the region of El million a
year.

645

Mr Hold worth: I understand that point, yes.
Q313. Mr Gawne: I want to go back to the Gaelic points. What I did not follow up with, when you said
we have translated the pages, was are the pages actually live?

650

Mr Holdsworth: Yes, and as I say, we have an appetite for trying to find a way of delivering some spoken
Manx as well, on the website.
Q314. Mr Gawne: Flow many pages?

655

Mr Holdsworth: I do not think it is a large number, I think it is —
Q315. Mr Gawne: One or two?
Air Holdsworth: It is more than that, I think, but I will find out for you, if you like.

660

665

670

675

680

Mr Gawne: Well, I have made a note for myself. I am quite happy to look on the site.
Mr White: Again, a point 1 would make in promoting Manx Gaelic, which we are very keen to do: what
we do want to do is to work alongside existing providers. There are some very good websites already offering
Manx language services. We do not want to come in with our big feet and put them out of business. We want
to work with them, to support what they are doing and I know Manx Radio has done a certain amount of
support for the language. Again, we would not want to he seen to be competing with that, but complementing
it, rather than running a rival service.
Q316, Mr Gawne: I will pick you up on it because you keep saying 'We are very keen to do this'. Very
keen, bearing in mind you were very keen eight years ago and we have got half a dozen, maybe, web pages
now translated into Manx in eight years, is not what I would call 'very keen'. It could reasonably, perhaps, if
a cynic were questioning you, be suggested that you are reluctant to do anything.
Mr Holdsworth: I think, if I could answer that, we did not have a website at all for the Isle of Man eight
years ago. What we have done is we have first developed a website, admittedly in the English language, and
we have invested in that and it has grown. We have invested further in that in the last year. I think the
conversations about Manx Gaelic have really only come to a head in the last year. It is not to my
knowledge... I was not in this job eight years ago, but it was a development of a website, a web offer for the
Isle of Man, that has taken most of that time.
Q317, Mr Gawne: I certainly met with the BBC when I was the Manx Language Development Officer
and that was certainly eight years ago and you were very keen at the time to development Manx language
services, hence my, perhaps...

685

690

Mr Holdsworth: Can I ask what it is you would like to see?
Mr Gawne: Well, I think the crucial element was you have got fantastic services in Welsh, Irish and
Scottish Gaelic for educational purposes and what the Manx Language Officer currently wants is access to
those to be able to translate them and, as I say, the information that we have had — and he is also a friend of
mine and I have heard this separately, as well — is that he feels as though he is wasting his time because he is
not just getting the support —
Mr Holdsworth: fle would like access to our other services'?

695

Mr Gawne: The educational services that are available in Irish, Welsh and Scottish Gaelic, it would he
really helpful if you could have those... translate them into Manx. It would appear to be very simple to do.
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700

Mr floldsworth: I believe, and have been briefed, that we have put him in touch with those people, so
again I am afraid I am having to make you a promise and therefore we will have to deliver it, but we will go
away and contact him and if there are contacts he has not been given, we will make sure he has got them,

Mr Gawne: It may be that, in the course of the last two or three weeks, things have improved, but
certainly the last time I spoke to him there was...

705

Mr Holdsworth: Well, I have certainly been briefed that he has been put in touch and perhaps this date in
the diary made that happen in the last couple of weeks.

710

Q318. Mr Gawne: Right, okay, but then again being put in touch is one thing, making it happen is not
always the same.
The other point was something I mentioned last time to Mr White and you said it is an interesting idea. I
would certainly be happy to take it away with me and see what people say and that was in relation to the BBC
Alba channel. The possibility that an element of Manx Gaelic being incorporated into that.

715

Mr White: Again, I understood there had been some discussions, but I have not... I will ask for an update
on where we are with that. I. should have, perhaps, checked before coming to the Committee and I apologise
for not doing so. I will write to you in the next week.

Mr Gawne: Thanks.

720

725

Q319.Mr Canister: Digital audio broadcasting, please. Have these latest cuts affected the further spread
of broadband? Are you cutting back on it? What is the progress? How much broadband now is being received
across.
Mr White: Do you mean DAB?

Mr Canister: Did I say broadband?
The Clerk: You said broadband.

730

735

740

Mr Canister: I beg your pardon, DAB. I do beg your pardon. DAB is what I am talking about, yes. Are
you still expanding DAB, or are you holding back? What is the situation?
Mr White: No, we are continuing to expand digital radio and we are keen to support digital radio. I think
we were quite early in offering DAB coverage of our network services here on the Isle of Man and we remain
interested in doing DAB local services and... Sorry, that was the wrong way of putting it — in supporting
DAB local services, rather than doing new DAB local services ourselves. So DAB continues and we remain
committed to the platform.

Q320.Mr Canister: Supporting local DAB services. What does that mean exactly?
Mr White: Well, where DAB is being rolled out by commercial multiplex providers, we are buying space
on commercial multiplexes for BBC services, which helps to support the platform.

745

Mr Holdsworth: The BBC has not actually rolled out any local multiplexes itself. It waits for a
commercial provider to offer them and then pays for carriage of a service on them.

Q321. Mr Canister: What percentage of the population can receive DAB now in the UK?

750

Mr Hotdsworth: 1 believe the national DAB figure is somewhere around 90%.
Mr White: It is getting that way.
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Q322. Mr Canister: 90%?

755

Mr Holdsworth: National DAB, but not local DAB. Local DAB is much lower.
Q323. Mr Canister: So you do not see that you can contribute in any way to DAB for local broadcasting
here, or the local broadcasters?

760

765

770

775

780

785

Mr White: If a commercial DAB multiplex is established, we would seek to offer a local service on it. I
believe there were some discussions about this some time ago, and we did make an offer, but I do not think
there has been much progress in recent months.
Q324. Mr Canister: There is a lot of criticism of DAB at the present time, isn't there, so. „ is not being
spread local, as you say. I am very surprised to hear that you are quoting figures of 90% and so on. It is not
something that has actually captured the public's imagination. Is reception actually any better than we were
getting without DAB? How much better is it?

Mr White: 1 think, as with digital television, the primary driver behind digital radio is an expansion of
choice. Rather than the audio quality of the service, what people take DAB for is getting more radio services
than they had before. DAB is growing. It is not growing as fast as digital television. I think in part that is
because there are not as many digital radio stations as there are digital television stations, but we remain
committed to the platform. We are investing in it, we continue to support our own DAB services and we hope
to see greater take-up of DAB over the next few years. As you probably know, the British government hopes
at some point to do some kind of radio switchover and to achieve that there has to be much greater take-up of
DAB than there is now.
Q325. Mr Canister: We had information a couple of years ago that the estimate for the Isle of Man for
the transmitter would have been about £1.5 million and it would cost about £250,000 a year running costs.
Would you say those figures are still accurate?

Mr White: Those figures, I think, are probably from Manx Radio in discussions with a commercial
multiplex provider. We are not party to those discussions, I am afraid. I think that might be something that
you would want to take up with David North, but those are credible figures, certainly.
Q326. The Chairman: Is part of that going towards the digital, is that so that you can sell off the
analogue spectrum?

790

795

Mr White: Well again, it would not be us selling off the analogue spectrum. I think some spectrum will be
made available from the switchover of digital radio, but digital radio switchover is a much more complex
process than digital television switchover.
The sort of spectrum... Some analogue spectrum will continue to be needed for radio. Emergency
services, for example, will continue to use longwavc and there will be areas where FM continues, as well. It is
a much more complex picture than television switchover.
Mr Holdsworth: The current proposal suggests that community radio and stations with a relatively small
transmission area will stay on FM.
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Q327. The Chairman: One of the other areas that was brought up when Laura was over here last time,
was the very poor reception of BBC Radio Five. Can you update us on what is happening regarding this
signal on the Isle of Man?

Mr White:1 checked the distribution before I came out here. My understanding is that television and radio
reception has improved recently. We have had people over here talking to the Communications Commission
and investigating areas of poor reception and my understanding is there has been considerable improvement.
Mr Gawne: I think, with Radio 5, it is not a case of areas; it is the whole of the Island. Certainly, on the
very rare occasions I have listened to Radio 5 to try and find out whether my football team is doing
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particularly badly or not — and it usually is badly at the moment — wherever drive, wherever I am in the car,
trying to listen to BBC Radio 5, you get, over a period of a minute, about 20 seconds of intelligible broadcast
and the rest is all but impossible to hear, which is not really a very good service — and it is Islandwide.
Mr White: Let Inc come back to you on that. I am seeing Carmel, from the Communications Commission,
immediately after our session today. I will talk to her about it and I will go back and discuss it with my
colleagues.
As I say, I think a lot of the focus over the recent year has been on television issues, but my understanding
was that improvement had been made in Radio 2, but I will speak further to Carmel and my colleagues back
in London.
Q328. The Chairman: Will you continue to work with the Tynwald Management Committee regarding
the broadcasting of Tynwald proceedings, or have you any update on...?
Mr White: Yes, absolutely. My understanding at the moment is that the ball is in your court on that.
Peter Knowles, our Controller of BBC Parliament, has been talking to your staff here. We had hoped to do
a special event in November for the British-Irish Parliamentary Assembly and it was a great disappointment
to us that the work-to-rule by members of the NUJ put a stop to that. I was very sorry that that happened, but
we are still very keen to do this and we look forward to talking to you further.
The Chairman: Mr Canister? No.
Q329. The Clerk: Thanks, Mr Cregeen.
This was touched on a bit earlier, but it might be helpful for the Committee just to cover this as a specific
topic. The practical assistance that you have been offering to Manx Radio, things like the Commonwealth
Games and so on and the training for the journalists, which I think the Committee welcomes, but would you
like to comment on what is going on in that area and also the issue of how far those types of assistance can be
extended to the other radio stations on the Island?
Mr Holdsworth: I think the feedback we have been getting from Manx Radio has been good and I will be
checking up on that later today. We certainly have been offering various kinds of bespoke training.
I think the coverage of the Commonwealth Games was much more successful; a difficult event to cover,
because of the circumstances in India and I think the member of staff benefited from being under the BBC
umbrella while being there. I think we are open to a similar arrangement when it comes to the Olympics,
admittedly not quite so far away, but it would still be quite a major logistical event.
Yes, we are — and I have said a couple of times now — talking to at least one of the other radio stations
today and we are keen to see whether there are relationships we can develop with all three of the radio
stations on the Island. So we are open to ideas and willing to develop those with any of those stations.
Q330. The Chairman: Thank you very much. I think that is all the questions.
The only thing I would like to say is that, from looking through the figures that we have received from the
BBC and looking through what the Isle of Man licencepaycr puts towards it, on our figures that we have
worked out is that currently we are in excess of El million underfunded from the BBC for services. So it is
something that we would like to progress further with the BBC towards getting some equality throughout the
service that they have in the UK, Channel Islands and what we have here in the Isle of Man.
Are there any further closing statements?
Mr Holdsworth: Again, I may be repeating a point but, from my point of view, sadly I only have a very
small part of the BBC budget. What we spend on services for local or national communities adds up to much
less than 5% of the licence fee and that is the area where you are finding the variations. So obviously there is
probably more work to do on the figures you are quoting to us but the vast majority of the licence fee is spent
on the national services, the network services that are received, whether in the UK or the Isle of Man, and that
continues to be the case and will be the case after 2013.
'['he Chairman: I think a lot of it has just changed over the last few months from what the UK
government has decided to let you fund. Is there anything else?
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Mr White: l would echo what David said, but I think that the position of the Committee, that the BBC
should do more to improve its services on the Isle of Man, is one that we entirely share. We are looking to do
that. We are talking to partners about it. I recognise that M r Ciawne says we have made promises in the past
that he feels we have not kept, but they were not promises made by us. We will, I hope, be able to show very
soon that we are making progress in improving services on the Island.
The Chairman: Thank you very much for your attendance today. This now ends the public sitting of the
Select Committee on the Television Licence. Thank you very much.

875

The Committee adjourned at 11.37 a.m.
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The Chairman (Mr G Cregeen): Good morning, and may I welcome you to this sitting of the Select
Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee.
The Committee was established by Tynwald on 18th November 2009. The motion establishing the
Committee was:
'That Tynwald appoints a Committee or three Members with the powers to take written and oral evidence pursuant to sections 3 and
4 or the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to investigate the feasibility and impact or withdrawal from, or amendment of,
the agreement under which residents of the Isle of Man pay a television licence fee; and to report.'
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I am Graham Cregeen MI-11( and I chair this Committee. The other members of the Committee are Mr
David Canister MLC and the Hon. Phil Gawne MHK. Our Clerk is Marie Lambden and our Hansard reporter
is Ellen Canister.
I would ask you to please switch off your mobile phones. Do not put them on silent, as it can interfere
with the recording. On the subject of recording, we always ask our witnesses to state for the record who they
are and in what capacity they are speaking. Also, it is important, for the purposes of Hansard, not to have two
people speaking at once.
This is the fourth oral evidence session in this investigation. In March 20 10 we heard from the BBC,
Manx Radio and the Communications Commission. In July 2010 we heard from the BBC and Audience
Council and representatives from other broadcast and internet media services in the Isle of Man. In December
2010, we heard a third time from the BBC.
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Statement by Mr P Moulton
The Chairman: Today we arc back with the BBC's competitors, as it were, and are pleased to welcome
Mr Paul Moulton.
Mr Moulton, welcome.
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Mr Moulton: Thank you, Mr Cregeen.
Q.331 The Chairman: If you would like to start with what capacity you here in today.
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Mr Moulton: Yes, I am Paul Moulton. I am the one and only person who works for PMC Television,
which currently has the contract to supply ITV with news for the Isle of Man, which at this present time now
is in the Granada area: I have held that since Granada took over the region, subject to me leaving the BBC on
a short-term contract. Before that, I was doing ITV Border and before that, Manx Radio and so on. That is my
background.
Q332. The Chairman: Would you like to make an opening statement about your perceptions of the TV
licence and broadcasting on the Isle of Man?

Mr Moulton: I think I would just like to look back on what was said last time by the BBC and comment
upon that, because they were saying things, for instance, which pricked my ears up, particularly that we could
do more on the internet, we could do more streaming video links...
1 think the BBC's position has been made clear by the Trust, that they are riot now to do that sort of
competition with the private sector because the private sector is actually starting to move into that direction.
Forgetting what 1 do, isleofinon.com and Isle of Man Newspapers have got a video service of some degree and
it is potentially there to expand as the broadband gets faster and as the ways of doing this sort of thing get
much easier. It makes me uneasy that the BBC, in my view, could, potentially... fob is probably too strong a
word, but offer you that sort of carrot to give you more online content when anyone else can now do that.
I think it is very important to remember that it is what the BBC does that we cannot do — and I am talking
here about people in the Isle of Man — the broadcasting side. That, in my view, is very much what the focus
should be on, not looking at how you can do things with other people, because you could actually kill off the
commercial sector very easily — not meaning to do it, but just because the BBC could throw resources at it and
make it uncompetitive for Isle of Man Newspapers or other people who are in the video content delivery
service business. They could take them out of the picture.
That was a point I wanted to make about what I heard last time. What I think you need to take on board
particularly is that the BBC broadcasts. The BBC should be doing the things that really are not looked at in
the commercial sector sometimes and focus their attention on that. This inherent thing the BBC had about
being a competitor... and we all know that from breakfast television. There is an example. They were not
interested in breakfast TV, but as soon as ITV were going to launch, they were in there and they threw
resources at it and they almost killed it.
We can talk, maybe later, about what goes on in the Channel Islands, which I am very keen... I have had a
look at it and I am particularly keen to understand why they get what they get and what the Isle of Man gets.

EVIDENCE OF MR P MOULTON
Q333. The Chairman: Do you consider that it could be an area that the BBC are thinking that this is an
easier thing to do in the Isle of Man, rather than provide the core services that they provide throughout the
UK?
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Mr Moulton: Absolutely. It is a question of what would be a very easy fix, and maybe keep people happy,
can be done very simply — but the Trust is stopping them, as I understand it.
When I was on a short-term contract with the BBC, I was going there just as they had knocked on the head
BBC Local. I am sure you remember, they talked about that: BBC were about to engage in having micro
video services up and down the UK, which would, basically, be providing what I am doing now for Granada.
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You would cover everything and just put it straight online. The Trust said no to that, because they were
concerned about the competition element now, that could see newspapers out of business. It is that serious,
with the way newspapers up and down the UK were handling the recession.
So I do not think they can do that without getting special sort of dispensation. Maybe they can get it, but I
do not think that is an option you want to pursue, personally. I think you want to get value for money out of
the licence fee.
The Chairman: Mr Ca[lister.
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Q334. Mr Canister: Thank you.
As far as the BBC internet services are concerned, they are now having to cut back, anyway, but it has
become policy, I think, to do that, so that is probably fairly encouraging for you, is it, to hear that?

Mr Moulton: Well, the BBC employs three people here now — one does features on line, one does sport
on line and one does television — and obviously the announcement the other day said they were going to get
rid of other content, bar news, from the thing, but the Isle of Man have put on Facebook and said all three jobs
are secure, they will be continuing, so You would have to ask them what positions and roles... They may
have, again, a dispensation to continue doing those particular areas, just because they do not do other things
for the Isle of Man.
Q335. Mr Canister: Are you saying we do not really need that service of the BBC through that —

Mr Moulton: No, I think, personally, there should be many more people working for the BBC in the Isle
of Man. Historically, there was no-one here at all, and then a fuss was kicked up — wasn't it? — some years
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ago, and then two positions were created, which have increased to three for various reasons.
To he honest, I think — maybe going slightly off on a tangent here — what you do not want is the Isle of
Man to he saying, 'You're doing a good job,' because I think if that message is said to anybody, you take
your foot off the pedal. It has been unhelpful, possibly, that some people in Government have actually said
that sort of thing, that a nice job has been done, thank you very much indeed. The BBC will not do anything,
then, in that sense. If you want to get what you are getting here today, l could see 10 people working up there!
If they were really putting the right resource levels into it — maybe five to 10, but somewhere around there —
they probably could do more.
Q336. Mr Canister: So with those numbers, you could have a specific television hour or half hour, or
whatever, for the Isle of Man daily, then, could you?

Mr Moulton: Well, shall we talk about the Channel Islands? I do not know what you know about what
they get and what we get. (Mr Canister: Yes, yes.) You have done your research...
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Q337. The Chairman: Can I just ask you one question before that.
You were saying about ITV, Granada, your filming of events here. We did hear from the BBC and Ariane
about the news stories, and that they are edited from the UK about what she is allowed to cover. One of the
things that we had, as well, is that you could actually end up with stories about 'Man crosses the road'. Would
you consider there are enough stories on the Isle of Man for a dedicated spot on the BBC regional
programme?

Mr Moulton: An opt-out (The Chairman: Yes.) for the Isle of Man? Well, the Channel Islands get 10
minutes now. The ITV channel does half an hour a night. Okay, they have got about twice the population, but
you could say a five-minute opt-out.
I covered four stories yesterday, and none of them went to television. They all went online, but they got
500 hits overnight, each one of them. There is a lovely news agenda on the Isle of Man. It is great. This is not
a small area of the UK, and that is half the battle. When you are dealing with news desks in Manchester, it is
quite hard, sometimes, to explain how important a story is on the Isle of Man.
An example was when we had the British-Irish Council over. The same day, a football manager resigned. I
did not get anything on and I think the BBC gave it 15 seconds, 20 seconds tops. If that had been an opt-out or
if you were in the Channel Islands, and you had the same thing, it would have been the top story and it would
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have been a very, very big story. You had an amazing amount of information there to cover, and it was not
that important to overseas newsrooms.
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The Chairman: Would you like to expand on your opinion on Jersey?
Q338. Mr Moulton: Yes. I have been down there and seen the BBC operation and, obviously, ITV.
When I was at Border, I was still quite keen on looking at the idea, if we were going to jump to another
region, that maybe something with the Channel Islands was the way to go, to be a third of a region, of a
brand-new offshore islands region, or we end up with being 1% of what BBC and ITV is now. We are very,
very small players in — I will not publicly say this — either a news or no-news scenario. The option was to go
with Granada and to be in the northwest, which obviously can be very useful if you have got a story like I had
on queenies on Friday — we won the award. You could not buy advertising like that. That story was fantastic.
That brings it to 4 million viewers in sum. But, on a daily basis, what do people want? They want news, and I
know they want news because you can see it online. People are finding it and they will watch it. But you
cannot get much news on when you are such a small part of the region.
So, back to the Channel Islands: BBC transmit their programme at 6.30 — you probably know all this — and
it is available on satellite globally anywhere around the UK on 988, so I have been watching it carefully for
the last few days just to see the content and whatever. They are dealing with exactly the same things we are
dealing with. It is just remarkable how many stories really are the same. There was a major sexual assault
over there. That was a number-two story that day. We had one on the Isle of Man the same day that does not
make the news. That is, again, what you are dealing with.
That 10 minutes costs them, I believe, a lot of money to get it out of the Channel Islands, by the very
nature of using satellites and whatever, but they only started it 10 years ago. They have just celebrated their
10th anniversary of doing their programme. So maybe the question was, then, why did the BBC decide, 10
years ago, to go into competing for such a small, little area, and maybe you would have to look across the
road to... There is an ITV station clown the road, and I go back to that. Somewhere they decided they wanted
to compete. It takes, I think, up to 10 of them who are on the TV side there and five in Guernsey. That is aside
to the radio, which is a bit of a red herring, because there is some cross-over there. But they produce 10
minutes a night and it is definitely not in the league of 'North West Tonight' or Granada. It is local radio with
pictures, you might say. But do people like it? They love it, and it is things that can really get a huge
audience.

Q339.Mr Canister: Yes, just before I move on, I would congratulate you on the report on the queenies. I
thought that was top class and it should have been on TV, in my opinion.
Mr Moulton: It did go on, on Friday.

Mr Callister: It did go on?
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Mr Moulton: I did the things down in Billingsgate, came back with them. The newsroom in Manchester
were going, 'We think we like it, wherever...' — because you never know what story is going to be on that
day. It ended up that Fred the weatherman went off to a very posh hotel in the northwest, a well-known
celebrity chef, or Michelin chef, cooked them and said how fantastic they were: 'This is the way to go
forward.' It must be about a seven-minute feature on Friday's programme.
But I had already posted four other items to do with it online.

Q340.Mr Callister: Well, that is good.
Coming back to if we could opt out, or whatever we did in the Isle of Man, you would not want to do less
than 20 minutes a day: it would not be worthwhile doing, would it?
Mr Moulton: Well, the Channel Islands only do 10 minutes with the BBC, and that is twice the
population.
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Q341. Mr Canister: But they have already got an arrangement, with plenty of money to deal with it, and
so on, and staff. Flow many people would we need to be working on a television opt-out for the Isle of Man,
seven days a week?
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Mr Moulton: On the BBC now we are talking about, are we?
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Mr Callister: Well, otherwise, there is no means... Is there any means of financing that, other than
through the BBC? Because I cannot see it. There is no commercial impact with this.

Mr Moulton: Well, the nearest you have got now is the Channel 6 option that is being floated and to have
Initially the UK government were looking at a plethora of stations. Now it may he
local television,
only 20 because of size, but the Isle of Man should surely have a dibs on that idea: it will get a Freeview
channel and it will have a network that links up. Basically, what ITV was. So it will have a backbone of
national content but will be regionally owned — 51% will be locally owned, should I say — and there will be
much more local news content, because ITV may, or may not, continue doing what they are doing, anyway,
No-one really knows until they get the renewal of their licences.
But on the mechanics, if we go into the BBC thing, I have had a little think about it. This is an outside...
Stop me if you want, but because Jersey and Guernsey have got the infrastructure, the programme, funnily
enough, I think, could be made there for transmission here so, from the BBC's point of view, they have got
studios, they have got everything there. They do 10 minutes, the beam is finished with at 20 to, the opt-out on
`North West Tonight` could be at quarter to, but all the content is sent down, like I send to Manchester now.
You can send it to anywhere in the world. You could, literally, physically send it to the newsroom down in the
Channel Islands and they present it, but for the purposes of broadcast, it is broadcast in the Isle of Man, or —
Q342. Mr Callister: So they would have editorial control over that content, then?
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Mr Moulton: They are the transmission force. That is what I am trying to say: if you are trying to keep the
cost down, that would be a way of doing it. Another way is that you do combine the regions, so the BBC
realign it to an offshore islands television thing, so you would get Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man news
all in the same bulletin, lasting 15 minutes.
Q343. Mr Canister: If I am right in what you are saying, you would send a ready-made pre-baked item or
a series of those items down to them. They would simply collect those together and play them —

Mr Moulton: And link it together, because they have got the studios, the presenter.
I do that now, that is how it is done. I sit at home or out in a field on my laptop, 1 video it I ingest it into
225 the computer, I put the mic up, record a voice track, write the intro, do all the subtitles, so everything that
comes out has to be written down, and it is just e-mailed off. It literally is just sent down the internet these
days and, with the 3-G system being so good — 3.50 — it shoots off and they have got it within an hour.
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Q344. Mr Callister: Has PMCTV actually offered their service in any way?

Mr Moulton: Historically, what happened with Border was it went on the plane. It was filmed, put on the
plane and it would arrive... Well, it was normally a day late unless it was really important and it would go on
an early-morning flight, or Joanne, the presenter, would sometimes fly over and do an item from the car park
in Liverpool.
That is how it was. So I was very keen, being a bit techie, that.. I could not understand why we were not
using the interact. Some years ago it would take hours — one minute may take three or four hours — but the
day came that they got it the same day and it revolutionised... We got, at Border, one item almost a night
suddenly. It really did up the rankings.
I honestly think the biggest problem is people do not yell enough here. They just do not care enough. If
people were really bothered, they would be jumping up and down saying, 'We want what everyone else has
got!'
Mr Callister: Yes, right.
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Mr Moulton: Sorry, I'm getting all passionate now!
Q345. Mr Gawne: No, that is very good. Passion is a good thing.
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I have been waiting to say this — and it is not really appropriate, but I will, anyway! — presumably your
500 hits a night are the Isle of Man Newspapers' journalists, finding out...!
Sorry, private joke!

Mr Moulton: Hansard records 'Roars of laughter'!
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Q346. Mr Gawne: You mention that we are not, maybe, shouting loud enough, and this really gets me on
to the question... It is quite directly related to our remit, inasmuch as we are being asked to see what
alternatives there might be: if we were not paying the licence fee, what would be the alternative?
suppose the first question is, what sort of help and assistance do you actually get from the Government,
in terms of trying to deliver what you are trying to do? We will start with that one.
Mr Moulton: What I am doing is everything online: there is just me doing it.
Granada think I am quite a strange animal, because I have always gone to them, saying, 'We should deal
with this and that, and it is quite challenging when you do any interviews on any subject — you might be it —
and I do a five-minute interview on you, and it never sees the light of day, or you are cut out, or it is 10
seconds. By putting it online, it has just been an experiment for me. I get no help from anybody. I do not get
asked to do it.
Yesterday, doing four interviews, there was just me doing it.
Q347. Mr Gawne: And I suppose, trying to move into a bit of understanding here... If you did want help
from Government, where would you go?
Mr Moulton: Financial help?
Mr Gawne: Any help, advice, support. Where would you go?
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Mr Moulton: No idea. I have never thought about it, to be honest, because...
Q348. Mr Gawne: 1. suppose what I am trying to say, or trying to find out, is whether... Obviously, we
have got Isle of Man Newspapers. We have got its website, we have got isLofman.com , we have got Manx
Radio, you have got your site, the BBC as well. If the private sector were... to develop a comprehensive TV
broadcasting system, how would it happen? Would the private sector be able to club together and make it
happen, as a whole?
Mr Moulton: interesting —
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Q349. Mr Gawne: Going back to your point about who does the shouting, we have the Communications
Commission that has a specific statutory function, but is that statutory function broad enough to include
lobbying for the establishment of an alternative to the BBC on the Isle of Man. I suspect that the answer to
that is that the Communications Commission has a far more narrow remit, based on its legal role rather than a
lobbying role and the development role in terms of trying to establish different services.
Mr Moulton: I do not know what the Communications Commission's role is, but every time the Isle of
Man got missed off the BBC maps I would have a letter in the post to them. I do not know if that is their remit
or not, but it happens numerous times. They want your money, but then they... 'The One Show' has never
found it yet. Every time they put a map up they just seem to have a gap. That is just inexcusable. I do not
know if that is the sort of thing you mean.
The BBC are going to have to find money for the local television. That is for three years, isn't it'? There is
£5 million they are going to have to set aside from the licence fee. Has the Isle of Man made representations
to find out how much is coming our way? If that is for television, then it obviously should not go to Manx
Radio. It should go here for an inquiry to see can we fund something. Likewise, the Communications
Commission, should they be the ones saying, 'We want a very nice channel on Freeview for the Isle of Man,
and we demand it,' rather than Rabbit, or whatever those strange channels are?
Q350. Mr Gawne: I suspect the Communications Commission is the body to do that sort of lobbying.
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What we do not have, obviously, on the Island — and I am not sure that the Communications Commission
role covers this — is a Department responsible for media and media development and, without some sort of
political lobbying or political thought, or discussions indeed with private-sector providers, I suppose the
question is how can we develop a vibrant alternative if, as you are saying, you are effectively doing it on your
own and there is no obvious person there coming and helping you, there is no assistance.
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mr Moulton: Historically, an analogue TV licence was offered, wasn't it, some years ago under Allan
Bell. The Isle of Wight people looked at it and then it just seemed to fall by the wayside. I do not know what
financial arrangements were ever come to and who they were dealing with but, yes, in my view, the
Communications Commission should be the conduit for activity to promote and to organise somehow the
promotion of the Isle of Man and get its own network sorted out.
Q351. Mr Gawne: I am genuinely not sure whether that is its role or not, but I suspect, from your answer,
that it cannot be because, otherwise, they would be talking to you.
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Mr Moulton: 'Where should the initiative come from?' I suppose is what you are saying. Does someone
come to you with a big wad of money and say, `We want to do a TV channel', which could happen — unlikely
— or do you have to put out the initiative?
The BBC licence fee, if they do not want to do it, maybe that money could be put aside. Maybe that is
what this will end up doing and saying, `If you can't do it, let's see if anyone else can do it.' For x amount of
money, put it on Freeview — getting it on satellite will obviously be hugely more expensive. There was a
television station — Solent Television — in the Isle of Wight: a very nice model, really, for what we could be
doing here. They were online and they were also a local restricted licence in there, but they got on to satellite
and I think that is when the trouble hit in, because it is so expensive.
Again, maybe you should be enquiring as to how much the BBC pays to get that signal out of Jersey. I
believe it is about El million. That is serious money, isn't it? They can do it for them — this is what I keep
coming back to. It is a very interesting situation, why — but they yell louder. They yell louder.
Q352. The Chairman: I think part of that El million... It could be a hidden El million as part of their
ongoing costs. It may be outside what we have seen for the runniing of TV and radio, that this is the
additional cost that is, maybe, getting borne by the BBC centrally, so that is an additional —

Mr Moulton: Well, whatever is good enough for the Channel Islands should be good enough for the Isle
of Man and I think that — in my humble view, without looking at the books on how to do it — is how I view it,
and I was amazed, when I went down there, to see what they got for their money.

340
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Q353. The Chairman: We should be looking to get ahead of them, never mind —
Mr Moulton: Well, a bit of an aside, but do you remember only a few months ago the tourist board in
Jersey said, 'We're always left off the BBC map, we never get mentioned.' For the next three days, the BBC
could not go past Jersey enough times on their maps because they react to that sort of thing! They do react.
You have got recently the Minister saying he thought the BBC was doing a good job. In my view, clearly
the wrong words you say to anybody because you take your foot off the pedal. You go: 'Thank you very
much and let's go for another meal,' because...
I think it is too cosy.
Well, that is what they did. They came over: I have to say, it is
Q354. The Chairman: I think, when Mr White came down here, he realised that we are not just going to
be sitting hack and saying that he is doing a fantastic job. I think he went back on the understanding that we
are wanting a lot more from the BBC than they have clone in the past.

Mr Moulton: As I said earlier, those three jobs, or two jobs at the time, only came about, really, from the
last time that pressure was put on. They do find resources.
They have had a bit of a cock-up with their IT and they have lost millions of pounds. It was in the papers
yesterday — millions in just one year. We are just such a small part of this. I cannot believe it cannot be fixed.
The Chairman: Mr Callister.
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360
Q355. Mr Canister: Just to go back on the alternative of a privately funded television service, from what
you are saying you would not run that for under somewhere between El million and £2 million a year — would
that be a fair estimate, or could it be done for less?

365

370

375

380

Mr Moulton: You see, David, it does depend on your content. If you are just keeping it to a basic news
service, I think it can come in at a lot less than that.
If you want programming —
Q356. Mr Callister: Sorry. If you were covering Tynwald sittings, if you were covering royal visits, if
you were covering Tynwald at St John's, Tr, Manx Grand Prix and so on, you would have to have vast
resources, really, to deal with that, wouldn't you?
Mr Moulton: Yes. Obviously, some of it could be sponsored. If it was commercialised events and things
you could get coverage. Likewise, if it was Tynwald coverage, you would expect... Whatever facilities Manx
Radio get I presume would be offered to the broadcaster. As an aside, that should be clone now. Why that is
not done on the internet defies me now. It is being clone very, very cheaply, that sort of thing, these days.
Just something that has come up... You have got the 'telco' companies over here who are, both, I think,
liking the idea of broadband television services and YouView is the sort of next big hot thing they are talking
about, which is this Freevicw-plus, isn't it, really. It will give you the whole week that has gone on all the
channels, so all your TV, which will be plugged into the internet... you could get any programme you wanted
over the last seven days, but it does allow the possibility to have another channel there.
Q357. Mr Canister: Who is rolling that out — Sky'?

385

Mr Moulton: No, it is BBC, Channel 4 and everybody else. It is YouView. It is going to be quite exciting.
Q358. Mr Callister: Es it a pay service'?

390

Mr Moulton: No.
Q359. Mr Gawne: Is it an iPlayer or something?

395

Mr Moulton: It is like an iPlayer but, because of all the integration which will happen down the road with
the internet, it basically... When you go to your EPG guides, it feeds off the internet, etc, and there are those
programmes, and it is basically iPlayer... But that is where you could have an Isle of Man channel. It would
need that sort or impetus to get a high number on the EPG, so you are not down in the 900s, with the foreign
channels and late night telly.

400

Q360. Mr Callister: So what would be the potential audience numbers for an Isle of Man dedicated
television channel? It would be, basically, Isle of Man persons, rather than very many beyond.

405

Mr Moulton: Yes, it would. I think you would have to — and I do not know the answer to this one — look
at the figures for what happens in the Channel Islands, and you would probably get a similar sort or
breakdown, wouldn't you? Albeit that if there was only one channel here, rather than... The Channel Islands
are spoilt because they have ETV and the BBC.
I know when the channel was on its own, the audiences were huge. A thousand people a clay go online to
look at my content. That is huge, really, for online people and then that grows every day. On-demand news is
quite nice, but as I said, what you cannot beat is to have it on the telly.

410

415

Q361. Mr Callister: But if, in any way, you could get a commercial organisation set up to do this, a few
thousand viewers would not make it possible, would it?
Mr Moulton: No, but do not go into the subvention thing of what Government is already doing for local
media.
There is assistance there to make it happen, and you could produce something on a par, news-service-
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wise, with what you are hearing now, but with pictures. Who does that is another matter, but you have
obviously still got the option that the BBC could run the whole thing and you could save yourself a lot of
money — that is a mindset problem, more than anything, but it does happen on the channel, in Jersey and
Guernsey.

Q362.The Chairman: I think that has been one of the issues that has been brought up, that the BBC were
saying, 'Well, we didn't really want to come in and take over your radio station. Oh, but by the way, nobody
had really asked us.'
I agree that, because nobody has asked them to do anything else, they have been quite happy keeping the
money in their pockets rather than spending it over here.
Mr Moulton: They cannot believe their luck!

430

Q363.The Chairman: Yes, and when we have seen the roll-out of superfast broadband in the UK, where
the UK government has put its hand in the pot and said, 'From the BBC we want money to pay for this,' the
on-line services, you were saying, are actually supporting on that.

435

Mr Moulton: Yes. The BBC, I suppose, could all but run Manx Radio. They could provide all their
services and do away with the commercial side of it do away with subvention, anyway. That is ongoing —
do not need to tell you about that one. That is historical, more than anything. There is a problem with that one,
I think.

440
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450

Q364. Mr Gawne: I suppose, reading a little bit between the lines, what you are saying, perhaps, is that if
we had a commercial alternative to what the BBC offers, you would, potentially, get the BBC looking a little
bit more closely at the market and actually perhaps providing —
Mr Moulton: The culture has changed slightly, with the BBC now, because they are obviously under
tremendous pressures, But I think they did, at one stage, have an opt-out in Cumbria in the daytime, for news,
because there was Border TV doing Cumbria, but there was no BBC region for Cumbria, so they used to do
an afternoon split. John Moss was on it for a while. It went eventually, but that is... Again, why would they
want to suddenly do Cumbria? Because there was competition down the road.
There is no -- or has not been, in my view — strong will directed at them, and everyone, just in general,
saying, 'Why is the Isle of Man not getting what it should get?' Either we are on a par with other similar
jurisdictions, or we are not.

Q365. Mr Gawne: Is it best left to the marketplace to decide whether there are going to be commercial
alternatives, or do we need Government intervention?

455

Mr Moulton: No-one is going to turn clown money. are they, as an option?

Mr Gawne: I

460

465

470

didn't say public —

Mr Moulton: I think it possibly would need impetus, and that is not necessarily going to he an expensive
one, but if DTI had a scheme or something to offer some incentives to get something running, yes. But the
BBC — I should not be saying this really — are the ones who have got the money and, therefore, could do it as
part of their remit. Maybe that would then stimulate the competition.
Again, my really serious point is [ do not see why the BBC would want to go, or should go, down an easy
route of just doing something that anyone is already doing, because that is already covered, or potentially, in
the next few years. Anybody can come out and film it and put it on ManxTube. That is happening now. The
football at the weekends is getting covered and getting a thousand people watching it. That is somebody going
out with a camcorder and just doing it. I think that is fantastic. That is the way it is all going.
But the stuff nobody else wants to do... BBC Parliament, why they are not doing stuff that other people do
not want to do... I think it is owned by the BBC, actually. It has got their name on it. They could do a
monthly programme about the Isle of Man, couldn't they, just politics and things like that, produced maybe
by a local company like Greenlight or something, anyway, or make it themselves, obviously. There is another
whole discussion: BBC Parliament does not reflect the Isle of Man, as far as I can see, ever. Everyone has got
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a Sky button. Well, 75% of everyone has got Sky and a red button and, recording it overnight, you could put
the programme out in the morning. It would not matter if people are interested. Maybe they are not interested,
but at least it would look like there is movement there to show interest in what we are doing.

Q366. The Chairman: I think, on the parliament side, it is the editorial control because, as we have seen
with the BBC in the past, they tend to possibly not show the Isle of Man in the light it should do, and because
it is more led from Manchester, it is steered possibly with a hit more bias towards them, than giving a fair sort
of perception of the Isle of Man. So it would be editorial control that would have to be led from the Isle of
Man, rather than —
Mr Moulton: People from the Isle of Man understanding their own place is obviously... (The Chairman:
Yes.) At the minute, on 'Northwest Tonight', all the pieces are extro-Blah, Nah... Isle of Man' — and I think,
`That's a bit odd. They're in Douglas: why are you saying the Isle of Man, as your back end?' That has that
sort of UK feel to it, are you with me? I would say I am in Bobblewithen — if you are in Bobblewithen, then
say you are in Bobblewithen with them; do not just say you are just in the UK or in Lancashire.
You are right, things are driven by... The TT story might be driven by the deaths and that sort of thing,
and it is delivered by a UK person, whereas I do everything not to do that, as the line of attack, because I am
seeing it from living here and working with people, and that is, you are right, absolutely essential.

Q367. The Chairman: I think that is one of the things that we have seen with the BBC and Manx Radio
that, because they can pick the stories in the morning of what they want the local crew to cover, it is the lighthearted piece at the end, rather than the factual piece.
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Mr Moulton: Well, I joke about it as, working for BBC Wildlife — and the same would be said for me to
some degree. You are more likely to get a basking shark story on than that someone has just lost their job in
Departments, or that sort of story. That is just the way it is. I cannot speak for them, but it is frustrating for me
sometimes when that is the sort of story they will go for.
The seals, last year, I think it was five people from the BBC turned up. They shipped them over, a full
crew, producers, camera, you name it — the whole thing — because the seals were going to be let back into the
water. That was a huge amount of resources to put in that sort of story. I turned up by myself?

Q368. Mr Canister: Just on this, I know you are not speaking on behalf of Granada, but how many of
your items would you say have actually, up to now, got onto TV Granada?
Mr Moulton: I would say at least once a week. It obviously can fluctuate, depending on what is going on.

510

515

520

525

Q369. Mr Canister: What is their attitude to the Isle of Man, then? We got the impression that the BBC,
often enough, will go for the silly stories about the Isle of Man. Does Granada take us more seriously, %vould
you say, or not?
Do you find enough serious stories to interest Granada to put them on television?
Mr Moulton: That is a loaded question, isn't it, because .- how long is a piece of string with this — what
floats their boat can change by the day. The other weekend it was, obviously, 'What's going on, Paul?' sort of
thing, and I pulled out a bit about the Commonwealth Youth Games and they are looking for funds. I had
recorded that item some time earlier, but I put together a package there and then, that day, and it ran that
night, which I thought was actually a nice bit of publicity for the whole event. it is down to they have got 30
minutes to fill... which is both sides, and...
They see some of the press releases and they cannot believe what goes on in the Isle of Man. They get all
those Police reports and the funniest one — still they laugh at-- was the portatoos being kicked over in Ramsey
in TT Week or something last year, and that gets a full press release: it goes off to Manchester, it goes off to
Granada, and they think, 'What is going on in the Isle of Man? It's obviously a very pleasant place as there is
nothing going on.' A window has got broken and it gets a full press release about it, doesn't it. It is a different
world. We have a stabbing and they have got five a night, probably. I do not know what the figures are, but
we are...
It is back to what I said originally: it is hard, but trams._ There is one guy who can hardly... who loves
trams. I am always getting bits on about that and we have had some great publicity about Pie in the Sky and
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the work on the trams this winter, really nice pieces which... and Fred is due to come back over to do some
more of his features about 'Where's Fred?', which is nice, but it does not really answer your question.
The Reciprocal Health Agreement was my last lead story, I think, which obviously was one of those evertwisting things. They covered that quite extensively because, obviously, it affected them as well so that did
give them more information. You are dealing with a part of the country which has got so many football clubs
as well that, most of the time, 15 minutes of the programme can be taken up with other things. It is a very
strange world we live in. It is celebrity and football...
Q370. The Chairman: As we spoke to Mr White, when he was here last time, we gave him an inkling
about how much we are looking to recover from them, as our share, and it was in the region of El million to
come back to the Isle of Man in services. If we were to get that region of money coming back, either in
services or to put towards all the other things, what would you say that would go on a wish list for what we
should be looking for?

Mr Moulton: I think the answer there is a local television service — that is what I would say, definitely.
And with El million you could do it. There are, obviously, options with what you are doing and already
spending in other broadcasters, and how that could be used better, maybe, in a sort of togetherness. That
would definitely be money spent in the right direction for broadcasting: definitely.
I think you could get quite a good service for that. I do not know the ins and outs of running it. I do not
know how much all the equipment costs, and things like that, but you know me: I am passionate about getting
stuff on the telly and especially covering local events. I believe that what we do envision is the way forward.
Douglas East by-election was the first time we sat them all down and myself and Isle of Man Newspapers got
together. I put the idea to them and they said, 'Let's do it.' So Richard Butt and I interviewed all six
candidates and the difference... I do not know if you watched them, but the difference in seeing people and
hearing them, and the interest that created. That should just be standard fare.
We have got the elections coming up now, and I am in discussions with broadcasters about trying to do
something. But I am going to them, trying to see if I can piggyback something that they are going to be doing
already, and we can bring into vision, really. Obviously, the BBC might do the same, I do not know.
Q371. The Chairman: When you were doing the pieces on Douglas East, how did you go down the line
of choosing who went on first and who went on last? There is that
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Mr Moulton: Sure. We offered them two dates to film, and five of them turned up on the Wednesday.
Mr Woodford could not do it until Friday. We did about five minutes. There are no rules in this game,
anyway, but we thought five minutes would be what we would be looking for. Mr Woodford's one ran,
think, 12 minutes and we got accused by some people on the forums, particularly, of being biased towards
him, and lots of people said we were biased against him, which means, hopefully, we were in the right place.
His one was the most interesting, obviously I think that is what you are alluding to here — about the situation
that he particularly was in, and how he handled his responses.
As I said a moment ago, bizarrely, there are no controls in the UK either, on how these things can be done.
You could go on and give anybody airtime every day up to the election and, technically, you would not be
breaking any rules.
Q372. Mr Callister: Well, I. think Manx Radio have rules on that, but—

Mr Moulton:

575

580

Yes, but I meant on the internet, television, that is where it is...

Q373. Mr Callister: So, when this next House of Keys election comes up, and it is not very far away, do I
get it that you are going to try and combine with some other... with maybe the BBC, maybe Manx Radio, or
whatever?
Mr Moulton: Hopefully. That is the plan, to do something together, so they do the audio, we do vision. It
might be Isle of Man Newspapers yet, but I am open to discussions. To be honest, I offer all the audio I do
from the video stuff to all three broadcasters. Some want it, some do not want it. I am amenable to anything.
Obviously, the BBC may have their own plans as well to do bits and bobs. I have heard they are doing a little
bit, but I think, even last time round, everyone was interviewed and visioned by threelegs.com or
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whatever it was. There was definitely some video up there five years ago.
Again, Granada, television-wise, are not asking me to do this. It is just I think it is important to do, and
everything we are doing is going to be there forever, to be seen by future generations, as well — how we did it.

Q374, The Chairman: When it comes to training of staff, we heard from the BBC that they would be
looking at... They give training to Manx Radio staff at the moment, and they were looking to expand it
throughout other media, to the independent broadcasters, as well. Do think that would be of benefit?
Mr Moulton: Tremendous. When I was at the BBC, the training I got there was fantastic.
You are right, they have opened it up, anyway, regardless of active local media here in the Isle of Man:
their website for training was a closed one and then they decided to make it available to anyone who wants to
look at their very comprehensive way of training people.
Obviously, if it is available, it should be available to all anywhere, I would have thought. I do not know
what the arrangement necessarily is with one broadcaster here over another broadcaster. The BBC has to be
seen to be impartial, I would have thought, but I do not know.

600

Q375. The Chairman: I think, in the past, they have just given it to Manx Radio. As part of their
commitment towards the TV licence fee, they said, 'Oh, well, we are training Manx Radio.' One of the things
that we have asked them is what about all the other media, and they were suggesting that they would look at
expanding their training to other media providers on the Island.

605

Mr Moulton: Yes, but that is not the big thing, is it, at the end of the day. It is nice, but it is not really on
the message of what they are going to do for the Isle of Man, is it?
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Q376.The Chairman: I suppose there must be a financial cost for them to bring their people over to tra in
them up at Manx Radio to do their broadcasting. There would be some cost to that.
Mr Moulton: Yes. I think some go away, don't they, on courses, and I do not know who pays that one,
but... Sure, the more you get out or the arrangement, I think... They are in a tricky situation, I am guessing, in
that this is not what they normally do, mixing with the commercial sector in such a way although, a year ago,
when ITV were talking about pulling out of local news, there was talk about the BBC and [TV all getting
together themselves to produce news content in the same studios, just separated by half an hour, but that has
gone by the wayside now. ETV wants local news again until such time as it changes again.

Q377. The Chairman: One of the things that we actually came across earlier was the position of Manx
Radio as the local broadcaster, and whether it should be a service run by the BBC. As we have heard, S4C is
now being financed from the BBC, but it is going to be kept independent. Would you say, from your
experience, that there would be that independence, if it was able to be run and financed from the BBC?
Mr Moulton: Would Manx Radio still be independent if it was run by the BBC? Go and ask Guernsey and
Jersey, is all I can say, because the model is actually there. You have got a Crown dependency with the words
'British Broadcasting Corporation' on their radio station. If you can get your mind round it... I think it is
more the mindset problem, to be honest. The staff probably would not change overnight. There would still be
a very popular Saturday morning breakfast show running, probably.
That would he an obvious conclusion. There is nothing I can bring to the party. You would save .t.1
million a year, wouldn't you'?

Q378.The Chairman: Then that would be the lead-in to a similar situation to the Channel Islands.

635

Mr Moulton: Yes, because, then, the TV could... It would be almost a natural thing. They have got the
station, the place. Probably a move out from the remoteness of Douglas Head to somewhere more practical
would be something I would suggest.
I think a radio station on a headland with a lovely view is not quite the same as having a television station
and having that view, maybe, but yes, that is an old one. I do not know whether you would get that through
people's mindset, but certainly it is so logical it is ridiculous. There is the money they have got, they are doing
that already, and you would need that money back. Clearly and obviously, you would lose some jobs because
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the commercial side of Manx Radio would disappear, presumably, if the BBC took it over as a complete
entity. There are two options, aren't there: they could take it over, or they could just put resources into it and
pay those resources they would apply to the public service broadcasting.
Q379. The Chairman: I think that is what they are going to be doing with the S4C service: just 'there is
the money, carry on as you are.'

Mr Moulton: They have got the Alba... the Gaelic station, BBC?

650

Mr Gawne: BBC Alba.

Mr Moulton: Alba — that is theirs, isn't it? They are running that — and it is not cheap. That has only come
in the last two years.

655

Q380. Mr Gawne: Mind you, we have been lobbying for it for about 20 years...

Mr Moulton: You are asking for more Manx on the website — and you have got more Manx on the
website, now, haven't you?

660

Mr Gawne: Yes.

Mr Moulton: That goes back to my whole point: if you do not ask, you do not get. Sometimes you have
just got to be a bit more vocal about it.
I think it is too easy to let these things just happen. If the tourist board puts in a note saying the Isle of
Man is not on the weather map next week, just see how many times it gets mentioned — it is that simple! Well,
665 no, it is not that simple, but you know where 1 am going with it. It is keeping the pressure on and if that is the
communications then, in my view, that would be... every time there is some factual problem with anything,
especially maps missing off the Isle of Man, get a letter in to somebody.
You need to know who you are dealing with. That is a rapport thing, isn't it? They have got a hotline to
somebody, because the BBC is such a vast... When I was there, I realised that if you want paperclips, you
670
have got to go to somebody who is head of paperclips, almost! It is that huge an organisation. no-one really
has time for you, unless they have got a specific area of responsibility.

675

Q381. The Chairman: I think one of the areas that we are possibly lacking... We may have the
Communications Commission, but in other jurisdictions they have a department which is responsible for
media, and that may be a more pointed thing, to start being more proactive towards the media position, rather
than just a regulator.

Mr Moulton: Yes, I think you are right, actually. Yes.

680

The Chairman: Mr Callister.
Q382. Mr Ca!lister: Talking on that area, the Communications Commission, do you have any view of
them, or do you have much contact with the Communications Commission?
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Mr Moulton: When we were going from Border — you know the whole debate about that — I went to see
them and I was putting up these proposals that I thought they should look, maybe, at the idea of going with
the Channel Islands or something, but it was not a very... choose my words carefully here...
I was not being encouraged. I was making the running. I would have thought that process should have
come from that end, to say, 'Well, where would we be best off?' If there was any debate about this, rather
than just automatically going to Granada, which was mooted by Juan Turner... should there not be a real
debate about this whole thing? This conversation would have happened two years ago because, at the same
time, if you were re-jigging ITV, you could have re-jigged the BBC and gone forward.
Back to this lack of... We moved to Granada just from... There was a poll, wasn't there, taken, and that
was it, off we go! Don't get me wrong, I am enjoying myself, but it is news or no news. I still say that as a
actual factual thing. As it stands, the Isle of Man does not get the same possible standing as it would do if in
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Jersey or Guernsey, I keep bringing it back to that because I think it is the only example I can keep going on
about. We are not part of Britain. We are not Blackpool. Blackpool has probably got more people, hasn't it?
Blackburn, anyway, certainly: we always get referred to as, 'That's what you are, so... They are not on the
telly every week. They only get one item maybe a month.'
Q383. The Chairman: I think part of what we are looking at is that there needs to be a definite drive for
us to he saying to the BBC... trying to get them to completely acknowledge our nation state, and the errors
that they make when they are broadcasting: one of them, in fact, actually put us as the Isle of Wight.

705

Mr Moulton: BBC News Channel, yes.
Q384. The Chairman: Yes. When I brought this motion to Tynwald, they stated that Ministers will
decide what will happen, not Members, and it was that lack of —

710

Mr Gawne: They might be right!
Mr Cregeen: It is the lack of local knowledge on what is actually the constitution of the Isle of Man. By
having it more directed and run from the Isle of Man, I think k will probably be more beneficial.
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Mr Moulton: Yes, definitely. If anything comes out of this, I can probably imagine more people working
for the BBC, anyway, even with the cutbacks, because they will come up with something. They will offer you
something. The question is, is that going to be enough? Are you strong enough to say, 'We want more'?
They will, by their very nature, give you just enough to keep it going for another few years before the next
committee assembles, doing the same thing. It is a cyclical thing of about every 10 years, it seems to come up,
this subject. It was not that long ago they sent a girl over from Manchester once a month, just with a little
camera, and she shot the Ramsey Pier, something about Laxey Wheel. the old... put them on the shelf and
just bring them out when it is Christmas or they were having a bank holiday, or something like that. So, in a
sense, we have gone up, everything has gone up on the news count on the BBC. There is more news than ever
there has been.
There is obviously a tendency — I am probably going to slightly... At the minute with this particular
inquiry on, there could be extra interest to try and ensure that the coverage is higher than it might otherwise
be. (Intedection by the Chairman) No.
Q385. The Chairman: I think one of things that we aced to make sure they do is take full cognisance of
what we are actually looking for them to do.
Mr Moulton: Yes.

735

Q386. The Chairman: We are looking at the BBC website and their input onto the television... A
difficult one, but how would you rate it?

Mr Moulton: The website'?

740

The Chairman: The website and their news coverage.

Mr Moulton: The television?
The Chairman: Yes.

745
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Mr Moulton: Thanks! You are asking me to rate their coverage, okay.
As I understand it, and they may have changed because I got the impression it may have changed last
time, but when I was there... All the news on the website comes from Manx Radio. They have got an
agreement. The BBC and Manx Radio have an agreement, and that is a shared... They can look at their
computers, see the stories.
It is written in Manchester, the actual news. That may have changed, as I said. Then, from Manchester it
goes to subbing in Birmingham. I have seen that operation. That is just... They are cutting that back by a
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third, aren't they? They have got these rooms full of people who are just sub-editing. So nothing that
Manchester writes will actually turn out exactly the same, because the sub-editors will have a little play with
it. Then it gets put online. That may have changed, but there were at least two stories that used the M-word
online. BBC Isle of Man have got the...
You know what I mean by the... I cannot bring myself to say the word, but 'mainland', something that
really is, actually... The first thing when I joined Granada was, 'You can't use this word ever,' because, to
me, it just sums it up. So when you have got online an Isle of Man story that says, 'The UK mainland, blah,
blah, blah,' you just think, 'That is not coming from the Isle of Man at all.' So, if they are writing it all
themselves now, maybe that is the future, to have more control over the local content.
Television: it is no different from what we are probably doing at Granada, about the same. We both chase
the same stories, anyway, but do we get it on? Funnily enough, if I am there, there is more chance, and vice
versa, because the two networks will be going, 'Oh, they're there, we'd better think about it. At least I'll think
about it.' I will quite often use that as a helping hand to try and get a story on.
Q387, Mr Canister: We were given the task of looking at the TV licence to see whether there would be
some benefit in the Isle of Man not paying it — if we could deal with that — or having it reduced, or whatever,
and we find ourselves not looking simply at television. We have also had to go into radio, as well, and this
vast plethora of methods of presenting news on the internet and so on, so it is a much bigger subject and it is
constantly moving on with more and more people. I do not think anyone knows where this is going to finish
up, but presumably all of these methods of news delivery will not be sustainable in the end, will they?

Mr Moulton: Well, it is getting clown to the fact that everyone has got a mobile phone on them, haven't
they, and anyone can do news. Where will it end is a very good question. No-one knows that. Will there be
newspapers around in a few years' time? Will everything convergence into just everything on the internet,
which, as we were saying with You View, or whatever it is called, will just turn up on demand on your telly?
Obviously, the BBC is there to be the protector of things that other people do not do. ITV has pulled out of
political shows, really. All those public service programmes have gone from the commercial networks, and
that is why you rely on the BBC to do it. Alongside 'Eastenders', which will bring in their audience, they will
then put on the politics shows and things like that which nobody else will touch. So there is definitely a place
for that sort of public service money, definitely.
Q388. Mr Canister: That is what you are saying. The BBC should be presenting our television, as well.
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Mr Moulton: They should definitely pursue things that other people are not going to do. I keep going back
to this internet thing about how bringing news streaming online is something that, at the minute, the
commercial sector are still looking at, and it is flourishing to some degree because the newspapers are doing it
and the broadcasters arc doing it. The BBC, though, have still got that uniqueness of being able to broadcast
it.
Q389. Mr Canister: Do you get value for money from paying your TV licence, from the BBC?

Mr Moulton: David Call ister, what a question! You are asking me, personally. do I get value for money

795

from the BBC.
The Chairman: A free one?

800

Mr Moulton: No, I do not get a free one! (Interjection) Oh, of course, yes, I've got that to look forward
to! (Laughter}
That is loaded, and f do not know if I can really answer that, but if I was living in the Channel Islands I
would probably say I am getting very good value because they are probably spending much higher above the
average to a town in the UK.

805

Q390. The Chairman: In comparison to the Channel islands, would you consider, on the Isle of Man, do
we get value?

Mr Moulton: Oh, well, in comparison with the Channel Islands, no, we do not, but that is... qualifying it
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with that thing, because if you are taking, like for like, the two islands, what they get from the BBC and what
we get is clearly miles and miles apart, isn't it.
The Chairman: Mr Callister?
Mr Callister: No, I do not think so.
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Q391. The Clerk: l would like to ask something, please. You obviously have a good relationship with
Granada and you know the people who are going to put the trams on, you know the people who are going to
come for the seals, potentially. Do you think that the Isle of Man itself would benefit from finding such
contacts at the BBC? Are we not raising our profile enough with the BBC in general, as a nation? They do not
understand what we are about. They think of us as a Blackpool. simply from a per head of population, and we
need to show them what we are about.

Mr Moulton: There are three people at BBC Isle of Man and they pitch like I would pitch to Manchester.
So I do not have any higher way of doing things. In the morning, there will be a conference call and everyone
in the BBC pitches their ideas from around the northwest to see if TV are interested or vice versa. From that,
quite often... I did quite a lot of work on Radio Cumbria and things like this.
The BBC has got so many more facets. It is quite interesting. So something about Schofield and the Isle of
Man's position would suddenly become interesting to them. They have got more opportunities to publicise or
do items about the Isle of Man, good or bad, I suppose, than just ITV, which is just singly, effectively, one
broadcast per night if you take out the lunchtime and late bulletins. They have got as good contacts as me.
The girl who is doing TV at the moment is from Carlisle. In my view, obviously it helps, I think, if you are
from the place, only because it relies on contacts. She has got her own contacts and she has done very well,
but at some point she will probably move on to somewhere else and then somebody else might come in and
you would start again, wouldn't you.
I am very lucky because I do know a lot of people. Funnily enough, I get tip-offs because there is stuff
going online. People love ringing me and telling me about something that is going on, because they know that
they will see it, which is also very interesting. Does that help? Does that answer?
Q392. The Clerk: Yes, I was just wondering if we could get more contact with the BBC, like the Channel
Islands must have done it somehow.

Mr Moulton: There is a system... This today will obviously be reported on, and the BBC will hear about
it. The line management structure, when I was there, was that you report to Birmingham, for instance. It is not
even television; it is more to do with the news media side of it. Personally, I was dealing with Manchester
every day, and I was pitching and pitching stories so that is how the television works. The Isle of Man is run
as an offset region — it was then; it may have changed. I was run as a... Your boss was in Birmingham. He
came Over quite often — very supportive.
Q393. The Chairman: Do you consider part of the restrictions that they have probably got here with the
BBC is that they do not have that slot, so they are having to pitch something in, and hope it floats a boat for
somebody in —

Mr Moulton: Absolutely.

855

The Chairman: Whereas if they had —

Mr Moulton: If you have got five minutes to film a night, you would be out doing everything, obviously.
The cameras would be here today.

860

Q394. The Chairman: And if they had that dedicated spot and they knew they had to put something on,
they would take it rather than just —

Mr Moulton: Sure, you would have control over here if you were doing that. If you had the five minutes,
you would have to... Just like Manx Radio or the rest of them have to have an agenda for the day and find
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those stories that are going to make the broadcast, but, yes, it comes back to being a very small part of the
northwest region. I think it is about I % in audience numbers, in practical terms, but hugely different because
we punch above our weight, compared with Blackburn, because both ITV and BBC do give it more coverage,
I think it is fair to say.
What stories they may be, which leads us to what we said earlier... Is it going to be seals, or is it going to
be who has done what in the House of Keys today and what are the latest goings-on.
Q395. The Chairman: The most likely country to be in space and land on the moon, that sort of story —

Mr Moulton: Yes.

875
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The Chairman: — or is it a seal.

Mr Moulton: The one with the space race was quite interesting. I think that made the BBC, if I remember
rightly. I do not know if it made ITV, because I think, again, there was another sports issue on that day!
I would say that sometimes the BBC can have more than me, by the pressures of ITV's agenda. It is
slightly different. It is much more sporty. I think 15 minutes — not always, but sometimes — a very large part
of Granada's programming can be sport, and there is slightly less emphasis, I think, on the BBC. Obviously,
they do have to feel they are covering of the Isle of Man. An art exhibition, for instance, would be on recently,
on telly. That is very BBC. I did not even pitch at my end, because it just would have been too... you cannot
make that interesting enough. Demographics as well: I think the BBC has probably got more of a... I am not
going to say that out loud! Different audiences.
Q396. The Chairman: Finally, is there anything you would like the Committee to consider for
recommendation to Tynwald that we have not touched on already?

890
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Mr Moulton: I think we have touched on it, but to go through it again: never be complacent; go for more;
demand to know why we are not getting the same services as the other Crown dependencies. In that mind, it is
that simple to me.
You just have to go and then wait for them to come up with a solution to that, if they can. It may be
simplistic in my view, and it will not be doing me any good because it will make loads more competition on
air, but I think, while we have still got independent television and the BBC, we definitely complement each
other but, maybe in five years' time, there will not be that competition. Maybe even in two years, or whenever
the licence runs out for ITV. it could be just down to one channel providing that news. Is that value for
money? That is your decision.
The Chairman: That is it. Thank you very much. Mr Moulton, for your attendance today. That now ends
the oral evidence of the Select Committee.
Thank you very much.
The Committee sat in private at 10.43 a.m.
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1MR CREGEEN in the Chair]

Procedural
The Chairman (Mr G Cregeen): Good morning, and may I welcome you to this Select Committee
of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee.
The Committee was established by Tynwald on 18th November 2009. The motion establishing the
Committee was:
'That 'Fyn weld appoints a Committee of three Members with the powers to take written and oral evidence pursuant to sections 3
and 4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to investigate the feasibility and impact of withdrawal from, or
amendment of, the agreement under which residents of the tale of Man pay a television licence fee: and to report.'
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I am Graham Cregeen MHK and I chair this Committee. The other members of the Committee are the
Hon. Phil Gawne MHK and David Callister MLC. Our Clerk is Marie Lambden and our Hansard
reporter is Catherine Groom.
I would ask you to please switch off your mobile phones rather than just put them on silent, as it will
interfere with the recording. On the subject of recording, we always ask our witnesses to state for the
record who they are and in what capacity they are speaking. Also, it is important, for the purposes of
Hansard, not to have two people speaking at once.
This is the fifth oral evidence session in this investigation. In March 2010, we heard from the BBC,
Manx Radio and the Communications Commission. In July 2010, we heard from the BBC, the Audience
Council and representatives of other broadcast and internet media services in the Isle of Man. In
December 2010, we heard a third time from the BBC. In February 2011, we heard from Mr Paul
Moulton, a television journalist.

EVIDENCE OF' HON. A EARNSHAW, MHK AND DR C MCLAUGHLIN
Q397. The Chairman: Today, we are pleased to welcome back two representatives from the
Communications Commission. Firstly, would you please state, for the record, your names and the
Published by © the High Court of Tynwald, 2011
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capacity in which you are speaking.

Dr McLaughlin: Good morning. I am Carmel McLaughlin, Director of the Communications
Commission.

45

Mr Earnshaw: And I am Adrian Earnshaw, Chairman of the Communications Commission.

Q398.The Chairman: Before we start, would you like to make any statement?

50
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Mr Earnshaw: Just to say that we have been following the work you have been doing with interest. It
seems to be taking a long time, because it is a year since we last sat before... I had not realised it was so
long, Chairman, until you just said it was March 2010. We trust that you are making good progress with
this. We remain willing and wanting to be helpful as far as your investigation is concerned.
I do not think I have got a great deal else that I can contribute at this stage that would be useful, other
than to say we are very happy to answer your questions.

Q399. The Chairman: Can I, first of all, start by asking, Mr Earnshaw, how long have you been
Chairman of the Communications Commission?
Mr Earnshaw: Since I was appointed Minister for Home Affairs, which was, I think, from memory,
August 2008 or September 2008. I cannot just remember the precise date. I think it was August 2008.

Q400. The Chairman: Have you studied the Broadcasting Act 1993?

65

Mr Earnshaw: To say I have studied it would be an overstatement. I am aware of it, I have used it
from time to time when needs be, and I have a Director who keeps me fully informed, as required,
regarding the contents of the Act.

70

Q401. Mr Canister: One of the functions, and the main function, I suppose, of the Communications
Commission, is to further the interests of the Island in the whole field of programme services. Do you
think this is being clone well by the Commission, and have you personally had any input in furthering the
services?
Mr Earnshaw: I am not sure that I agree with you that that is the main function of the Commission.
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Mr Canister: Well, shall we say one function?
Mr Earnshaw: It is a function, but I think it is something of a sideline because I think the main
functions are licensing and regulation of people involved with telecommunications and broadcasting in
the Isle of Man. That is the main function. I think to some extent that has been a little bit of an aside. It is
a function that is in the Act — you are quite correct in what you say there — and I think we have clone some
work in promoting and furthering what takes place regarding communications in the Isle of Man. It is a
question of resources that we have available — I am talking mainly about time resources here and staff
resources — to pursue that objective, but certainly some work has been clone.

Q402. Mr Canister: Could I ask, Mrs McLaughlin, what the resources are that you have, in fact, in
addition to yourself in the Commission?
Dr McLaughlin: At the moment, our staffing is 2.7, which includes myself.

90

Mr Canister: Two point seven?
Dr McLaughlin: Yes.

Q403. Mr Canister: The .7 being a part week, part time?

95

Dr McLaughlin: Part time.

Q404. Mr Canister: Do you find that sufficient to carry out the functions?
Dr McLaughlin: I think, no matter what one does, one can always think with extra resources you
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could do more. I think that is a fact of life. I think the majority of our time is spent mainly on
telecommunications issues by the nature of the problems that we have in the structure. We have, at the
moment, three broadcasting licensees. The total revenue that they generate to the Commission is £750 per
annum, so we also have to be proportionate with our resources and how we use them. As I said, basically
one can always do more, or would want to do more, if we could.
Q405. Mr Canister: Where do you think you would be weakest, where you are falling down in this
matter of the television licence and the BBC and the BBC services?

110

Dr McLaughlin: I do not know if I understand your assumption, if you are saying that we are falling
down. I think the Commission —
Q406. Mr Ca!lister: Perhaps those areas that you think could be improved that have not been
improved yet.
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Dr McLaughlin: I think, looking at the submissions that you have had to the Select Committee, there
has been a comparison, obviously, with the Isle of Man and the services that are given to the Channel
Islands. I think it is unfortunate perhaps that the Select Committee was not established 10 or 20 years ago
when times were better, when cash was a little bit more prevalent if one did want to get more services
from the BBC.
I think we as a Committee and ourselves as the Commission have got quite a challenging time. We are
constantly requesting better services from the BBC, but this has got to be looked at in the context where
they are actually seeing no increase in the licence fee and they are under pressure to look for cuts. For
example, I saw that the Director General of the BBC has been having a brainstorm with staff, in terms of
what areas can they cut. One area that has potentially been highlighted is local radio, an area where
obviously we do not get a service from the BBC on the Isle of Man.
Q407. The Chairman: The Communications Commission has a statutory function to further the
interests of the Island in the programming. Can you explain what you have actually done in that area?
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Dr McLaughlin: Yes. I think we have done a number of things. Most recently, there is an
organisation called the Celtic Media Festival, which promotes all things Celtic and Gaelic, but also media
works in English as well as the indigenous languages. Through our encouragement, Manx Radio was
shortlisted for a prize last year and again has been shortlisted for a prize this year. The Celtic Media
Festival has revamped its website so it now acknowledges the Isle of Man as being one of these Celtic
nations, and the Celtic Media Festival has also asked if I would be willing to come on their board to help
promote, again, the Island and our links with the other Celtic nations.
When the Chairman and myself first joined the Commission in 2008, one of the big projects and
consultations we undertook was on which ITV service we should get. Tynwald had debated, prior to both
of us joining the Commission, plans that ITV had to merge their Border and Tyne Tees service. The
Commission conducted a consultation asking the viewers on the Isle of Man what did people want. We
got 77% saying people wanted Granada. We engaged with Ofcom and Ofcom was agreeable to go with
the wishes of the Island, as opposed to retaining us with Border and Tyne Tees, which was an initial
desire by ITV at the time.
We furthered the interests of the Island in terms of digital switchover, making sure that budgets from
the BBC were amply spent on Island in getting the message across that switchover was happening and
also in trying to make people benefit from the help scheme that was available to the over-75s.
We have been fairly active with the BBC in terms of trying to get them to improve their website. I
think it has improved and I think that is thanks to the discussions with the Commission as well as the
work of the Select Committee. I think there is much more video now and the Manx language is more
prevalent than the website, and I think that is positive encouragement.
We have also been actively involved with them trying to get coverage for key events — For example
the junior Commonwealth Games — and talking about various things like coverage of Tynwald.
I think one of the things that we have been actively involved in in the last year is making sure that we
get our share of the surplus from digital switchover. This was a project which I led, supported by the
Chief Secretary's Office, and we have now got commitment from the UK government that we will get
our share of surplus returned to the Isle of Man.
Q408. The Chairman: When you were saying there were 77% of people saying that they wanted to
go to Granada, how did you get those figures?
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Dr McLaughlin: We did a public constitution. We had 120 responses, and of those, 77% were
supportive of Granada.
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Q409. The Chairman: Did you take that regionally across the Isle of Man, or whether it was longterm Isle of Man residents, or...?
Dr McLaughlin: We asked very simple questions. It was not a market research study where we were
looking at demographics, but we got some submissions from commissioners across the Island, from
Members of Tynwald, from... Basically, every part of the Island was represented in some way.
Q410. The Chairman: When you say that you were in dialogue with the BBC regarding their website
and... do you have any concerns regarding editorial control being in the UK?
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Dr McLaughlin: Speaking as a regulator, I think the concern of the regulator, in terms of editorial, is
looking at balance, due impartiality. In terms of regulators making editorial judgements, that is generally
left to the broadcasters, as opposed to us. I think, looking at the submissions from the previous hearings,
it looks as though the BBC is working towards putting more editorial control back on the Island, which I
think is a good thing.
Q411. The Chairman: Could 1 ask the same to Mr Earnshaw: have you expressed a concern about
the editorial control?

Mr Earnshaw: No.

185

The Chairman: You are not concerned about it, or no, you have not expressed that view?
Mr Earnshaw: I am answering your question: I have not expressed a concern about it.
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Q412. The Chairman: Are you concerned?
Mr Earnshaw: We are guided by the Director. We have got professionals to look after our interests in
this respect, and I am comfortable with that.
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Q413. Mr Canister: Mr Earnshaw, can I just take you back, first of all, to the debate that set this
Committee up. I think at that time, which was November 2009, you said the Commission had not, at that
time, any opportunity to discuss the motion that we were debating. Did the Commission discuss that
motion following the debate?
Dr McLaughlin: Do you want me to answer?
Mr Earnshaw: Yes, actually.
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Dr McLaughlin: Certainly, it has been on the agenda from time to time at the Commission and there
have been discussions. Obviously, the Commission also commented on our submissions to the Select
Committee as well.
Q414. Mr Canister: Yes, of course, but it is not a thing you consistently discuss as and when you get
Hansard reports from our meetings, or anything like that, is it?
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Dr McLaughlin: If we have a submission, that could be a separate agenda item; otherwise it generally
comes up with the Director's report, I report what has gone on in the last two months and there will be
questions from our members.
Q415. Mr Canister: Back to you, Mr Earnshaw: 1 think we have it that when you gave evidence on
24th March last year you said:
... we are rainy cornrortable with the status quo at the moment...'

220

Was that your own view, or was that the Commission's view? Is it still your view? Is it still the
Commission's view?

Mr Earnshaw: I think it is still my view. I read the report from the last meeting. Mr Moulton made a
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comment: he referred to the fact I had said the BBC provide a good service to the Isle of Man, and he
seemed surprised about that. I have got to speak from the position that I occupy in Government. You
could say 'he would say that, wouldn't he', but I still say that, and I would challenge anybody to say that
we have a poor service from the BBC in the Isle of Man. I think we have a good service from the BBC in
the Isle of Man. I think we have got to be very careful we do not end up throwing the baby out with the
hathwater regarding this issue.
Mr Callister: I think, clearly, you and I were in agreement about that service at that

Mr Earnshaw: Yes, very much so. I would say much in tune with the comments. I can remember the
Tynwald debate —
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Q416. Mr Callister: Nevertheless, we find ourselves now in a position where other local radio are
getting far better services than the Isle of Man, so is it not something we should now rigorously pursue to
get some further and better services from the BBC?

Mr Earnshaw: I think the Isle of Man enjoys a very good service from Manx Radio in particular. I do
not listen to the other channels I must admit, but I think Manx Radio, who are seen as the national
broadcaster, provide a very good news service for the Isle of Man and very good coverage for the Isle of
Man, and I am sure that can be improved.
I think what we have got in the Isle of Man is a high degree of independence and I think we are very
protective about that. I think we have got to look carefully about how we defend that. I cannot speak for
the Channel Islands. I am not an expert on that but I know a hit about Manx life and I think a lot of people
in the Isle of Man, politically and publicly, like what we have got and would strongly defend what we
have got at the moment. It works well for us.
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Q417. Mr Callister: So. are you saying then that you do not think we should be pressing for better,
improved and different services from the BBC?

255

Mr Earnshaw: What I think we should he pressing for with the BBC and with the ITV channels is a
more outwardly looking aspect of coverage for the Isle of Man, something that people in the UK... It is
publicising ourselves, really. I think that is the important line to go down, as far as I am concerned, and I
would think that is shared by my colleagues on the Communications Commission. I think if we take an
introspective view of things, it is a wasted opportunity. I think we have got good local coverage already
via radio, which covers Isle of Man national issues very well and also gives us a good news service of
what happens outside the Isle of Man in the UK and beyond.

260

Q418. Mr Callister: What about coverage of Tynwald then, for instance, which we do not get very
much on from the BBC now? Is that something you would welcome going to the outside world in?
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Mr Earnshaw: Not really. I do not think there is an awful lot of interest. There might be interest
locally within that, I do not know what sort of figures for listenership Manx Radio estimate that they get
for Tynwald sittings. I would not think it is a large number. I do not think we are talking about hundreds.
It might be one or two thousand people that listen to that, but it is a bit difficult to take a stab. I do not
know.
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Dr McLaughlin: Could I maybe add, we did raise this with the BBC, that we thought there should be
more coverage of Tynwald, and as I understand it, the BBC then were in discussions with the Clerk of
Tynwald. It was decided not to put cameras in Tynwald, but they are still going to be working to promote

275

Q419. Mr Canister: Yes, it came up for discussion, but then the Chairman of the Commission would
maybe need to spread this message further worldwide? Is there a general Commission view from your
point of view on that?

280

Dr McLaughlin: My view has been, with the BBC... Maybe to comment further on what my
Chairman said, I think it is often very easy to criticise and I think certain things that the BBC does are
world class. For me, actually watching the recent Six Nations Ireland v England justified me paying the
licence fee, personally. I think, given that, everyone can always do better and I think it is useful for us to
congratulate the BBC when they are doing something well, but also highlight what exactly we would like
them to do more. I think, in general, it would be better if there was more coverage of Tynwald and I think
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the BBC is proposing to look at that via its website as well.

Q420. Mr Canister: Can I just then bring up one other issue that I find somewhat irritating and I
wonder what your views are on that Chairman, and yourself, and that is that the BBC really regards the
Isle of Man as just part of a region, part of the north region or northwest or whatever, and there is no
recognition that this is an Island in its own right, that it is the kingdom of the Isle of Man? It has its own
Government. It has it own parliament and we are not recognised for what we are as a nation. Is that
something that concerns.., can I ask both of you? I do not —
Mr Earnshaw: Welt, I will answer that first, if I may.
I think the BBC, especially when I went to the Celtic Media Festival last year, received a lot of
criticism for being London-centric and I think the further that you get away from London, there is a
dilution of that. That dilution increases as you have to cross water, because there was a lot of criticism
from the representatives for Northern Ireland at a time. So it is really trying to encourage the BBC to pull
out into the other parts of the UK to give... so we are not alone in this I do not think. I think it does dilute
the further distance that you get. The Isle of Man is a small population and I think we have got to
recognise that, but I think we have got a very good story to tell in the Isle of Man. 1 think we are a
newsworthy place. So I would like to see more concentration and I would like to work and I have been
working in the past to try and encourage the BBC and ITV to take that into account. I think it is really
publicising the Isle of Man beyond our shores that I am looking for — that is the line of approach that I
have got — rather than trying to just have internal digestion for the Isle of Man.
Dr McLaughlin: Yes, could I maybe echo that. I think Scotland used to get very upset as well by
being referred to as a region, and not only by the BBC, but, indeed, ITV, and t think it is something that
we constantly have to reinforce. We have raised it with the BBC Trust, in terms of official consultations
that they have done. We raise it with the BBC when we see them and I think it is something that one has
to just continually have to hammer home, that we are a nation.
Q421. Mr Gawne: I would just like to ask the Chairman, the Minister, what statutory functions,
policy development roles and expertise does the Department of Home Affairs have in media
broadcasting, cultural developments, social integration, community support and those sorts of areas?
Mr Earnshaw: I do not know that I can answer that off the top of my head.
Q422. Mr Gawne: I could answer it.
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Mr Earnshaw: Well, you have perhaps done your homework on that.
Q423. Mr Gawne: The point I am really getting to, I suppose, is that there is a certain amount of that
expertise in the Communications Commission. There is no doubt about that. We have already heard that
the primary focus of the Communications Commission is about regulation and that side of things. There
is a little bit of the other bits that I have mentioned and we have heard from Carmel the work that the
Communications Commission is doing in that area, but I suppose the point I am trying to get to here is we
do not seem to have a Department of Government that is working on policy development for the way in
which media is presented in the Isle of Man. Is that a fair charge?
Mr Earnshaw: I think that is probably a fair charge, yes.
Dr McLaughlin: Could I maybe add... We do not have any responsibility, obviously, over all the
media. We do not have any say over the printed press. I think how things have happened since I have
joined the Commission is basically to try and work with colleagues across Government. So, for example,
we work closely with the Chief Secretary's Office and the department of External Affairs because lots of
things we have to do do go through the Ministry of Justice. I have direct links with the UK government
departments, but I think we do operate as a team where we can. But I think you are right, Mr Gawne, that
there is not a specific person in the Civil Service who has got, under their portfolio, broadcasting.
Q424. Mr Gawne: It was fairly easy for us to reach this conclusion, I think — well, the potential
conclusion — as a Committee, inasmuch as we have been asked to investigate the feasibility and impact of
withdrawal from or amendment of the agreement under which the residents of the Isle of Man pay a TV
licence fee, and to report. So the first thing we would do, as a Select Committee, would be, 'Right, we
will have the policy man who does media and broadcasting in and we will find out what the policy
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objectives of Government are,' and of course —

Mr Earnshaw: You could not find one.
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Q425. Mr Gawne: We have got the Communications Commission, which is doing its regulation and
licensing and a little bit of media policy, but we do not really seem to have a clear policy team. So I
suppose, on that basis, would you accept or acknowledge that we actually need to have a level of policy
development on the Island?
Mr Earnshaw: I hope the Director will have the same view as me. That is something... It is a
recommendation in your report, if you choose to put in, that I would welcome, but I think there would
have to be an acknowledgement that there is a resource needed to cope with that. We have not sufficient
resource at the moment to do it in the way that perhaps you envisage. We are doing what we can, when
we can, where we can, but it is a little bit limited at the moment. But I think the Director has already
demonstrated to you that we have done quite a bit.
Q426. Mr Gawne: Is it ideal that... I am sort of answering my own question here, because I suspect
it is — in terms of the Communications Commission, regulation and licensing, clearly there is a link in
there with Home Affairs — we can see that — but were we to try and develop a broader policy remit for the
Communications Commission, would Home Affairs be the ideal and appropriate home for the
Communications Commission, or is there another Department of Government that might take on that
role?
Mr Earnshaw: I think it does widen the role. You could perhaps look at Economic Development or
Community, Culture and Leisure as Departments with regard to that. They have got a different role to
Home Affairs. Home Affairs — I think probably the licensing and the regulation fit in with the mindset
that people have with Home Affairs, but a marketing aspect... and I would be interested to hear the
comments from the Director about this if they are different to mine, but I would think that the marketing
aspect perhaps might be better positioned somewhere else.
Dr McLaughlin: If one looks at the Channel Islands, broadcasting issues tend to be covered by their
Home Affairs and I think probably that came about because the BBC service was called the Home
Service and there was that link between Home Affairs in the UK as well, and the broadcasters. I think
there is an important thing about regulators, they have got to be seen to be independent, and that is key
for broadcasting regulation in particular, that that there has got to be this view that they are not,
obviously, owned by government or not going to a Pravda-type situation. I think it has been useful
working with the Department of Home Affairs because they do acknowledge and respect our
independence,
In terms of other countries where they have policy people working on broadcasting issues and that is
not true in the Channel Islands... they do not have dedicated people working on broadcasting policy there are two sorts of models. For example, in Ireland, they have got a Department of Communications,
which includes broadcasting, so there is one government department but two regulators.
In the UK things are changing. It used to be the Department of Culture, Media and Sport and
Department of Business, because traditionally telecommunications has been more affiliated with the
Department of Trade and Industry and the Department of Economic Development type issues. So whether
you going to have one person in Government working on policy and where should that sit, I think it is
debateable where would be the correct place.
I think it is also, given resources as well... would it be a full-time role for that individual to work on
policy? The Commission has been consulting and we will be publishing further documents where we
think there are opportunities for the Island as a whole, which will include aspects, for example, can we
attract or license more TV-type services on the Island for reception off Island as well as on Island?
Q427. Mr Gawne: I supposed the like of the Celtic Media... was it Celtic Media'? (Dr McLaughlin:
Yes.) Would promotion of that or involvement in that probably more neatly sit with the policy
development officer in whichever Department than with the Communication Commission?
Dr McLaughlin: I do not know if that is true, with respect. The actual directors of the board of the
Celtic Media Festival are broadcasters and regulators. Government tends to be hands-off on these sorts of
things, as I have said, because of going back to the Second World War and the split between government
and broadcasters.
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Q428. The Chairman: If I can just go back a bit, the Chairman said earlier on that he did not want to
rock the boat and he thought that the BBC were giving a very good service. Is that the view of the
Commission, because if you are negotiating with the BBC, do you not think that is a weakened position,
to go to them to negotiate better services when you are saying that you do not want to rock the boat?
Dr McLaughlin: If one considers that in terms of what the original motion was, which was to
withdraw from the BBC licence fee, I think in that context what the Commission was saying is maybe it
is mindful to consider what one could be losing if we stopped paying the licence fee, i.e. transmission
perhaps on Island could stop for BBC services. Tomorrow we could be prevented from accessing iPlayer,
because it is postcode enabled. While it is difficult to block unencrypted signals via satellite at the
moment, tomorrow or in the next few years it may be possible, so I think it is within that context that the
Chairman first said, and I think the Commission said as well, that we have to look at the whole of what
we would be losing, and we do get a lot of good services from the BBC. However, as I said earlier, that is
not to say that one cannot and should not try and get improvement.

Q429. The Chairman: It is not just a case of programming because, as the Chairman said, we would
like to see us broadcast further, and then that is interfering with the broadcast policy of the BBC, but
surely part of it should be,.. If we take the S4C example, the UK government has just put its hand in the
pot and told the UK to fund directly S4C. That could be said exactly the same for Manx Radio, that that is
value for money for the Isle of Man TV licence-payer, isn't it?
Dr McLaughlin: Yes, and I think there are certain issues with the BBC settlement that, again... we
have been working with colleagues in the Chief Secretary's Office and have written to the UK
government about it.

Q430. The Chairman: When did you write to them?

435

Dr McLaughlin: 1 raised the issue with the Department of Culture, Media and Sport after the licence
fee settlement was announced, so I think it... Was it October? I think it was October 2010.

Q431. The Chairman: So, 2010,
Dr McLaughlin: I can confirm later.
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Q432. Mr Canister: Just to take Mr Earnshaw back again to being comfortable with what we have
got now, when we spoke to Wilf White of the BBC on 10th December last year, he said:
'... I think that the position of the Committee, that the BBC should do more to improve its services on the Isle of Man, is one
that we entirely share.'

So there is a senior man in the BBC saying, 'Yes, we should he doing more,' perhaps because we
have managed to discover the huge difference between what is paid for the Channel Islands and the Isle
of Man, but does that not make you now want to rethink what you said about comfortable with what we
have got?

Mr Earnshaw: I do not think I used the word 'comfortable' — I said I think they provide a good
service — so I would not like you to... I am sure you would not want to put words in my mouth. I did not
say the word 'comfortable' (Interjection); I said they offer a good service and I would challenge anybody
else to say they offer a poor service. I think that was what I said. They can certainly do better, and I
would like to encourage them to do better and do more for us, and that is what I spoke about as well, that
my mindset is to encourage them to do more programming about the Isle of Man for national TV in the
UK. That is what I want to see. That would be progress and that would be good value for money for the
Isle of Man.

Q433. Mr Callister: If it is the right kind of publicity, of course.
11/1r Earnshaw: Well, they say there is no such thing as bad publicity, don't they?

465

Q434. Mr Callister: The other thing is then, in view of that 813C view, if we come forward with a
number of recommendations, presumably you would welcome some which are practical to pursue?
Mr Earnshaw: Yes.
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Q435. Mr Gawne: Just moving on from some of the points that I think Carmel made earlier about the
Communications Commission and how it is felt that regulators should be independent from Government,
obviously you are not, inasmuch as your Chairman is also the Minister for Home Affairs. Is it then
common across communications regulators across the British Isles to have politicians in that sort of role?

Dr McLaughlin: Ofcom, who I used to work for in London, their first Chairman was Lord Currie. He,
I think, was ennobled by the Labour government, but during his tenure at Ofcom he sat on the cross
benches. I have worked for regulators both in the UK and Ireland, and in Ireland the commission on the
telecommunications side were appointed by a civil service commission and there was then a political
ratification. Similarly in the UK, the Secretary of State is consulted on head appointments. They are not
necessarily... The chief executive, for example, of Ofcom is not a politician and the present chair is not a
politician, but they... I do not know how to put this candidly. While we have a Chairman who is a
Government Minister, he is one person on the Commission.
Q436. Mr Gawne: So I think what you are saying is that we are unique in having politicians chair our
regulator.

Dr McLaughlin: I think it is relatively rare. In Serbia, they have a bishop, so there are different
models.
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Q437. Mr Gawne: Just another point that you were raising in terms of the Communications
Commission... You have given us a clear indication as to what should and should not be done. Were we
to recommend that there were a Department of Government responsible for media development and
promotion — well, even if we were not — would it he appropriate for the Communications Commission to
be involved in trying to get media that exists...? We have heard a lot of evidence at the moment from
various parts of the media on the Island suggesting that we know that where we are is not where we are
going to be in five or 10 years' time, and I think we have also heard evidence that suggests that something
needs to act as a catalyst and possibly some sort of Government involvement needs to be there to bring
together the various media groups on the Island and actually help them develop into what they need to be
in the future — for example, TV interim broadcasting, that sort of issue.
It is a very rambling question — apologies for that — but is it the role of the Communications
Commission to do that sort of thing? If you had more resource, would you he more actively involved in
that, or is that something that should be done by a Government Department responsible for media
development?

[At 11.11 a.m. the Clerk, itilr .1 King, joined the Committee.]
Mr Earnshaw: I think, to use a well hackneyed phrase of mine, you have got to consider what is
proportionate and appropriate to the Isle of Man. We are a small nation. We have got the
Communications Commission. We are familiar and we have got a working arrangement, a partnering
arrangement with other people who have got similar interests. So I think from the regulatory and
licensing aspects it sits very comfortably in the way that we do within the Department of Home Affairs. I
think, to stray outside that, if you have got somebody linked into media promotion and they sat outside
the Communications Commission, when we have only got 2.7 people in the Communications
Commission, employed in that at the moment, I think it would be a bit of a nonsense realty for the size of
the Island to do that. The place for that to he positioned, in my view, would be within the
Communications Commission and I think unless there was good reason to do otherwise it would be to
continue under the umbrella — if that is the best way to describe it of the Department of Home Affairs.
Q438. Mr Gawne: So what you are saying — and I am not trying to put words in your mouth, just to
clarify — is that the Communications Commission would be the appropriate body to do that work.

Mr Earnshaw: I think so. You can put words in my mouth on that one, as I agree with you. I think
that is the route to go for the size of the problem that we have got and what we are trying to achieve. I
think that if it is somewhere else and we have two different Departments of Government trying to work
together, when there is no real need to have them separated, it would be counterproductive.
Q439. Mr Gawne: Then going on to the uniqueness or otherwise of our particular set-up: are we
unique in not having a Department of Government responsible for the development of media policy?
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Dr McLaughlin: 1 think it goes back to something I said earlier. In the Channel Islands, neither Jersey
or Guernsey have got people working on broadcasting policy as a full-time role. In Guernsey, it comes
under the Department of Home Affairs and in Jersey, it comes under Economic Development. Within
Ireland, the UK and the bigger member states in Europe, then there will be generally a department that
will also have the same broadcasting policy. So there are both.

Q440. Mr Gawne: So for example, if we were concerned — I am sure we have got lots of
representatives of the media here today — if somebody in Government was concerned that clearly we see a
significant reduction in advertising revenues available to the media, added to which Government has less
money and is publishing fewer public notices and putting fewer adverts out — clearly financially difficult
times — is it the role of the Communications Commission to develop a policy or to work with the various
media representatives to try and find solutions?
Dr McLaughlin: I think in the past — for example, particularly with Manx Radio — the link has been
very much with Treasury on the financial side. I know, in the past, Treasury has set up working groups to
look at particular issues, and then taking in feed —

Q441. Mr Gawne: Only because Treasury own Manx Radio.
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Dr McLaughlin: Yes, but there could be something to be said about looking at one's policy going
forward, but it is so... For example, you mentioned earlier TV and there has been quite a lot of work clone
in the UK, over the years and more recently, on local TV. I know the UK government is hoping to see it
happen, but all the analysts are saying that the real way to enable local TV is over broadband. Obviously,
putting things like TV over broadband has implications for the telecommunications network as well. So
there is certain sense that the Commission deals with both telecommunications and broadcasting and can
help advise on policy options, But whether there could be a full-time role to promote broadcasting and
whether that would be best sitting outside the Commission or with the Commission, I think there are pros
and cons of both.

Q442. Mr Gawne: I will ask both of you, is TV broadcasting through the internet going to happen if
Government does not get involved, would you say?
Dr McLaughlin: I think that would he an interesting question to ask the telecommunications
operators, as well as the broadcasters, because for example Cable & Wireless has been looking at Ivry
and they were considering could that be an avenue for a more localised service. I think basically we will
see different relationships. I think if the broadcasters want to get much more into IPTV, then there may be
some merit in them doing it in partnership with telecommunications operators. Once one thinks about
IPTV, the costs are very much less than traditional terrestrial television, for example.
I think it is probably a policy issue for Government, where one puts one's money, whether it is, for
example, to promote access to broadband versus whether to see more localised TV.

Q443. Mr Gawne: And on that basis, is the matter before us who is going to lead those?
Dr McLaughlin: For example, the Council of Ministers can ask the Commission to lead on it.
(Interjection by Mr Gcatine) It could be.
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Q444. Mr Gawne: Is it not something that you are actively involved with at the moment?
Dr McLaughlin: It is something that we have been working on thinking through, in terms of
opportunities, but I think in terms of economic opportunities, it is maybe looking at also encouraging
other businesses to come on Island to provide services via the internet.

Q445. Mr Gawne: If I were a young, thrusting, eager media type, who was keen to develop greater
internet broadcasting, who would I go and speak to?

585

Dr McLaughlin: At the moment, it is not licensable. We have not been licensing and regulating, so
there is not necessarily a Commission role for them at the moment. If they are looking for funding, then
they may go along to the Department of Economic Development, as this is a new enterprise, a new
venture. They may well come to the Commission asking for general advice.

Q446. Mr Gawne: Maybe it is just me not being particularly clear this morning — a hard weekend
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planting spuds and my head is maybe not in the right frame of mind — but I am getting quite confused
here. We are sort of saying that the Communications Commission sort of might be interested in doing this
sort of work, but is not at the moment; it might be if the Council of Ministers possibly suggests it to them;
but who would suggest it to the Council of Ministers in the first place?
If I were said young thrusting media type, I would probably give up, based on what I am hearing,
without wishing to be too harsh.

Mr Earns-haw: I think we are talking about hypothetical situations. We do not know at the moment. It
is all based on 'What if?'

600

Q447. Mr Gawne: So we have not got any policy lead in Government, and the Communications
Commission possibly could fulfil that role.
Mr Earnshaw: I think the Communications Commission could fulfil that role, but they need to be
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resourced to do it.

Dr McLaughlin: I think, just to add, we have been doing consultations and we will be producing
another report looking at various options for the Island, including in broadcasting media. I think it is then
for us to put the proposals and then Government to decide what their policy is. Obviously, then we will
do what is required of us. At the moment, as we have said, our resources are fairly limited and we have to
be proportionate.
Q448. Mr Gawne: I suppose Adrian and myself both know all too well, and I am sure the other
politicians here, policy does not get developed if there is no policy development lead somewhere in
Government. We can bang on about our favourite pet projects, but if there is no officer responsible for
that particular area, it is highly unlikely that you are going to get any progress. So what you are saying is
the Council of Ministers have to develop policy, and then
Mr Earnshaw: Can I just take you back to an answer that 1 gave a little while ago, that you were
talking about... what were the words that I used'? It was about a recommendation that you could possibly
make. If you made the recommendation, that would be the catalyst to developing up that particular role.
We have not got a person who is identifiable as doing that particular role. It is clone within what we have
got at the moment, which is a very small team and there are a lot of other responsibilities that have to be
handled at the moment. So we are not dodging anything; we can only do what we can do.
Q449. Mr Gawne: I can easily understand —
Mr Earnshaw: That would be the catalyst to start developing up a process like this, if we want to
have a more robust approach to marketing the Isle of Man in that respect.
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Q450. Mr Gawne: I suppose it is hard to criticise an organisation that has not been asked to do
something for not doing it. I do understand that. My concern, though, is that as a member of the Select
Committee charged with looking to see what we could do if we removed... walked away tomorrow from
the BBC licence fee and the whole implications of that, we do not have, at the moment, any sort of
agency of Government that is responsible for media development. Were we to move away from the BBC,
it would probably take its four or five years to establish a policy development unit, to actually get the
talks going on with local media to potentially replace what the BBC provides.
Dr McLaughlin: I think to go back to what I said earlier, we can and will be identifying various
options on policy issues. Then it is a matter of Government deciding, as opposed to developing.
think there are a number of issues that if we were, tomorrow, to say, We do not want to pay the
licence fee: what would be involved?', if the issue is 'are we going to try and replace BBC-type services;
are we going to have our own transmission company or go into contract with Argiva, the existing
transmission company, and then discuss purchasing material from the BBC, potentially like BBC world,
or go to other potential suppliers?', I think that is more than policy development. Basically, it is actually
setting up a mini-contractor for the Island, to purchase media.
I think the second... to touch on what you were saying earlier about things like IPTV, and where we
should go, going forward, and we did talk about Treasury, but I think it is important that new forums...
the advertising cake on the Island is finite and authorising, sponsoring or supporting more outlets or other
outlets is going to have an impact on existing licensed services and that is something that the
Broadcasting (Amendment) Act 2007 made clear that the Commission should take into account the
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impact of new services on the existing services.
So I think there could always be a role for more policy people, and they could sit in a Government
Department or they could sit with the Commission, but wherever they sit, they would have to work
carefully with the Commission, because there are things that we understand, and have contacts and
influence in, that a policy person in Government would not necessarily have.

Q451. Mr Gawne: But it is reasonably clear, though, other Departments of Government are
responsible for the sorts of things that the media do — Community, Culture and Leisure and Economic
Development, I think, have both been mentioned — so were we to recommend something by way of... and
then ask those of the Communications Commission, presumably it would be essential to have direct links
with the other two Departments as well,
Dr McLaughlin: Yes, there have been... Economic Development did have the group called the eBusiness Group, for example, and I think part of the model there was if your entrepreneur was looking for
funding, then it could be something that can go to the e-Business Group, if they think there is a venture
that there potentially could be some funding or support from them.

Mr Gawne: Thanks, that is probably enough from me.
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Q452.The Chairman: When it comes to the Communications Commission and the BBC, you will be
million a year to the BBC: do you not consider that, over the
aware that the TV licence fee is over
years, the Isle of Man has fallen behind on value for money out of the TV licence fee compared with
other places, and that maybe the Communications Commission and its previous people could have done
more for the Isle of Man?
Dr McLaughlin: I think, again, to go back to something the Chairman said, if you go to something
like the Celtic Media Festival, there is a strong... Everybody there has the united feeling that they do not
get as good coverage as people who live within the M25 or who broadcast---

680

Q453. The Chairman: Outside of that...?
Dr McLaughlin: Yes, I think with the Isle of Mart, we do not compare well with the Channel Islands,
but that does not mean to say that we do not compare better with other parts of the UK.

685

Q454.The Chairman: Would you like to say where you think that we are actually doing better?
Dr McLaughlin: Salford — when was that mentioned last on the news, on BBC North West?

690

695

Mr Earnshaw: Salford?
Dr McLaughlin: Yes. That is in the northwest, isn't it? There are large chunks and conurbations that
would say they actually never get any representation on the news, unless it is had representation. For
example, maybe health issues in the west of Scotland, it generally only appears in the BBC in a negative
story and that is how they would argue.

Q455.The Chairman: ... [Inaudible I and coverage like that compared with the Isle of Man'?

700

Dr McLaughlin: Sorry, I am not trying to dodge the issue and I think we do not get as good coverage
or as much money spent on us as the Channel Islands, but I am just saying that there are other places that
also feel that they do not get as good coverage as other people do in the UK.

Q456. The Chairman: Do you find that you are under resourced to represent the Isle of Man
properly?

705

Dr McLaughlin: With regard to...?

The Chairman: The BBC.

710

Dr McLaughlin: With the BBC'? It is...
Mr Earnshaw: I would say the answer to that is that if you have got more resources, you can always
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Q457. The Chairman: Is it value for money though? Not just throwing bodies at it to try and... but to
actually get to achieve something.

720

Dr McLaughlin: I think, as I said earlier, 10 or 20 years ago, it would have been a lot easier to try and
get more value from the BBC because times were different. I think, now with the freeze on licence fees
and the BBC, as you have said, taking on more responsibilities, it is harder to get extra value, but we are
trying as hard as we can.
Q458. The Chairman: Do you not consider, when the UK government has just taken £1 billion out
of the BBC on these hard times, that they seem to be okay? Could you not follow their lead?

725

Mr Earnshaw: Sorry, who has clone okay?
Dr McLaughlin: The UK government.

730
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Q459. The Chairman: Are you not aware (Mr Earnshaw: Yes.) that they have taken El billion out
of the BBC to fund other services? These are hardened times for the BBC and the UK government, so if
they can do it in these times, surely we can.

Dr McLaughlin: We are pushing for the UK to get a better deal of the new settlement. However, the
UK government, as you know, can be quite a difficult beast to take on.
Q460. The Chairman: It is not the government that you are dealing with; it is the BBC, as Mr White
said to us. This is a BBC issue; not a UK government.
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Dr McLaughlin: No, the UK government will have to an agreement and has come to an agreement
with the BBC over the level of the licence fee and what is spent.
Q461. The Chairman: But the UK government negotiated with the BBC and got £I billion out or
that. So you should be negotiating with the BBC — not the UK government — to get extra revenue for the
Isle of Man.

Dr McLaughlin: To get extra money spent on the Isle of Man?
The Chairman: Exactly what they have done.
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Dr McLaughlin: I think the BBC has said — and Will White said to the Select Committee — 'tell us
what more you want'. I think it is for the Select Committee and ourselves to push the BBC to then deliver
on it. But I am not clear what it is exactly that we want them to do more — i.e. what the Select Committee
wants. Is it more localised news? Is it an opt-out service? Is it that we attempt to have a quota of minutage
of news coverage?
I think that is where we will look with interest at your recommendations.
Q462. The Chairman: But as a Commission, you must have been looking at these areas, before the
Committee was set up, as the representative on licence fees. So you must have been looking at areas. Did
you have a list, before the Committee was set up, of where you would like to get better benefits?

Dr McLaughlin: I think we, in our original submission to you, back in January 2010, we included the
list that we were working on at that time. We have fairly regular conversations and meetings with the
BBC about what is going well and what is going not so well, and where improvements could be made.

765
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Q463. Mr Canister: I come to probably an area that you might regard as more trivial in a way, about
whether the Commission has any role in where the Isle of Man is inaccurately or badly represented by the
media, by radio, by television and so on. I will give you an example, because when Paul Moulton gave us
evidence in February, he said that a spokesman for the Jersey Tourist Board said to him, We are always
left off the BBC map, we never get mentioned.' As a result of that, over the next three days, the 13BC
could not go past Jersey enough times without showing their maps with Jersey on.
We are frequently left off maps, with the Isle of Man, by the BBC, by other broadcasters as well.
There are areas, of course, where we are totally misrepresented in news stories and because things are
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taken out of context. Do you have any role in trying to correct that sort of thing or not; and if not, who
would have?

Dr McLaughlin: If people come to us, we take it up directly with the BBC and also I would take it up
at executive level, to Laura and/or Wilf. It would also be raised with Helen Corlett, as something that she
could feed into the Trust's advisory panel.

780

785

790

Q464. Mr Callister: So you do have a role, in fact, but it is dependent on a complaint from a ?

Dr McLaughlin: If we are aware of it. For example, there was a story that they ran about an increase
in popularity of indigenous languages, and they referred to a school in Northern Ireland and a school, I
think, in Scotland that was teaching Ghidhlig and Gaelic. So we contacted them straight away and said,
You haven't mentioned Manx: we've got a school here,' So things will either be at our own initiative or
if it is brought to our attention.
Mr Earnshaw: I also think you said that, from Mr Moulton's comments, in Jersey, the complaint
came from the Department of Tourism (Mr Callister: Yes.) — not from their Communications
Commission. (Mr Callister: No.) So has our Department of Tourism got a role to play in these sorts of
complaints?
Mr Callister: Well, as a former Tourism Minister, you might he able to answer!

795

800

Q465. The Chairman: The gap that we have got between the Isle of Man and Jersey and Guernsey...
Another one that Mr Moulton floated past us was about piggy-backing the services. Do you think that
would be an idea for the Isle of Man on the TV?

Dr McLaughlin: To join in with BBC South West or...?
The Chairman: ... [Inaudible" so that we have actually got a TV opt-out, that we could actually link
it in.

805

Dr McLaughlin: To Portsmouth? Sorry, that's —
The Chairman: Well, any other opt-out of that type. Do you think we could actually have that optout as well?

810

815

Dr McLaughlin: I read Mr Moulton's submissions to the Committee and also know at the time there
was a debate over whether we would go with ITV Border versus Granada. There was some suggestion
that maybe we could have an islands TV and link in with the Channel Islands. I think if we did that as
part of the BBC coverage for the Channel Islands — so basically, how it works is their early evening news
programme comes from Portsmouth, and then at quarter to or ten past, it switches then to the Channel
Islands. I think, from our research and understanding, the Isle of Man is interested in the northwest. We
would have, I think, limited interest in Portsmouth or, indeed, the Channel Islands, if that is the proposal.
Q466. The Chairman: As in that you get that opt-out, so that you could actually go for an Isle of
Man opt-out as well.

820

825

830

Dr McLaughlin: I think there are two ways of doing it. I think one suggestion would be that we are
part of the Channel Islands group. 1 think from what I read from Mr Moulton's testimony, I think that
would be problematic. I think if we asked BBC North West to have a 15-minute opt-out, there are pros
and cons of that, like most things. It would probably result in more coverage of local news for viewers on
the Isle of Man, but it would also probably result in less exposure of the Isle of Man to people in the
northwest, since they would not necessarily watch news about the Isle of Man, because we would he
opted out.
Q467. The Clerk (Mr King): Thanks, Mr Cregeen. I am sorry I was late. I have had another
Committee until about half an hour ago.
Could I just pick up on a follow-up question on this 'piggy-backing' thing? I have a television in my
house in the Isle of Man which has Sky. It has channel 987 which is called 'BBC Channel Islands'. It is
only different from BBC North West, as we have said, for about 10 minutes in every 24 hours. The point
that I understood was really a technical point: how difficult would it be to use that same bit of
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infrastructure to show something about the Isle of Man for a different 10 minutes in the 24 hours?
Leave aside for the moment who produces it, who edits it, because that is another matter which may
be dealt with; but is the existence of that bit of infrastructure not some kind of opportunity which could be
deployed for other purposes?

Dr McLaughlin: Generally how opt-outs work on terrestrial television as opposed to Sky is that the
main transmitter — for example, Winter Hill — will broadcast and then for 10 minutes, the relay will take a
different signal, its own signal. Now, there are transmission costs involved because we do not have an
opt-out system, so there would have to be some structural re-engineering and there would be costs. That
is really something I think for the BBC — to ask the BBC — would they consider, if that is what we
want...?
But the point that I was trying to make as well is that there are costs involved, if we become... If we
are an opt-out, it does mean that we will he less likely to be seen or covered in the main bulk of the news
that goes out to the northwest.
Q468. The Chairman: But that is only one part... If the opt-out was at 6.15, you could possibly
make the seven o'clock news or the 10 o' clock news. It is only that one section that you would have the
opt-out. So if it was a newsworthy story, it would still get broadcast because it would be of a bigger issue.
Also, when you are saying about the costs, could this not he part of any additional service that they
could be supplying to us? That is what we are looking into whether it is value for money.

855

Dr McLaughlin: Yes, I do not disagree with that. I suppose I have not done research, and we have not
done research, to know what the Isle of Man as a whole... whether that is a service that they would find
attractive; but I think there is no harm in putting that proposition to the BBC and asking for their
comments or, indeed, looking at having it for a trial period, to see if it works.

860

Q469. The Chairman: BBC and Manx Radio have been talking about BBC televised news on a
Manx website. Would you be supportive of that?

865

870

Dr McLaughlin: Yes, I have been in discussions with the BBC as well about how they are
progressing providing more of their news, to offering it not only to Manx Radio, but to the other
broadcasters on Island.
Q470. The Chairman: We mentioned earlier regarding the website content. We have also got a
concern that any newsworthy stories for the BBC local crew are picked from the UK, whether it is going
to be worth covering or not. Do you have a concern along with us on that?

Dr McLaughlin: I think, as I said earlier, I would welcome more editorial involvement from the
Island.

875

Q471. The Chairman: Have you stressed that to the BBC?

Dr McLaughlin: We have discussed the rote of news operation and the coverage, but I would have
to... Whether I have used those precise words, I cannot confirm that.

880

885

890

Q472. The Chairman: When I mentioned earlier S4C and the money that used to he funded by the
UK government and is now funded out of the BBC, and it is just a direct payment to them, so they do not
have any editorial control, would you think that would be a possible good recommendation that we
should have for Manx Radio?

Dr McLaughlin: The S4C, I am not 100% completely au fait with what the set-up is going to be with
the BBC and S4C, because I think the BBC already does supply programming as well for S4C, I think if
we were to get more support for Manx Radio, that would be excellent, and yes, I would not like to see
that being combined with editorial involvement from the BBC. I think it is important that Manx Radio
keeps its own editorial...
Q473. The Chairman: I think S4C are saying that they are going to keep themselves totally
independent of the BBC; it is going to be a funding matter. Also Manx Radio do have access to the BBC
news, so international news could just be produced through the BBC, anyway. So that would be of
benefit.
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Dr McLaughlin: Yes, I think traditionally there has been... The BBC, because of its funding structure
and being part of the European Union, has got to be careful what arrangements it gets involved with, with
commercial broadcasters for example, in the UK, because issues such as state aid can be mentioned. I
think that was initially one of the BBC's concerns with Manx Radio: how more they could be involved in
supplying material. However, I think they have now satisfied ourselves and there have been discussions
with us that there would not be a competition issue per se on the Island over such an arrangement, but I
think that is a potential issue in the UK, where people... some of the commercial broadcasters and
newspapers get concerned, if the BBC is too involved in areas where they think the market could provide.

Q474. The Chairman: Could it not be just a case that Manx Radio dropped out of commercial and
the subvention was replaced by the BBC? That would actually put out possible advertising to the other
people, so there would not be a conflict, and they would have editorial control similar to S4C.
Dr McLaughlin: I think it could he a model. How feasible a model it is is another issue.

910

Q475. The Chairman: Well, thank you very much. Are there any other comments you would like to
make?

Mr Earnshaw: When are you likely to report on this, Chairman?

915

The Chairman: We are hoping to be able to report before July.
Mr Earnshaw: What if you do not report before July?

920

Mr Callister: We will.
The Chairman: Yes. Thank you very much for your attendance.
Mr Earnshaw: You're welcome.

925

Dr McLaughlin: Thank you.

The Chairman: This now ends the public session of this Committee.
The Committee sat in private at 11.47 a.m.
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AGREEMENT UNDER WHICH RESIDENTS OF THE ISLE OF MAN PAY A
TELEVISION LICENCE FEE
Thank you for your letter o1'27 November to Mark Thompson, in which you invited
the BBC to make a written submission to the Select Committee of Tynwald — which
is examining the agreement under which residents of the Isle of Man pay the
television licence fee. As Mark is currently away on business I am replying on his
behalf, and I am sorry for the delay in doing so.
I Iistorically, the people of the Isle of Man have had access to all the BBC's analogue
network services and, along with other parts of the British Isles, television reception
and access to our digital channels has recently significantly improved following the
recent substantial investment in digital terrestrial transmission of BBC services at
Digital Switchover last year. During that switchover period, residents in the Isle of
Man were of course eligible for help from the Switchover Help Scheme, which is
funded by the licence fee. The pre-existence of a part commercially-funded radio
station on the island has precluded the development of a BBC local radio station, but
the Isle of Man does receive regional television coverage as part of the BBC North
West region and has its own BBC website.
The Island has also featured in BBC network programming over the years. Members
of Tynwald may be aware, for example, that objects from the Isle of Man, including
the Manx Sword of State are currently featuring as part of our History of the World
project in collaboration with Manx National Heritage. We are currently also
considering a number of suggestions from Manx Radio and the Communications
Commission as to how we might further improve our services for the people of the
Isle of Man.
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Turning to the questions specifically raised by the Committee, our answers are as
follows:
i. How much does the BBC receive by way of licence fees paid by Isle of Man
residents?
For the purposes of administering the TV Licence system, there is no reason for
licence fee income to be recorded by geographic area so the BBC does not hold this
figure. However, we have estimated licence fee income for 2008/09 from the Isle of
Man at £4.5m. This estimate has been made by applying the proportion of licensed
premises in the Isle of Man to the BBC's total licence fee income. At the end of
2008/09 there were 32,091 licensed premises in the Isle of Man.
The income calculated in this way is only an estimate because where a premises has
more than one licence, it is only counted as one. In addition, by taking the estimated
volume of licences in force and applying it to total licence fee income we do not take
into account the fact that a proportion of people may have a concessionary licence or
may not pay the full amount for a licence because, for example, they drop out of a
payment scheme before the licence is fully paid.
We therefore request that this figure is made public only if the basis of estimation is
included with any release.
ii. How much does the BBC spend per head of population in the provision of
services in (a) the Isle of Man; (b) the UK and (c) the Channel Islands?
Figures for spend broken down by area in the way you suggest are not routinely held
by the BBC. However, based on the service licence costs as published in the BBC
Annual Report (2009), the cost of services per head of population for the UK as
whole is approximately £54. We have carried out some additional analysis of this and
as a further calculation, the BBC spends £53.60 per head of population in England
and the Crown Dependencies. For the Isle of Man alone that figure is £53.20. This
removes the cost of BBC Local Radio which is not provided as a dedicated service to
the Isle of Man (though the island does derive occasional benefit from UK Local
Radio stations for example through the visits made by the BBC Lancashire bus and
from some limited coverage on other neighbouring stations). Interestingly, 62% of
the Isle of Man population listen to BBC Radio on average per week. This compares
to 66% for the UK and Crown Dependencies overall, 82% for Jersey and 62% for
Guernsey (Source: Raj ar 15 minute reach Q408-Q309 using the Manx Radio TSA).
We have based our calculations for this data on 2009 estimates of UK and Crown
Dependency populations. For the Isle of Man we have used a World Bank estimate
of 80,500 and referenced a 2006 census number of 80,000. On this basis we estimate
the value of services delivered to the Isle of Man in total to be £4.283m.
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Assessing purely local (as opposed to regional) spend and defining this as radio and
online services the average cost per head for England and the Crown Dependencies is
estimated to be £2.00. By contrast we estimate the cost for the Isle of Man to
be around £2.35. Taking television services into account, the average cost for all
regional and local services is £3.75. For the Isle of Man in isolation this is estimated
to be £4.00.
In estimating these costs we have taken the specific costs in providing the relevant
services together with an apportionment of BBC overhead for common production
activities such as property provision and technology provision managed across local
and regional services as a whole. This methodology is consistent with the calculation
of service licence costs in the BBC's cost of transmission. Note that it excludes the
cost of distribution (principally transmission services) and group support functions.
For television we have estimated the costs of Isle of Man coverage from resources in
the North West Region although this will vary year on year according to the news
agenda.
Figures for the Channel Islands will be up to five times this amount because of the
relatively high number of BBC staff serving a population roughly double to that of
the Isle of Man thanks to our historic investment in a radio station for each island
together with the limited television news service based on the islands.
So our investment per head on local services for the Isle of Man is comparable but a
little more than that for other services for England as a whole but below that for the
Channel Islands.
iii. I note from the BBC's Financial and Governance Statements 2008/09, page
F05, that in 2008, total spend outside of London expressed as a percentage of
`eligible spend' increased from 33% to 35%. Can the BBC provide a
geographical breakdown of expenditure in any greater detail than "in London"
versus "outside of London"?
The BBC's Annual Report and Accounts 2008/09 provide a further breakdown of
these percentages (p041 Performance / Ofcom) and the table is reproduced below for
ease of reference. This is the lowest level of detail at which these figures are
available.

TV Programming spend by Region as a % of eligible spend
based on Ofcom definitions
_
by calendar year
2007
2008
67.4%
London
65.1%
Scotland
3.7%
3.3%
2.7%
Wales
3.6%
0.4%
Northern Ireland
0.6%
6.4%
Total Nations
Z9%
4.1%
Midlands
3.9%
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N. England
S. England
Total Regions
Total Nation and
Regions
Total Regional Base

8.9%
14.2%
27.0%
34.9%

10.2%
11.9%
26.2%
32.6%

100%

100%

iv. Do you pay a fee to the Isle of Man Post Office in respect of their role in
collecting the licence fee? If so, how much is this?
The BBC has a commercial agreement with the Isle of Man Post Office for its role in
the collection of the licence fee with fees set by the Post Office. Fees paid to the PO
are predominantly on a per transaction basis and so will vary dependent on the
number of transactions made. In 2008/09, the BBC paid £35k in transaction fees to
the Post Office and £56k in investment costs to upgrade Post Office infrastructure for
automation of TV Licensing sales transactions. To date, in 2009/10 we have paid
£19k in transaction fees with full year fees estimated at £25k. As to be expected, this
level of fee is substantially higher than would be paid for a comparable service in the
UK.
v. What services and/or payments do you provide to Manx Radio?
The BBC bases three staff at the offices of Manx Radio in Douglas and contributes
£12,500 per annum in rent/utilities (plus a half share of Manx Radio's annual internet
connectivity charge - currently £18,000). BBC content (usually audio taken from
video acquired for BBC North West Tonight) is made available for use by Manx
Radio (and the Manx Radio website). BBC Training is made available to Manx
Radio staff (most recently in December 2009 three days of sports writing, sports
commentary and web writing training was provided on the Manx Radio site by BBC
trainers). Currently the BBC is investigating the possible provision of its 'General
News Service' of UK and international audio clips and text for Manx Radio. In
addition, ad hoc consultation on issues such as sports rights and accreditation,
distribution and web video has been and is being made available to the station.
In addition to our specific support for Manx Radio we are trying to improve the value
to licence fee payers by examining the possibility of translating some BBC web
pages into Manx, providing advice for the Communications Commission on
Distribution and supplying other ad hoc support as requested.
We are also considering some further suggestions as to how we might strengthen our
partnership arrangements with Manx Radio - for example notifying the station of
potential BBC broadcasting activity on the island and putting Manx Radio on the new
Radioplayer. In doing so we shall of course also have to consider the potential
impact that measures to support Manx Radio might have on, for example, the other
radio stations on the island in line with our regulatory obligations.
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vi. How are "free" television licences to UK residents over 75 funded?
The cost of television licences for Over 75 households in the UK is met by the
Department for Work and Pensions in the same way that Over 75 licences are paid
for by the relevant Department of Social Security in the Isle of Man and the Channel
Islands.

I do hope that the Select Committee will find this submission helpful. We shall of
course be very happy to offer any further evidence that the Committee might find
useful. We should also be pleased to send a senior BBC official to give evidence to
the Committee in person if the Committee would like us to do so. We are always
anxious to hear the views of our audiences at first hand and we are also pleased to
receive regular feedback from the Isle of Man through Helen Corlett, the Manx
representative on our Audience Council.
I hope that this submission will demonstrate to the Committee that the BBC has a
strong interest in serving the Isle of Man. We believe that the people of the Isle of
Man do get good value for money from the licence fee and enjoy BBC services to a
similar extent to those in the rest of the British Isles. But we remain conscious that
there may be ways in which we can improve our services to you and are always
happy to have a dialogue and respond to suggestions.

Mark Byford
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14 May 2010

During our appearance before the Select Committee of Tynwald on 24 March, Laura
Ellis and I were asked to write back to the Committee with details of the
arrangements under which BBC services are provided in the Republic of Ireland and
with an estimate of the value of BBC services for the people of Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland to compare with the figures which we quoted for England and the
Isle of Man.
As you know, I emailed you about the Committee's first question on 4 May to explain
that some BBC public service channels are indeed made directly available to many
homes in Ireland, but that since these households do not pay the licence fee, BBC
Worldwide acts as a distribution agent on behalf of the BBC to ensure that value is
returned to rights holders and licence fee payers for these channels by charging the
platforms which carry the channels. BBC Worldwide therefore has commercial
distribution deals with both Sky and UPC (the cable operator) who together account
for more than 1 million of the 1.5 million television households in Ireland. The
contracts vary in terms of scope: UPC take all our channels expect for the BBC HD
channel, although Sky have historically only taken BBC One and BBC Two. In each
case, however, viewers in Ireland do have to pay their platform provider to receive
BBC services.

I am pleased to say that I can now also answer the Select Committee's second
question. I am sorry that this work has taken some time to complete but this is really
rather a difficult exercise and not one which we regularly perform. The key difficulty
is that we can only differentiate cost per capita where whole services are provided to
England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland alone and, while England has lots of
small local radio services but no services for England itself, the reverse applies in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Inevitably, services covering the millions of
licence payers who live in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have a veu4 different
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scale and cost to single English local services which typically serve much smaller
audiences. Furthermore, Scotland and Wales also receive services in Gaelic and
Welsh respectively and in Northern Ireland Radio Ulster/Foyle also includes some
content in Irish Gaelic and Ulster Scots, while England does not offer other
indigenous language services. Comparing local services alone would therefore give
a very distorted picture not least also because the reality is that the costs of BBC
One and BBC Two are in some areas specific to Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland, though these costs are quite difficult to disaggregate.
Investment in these specific language services is significant (£5.7 million in Radio
Nan Gaidheal and £4.4 million for BBC Alba in Scotland; £15.4 million for Radio
Cymru and £32.5 million for the support we offer S4C in Wales; and £18.4 million for
Radio Ulster/Foyle, some of which is invested in Irish Gaelic and Ulster Scots).
With all these caveats, on the same basis as the costs which we earlier provided to
the Committee, our best estimate of total service licence costs per capita is therefore
as follows:
England
Isle of Man
Scotland
Wales
Northern Ireland

£53.60
£53.20
£58.00
£73.10
£61.80

Given the relative lack of demand for indigenous minority language services in
England and the Isle of Man - although we are now delighted to be offering some
Manx on our website as you know - and the relative population of the island, we
therefore believe that considering our investment in the Isle of Man against that for
England is the fairest comparison. That is not of course to suggest, however, that
we do not regard the Isle of Man as a properly separate entity.
Nor is it to suggest that we do not think that there remains scope for improving the
services which we offer to the Isle of Man. In particular, and as I mentioned in my
previous email, our discussions about sharing news coverage with Manx Radio are
progressing well, we are talking to them about how we can support their coverage of
the Commonwealth Games, and we also continue to look forward to enhancing our
coverage of Tynwald.
I do hope that the Select Committee will find this further information helpful.

Head of External Policy
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Wilf White [wilf.white@bbc.co.uk]
15 June 2010 18:15
Jonathan King
Sian Healey; Pipa Doubtfire; Laura Ellis
Se l ect Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee

Dear Jonathan
Thank you for your email of 1 June in which you raised two further questions on behalf of the Select
Committee.
We have tried hard to answer the questions as fully as we can in the time available but comparable
data has proved very hard to obtain. 1 hope nevertheless that the Committee will find the following
answers helpful:
(1) In the last ten years, how many prosecutions have there been for non-payment of the BBC licence
fee in (a) Jersey; (b) Guernsey; and (c) the Isle of Man?
We regret that it is not possible to answer the question in the terms asked by the Select
Committee. In Jersey and Guernsey, TV Licensing sends cases to the relevant authorities and
these cases are then considered for prosecution by those authorities. So TV Licensing does
not control which cases are prosecuted and we can therefore only provide you with the data
which the relevant authorities can provide themselves. In the time available we regret that we
have only been able to obtain comparable data for all three governments from 2007 onwards.
In the case of Jersey we can say that between 2007 and 2009 41 cases were laid to court. For
Guernsey 27 cases were sent to the authorities to consider prosecution and in the Isle of Man
59 were laid to court (NB these figures include cases where no further action may have been
taken (eg because a writ was not served or the case was withdrawn)).
Although the precise legal procedures differ in each island, our policy in seeking a prosecution
is the same: everyone found to be using a television without a licence risks prosecution and a
fine, whoever they are and wherever they live. However, prosecution is a last resort and we
will always give every opportunity for those who do not have a TV licence to pay their licence.
We also offer a number of payment schemes to assist those who would prefer to pay by
instalments - although it is important to stress that our research indicates that the socioeconomic profile of those who do not pay the licence fee is similar to that of the population as a
whole and it is by no means only those of limited means who do not pay. In each island our
policy of conducting enforcement visits is also broadly similar, so the number of visits on the
Isle of Man over the last few years has been slightly higher than in Guernsey but lower than in
Jersey, which of course has a higher population than the Isle of Man.
(2) What enforcement action has been taken against Guernsey resident and licence fee objector Mr
George Elkington?
We cannot comment on the specifics of ongoing investigations into individuals. We can,
however, assure the Committee that the TV Licence is a legal requirement for anybody who
watches or records live television programmes and that anyone caught watching without a
licence risks prosecution and a fine of up to £1,000. This applies no matter who you are or
what your personal views about the licence fee may be.
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I do hope that this is helpful.
Meanwhile you might like to be aware that our efforts to improve the support which we offer to Manx
Radio continue and most recently we have been helping them to ensure that they can offer full
coverage of the Commonwealth Games in Delhi including for the first time full rights holding
accreditation for them and our supplying commentary for them to re-use.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any further assistance to you.
Yours sincerely
Wilf White
Wiif White
Head of External Policy, BBC Operations Group
Director of Policy and Communications,
Digital Switchover Help Scheme Ltd
Room 5152, BBC White City, 201 Wood Lane, W12 7TQ
Tel: 020 8752 5931
Mobile: 07932 768900

http://www,bbc.co.uk

This e-mail {and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the
BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender
immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
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The BBC
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24 December 2010

Dear Jonathan,

When we gave evidence to the Select Committee of- Tynwald on 10 December, Wilf White and I undertook to follow up a number of
points raised by the Committee. Before the Christmas break. I thought it might be helpful to let you know the progress we have made.
On the issue of a better Manx language service we have now created a dedicated homepage link to all Manx language pages on our
website bbc.co.uk/isleofman
hope this will make the content we have already created as well as future content much easier to Find. in addition, we will shortly be
adding some Manx audio to our pares.
have asked the Editor who manages our Manx team, Robin Morley, to arrange a meeting early in the new year to determine the best
way to extend our Manx coverage - perhaps via some radio output on Manx Radio's AM frequency but we are open to other
si ;stions. We plan to invite the island's Manx Language Officer Adrian Cain to this meeting and I understand we are also working
with Adrian on the reversioning of some of the BBC's Irish Gaelic content for Manx users of the BBC website and exploring
possibilities of links with the BBC Alba team in Scotland.
Still with the web, we are investigating two other suggestions - delivering an aggregation of all recent BBC video content on one page
so it can be easily available on demand, and creating a new banner for the website (and some associated content) which better reflects
Manx nationality. Both of these elements need specific design work which we hope to schedule in January or February. We will also
shortly be in a position to make our video much more easily available to Manx Radio's website as previously agreed, Wilf and I will
raise with the BBC Trust the issue of allowing bespoke web video to be created at the earliest opportunity
The Editor of North West Tonight, Cerys Griffiths will be visiting the island in the New Year and I have asked her to consider ways in
which output from the island might be better showcased within the programme and ways that our coverage can be further improved.
We are also developing an idea for a special programme featuring the Isle of Man for transmission in 2011 on BBC 1, which is likely
to focus on Manx nationality and to include a debate.
Our plans to deliver the BBC's General News Service/Newswire to Manx Radio are progressing well with the technical work now
taking place via the BBC's network architecture team. We have also started to plan our training schedule for next year. Manx Radio
have requested some specific writing, reporting and presenting training based around the upcoming Isle of Man elections and we will
invite 3 FM and Energy staff to join in should they feel it would be of benefit. This training will be once again provided by the BBC's
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College or Journalism.
We are still keen to give Tynwald and Manx politics a permanent home on the BBC Parliament channel but as previously discussed,
this is dependent on a camera feed of proceedings being made available. In the the meantime we are discussing the idea of a regular
update on Tynwald proceedings in text to be offered to our web service.
As Wilt' explained at the hearing, any decision on broadband funding is an issue for the UK Government and not the BBC. The
funding by the BBC under the recent licence fee settlement of BBC Monitoring and the World Service has an indirect benefit to the
island since removing these from UK Defence and ECO spending schedules reduces those budgets ror all those who contribute to
them including the Isle of Man.
Finally, Mr Gawne raised the poor reception of Radio Five Live on some parts of the island. We have investigated his concerns and
can confirm that unfortunately the Douglas transmitter site is not suitable for broadcasting in Medium Wave, so although it carries
radios 1-4 in FM it cannot transmit Radio Five Live which is a MW only service. The Isle of Man therefore receives Radio Five Live
from off island transmitters. I have asked my colleagues here to look into the possibility of delivering MW transmissions on the island
but this is likely to be expensive and it is of course hoped to switch off MW transmissions when we reach digital radio switchover. So
for those who are keen to listen to Radio Five Live the best solution at present is to do so via the internet or via DAB which we now
estimate offers a robust signal in 62% of homes on the island or via DTF or DSat. And the Isle of Man is of course also part of the
BBC's planning work to expand DAB coverage to FM equivalence over the next few years.

I hope this is helpful and I look forward to continuing this work with my team in the new year.
Yours sincerely,
David Holdsworth, Controller

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the
BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender
immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
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Appendix 5
Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Laura Ellis llaura.ellis@bbc.co.uk]
05 March 2011 21:37
Laura Ellis
Laura Ellis
FW: IOM latest

Dear all,
I promised you an email around now on the BBC's work in the Isle of Man and the developments we are making to
our service for the island. I am pleased to be able to offer the following by means of an update:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The BBC's revamped website for the island has launched, featuring prominent information about the island's
unique status and a full video service which pulls together all the BBC's recent video footage on one page. In
addition this video material is being made available as an RSS feed for other providers to use on their
websites. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world/europe/isle of man/
Negotiations are underway to use BBC resource to enhance Manx Language broadcasting on Manx Radio's
medium wave frequency. The material generated will also be available as a podcast and as 'listen again'
material
The provision of a BBC audio news service to Manx Radio is in its final stages of delivery
We remain keen to provide more coverage of Tynwald on our website and on the BBC Parliament
channel. Although unfortunately, the provision of cameras has been ruled out by Tynwald at this stage on
cost grounds we are now creating a series of monthly Tynwald reports for the BBC website
A new series of training dates has been organised for broadcasting staff on the island
We have provided some Irish language content for reversioning into Manx, working with Manx Language
Officer Adrian Cain to offer clips from BBC Northern Ireland via our website. We have also continued to
translate some of our own pages into Manx
A half hour regional TV special on BBC One will be dedicated to the island later this year
We are planning a range of special content on the upcoming Isle of Man elections.
We are assessing what coverage can be offered to reflect the 2011 Youth Commonwealth games in
September - obviously a key event.

We've looked carefully at what we can do to improve the reception of BBC Five Live on the island after reception
issues were reported to us on our last visit. I'm afraid that since Five Live is Medium Wave only and we don't have a
MW transmitter on the island, improving analogue reception of Five Live would be very expensive. For those who are
keen to listen to Radio Five Live the best solution at present is to do so via the Internet or via DAB which we now
estimate offers a robust signal in 62% of homes on the island. The station is also available via Freeview and
satellite. The Isle of Man is, of course, also part of the BBC's planning work to expand DAB coverage to FM
equivalence over the next few years.
All the best and if you have any questions or comments please do let me know.
Laura Ellis
Laura Ellis
Head of New Media & Business Manager
BBC English Regions
PI Level 10 I Canal Walk I Mailbox I Birmingham B1 1AY
tY 07774 479894 (m)

http://www.bbc.eo.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views
of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender
immediately.
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Appendix 6

Communications Commission
Oaseirys chellinsh

hie if Man
Government
Rei!ty; ENun Varinin

Salisbury House
Victoria Street
Douglas
ISLE OF MAN
IM1 2LW

DIRECTOR
Dr Carmel McLaughlin

Telephone: (01624) 677022
Fax: (01624) 626499

Jonathan King
Clerk of the Select Committee on the
Television licence fee
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
ISLE OF MAN IM1 3PW

Our Ref:2015.TSC-TVL.CMcL/TB/MK
15 January 2010
Dear Mr King

Select Committee on the Television licence fee
Further to your letter dated 27 November 2009, I attach the Communications Commission's
response to the above Select Committee. The response includes our answers to the specific
questions raised in your letter, as well as further observations and considerations which may
assist the Committee in its deliberations.

I confirm that the Commission's response may be published in its entirety.
Yours sincerely

Dr Carmel McLaughlin
Director
Enc.
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1.

Introduction

1.1. The Communications Commission is a Statutory Board of the Isle of Man Government and
has responsibility for the licensing and regulation of telecommunications and broadcasting on
the Isle of Man. The Commission welcomes this opportunity to respond to the Tynwald
Select Committee on the TV Licence. Before answering the specific questions posed by the
Select Committee, which has been tasked to investigate the feasibility and impact of
withdrawal from or amendment of the agreement under which residents of the Isle of Man
pay a television licence fee, we would like to take this opportunity to submit a fuller response
for your consideration.

2.

Background

2.1 As stated by the Chairman of the Communications Commission in the November 2009 sitting
of Tynwald Court the arrangement under which we pay the TV licence is not an agreement
but rather it is a requirement of the Communications (Isle of Man) Order 2003 for Island
residents to pay the TV licence. Quite simply it is the law. The Order is a piece of United
Kingdom legislation that was made with the agreement of the Isle of Man Government after
Tynwald approved the principle of extending provisions of the UK's Communications Act
2003 to the Island. The Order can only be amended or revoked with the agreement of both
the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom. Revocation or amendment of the Order may also
raise other legal and constitutional issues and could impact on international agreements.
2.2 The Communications Commission would not recommend withdrawing from or amending the
arrangements under which residents of the Isle of Man pay a TV licence without considering
carefully all of the implications. This is, however, not to say that we shouldn't review the
existing relationship with the BBC to ensure we receive the best possible value for money
from the TV licence. The BBC's current royal charter, the 10-year agreement with the UK
government that sets out the corporation's public service remit and the scope of its activities,
is not due to expire until the end of 2016. However, the funding settlement, the process of
the UK Government setting the future level of the BBC licence, fee expires in 2013 so it is
perhaps timely to re-examine the arrangements.
2.3

The Commission accepts that some people oppose the whole idea of having to pay the
licence fee which currently costs £142.50 per annum. Online contributors to the debate on
0
. cr.) r II stated:
'7 think that we need to stop paying the BBC licence fee, as its not cost effective'
"We simply do not get the value for money that the other licence payers get; we've no local
TV or radio service provided by the BBC" and
"There is no way on earth that we get ANY value for money from the BBC for this No local
radio/TV support. No coverage and part of your SKY payment goes to them anyway so you
actually pay them twice'.

2.4 Others, however, do regard the licence fee as value for money. Views from
www,i0 m tocl . o, m included:
,

"I think the BBC do a grand job in many forms of media and am happy paying the licence"
3
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"Don't withdraw or amend the licence agreement on my account. I happen to like the BBC,
and even if it's not perfect it is still excellent value for money. What are you going to give me
in exchange? I don't want local news as I can get that anyway (if it's reported of course) and
much local coverage is fairly trivial compared to the national and international coverage
offered by the BBC. For my licence fee I get 365 days a year of mostly quality news, drama,
music, entertainment, sport, history, arts and much more besides. I get Radio 3 and 4 which
alone are worth the fee, and BBC4 is a treasure house of quality programmes."
'7 simply can't believe that anyone is seriously thinking about taking action that would result
in removing access to all BBC radio stations, all BBC TV channels and BBC iPlayer just
because we probably don't get the same coverage as elsewhere. We pay less than 40p per
day for 7 BBC radio stations and 8 BBC TV stations which compares with a minimum of 60p
per day for Sky. It's beyond belief that anyone can contemplate a decision that would
remove the BBC from the Isle of Man!"

3. Services funded by the TV licence
3.1 Most people rightfully have an opinion on the TV licence but it is not always clear how the
money is spent. Therefore, it may be useful to consider a breakdown of what the TV licence
covers.
3.2 The BBC's total income for 2008/2009 was £4.5 billion, of which £3.5 billion was licence fee
income. The Isle of Man contribution to the BBC's licence fee income in 2008/09 is estimated
by some to be around £4.7 million, of which £616,500 was paid directly by the Manx
Government to cover the free TV Licences for the over 75s.
3.3 In the 2008/09 financial year the TV licence cost £139.50 per year or £11.63 per month, how
this was spent is illustrated in the figure below.
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According to the BBC, eight pounds per month was allocated to programmes on BBC One,
BBC Two, BBC News channel, CBBC, CBeebies, BBC Three, BBC Four, BBC Parliament,
regional versions of BBC One and BBC Two, BBC HD and the Red Button interactive
services. All of these are available to Isle of Man residents.
The TV licence also pays for the national radio stations: Radio 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Live, and on
the digital-only stations 1Xtra, 5 Live Sports Extra, 6 Music, Radio 7 and Asian Network.
4
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•
•
•

Sixty-one pence of the £11.63 was set aside for maintaining the BBC's online services —
namely its website and the BBC iPlayer, which is also available to Isle of Man residents,
£1.01 per month was allocated to support Digital Switchover and other infrastructure costs.
According to the Broadcasters Audience Research Board (BARB), despite most homes in
the Isle of Man and the UK having between 15 and 200 TV channels about 30% of viewing
time is spent watching BBC1 and BBC2.

3.4 The TV licence paid for the digital switchover information campaign and the Switchover Help
Scheme which provided assistance for the elderly and people on benefits to convert one TV
to digital during the Island's recent switch to digital. The BBC also paid together with ITV,
Channel 4 and Five for the upgrading of the terrestrial TV transmission network so we could
receive digital TV services via an aerial.
3.5 It should be noted that the TV licence does notfund ITV, Channel 4 and Five and does not
pay for the transmission costs of these services or those of the commercial multiplexes which
are not available from on-Island transmitters and the other 1100 relay transmitters across
the UK. The commercial multiplexes are funded from advertising, sponsorship and some pay
TV revenue.
3.6 The BBC also employs three resident BBC journalists on the Isle of Man who maintain a
dedicated Isle of Man web service and provide content for BBC North West Tonight.
3.7 Given that all the BBC's national TV, online services and most of the radio services referred
to in Figure 1 are available on-island, one could argue that Isle of Man residents currently
receive predominantly the same level of service as residents of the UK and the Channel
Islands. However, it is in the area of local radio services where the Island fairs less well.

4. Opportunities for improving the value to the Isle of Man
4.1 The BBC operates national stations for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and 39 English
local radio stations, which includes BBC Radio Guernsey and BBC Radio Jersey funded by the
TV licence. In 2004, the BBC disclosed that its radio services in the Channel Islands received
approximately £2m funding. The BBC said it was unable to release more up to date figures
but it did state that many parts of the UK receive less in local funding than either the Isle of
Man or the Channel Islands.
4.2 The BBC has recently renegotiated a Memorandum of Understanding with Manx Radio and is
committed to providing training and sharing content. However, the Commission considers
that more be could be done such as increased coverage of the Isle of Man on news and nonnews programming, extending DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) coverage, increasing its
assistance to Manx Radio and other stations through greater content sharing and helping
with analogue and/or digital transmission costs. Other options could include a portion of the
licence fee being retained in the form of a discounted licence fee for Island residents or to be
used by the Manx Government to help fund local media.
4.3 The Department of Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) in the UK has proposed that, in order to
ensure the continued existence and plurality of news, extra funding could be provided to
other broadcasters as part of a contestable "ring-fenced" portion of the TV licence from 2013
onwards — broadly equivalent to the amount now allocated to Digital Switchover.
5
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4.4 The Commission has written to DCMS stating that, as Isle of Man residents pay the TV
licence in full, any proposals to change the method of allocation going forward should
directly benefit the Isle of Man and its residents. It may be in our best interests to have any
contestable element refunded back to the Island, to be used to support our own local media
or for Island residents to benefit directly through a reduction in the TV licence.

5. Potential implications of withdrawing from the TV licence
5.1 From a purely financial point of view, ceasing to pay the TV licence would save Isle of Man
households £142.50 in 2009/10 and the Manx Government approximately £645,000, as it
would no longer have to subsidise the free licences for over-75s. In a time of economic
uncertainty this may well appear attractive.
5.2 BBC television and radio services may remain available, but possibly only to Isle of Man
residents who can receive signals from off-island transmitters or those who have Freesat or
Sky. However, with technological development, this situation cannot be guaranteed going
forward as it is possible that the BBC services could be removed from Island residents'
satellite TV electronic programme guides.
5.3 Should the Island withdraw from paying the TV licence, the BBC may discontinue terrestrial
TV and radio transmissions on-Island. If the BBC withdraws funding for the on-island
terrestrial transmission network other broadcasters such as ITV, Channel 4 and Channel Five
may follow suit.
5.4 Although it is believed that around 90% of Isle of Man households now have satellite TV on
their main TV set, there will be a number of second or third sets receiving digital terrestrial
television broadcasts from on-Island transmitters. Each of these would have to be converted
to receive satellite TV or off-island signals at a cost to the household. In addition, those who
have invested in aerial upgrades, TVs and Freeview set-top boxes in preparation for Digital
Switchover, may find that their equipment will no longer work.
5.5 Should we withdraw from the licence fee and the BBC cease radio transmissions on Island,
this could mean that residents will no longer be able to listen to BBC radio in their cars or on
their standard FM radios and those who have invested in DAB radios may find they no longer
work.
5.6 It is not just access to traditional broadcast media from the BBC which the Island would risk
losing should we withdraw from paying the TV licence. The BBC provides free on-demand
access to BBC TV and radio programmes online via the BBC iPlayer which is becoming
increasingly popular. As the service is funded by the TV licence the BBC may try to block Isle
of Man residents' access to iPlayer, whether accessed over the Internet or eventually,
through a TV.
5.7 Should the Island cease to pay the TV licence, the BBC, and other broadcasters could
remove their presence on Island and be less inclined to cover the Isle of Man in their wider
ranging news, cultural or sports programming. The BBC could remove their journalists from
the Island and, in doing so, put an end to the training and other content sharing
arrangements currently enjoyed by Manx Radio.
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6. Responses to Select Committee's questions
Question 1
taken place over the yanrs, _and pacticulariy in the last five
What necjotia.tions
atlive::.in the(..".,oilirimuni,(..atif.)n6 COrnroL5si.on and the BBC atx)1.1 t the licence fee
and th..i extent of aervicas
6.1 Over recent years the Commission has had both direct and indirect dealings (such as via the
Chief Minister and the Chief Secretary's Office) with the BBC in relation to the licence fee and
the services they provide to the Island.
6.2 In June 2004, the then Director, Mr Anthony Hewitt, wrote to the Chief Secretary informing
her that the BBC had submitted their response to the Royal Charter review and that there
was no mention of the licence fee in relation to the Crown Dependencies. A suggested letter
was included for the Chief Minister, Hon Richard Corkill MHK, to write to Sir Michael Grade,
the then Chairman of the BBC. The letter was sent on 8 July 2004 and argued that there
should be an equitable contribution from the BBC to local radio in the Isle of Man on a
similar level to what was currently occurring in the Channel Islands.
6.3 Sir Michael responded to the Chief Minister's letter of 8 July, stating that many valid points
were raised and encouraged a further meeting with senior BBC managers. A meeting was
subsequently held on 3 September 2004 with Mr Pat Loughrey Director Nations & Regions,
Mr Martin Brooks (Head of Regional and Local Programming for the North West) and Ms
Menna Richards. They met the then Chief Minister, Hon Richard Corkill MHK, Chief Secretary
and the previous Director of the Communications Commission.
6.4 A further meeting was arranged by Commission staff between Mr Andy Griffee, BBC
Controller English Regions and the then Chief Minister, Hon Donald Gelling MHK, in
September 2005.
6.5 In 2005 the BBC Bus visited the Island in August and October. Also in October, the Chairman
of the Commission, Hon John Shimmin MHK, informed Members of Tynwald of progress with
the BBC, namely the introduction of dedicated Isle of Man Ceefax pages, improvements to
the BBC Isle of Man website and information relating to Digital Switchover.
6.6 In March 2006, the then Director was informed by Mr Leo Devine, Head of BBC North West
that they would be announcing the employment of two full-time journalists to be based in
the Isle of Man and would be tasked with maintaining the BBC Isle of Man website and
gathering material for North West Tonight. The Director attended a Question and Answer
event hosted by the BBC Isle of Man team at the Villa Marina in Douglas on 9 October 2006.
6.7 On 22 January 2007, the then Director wrote to Alison Hastings, the new BBC Trustee for
England and the Isle of Man, regarding BBC Services in the Isle of Man. In March that year
Mr David Holdsworth, Acting Controller English Regions, wrote to the Chief Minister, after
advice from the Director, requesting an opportunity to meet and brief Members of Tynwald
on recent developments and field any questions, this took place on 19 June 2007. On 28
June 2007, Ms Hastings visited the Island and met with the Chief Minister, Chairman and the
then Director of the Commission and Mrs Helen Corlett, the Isle of Man's BBC North West
Advisory Council representative.
7
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6.8 I was appointed Director in July 2008 and further meetings took place with Mrs Corlett
throughout that year to ensure that the BBC's North West Advisory Council were kept
informed of views from Isle of Man residents on a range of issues from availability of DAB to
reception issues to Isle of Man coverage on BBC programmes.
6.9 In July 2008 I submitted a response to the BBC Trust consultation on BBC proposals for local
video broadband to complement existing BBC Local websites. While I welcomed the
proposals that included local video broadband plans for the Isle of Man, I also commented
on the fact that these were less than had been previously proposed stating:
"The Communications Commission would urge the BBC to continue to improve its service
to the Island.
The Isle of Man Communications Commission regrets the dilution of the
BBC's original proposals for local services, which would have contributed towards making
up for the Corporation's historic deficit in serving the Island's Licence Fee payers. ....
Nevertheless, the Commission welcomes the proposed developments as at least a small
step in the right direction. It hopes that the Island will be in the first wave of local
provision under these proposals, as had been indicated to the Island's Government in
briefings given by senior BBC management over the past two years".
6.10 In November 2008 the BBC Trust published its provisional conclusions on the BBC's local
video proposals. It refused permission for local video because it considered that it would not
improve services for the public enough to justify either the investment of licence fee funds or
the negative impact on commercial media.
6.11 In November 2008 the Commission responded to a further BBC Trust consultation on the TV
licence fee collection review stating:
"More should be done to explain how the income from TV licences is used This could
include information in the local press and on Manx Radio (our Public Service Broadcaster)
More information about
and our commercial radio stations (Energy and 3 FM).
detector vans being on the Island would also be appropriate as vulnerable people,
particularly the elderly are concerned about bogus traders - it appears once in the press
but perhaps this should be repeated over a longer period and also use other local media,"
6.12 A main priority during my first year of appointment was ensuring that the Digital UK
information campaign and the Digital Switchover Help Scheme, both funded through the TV
licence, was tailored and targeted to the Isle of Man to ensure that no one on the Island was
unaware that switchover was happening and inadvertently left without any television
following switchover. Digital UK staff were on Island on a regular basis and hosted roadshows, drop in centres and worked with Age Concern, DHSS and other on-Island agencies to
help support the switch to digital.
6.13 In November 2008, the Commission organised a Tynwald briefing on switchover issues with
presentations from Digital UK and the BBC. The response to the Switchover Help Scheme in
the Isle of Man was higher than in Selkirk, part of the Border ITV region which switched
around the same time.
6.14 On 4 and 5 August 2009, the Chairman and I met with Mr David Holdsworth, Ms Laura Ellis,
BBC Head of New Media, Mr Robin Morley of the BBC Isle of Man Team and Mr Ian Hughes
their Chief Operating Officer to discuss the BBC and its provision of services to the Island. At
this meeting I provided Ms Ellis with a "shopping list" which set out what we would like the
BBC to address going forward. Areas for improvement included:
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Increased news and web coverage of the Island;
increased opportunities for the Island to feature in non-regional programming such as
drama series;
▪ increased coverage of the TT;
▪ the development of new services;
coverage of Tynwald on BBC Parliament; and
commitment to coverage of the Commonwealth Youth Games.
One of the positive outcomes from the meeting was that the BBC agreed in principle to a
new Memorandum of Understanding with Manx Radio, arranged the next round of training
and confirmed that they would progress the idea of television coverage of Tynwald debates
on the BBC Parliament channel. The BBC is continuing to look at other proposals discussed at
the meeting.
6.15 On 22 September 2009, I wrote to DCMS in response to the consultation entitled "Digital
Britain and Consultation on sustainable, independent and impartial news in the Nations,
locally and in the regions". The consultation proposed using part of the BBC licence fee (the
surplus from Digital Switchover) to fund news on non-BBC TV channels such as ITV. I stated
that any changes to how the licence fee is allocated going forward should have direct
benefits to the Isle of Man; either taking the form of an apportionment for use by Isle of
Man media or as a direct reduction in the licence fee payable by Isle of Man residents. A
follow up meeting is planned with the UK Government to discuss these proposals and other
issues raised by the UK Digital Economy Bill which is currently in the House of Lords
Committee stage.
6.16 In November 2009, Mr Charles Runcie, BBC Head of Sport for English Regions visited the
Island to discuss support for Manx Radio and potential BBC coverage of the Isle of Man
Commonwealth Youth Games which are set to be held in 2011. Discussions are also ongoing
to see how the BBC can support Manx Radio's coverage of this year's Commonwealth Games
in Delhi.
6.17 In January this year, Mrs Helen Corlett, the Isle of Man's BBC North West Advisory Council
representative obtained an update from the BBC as to the activities of the BBC's now three
on-island journalists. The BBC on-Island operation is working at two-thirds strength after one
journalist had left but they are hoping to secure a third team member imminently. They
believe that the Isle of Man receives good coverage on BBC North West Tonight and expect
coverage to increase once the third journalist is in position.
6.18 It should be noted that since 2008 and throughout my tenure as Director, Commission staff
(Mrs King, Mr Brew and I) have been in regular contact with colleagues at the BBC on
matters concerning Digital Switchover, the Switchover Help Scheme, reception and
transmission issues, content provision, DAB coverage and various others.
Question 2
Dt:,)es the
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6.19 The BBC does not own all or part of the Island's terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure. All
terrestrial broadcasting facilities are owned by Argiva Limited. Argiva own and operate eight
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transmission sites on the Island, all of which, with the exception of Ramsey, offer
commercial site sharing facilities to both the public and private sector.
6.20 Licences for mast sharing are granted under the Radio Mast Regulation Act 1988 (of
Tynwald) and are regulated by the Communications Commission. No fees are paid to the
BBC. The BBC and other broadcasters pay Arqiva for the provision of transmission facilities
on Island. Fees payable to the Commission under the Radio Mast Regulation Act are
calculated at 15% of the income generated from third-parties.

Question 3
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6.21 There have been a number of meetings with RTE over the years and we hope to have a
further meeting in April to discuss opportunities for closer cooperation and programme
sharing. We are also in routine contact with Sky. However, the Commission has not, as far as
I am aware, had formal discussions with RTE or Sky about the possibility of either company
acting as a direct substitute or sole alternative to BBC's services on Island,
6.22 Negotiating with an alternative supplier of broadcasting services raises a number of issues;
not least whether Isle of Man residents would prefer to pay the Irish TV licence fee which
currently stands at €160 (approximately £140) for two free-to-air terrestrial TV channels and
four radio stations, rather than the current TV licence of £142,50 which gives access to 16
digital terrestrial TV channels and a number of radio stations from on-Island transmitters.
6.23 RTE would need to acquire appropriate copyright agreements to cover the Isle of Man which
is currently generally included in UK copyright negotiations. It is likely that agreement from
the Irish Government to make services available on-Island would also be required. Decisions
would have to be made on whether Argiva, RTE or a third party could or would continue to
operate the on-Island transmission networks and at what cost to whom. There would also be
a number of complex contractual and spectrum issues that would need to be resolved.
6.24 Sky does not market or make readily available its services to non-UK, Isle of Man or Channel
Island residents for copyright and other reasons. The service available in Ireland is different
to that available here with RTE 1, RTE 2, TV3, TG4 replacing BBC 1, BBC2, ITV and Channel
4 in the top slots on the electronic programme guide. Whether Sky would continue to
market and serve the Island should we cease paying the TV licence has not been discussed
with BSkyB. Should the Isle of Man opt for this course of action, the BBC could request that
their programmes be removed from the electronic programme guides of Isle of Man
residents and thus diminish the attraction of Sky's product.

Dr Carmel McLaughlin
Director, Communications Commission
15 January 2010
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28 April 2010
Dear Mr King
Select Committee of Tynwald on the Television Licence Fee

Further to our meeting with the Select Committee on 24 March, we have now been through the
files that we hold in our office and the Hansard since October 1997. We have also consulted with
Mr Waddington and Mr Hewitt, the two previous Directors of the Communications Commission.
Mr Hewitt confirmed that there has never been any direction or request to the Commission from
Government that the BBC should establish a local radio service on the Island. Indeed the
emphasis in the Tynwald Debates and discussions between the BBC, the Isle of Man Government
and the Commission have always been to obtain better value from the licence fee in other areas,
including support for Manx Radio in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding.
However, as you are aware, meetings have taken place over the years between Government
Officials and the BBC. We do not have access to any files prior to the setting up of the
Telecommunications Commission in 1985.
With regard to the Ofcom and BBC surveys to which I referred at the Select Committee hearing, I
can now confirm that the surveys quoted did not sample the Isle of Man, although Ofcom routinely
includes the Isle of Man in surveys regarding Public Service Broadcasting and TV news coverage. I
have reminded both the BBC and Ofcom that the Isle of Man is covered by UK Public Service
Broadcasting and should be included in future surveys.
In connection with Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) transmission costs, a very basic estimate
from Argiva stated that adding an additional multiplex to the Douglas transmission site only (there
are a total of 10 DTT transmission sites across the Island) would cost approximately £100,000 per
annum, on the proviso that the contract with them was taken out until 2026. This would not
include electricity costs. However, this very approximate estimate was given with the assumption
that Arqiva would continue to receive payment from the BBC, ITV and Channel 4 for the
transmission of the 3 PSB multiplexes, i.e. these are incremental costs subject to Arqiva having the
main Freeview contract.
If the Isle of Man Government decided to build/purchase a DTT transmission network of its own
from scratch, covering the existing Douglas transmitter and the other 9 transmission sites, then
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the costs could be in the region of £2 to 3 million. There could also be further costs in acquiring
programming if we were not covered by UK Public Service Broadcasting.
I hope the above information is of assistance.
Yours sincerely

Dr Carmel McLaughlin
Director
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Appendix 8

Jonathan King
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McLaughlin, Carmel [Carmel.McLaughlin@cc.gov.im]
16 June 2010 09:50
Jonathan King
Shimmin, Anne; 'Wilf White'; King, Margaret
RE: Select Committee on the TV Licence Fee

Jonathan
As previously stated the Commission is not involved in prosecutions for failure to pay the TV Licence.
However, Wilf has sent me the following response further to your query:

On the Isle of Man the prosecution process is akin to that in England and Wales in that TV
Licensing prepares and prosecutes our own cases. The only difference is that under Manx law the
summonses must be personally served by a resident 'Coroner' and presented in court by a resident
Solicitor. So we use Manx legal officers and operate under Manx law in Manx courts but we prepare
the prosecutions,
'ust to complete the picture: in Jersey once an officer has taken a statement the case is passed to a
"Centenier" to investigate. The Centenier, who will be responsible for a parish, decides whether or not
to prosecute and is responsible for the prosecution process. We are then informed of the result. In
Guernsey once an officer has taken a statement the case is passed to the local police to investigate.
Once an investigation is concluded the Law Officer or police decide whether to prosecute. If the
matter proceeds to court we are again informed of the result.
So we have three different systems to respect the three different sovereign jurisdictions.
Regards
Carmel

Isle of Man, Giving you freedom to flourish
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Appendix 9
Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

King, Margaret [Margaret.King@cagov.im]
14 September 2010 10:05
Jonathan King
McLaughlin, Carmel
FW: TVLF Select Committee further points for clarification
FreeviewChannelLineuplOM.pdf: January Tynwald - Oral Answer - Mr Karran MHK - TV
channels.pdf

Jonathan
Your email to Carmel has been auto forwarded to me in her absence on leave, she is back in the office on
Monday 20 September and will get in touch regarding your questions (2) and (3) — please give me a ring if
you wish to arrange an appointment for next week, To assist you with (1) I attach the Freeview channel
line up for the Isle of Man, together with an Oral Answer to a question from Mr Karran in January 2010 on
this subject. Some further information regarding the loss of ITV3 and ITV4 is shown below:
Why did Isle of Man transmitters lose ITV3 and ITV4?
•

It is unfortunate that viewers of on-Island transmitters can no longer receive ITV3 and ITV4 — but
it was ultimately decisions by the UK Parliament and ITV that led to this.

•

The UK's "Television Multiplex Services (restoration of Digital Capacity) Order 2008" required ITV to
carry Channel 5 and Channel 4 in Wales to carry S4C on their jointly owned multiplex. This was to
facilitate the transfer of Channel Five, a public service channel, to a public service multiplex to
ensure universal coverage and to create capacity for further developments including the
introduction of High-Definition services. The decision on how to accommodate Channel 5 and which
channel (s) to move was a commercial matter for ITV plc who elected to move both ITV3 and ITV4
from a public service multiplex to a commercial multiplex.

•

The Chairman of the Commission wrote to Sir Michael Grade, the Executive Chairman of ITV shortly
after the National Retune in September 2008 to express disappointment and enquire as to what
could be done to rectify the situation.

•

Sir Michael stated that ITV3 and ITV4 are purely commercial channels, run to generate money to
reinvest in the core ITV1 service. They have no plans to migrate ITV4 content to other ITV
channels but are in discussions with Ofcom over technical options which could accommodate more
channels on the Public Service multiplexes.

The Isle of Man Government and the Communications Commission was not consulted on the plan to
reserve capacity for High Definition services and Channel 5 on a Public Service multiplex. ITV did not
consult on its plans to move ITV3 and ITV4.
•

There are up to 16 digital TV channels available from Isle of Man transmitters.
o BBC1, 2, 3, 4, ITV1, ITV2, ITV2+1, Channel 4, Channel 4+1, More4, E4, Five, CBBC,
CBeebies, BBC News, BBC Parliament

•

Viewers watching a main transmitter in the UK can receive up to 55 digital TV channels.
o Those above, plus others from ITV, Channel 4, Channel Five, Sky and various commercial
channels like QVC and Dave.

Why do we get fewer channels than the UK?
•

There are over 1100 television transmitters covering the UK, Isle of Man and Channel Islands. 80 of
these are 'main' transmitters that are large enough and powerful enough to cover large, populous
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areas of the UK. The remaining transmitters are 'relay' transmitters; used to cover areas not
adequately served by the main transmitters. The Isle of Man has 10 such relay transmitters.
•

All transmitters must carry the public service channels in order for the Public Service broadcasters
to meet their licence requirements. Everyone receives these channels.

•

After an Ofcom consultation in 2005 on whether commercial multiplex operators should be given
spectrum to broadcast to all 1100 relays, the commercial operators felt it was not economical for
them to do so. As a result, they only broadcast from the 80 main transmitters.

•

This means that approximately 10% of households who watch from relay transmitters, which
include the on-Island transmitters, receive fewer channels than those tuned to a 'main' transmitter.

Hope the above is of assistance.
Regards

Margaret
Mrs Margaret King
Office Manager, Communications Commission, Isle of Man Government
2nd Floor, St Andrew's House, Douglas,ISLE OF MAN IM1 2PX, British Isles
Tel: +44(0)1624 677022 Fax: +44(0)1624 626499
rnailto:margaret.kinOiomcc.im http://www.gov.imiccli
Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.

From: Jonathan King[SMTP:J.KING@TYNWALD.ORG.111/11
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2010 4:51:28 PM
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: TVLF Select Committee further points for clarification
Auto forwarded by a Rule

Carmel
The Select Committee on the TV Licence Fee met in private last week. I am now working on their draft report. There
are a few remaining areas on which they are not quite clear. Could we discuss, please?
(1) Digital terrestrial television. What channels can be received on Freeview in the Isle of Man? How does this
compare to the range available in the UK? Specifically, why are ITV3 and ITV4 no longer available? How could they
be restored?
(2) BBC regional television news and the Channel Islands system. The Channel Islands system has been described to
the Committee as a "regional opt-out". What does this mean in practice? Is it an opt-out of BBC News nationally,
which runs in parallel with the Rest of the South East, or is it an opt-out from regional news?
(3) BBC television news and "red button" services. The Committee has an idea that it might be possible to provide
television news about the Isle of Man via a "red button" service, which would then be available to viewers both here
and in the NW of England. Setting aside for a moment the question of the productionof that television news, is this
a feasible model for its distribution?
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Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303

Isle of Man. Giving you freedom to flourish
WARNING: This email message and any files iransm tied with it are confidential and may be subject to legal privilege. You must not copy or deliver it to any
other person or use the contents in any unauthorised manner without the express permission of the sender. If you are not the intended addressee of this email. please delete it and notify the sender as soon as possible
No employee or agent is authorised to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of any of the Departments or Statutory Boards of the Isle of Man
Government with any party by e-mail without express written confirmation by a Manager of the relevant Department or Statutory Board.
RAAUE: S'preevaadjagn yn chaghteraght post-I shah charnmah s coadanyn erhee currit marish as to shoh coadit ec y leigh. Cha nhegin din coipal ny cur eh

da peiagh erbee elley ny ymniydey yn choord t'ayn er aght erbee dyn kiecl leayr veih'n choyrtagh. Mannagh nee shin yn enmyssagh kiarit joh'n ghost-i shoh,
doll-shiu magh eh, my sailliu. as cur-shin fys da'n choydagh chi !earl as oddys shin.
Cha nel kied currit cfa failleyclagh ny jantagh erbee conaanl y yannoo rish pelagh ny possan erhee lesh post-I er son Rheynn ny Boayrd Slattyssagh erbee jeh
Reiltys Ban Vannin dyn co-niartaghey scruit leayr veal Reireycler y Rheynn ny Boayrcl Slattyssagh l'eh bentyn rish.
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Appendix 10

14/01/10

Communications Commission

Freeview Channel line-up available from
Isle of Man Transmitters as of 14/01/10

BBC 1

Radio
T9,0

BBC 2

CI°

Entertainment

itv 1

4

7

a

2.

Fin

1 Xtra BBC

ITV 1

BBC Radio 2

Channel 4

BBC Radio 3

Five

BBC Radio 4

ITV 2

BBC Radio Five Live

BBC Three

BBC Five Live Sports Extra

6

BBC Four

BBC 6 Music

Channel 4 +1

BBC 7

More4

BBC Asian Network

E4

BBC World Service

ITV 2 +1

heart FM

Children's
CBBC

T 6k,

BBC Radio 1

Information Services
totot vxt

13

Cbeebies

News

teletext on Freeview
BBC Red Button
Rabbit

Gay
Rabbit

BBC News

Gay Rabbit
DirectGov

BBC Parliament

Channel line-up from Digital UK. Coverage and channel availability are subject to change.
Enter your postcode into Digital UK's Postcode Checker http://www.diditaluk.co.uk/postcodechecker
or Freeview's Coverage checker http://www.freeview.co.uk/availabilityfor predicted line-ups for your
address.
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Appendix 11

Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McLaughlin, Carmel [Carmel.McLaughlin@cogov.im]
23 September 2010 12:21
Jonathan King
FW: TVLF Select Committee further points for clarification

Hi Jonathan
How is the report looking? Further info from me
Regards
Carmel
From: Jonathan King [mailto:j.king@tynwald.org.imj
Sent: 13 September 2010 16:51
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: TVLF Select Committee further points for clarification
Carmel
The Select Committee on the TV Licence Fee met in private last week. I am now working on their draft report. There
are a few remaining areas on which they are not quite clear. Could we discuss, please?
(1) Digital terrestrial television. What channels can be received on Freeview in the Isle of Man?

Viewers watching Freeview from an on Island transmitter (or from a relay transmitter in the UK) will
receive the 3 Public Service Multiplexes which carry the following TV channels:

itv

ono'

Freeview HD channels will be available from towards the end of 2010, dates to be confirmed.
If you upgrade to Freeview HD, these channels will become available

To view these HD channels you will need an HD ready TV and a Freeview HD digital box or digital TV
recorder or a TV with Freeview HD built in.
The following interactive services are also available

Elaal toicita)(t

RED BUTTON
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The following radio services are also available:

g

RADIO

!..4 t g

OUR

'Ira

LIMN

RADIO

RADIO

ratirA

RADIO

heat

Note: Coverage and channel availability are subject to change. Freeview website information. Last updated
on 17 September 2010. Regional variations are also available depending on TV region and transmitter
Those on Island who can receive signals from a UK main Transmitter such as Winterhill, Divis or Selkirk will
get more channels as they could receive all 6 multiplexes (i.e the 3 PSBs plus the 3 commercial
multiplexes). If you go to the Freeview website you will get the listings for all 6 muxes see:
http://www.dtg,org.u1c/industry/dtt cha nnels,html#post or http://www.freeview.co.uk/freeview/Channels
How does this compare to the range available in the UK?

If people on the Isle of Man are receiving 6 multiplexes from an off Island main transmitter then they get
all the possible channels available (see: http://www ,freeview.co.uk/freeview/Channels). I.e. they get the
same number of channels as will 90% of the UK population who view channels from one of the 80 main
transmitters following completion of digital switchover in 2012.
If people are viewing from an on Island relay and receiving the 3 PSB muxes (channels listed above) then
they are getting the same level of coverage as up to 8.5% of the UK that are/will be receiving signals from
the remaining 1100 relay transmitters once digital switchover is complete in 2012. They are getting more
channels than 1.5% of the UK population who may get fewer channels and indeed some will not get any
channels via Digital Terrestrial Television.
The UK Government decided that digital coverage of the Public Service channels: BBC, ITV1 (note ITV 2, 3
4 plus one channels are not PSB), Channel 4 (note E4, More 4, Film Four etc are not PSB channels),
Channel 5 and S4C in Wales should match analogue coverage i.e be available to 98.5% of the UK (which
for this purpose includes TOM and Channel Islands) population coverage once Digital Switchover is
complete in 2012,
To achieve this 98.5% population coverage the channels must be transmitted from over 1100 transmission
sites.
However, the commercial multiplexes decided that since they can achieve 90% population coverage by
transmitting from the main 80 transmission sites it was not within their commercial interest to extend
coverage to all the relays.
Specifically, why are ITV3 and ITV4 no longer available?

Margaret has already answered this. ITV3 and 1 I V4 are not PSB channels. These channels were shifted
from the PSB multiplexes and moved to commercial multiplexes to make room for High definition channels
which take up more capacity and to increase the availability of Channel 5 across the UK availability of S4C
in Wales.
How could they be restored?

In theory these channels could be restored to the PSB multiplexes if new compression standards are
developed and introduced. This would cost the broadcasters money and while it would allow more
channels to be added there is no guarantee what the extra channels would be. i.e. ITV3 and ITV4 are not
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PSB or must carry channels. Also it should be noted that over time channels cease to broadcast and new
channels are introduced.

Another possible alternative would be to pay for the commercial operators to transmit the additional
commercial multiplexes which carry ITV3 and ITV4 on Island. We have been given an indicative figure for
the transmission costs of £100,000 per annum plus electricity costs to add the COM4/SDN multiplex which
carries ITV 3 and the COM6/ARQ B multiplex which carries ITV4 to the Douglas transmitter site alone.
There are 10 relay transmitter sites (including Douglas).
I have been informed that a more accurate estimate to price up the provision of a two multiplex service
from the Douglas transmitter would require Arqiva (the Transmission Company) to consider it in detail and
produce a firm price based on annual charges. The same is true for any additional relays on the island.
However, engineering teams at Arqiva are working against tight deadlines and potential penalties
associated with the Digital Switchover programme and so spare resources are not readily available for
detailed costings at this time.
Arqiva has informed me that if we pursued this option it is unlikely that any implementation work could
commence much before 2013. It should also be noted that this option would involve the Island entering
into a contract with Arqiva (the transmission company) which would be binding till 2026. There is no
guarantee that ITV3 and ITV 4 will be available on MT in future years, for example ITV has announced
that ITV2, ITV3 and ITV4 HD will only be available encrypted via satellite. The cost of this option may well
outweigh the benefits given that virtually 100% of the Island is covered by satellite and broadband,
around 90% of the Island's population has got satellite and 80% have broadband and therefore can access
I i V3 and ITV 4 programming at present.
(2) BBC regional television news and the Channel Islands system. The Channel Islands system has been
described to the Committee as a "regional opt-out". What does this mean in practice? Is it an opt out of BBC
News nationally, which runs in parallel with the Rest of the South East, or is it an opt-out from regional
news?
-

My understanding is that BBC Channel Islands is a sub-opt of BBC South West not the National news
service i.e. it runs in parallel with the rest of the BBC South West service. Generally a BBC region will be
covered by a number of main and relay transmitters. The Channel Island relays will carry the opt out
service during part of the BBC South Westregional news service. But this is something you may want to
confirm with the BBC.
(3) BBC television news and "red button" services. The Committee has an idea that it might be possible to
provide television news about the Isle of Man via a "red button" service, which would then be available to
viewers both here and in the NW of England. Setting aside for a moment the question of the production of
that television news, is this a feasible model for its distribution?

This is something that it may be worth you addressing directly with the BBC. As I understand the BBC Red
Button consists of a 24/7 text service and an additional video stream '301' that is accessed from the Red
Button 'bridge'. I have been told that the BBC Red Button service doesn't have the necessary
regionalisation to deliver a separate TV news to the Isle of Man and to provide this would be costly. Also it
would not fit in editorially with what happens currently on 301 e.g. you wouldn't want to cut away from a
MotoGP race on Red Button to local news.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
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Appendix 12
Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

King, Margaret [MargaretKing@cc.gov.im]
27 October 2010 12:56
Jonathan King
McLaughlin, Carmel
RE: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries
Sites Acquisition Tynwald Members.doc

Jonathan
Your email to Carmel has been auto forwarded to me in her absence off-Island. She is back in the office
on Friday and we will get back to you on all the points raised by 9 November.
Just to clarify question (1)
The Isle of Man does have 10 relay stations, the 8 below are owned by Argiva and the other 2 — Jurby
and Kimmeragh — are owned by the Department of Home Affairs, Argiva pay site fees to the DHA to use
them.
Argiva owns and operates the following eight transmission sites on the Island:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carnane
Port St Mary
Foxdale
Glen Maye
8eary Park
Ramsey
Laxey
Union Mills

All sites, with the exception of Ramsey, offer commercial site sharing facilities to both the public and
private sector. The facilities are used by the Isle of Man Government for the TETRA system,
telecommunications companies including Manx Telecom, Cable & Wireless, WiManx and Domicilium, plus
local radio broadcasters Manx Radio, 3FM and Energy Radio.
Regards
Margaret
Mrs Margaret King
Office Manager, Communications Commission, Isle of Man Government
2nd Floor, St Andrew's House, Douglas,ISLE OF MAN IM1 2PX, British Isles
Tel: +44(0)1624 677022 Fax: +44(0)1624 626499
mailto:margaret.king@iomccirn http://www.gov.im/cc//
Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.

From: Jonathan King[SMTP:J.KING@TYNWALD.ORGIM]
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:40:51 AM
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries
Auto forwarded by a Rule
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Carmel
hope you are well. I am writing to seek further information on behalf of the Select Committee
on the Television Licence. The Committee is most grateful for your continuing assistance. Please
can you respond by 9th November if at all possible. Thank you.
1) Numbers of relay transmitters transmission sites
The following is quoted from Margaret King's e-mail to me of 14th September. "There are over
1100 television transmitters covering the UK, Isle of Man and Channel Islands. 80 of these are
'main' transmitters that are large enough and powerful enough to cover large, populous areas of
the UK. The remaining transmitters are 'relay' transmitters; used to cover areas not adequately
served by the main transmitters. The Isle of Man has 10 such relay transmitters."
The following is quoted from the Commission's written submission dated 15th January 2010.
"The BBC does not own all or part of the Island's terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure. All
terrestrial broadcasting facilities are owned by Argiva Limited. Arqiva own and operate eight
transmission sites on the Island, all of which, with the exception of Ramsey, offer commercial
site sharing facilities to both the public and private sector.
Please can you explain how the figures of "10 relay transmitters" and "eight transmission sites"
in these two quotations can be reconciled.
(2) Other services relying on broadcast infrastructure

The Committee understands that certain essential public services (DHA/ police etc) rely for
communications purposes on the network of radio masts etc owned by Arqiva and referred to
above. Please can you confirm this and say if there are any other users of the masts.
(3) "Follow-up statement" on DAB

In oral evidence in March 2010 you said "In terms of the policy for digital, as you know, the
Communications Commission published a consultation document just before Christmas with a
report and we will be publishing a follow-up statement shortly." Have you published this
statement? Please could you supply a copy. What is the policy of the UK Government towards
DAB?
(4) Top-slicing of the licence fee: queries from Mr Tony Williams

I attach an e-mail exchange between me and Mr Tony Williams, whose concerns have been
passed to the Committee by Mr Juan Watterson MHK. Please could you comment on the issues
Mr Williams raises. What is your assessment of the likely direction of UK Government policy in
this area?
Many thanks.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303
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Appendix 13

Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McLaughlin, Carmel [Carmel.McLaughlin@cc.gov.irn]
11 November 2010 13:44
Jonathan King
King, Margaret
RE: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries

Hi Jonathan
I understand Margaret has spoken to you and answered 1) and 2). With regards to 4) I would refer you
to the response from the Chairman of the Commission to the Keys question placed by Mr Watterson
which Margaret sent earlier today.
With regards to question 3
The UK Government has set up a Digital Radio Action Plan to inform a future decision on whether to
implement a Digital Radio Switchover programme in the UK. No absolute decision nor date for
switchover have been made.
The Communications Commission published a summary of responses to our December consultation in
August 2010 see http://www.gov.imilibidocs/cc/consultations/ccresponsetostratreviewconsulta.pdf and
a Perspective Report on The Isle of Man Approach to Telecommunications Regulation and Spectrum
Awards (see: http.d/wwvv.qov.imilibidocs/cc/consultationsitelecomfinalreport.ndf)
A further report on audio-visual issues and digital radio options has been drafted but we do not have a
publication date as yet.
I hope this helps answers the questions and sorry for the delay
Regards
Carmel

From: King, Margaret
Sent: 11 November 2010 10:46
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: FW: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries

FYI

From: McLaughlin, Carmel [mailto:Carmel.McLaughlin@cc.gov.imj
Sent: 27 October 2010 11:41
To: King, Margaret
Subject: FW: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries

From: Jonathan King[SMTP:J.KING@TYNWALD.ORGAM]
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:40:51 AM
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
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Subject: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee: further queries
Auto forwarded by a Rule

Carmel
I hope you are well. I am writing to seek further information on behalf of the Select Committee
on the Television Licence. The Committee is most grateful for your continuing assistance. Please
can you respond by 90,November if at all possible. Thank you.
(1) Numbers of relay transmitters/ transmission sites

The following is quoted from Margaret King's e-mail to me of 14th September. "There are over
1100 television transmitters covering the UK, Isle of Man and Channel Islands. 80 of these are
'main' transmitters that are large enough and powerful enough to cover large, populous areas of
the UK. The remaining transmitters are 'relay' transmitters; used to cover areas not adequately
served by the main transmitters. The Isle of Man has 10 such relay transmitters."
The following is quoted from the Commission's written submission dated 15th January 2010.
"The BBC does not own all or part of the Island's terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure. All
terrestrial broadcasting facilities are owned by Arqiva Limited. Arqiva own and operate eight
transmission sites on the Island, all of which, with the exception of Ramsey, offer commercial
site sharing facilities to both the public and private sector.
Please can you explain how the figures of "10 relay transmitters" and "eight transmission sites"
in these two quotations can be reconciled.
(2) Other services rely ingon broadcast infrastructure

The Committee understands that certain essential public services (DHA/police etc) rely for
communications purposes on the network of radio masts etc owned by Argiva and referred to
above. Please can you confirm this and say if there are any other users of the masts.
(3) "Follow-up statement" on DAB

In oral evidence in March 2010 you said "In terms of the policy for digital, as you know, the
Communications Commission published a consultation document just before Christmas with a
report and we will be publishing a follow-up statement shortly." Have you published this
statement? Please could you supply a copy. What is the policy of the UK Government towards
DAB?
(4) Top-slicing of the licence fee: queries from Mr Tony Williams

I attach an e-mail exchange between me and Mr Tony Williams, whose concerns have been
passed to the Committee by Mr Juan Watterson MHK. Please could you comment on the issues
Mr Williams raises. What is your assessment of the likely direction of UK Government policy in
this area?
Many thanks.

Jonathan
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Appendix 14

The Treasury

isle of Man

Yn Tashtey

Government

Reilly;

11 ,in

Luau

Chief Financial Officer
P M Shimmin CPFA

n

Mr J King
Clerk of the Select Committee on the Television
Licence Fee
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
IM1 3PW

29
-

ex, e

APR 2010

Government Office, Douglas
Isle of Man, British Isles
IM1 3PU
Telephone (01624) 685586
Fax (01624) 685662
E-mail treasuryadmin@gov.im

Government Website: www.gov.im

Quoting Ref: PMS/bh
Your ref:
Date: 28thApril 2010

°P 11V4444
Dear Jonathan
Re: Status of the BBC Television Licence Fee
I refer to your letter of 1" April, and apologise for the delay in responding.
I can now advise that the Treasury Minister did follow up his response made to the House of
Keys on 31' January 2006 by referring again to the officers who had undertook the initial
research and information drafting, The officers confirmed verbally their conclusions as
relayed to the House on this date, effectively that the change was simply one of
nomenclature, undertaken by the Office for National Statistics in order to follow international
practice in the compilation of their national income accounts, with no implications for
arrangements under the Communications Act 2003.
Yours sincerely

c1

,

P M Shimmin
Chief Financial Officer

„.„
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Appendix 15

The Treasury

Ministers Office
Government Office,
Douglas,
Isle of Man, British Isles.
IM1 3PX

Yn Tashtey
Chief Financial Officer
Mark Shimmin CPFA

Telephone: (01624) 685660
Fax:
(01624) 0:45712
Allan.Bc11@treasury

Mr Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynald
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
Isle of Man
1M 1 3PW
British Isles

Please Contact: C. Hawker
Our Ref:
Your Ref:
Date:

6thDecember 2010

Select Committee on the TV Licence
Dear Mr King,
Thank you for your email of the ri December 2010, asking me to comment on the
future of the TV Licence Fee and the possible implications for the Isle of Man,
BBC Funding was considered by the Comprehensive Spending Review announced on
the 21'tOctober 2010 by the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer.
In summary the main changes to BBC Funding are —
The current licence fee is frozen for 6 years from 2011-12.
The BBC has agreed to take on the costs of the following functions.
World Service
S4C (Welsh language station)
BBC Monitoring

£272m per annum (from 2014-15)
£76m per annum. (from 2013-14)
Ulm per annum (from 2013-14)

Once absorbed these three items will cost the Isle of Man licence fee payer per capita
around £500,000 per annum.
In addition the £133 million ringfenced budget for the digital switchover has been
increased to £150 million and has been reprioritised to the roll out of broadband across
the United Kingdom from 2013-14. Per capita this equates to around a further £200,000
per annum for Isle of Man residents.
It was reported in some newspapers that at one stage the UK Treasury had considered as
an alternative to the above asking the BBC to fund the cost of over 75 Free TV
Licences. Had this been implemented and extended to the Isle of Man it would have
saved the annual £766,000 cost of this.
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It should also be noted that the BBC currently spend around £220 million per annum on
Local and Regional Radio stations in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland,
equivalent to around £300,000 per annum of the local licence fee collected.
I hope the above summary assists the Committee, but if you need any further
information, by all means contact me.

Yours sincerely,

Carl Hawker Ba (Hons) FCCA
Assistant Financial Controller
Treasury
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Appendix 16
Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hawker, Carl iCarl.Hawker©govirnj
27 January 2011 14:53
Jonathan King
RE: "Rebate" from BBC

Jonathan
It is currently our intention that any receipts in respect of the Digital switchover surplus will be transferred
to Manx Radio.
Regards
Carl Hawker
Assistant Financial Controller
Treasury

From: Jonathan King imailto:j.king@tynwald.org.iml
Sent: 27 January 2011 14:18
To: Hawker, Carl
Subject: RE: "Rebate" from BBC
Carl — the Select Committee meets on 2"dFebruary. Will you be able to answer the question below by then, please?

Jonathan
From: Jonathan King
Sent: 14 December 2010 12:24 PM
To: Hawker, Carl
Cc: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: FW: "Rebate" from BBC
Importance: High
Carl
Please see query below from the Select Committee, and a response which I have received this morning from Carmel.
Are you in a position to advise the Committee on how it will be ensured that the funds are put to the appropriate
purpose, please?

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303

From: McLaughlin, Carmel fmailto:Carmel.McLaughlincc.gov.im
Sent: 14 December 2010 10:40 AM
To: Jonathan King
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Subject: FW: "Rebate" from BBC
Importance: High

Hi Jonathan
I think Margaret already sent a copy of the response to the Tynwald question which touched on this issue.
Since then the Department of Communications, Culture, Media and Sport has confirmed that the Isle of
Man will get its share of the Digital Switchover surplus.
The £360,000 that Wilf quoted is, I assume, an estimate of our likely total share of the surplus but the
exact figure will not be known until switchover has completed in the UK in 2012. The surplus will be paid in
arrears and in instalments and will be payable to the Isle of Man Government. How it is spent is ultimately
a decision for Government, the BBC has requested that it is spent in keeping with the Charter, but it does
not have to be spent on broadcasting for example in the UK it will be used for broadband rollout
Regards
Carmel
From: Jonathan King fmailto:j.king©tynwald.org.iml
Sent: 10 December 2010 16:16
To: McLaughlin, Carmel
Subject: "Rebate" from BBC
Carmel
As you heard during this morning's oral evidence to the Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee, Wilf White
mentioned a sum of £360,000 which he said the BBC was going to pay to "the Manx Authorities". The Select
Committee would like to know, please, how this payment is being handled within the Isle of Man. Who is going to
receive it, and to what broadcasting purposes will it be put?
Thank you.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303

Isle of Man. Giving you freedom to flourish
WARNING; This email message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may be subject to legal privilege. You must not copy or deliver it to any
other person or use the contents in any unauthorised manner without the express permission of the sender. If you are not the intended addressee of this email. please delete it and notify the sender as soon as possible.
No employee or agent is authorised to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of any of the Departments or Statutory Boards of the Isle of Man
Government with any party by e-mail without express written confirmation by a Manager of the relevant Department or Statutory Board.
RAALJE, S'preevaadjagh yn ehaghteraght post-i shoh chammah's coadanyn erbee currit marish as to shoh coedit ec y leigh. Cha nhegin diu coipal ny cur eh
da peiagh erbee elley ny ymmydey yn chooid eyn er aght erbee dyn kied leayr veih'n choyrtagh. Mannagh nee shiu yn enmyssagh kiarit jeh'n phost-I shoh,
doll-shiu magh eh. my sailliu, as cur-shiu fys da'n choyrtagh cha Leah as oddys shiu.
Cha net kied currit da failleydagh ny jantagh erhee conaant y yannoo rish peiagh ny possan erhee lesh post-I er son Rheynn ny Boayrd Stattyssagh erbee jeh
Reirtys Ban Vannin dyn co-niartaghey scruit leayr veih Reireyder y Rheynn ny Boayrd Slattyssagh t'eh bentyn rish.

2011 Year of the Commonwealth Youth Games
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Appendix 17

ma
nx,
the souncJ
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
Isle of Man
IM1 3PW
16 December 2009

Dear Jonathan,
Re: Select Committee on the Television licence

Thank you for your letter regarding the Select Committee.
Please find below my response to the following written questions:
1. What services and/or payments does Manx Radio receive from the BBC?

Manx Radio signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the BBC in June 2006 to run, for a
period of three years. The agreement was amended and renewed in October 2009 to run
until 30th June 2012. The agreement is reviewed on an annual basis.
The agreement lays out how the parties can work together to enable the BBC to provide
local news for licence fee payers in the Isle of Man and outlines how certain resources,
facilities and content can be shared between the organisations.
Radio Manx Ltd benefits from the agreement in that:
a. Manx Radio receives regular access to BBC training for News and Presentation staff
at no cost
b. The cost of our Internet connectivity is shared 50:50 with the BBC
c. Broadcast and web content is shared between both organisations as appropriate
d. Access is provided to BBC studios in the UK for Manx Radio outside broadcasts
e. Access is available to BBC experts for consultation
f. A fee is paid for access to Manx Radio news as source copy for BBC journalists
The BBC benefits from the agreement in that:
a. Radio Manx Ltd provided accommodation, engineering support, reception services
and access to studios in the Isle of Man
b. The broadband connectivity fee is shared
c. It has access to Manx Radio's news coverage as source material
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We have received a recent communication from the BBC Controller, English Regions
indicating that the BBC are still working on the implications surrounding the offer of access
to the BBC's GNS and that he hopes to have firm news in mid January 2010.
in August 2009 Ofcom (the UK regulator) published the Communications Market Report which
compared a number of factors within, amongst other sectors, the Radio sector.
Of particular interest are the following comparables to which 1 have added the Isle of Man
subvention figure for 2008/09 which equates to £11.94 per head of population using the 2006
census figures.

BBC Investment in national / local radio programming per head
of population
cf loM subvention 2008/09
£14.00
£12.00
£10.00
£8.00 -£6.00
£4.00
£2.00
£0.00
UK

England

Scotland

Wales

N Ireland

IoM
subvention

If we take the figures for Wales and Northern Ireland, at around £11 per head of population, as
indicative, then the Isle of Man would be receiving services worth in excess of £900,000 pa from the
BBC.
Alternatively, if we look at the BBC Trust's publication The Efficiency of Radio Production in the BBC,
published in January 2009, we find that the BBC's radio service spent £362 million in 2007/08 on its
network radio services, Radio 1,2 etc. which, in the main, are available for all Isle of Man residents
to listen to on the Island.

89 97,2 103.7F1`il
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In addition, according to the National Audit Office, it spent £100 million on Nations Radio in
Northern Ireland (Radio Ulster and Foyle), Scotland (Radio Scotland and nan Gaidheal), and in
Wales (Radio Wales and Radio Cymru) and a further £136m on funding 38 local radio stations
serving the geographical regions in England and in the Channel Islands.
If we take the total expenditure on Nations Radio and Local Radio as £236 million this equates to
approximately 5% of the BBC's total licence income of £4.6 billion.
I believe the Island's contribution to the licence fee is in the region of £4.5 million annually, so, 5%
(as spent on Nation Radio and Local Radio within the UK) would equate to an annual BBC
contribution to Island services would be circa £225,000 pa.
It should be noted that all these figures equate to programming only and take no account of
network support, engineering services and premises etc.
Manx Radio has a number of proposals as to how the BBC could offer further practical solutions
and assistance for residents of the Isle of Man to bring their spending on the Island in line with that
experienced by UK residents:
• Aid in developing digital transmission solutions prior to a proposed analogue radio switchoff, possibly as early as 2015. This could even be a radical solution such as the creation of a
regional BBC digital multiplex providing 'local' BBC regional services as well as all three
Manx indigenous radio stations;
• The provision of a daily Isle of Man video news bulletin via manxradio.com;
• Funding for a Manx Gaelic radio service for the island to mirror those provided in Wales,
(Radio Cymru), in Scotland (Radio nan Gaidheal) and to a lesser extent in Northern Ireland
(Radio Foyle). This could be transmitted on Manx Radio's AM service. Even the funding of
two producers to augment Manx Radio's and the BBC's Manx Gaelic output on the Island
would be a first step!
• Accreditation for Manx Radio journalist(s) at the Commonwealth Games and Olympics for
which the BBC hold the British broadcast rights;
The
inclusion of Manx Radio on the BBC's forthcoming Radioplayer service alongside the
•
BBC's 46 Regional stations
I would be happy to discuss these proposals with the Committee if necessary.
Due to commercial sensitivities I would ask that the sums Manx Radio receives from the BBC and
Arquiva, along with the payment made to IRN were not published.
Yours sincerely,

Anthony Pugh,
Managing Director
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Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
Isle of Man
IM1 3PW

yo

ECEIVED
/

78 JAN2010
OFFICE OF THE
CLERK OF TYNWALD

27 January 2010

Dear Jonathan,
Re: Select Committee on the Television Licence

In my submission to the Select Committee dated 16th December 2009 reference was made to a
proposal detailing how the BBC could aid the Isle of Man in developing its digital transmission
solution by creating a regional BBC digital multiplex to provide 'local' BBC regional services and
carry all three Manx indigenous radio stations.
This was an idea originated at the station as a possible way in which the BBC could contribute
towards a Manx commercial multiplex.
However, since making that submission some further significant information has come to the fore
that could provide a route for far greater aid to the island from the BBC for the implementation of
DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting).
Manx Radio has long believed that a DAB transmission service for the Island is of paramount
importance, especially in the light of Lord Carter's Digital Britain report, published in June 2009,
indicating all analogue transmissions could possibly be switched off as early as 2015.
A single multiplex has the capacity to carry a number of services, dependent on the broadcast
quality required. Eg the BBC multiplex carries 11 services ranging from Radio 3 in very high quality
with Radios 1 and 2 in high quality whilst BBC World Service, and other services, are transmitted with
lower bandwidth. Commercial radio multiplexes, on the other hand, rarely transmit more than 8
high quality services at ct time. This flexibility in the allocation of bandwidth within the multiplex
allows broadcasters to dynamically allocate multiplex space on demand and provides the Isle of
Man with an ideal transmission platform that not only meets the Islands current needs but future
proofs the Island as well.
Manx Radio believes there are a number of niche services that should, over time, be developed to
serve the community and to promote its national identity, such as:
• An occasional motorsport channel featuring Radio TT, Manx Grand Prix, Southern 100 etc
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•

A Manx language service broadcast at particular times of the day to reflect, nurture and
stimulate the re-birth of Manx Gaelic

•

A political service to provide for the proceedings of Tynwald, the House of Keys, Legislative
Council and Committee hearings

•

A youth service when the youth of the Island are available to listen

DAB provides the perfect solution to cater for all the Island's needs both now and in the future
whilst ensuring that listenership to all the indigenous stations is maintained in the face of growing
competition, not only from BBC DAB stations, but from the myriad of alternative entertainment
platforms that are available to Island residents.
Around two years ago, Manx Radio spent considerable time and resources in attempting to
develop a self-financing commercial digital multiplex for the Isle of Man and sought to interest
existing off-Island broadcasters in renting bandwidth on the new service.
Only one broadcaster considered the prospect of DAB transmissions to be advantageous whilst
every commercial broadcaster rejected the approach due to the size of the available audience
measured against the size of their investment. As a consequence, the scheme failed to materialise.
Lord Carter's Digital Britain report looked at this very predicament in locations serving small
communities and I copy an extract from the report below:
Radio's diverse and flexible nature has placed it at the heart of platform and device
convergence. One of the advantages of digital audio content is that it occupies
comparatively small amounts of capacity and can easily be delivered through a wide
range of digital technologies. Digital radio receivers already comfortably co-exist with
Digital TV and on fixed and mobile broadband platforms as a means of accessing digital
audio content.
But as well as being a flexible medium, radio's appeal to the listener is that it is more than
simply a stream of audio: it is an intimate, portable and ambient medium; and it is a very
personal medium: the pictures that it forms inside our heads are different for every listener.
To remain true to that breadth of appeal to listeners, we argue that radio needs a future on
its own, dedicated, digital platform - DAB alongside the many other digital paths over
which it can be carried. That might not be justified if the commercial and economic cost of
doing so were huge. But they are not: radio is, in most respects, bar those of the
imagination, a small-scale medium. The costs of a dedicated digital platform are
comparatively small - the £l Os of millions (this refers to the UK in its entirety) rather than the
£billions that television, fixed networks, mobile communications, or broadband require.
In economic terms the radio industry is relatively small. The total sector value in the UK is
Z1.1bn a year. But radio is a disproportionately important part of the UK's cultural
landscape. More than 90% of the population consume in excess of 1 billion listening hours a
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week. However, radio's special position is by no means assured in the future. Radio is not,
and cannot be, immune to change.
Page 97 of the report indicates how the BBC will need to bear a significant amount of the build
cost where it is not commercially viable:
It is our intention that where possible the BBC and national commercial multiplex operator
should work together to ensure that any new transmitters benefit both BBC and commercial
multiplexes.
Partnerships between the BBC and commercial multiplex operators will be even more
important at a local DAB level. Further investment is required if local DAB is ever to compare
with existing local FM coverage; this is especially true in parts of Scotland and Wales.
However, we believe that this cost is not prohibitive.
In areas where the BBC's need to deliver universal access is not matched by the economic
realities of the local commercial market, the BBC will need to bear a significant portion of
the costs. However, the full cost cannot be left to the BBC alone. The Digital Radio Upgrade
programme, alongside the proposals on co-location and licence-renewals, will offer
significant cost-savings for commercial broadcasters. Some of these cost-savings must
support future transmitter investment by the local multiplex providers. We will work with the
commercial radio sector, BBC, transmission providers and Ofcom to agree a plan for the
extension and improvement of local DAB coverage, and where the cost would most
appropriately fall, in time for the first progress review in Spring 2010.
An implementation paper published in December 2009 outlined how a number of key elements of
the Digital Radio Upgrade work programme would be dealt with by a UK Digital Economy Bill.
These include measures to allow the Secretary of State to set a switchover date (to facilitate an
orderly changeover from analogue to digital) and for Ofcom (in the UK), as the regulator, to
terminate relevant analogue licences, subject to a minimum notice period of two years.
It appears to Manx Radio that Digital Britain offers a blueprint by which the BBC could be
encouraged to make a meaningful contribution to the Isle of Man DAB infrastructure. This would
indeed allow the BBC to use their funds for the benefit of Island licence fee payers.
Yours sincerely,

Anthony Pugh,
Managing Director
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Appendix 19
Kirree Ronan
Anthony Pugh fanthonypugh@manxradio.com]
07 October 2010 11:19
Jonathan King
RE: Select Committee on the Licence Fee: Commonwealth Games etc
Michael Lyons BBC Trust - Sept 2010.pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jonathan.
Please find attached a copy of the response received from the BBC Trust which was also copied to the
Chairman of the Select Committee.
The BBC has, on Manx Radio's behalf, acquired accreditation for Manx Radio at the Commonwealth
Games in Delhi. This is a major step Forward for the station as it allows us, for the first time ever, to operate
from poolside. trackside, ringside etc as appropriate, to interview Manx athletes immediately after their
event and to utilise the BBC's commentary to enhance our Commonwealth Games coverage. This is a
major step forward for Manx Radio as we have, in the past, been forced to produce all our coverage at a
distance from the event.
Thanks should also be recorded to the BBC for their technical assistance at the event and for the 'welfare'
of our reporter. It will be well know to the Select Committee that the Delhi Games have been staged under
threat of terrorist attack. Consequently, the games are subject to the highest security measures ever
witnessed at a sports event, The BBC have shared their security expert's advice on a daily basis with Manx
Radio and have put measures in place to ensure our reporter's movements are monitored throughout each
day. These measures are beyond the scope of those Manx Radio itself could have provided to our reporter
in the field.
There has also been positive movement on the BBC's offer of providing access to the BBC's General News
Service (GNS) to Manx Radio. Manx Radio has visited the GNS team in London's White City and identified
how the programming could best be integrated into Manx Radio's output. There are some complex firewall
issues that need to be resolved so that Manx Radio can securely access the BBC's GNS feed and these are
currently being addressed.
Kind regards,
Anthony Pugh
Managing Director

,
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From: Jonathan King fmailtol.king@tynwald.org.iml
Sent: 05 October 2010 14:10
To: Anthony Pugh
Subject: Select Committee on the Licence Fee: Commonwealth Games etc
Anthony
The above Committee meets in private on Tuesday of next week (12 Oct). Please could you provide a brief update
on what happened in the end about access for Manx Radio journalists at the Commonwealth Games. Also, has there
been any response to David North's letter to Sir Michael Lyons which you kindly sent me a little while ago?
Thanks.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303

2 620

David North
Chairman, Manx Radio
Broadcasting House
Douglas Head
Douglas
Isle of Man
'MI 5BW
15 September 2010
Our ref: 270093

Thank you for your letter of 25 August and for raising some very particular
matters about the 13BC and its relationship with the Isle of Man.
I have considered the points you have made and would like to respond to you
in the dearest of terms.
Let me first of all give you my unequivocal assurance that the BBC does
indeed regard the isle of Man as a nation, with its own proud history and
culture, and a unique constitutional relationship with the UK.
Both I and Alison Hastings, the National Trustee for England, the Isle of Man
and the Channel isles, have been kept fully briefed about recent
parliamentary debates in Tynwald and the deliberations of the Select:
Committee on the Television Licence Fee. We remain committed to ensuring
fell engagement: with these ongoing discussions.
I would also like to assure you that we are fully aware of Manx Radio's unique
status. As Chairman of Manx Radio, your pride in the station's success and in
the significant contribution the station has made, and continues to make, to
the hie of the island's communities ts fully .Justified. It is for these reasons that
the BBC has not sought to set up its own radio station on the island, and why
the Executive is already entering into arrangements with Manx Radio which
have never been made for any other broadcaster. These include the offer to
share the General News Service (GNS) and to give access to the
Commonwealth Games,
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have passed your letter and the three proposals you put forward onto the
Executive for their further consideration, and have asked to be kept in touch
with progress.
Yours sincerely

\
Sir Michael Lyons
Chairman BBC Trust

cc Alison Hastings, Trustee for England
Graham Cregeen M1-11<, Chairman, Tynwald Select Committee
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Appendix 20
Deborah Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jonathan King
05 January 2010 13:30
adriancain
Deborah Smith
RE: Select Committee of Tynwald on the TV Licence Fee

Adrian

Thank you for your e-mail. It will be considered by the Select Committee in due course.

Jonathan

Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303

From: adriancain [mailto:greinneyder@mhf.org.im]
Sent: Mon 21/12/2009 3:06 PM
To: Jonathan King
Subject: Select Committee of Tynwald on the TV Licence Fee

1 DEC 2009
0 F.1'0 THE
IC, OF TYN-Ys/ALD

Jonathan veen
Please find attached and below a contribution to the TV Licence Fee debate.
I trust it is order.
Gura mie ayd as Nollick Ghennal
Adrian Cain

Charm/ veen / Dear Friend
Utr2009
Decem

.,,

I am writing to you in respect of the Tynwald Select Committee on the Television Licence
fee and in my role of Manx Language Development Officer for the Manx Heritage Foundation
(www.manxheritage.org<http://www.manxheritage.org/> ).
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Although a strong supporter of the BBC and the excellent material it produces I do feel
that as licence payer and Manx speaker we don't get an adequate return on our financial
contribution to the Corporation.
For a number of years now the BBC has provided first-class material for Irish, Scottish
Gaelic and Welsh much of which is available on the Internet. This material is suitable
for both children and learners alike whilst the financial and technical support given from
the Corporation adds credibility to these Celtic Languages. As of yet there is no support
at all from the BBC for Manx Gaelic. I have raised this with the BBC team on the Island
and with the Communication Commission but nothing has materialised so far. Given the
increasing number of speakers on the Island, the success of the Bunscoill Ghaelgagh and
the visibility of the language it seems incongruous that there is no support from the BBC
for such developments. Indeed, a number of the resources available from the BBC such as
their Bitesize GCSE material - http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/irish/- is
available in the other Celtic Languages and it would not be difficult to provide a Manx
Gaelic version of these. Moreover, given the extent of resources available for schools on
the BBC site I don't think it would be unreasonable for some material to be made available
in Manx Gaelic or simply made suitable for the Manx curriculum. See for example the
material provided for Northern Ireland schools at:
http:_//www.bbc,co.uk/northernireland/schools/
ni1965 8L

schools csel

On a personal level I trust the discussion regards the BBC and the Island manages to avoid
the heated debate in the UK which is so mired up in political ideology. Some letters to
Manx newspapers seem to have imported this debate to the Island; the discussion here, I
believe, should remain very much as to whether we get good value for money given our
licence fee contribution. I realise the Island is only a small player regards this
contribution but we clearly get a poor return compared to Guernsey where I believe the
Radio station is fully funded by the BBC.
I will continue to lobby the BBC on behalf of the Manx Heritage Foundation and the Manx
Gaelic speaking (and learning) community and hope that in the near future we may be
fortunate to see a return on our financial contribution to the Corporation. I have
included some further links below which should give you some flavour of the type of
resources available for the other Celtic languages but, as of yet, not Manx.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/irish/features/8/gaeilge/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/learnwelsh/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/schools/411/cuchulainn/programmes/01.shtmlnanguage=
gaeilge

Best wishes and thanks for your time.

Adrian Cain
Manx Language Officer
Manx Heritage Foundation
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Appendix 21
Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

adriancain [greinneyder@mhforg.im]
02 November 2010 09:33
Jonathan King
Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee

Jonathan veen
Cheers for this.
You might like to add that I again contacted the BBC in late October 2010 and no further progress has been made on
the issues I raised with them at the start of the year. They said that they would again chase the idea of accessing
some of the material from Northern Ireland for Manx but no progress has been made with this in the last eight
months. I'd be very surprised to see any substantial support for Manx Gaelic from the BBC in the future.
Best wishes
Adrian
From: Jonathan King [mailto:j.king @ tynwald.org.iml
Sent: 27 October 2010 11:50
To: Adrian Cain
Subject: Select Committee on the Television Licence Fee
Thank you for your submission dated 215' December 2009 to the above Committee. I now attach an extract from the
Committee's draft report to Tynwald. The Committee would like to give you the opportunity to comment on this.
Are you content with what is said. Is there anything else you think the Committee should say?
If you could reply by 9`hNovember that would be most helpful.
Many thanks.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303
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Appendix 22

Kirree Ronan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

adriancain [greinneyder©mhforg.im]
08 February 2011 09:18
Jonathan King
Select Committee on the TV Licence - update request

Moghrey mie
Things seem to be progressing well at present. We've been given access to some of the short cartoon material in
Northern Ireland and will work towards getting that translated shortly. I've also had a very promising meeting with
Robin Morley, Assistant Editor of New Media in the English regions. He seems confident that there will be significant
financial support for the language shortly and that his manager will be over to discuss this with Manx radio soon.
I've indicated that I'm keen to see material developed for the learner of Manx and he says that he is keen to
progress this too. I'm hoping to have further details soon but it seems very promising so far...fingers crossed! I'll
forward more details when they have been confirmed with me.
Gura mie ayd
Lhiats
Adrian

From: Jonathan King Tmailto:j.kingPtynwald.org.imi
Sent 07 February 2011 16:17
To: `adriancain'
Subject: Select Committee on the TV Licence - update request
Adrian
The above Committee would be grateful for an update as to your work with the BBC. Has any progress been made,
for example, with Manx language material on the BBC website, please?
Thank you.

Jonathan
Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald and Clerk of the Legislative Council
Legislative Buildings, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3PW
01624 686303
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Appendix 23
Telephone: (01624) 685452
Fax:

(01624) 629162

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S CHAMBERS
3RDFLOOR, ST MARY'S COURT
HILL STREET, DOUGLAS
ISLE OF MAN IM1 'I EU

Your ref:
Our ref:

WJHC/KC/2009/344
(Please quote reference

on all correspondence)

10 December 2009

Jonathan King Esq
Clerk of the Select Committee on the
Television Licence Fee
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
ISLE OF MAN IM1 3PW

Dear Mr King
Re:

Television Licence Fee Select Committee

I refer to my letter of the 30thNovember and our recent telephone conversation.
I am pleased to enclose herewith a copy of the Communications (Isle of Man) Order 2003
which extends certain parts of the Communications Act 2003 of the United Kingdom
Parliament to the Island. Section 411(6) of the 2003 Act (which is extended to the Island)
provides that Her Majesty may, by Order in Council, extend the provisions of the Act with
such modifications as appear to Her Majesty in Council to be appropriate to any of the
Channel Islands or to the Isle of Man.
Section 363 of the 2003 Act (which extends to the Island) provides that a television
receiver must not be installed or used unless the installation and use of the receiver is
authorised by a licence under Part 4 of the Act which is concerned with the licensing of TV
reception. A person who installs or uses a television receiver in contravention of the
section is guilty of an offence.
I understand that Tynwald agreed to the principle of the Order in Council at its sitting in
December 2003 and the Order was laid before the Court in January 2004.
By way of information, I understand that prior to the Communications Act 2003 the
Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 of the United Kingdom Parliament was the relevant
legislation which again was extended to the Island by a number of Orders in Council,
The Committee have also enquired as to what legal steps would need to be taken if changes
were to be made to the current licence fee requirements. I believe that the short answer to
this is that a new Order in Council would have to be made, no doubt following
representations from the Island. I should also point out, however, that section 363(6) of the
2003 Act provides that the Secretary of State may, by regulations, exempt persons from the
requirement of a licence governing the installation or use of television receivers. It might,

This communication may contain legal advice which is confideM and/or legally privileged. The recipient must not forward
or copy it to any third party without thViMor written permission of the author

therefore, be possible for a case to be made to the Secretary of State that regulations be
made exempting persons resident in the Island from the requirement to have a licence.
I hope that this will be of assistance.
Yours sincerely

AN) /
W J H Corlett
Attorney General
Enc

This communication may contain legal advice which is confidential and/or legally privileged. The recipient must
not forward or copy it to any third party wiaathe prior written permission of the author

Appendix 24

Jonathan King
Deputy Clerk of Tynwald
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
Isle of Man
IM1 3PW
British Isles
15' April 2010

Dear Mr King,
Thank you for your letter of 9thMarch 2010, regarding the provision of BBC services
via satellite in jurisdictions where the license fee is not payable.
With regards to your question on jurisdiction, please note that BSkyB Limited (Sky)
retails its direct-to-home satellite (DTH) service solely in the UK and Republic of
Ireland.
In so far as the Republic of Ireland is concerned, Sky has a commercial agreement
with BBC Worldwide to provide access to BBC1 and BBC2 in that territory.
Should the Select Committee you refer to wish to consider whether some
alternative arrangement could be put in place such that BBC services could still be
made available in the Isle of Man were it to withdraw from or amend the agreement
under which residents of the Island pay for a television license fee, then such a
matter would need to be raised directly with the BBC.
Yours sincerely,

David Wheeldon
Director of Policy & Public Affairs
BSkyB Ltd
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British Sky Broadcasting ttd, Grant Way, Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 5Q1]
Call 0870 240 3000 Fax 0870 240 3060 Visit sky.com
Registered
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Parliamentary Copyright
available from:
The Tynwald Library
Legislative Buildings
Finch Road
DOUGLAS
Isle of Man
IM1 3PW
British Isles
Tel;
01624 685520
Fax:
01624 685522
e-mail Iibrary@tynwald.org.im

June 2011
Price: £21.50

